
New missile threat raises
fears forairline passengers
TheUnited Stateswas urgently investi-
gating last night whether Islamist
militants in northern Iraq had
obtained surface-to-air missiles, as it
emerged that thousands of passengers
fly over the conflict zone every day.
Intelligence sources said there was a

“real concern” that Isis fighters had
acquired the technology capable of

downing a commercial airliner from
Syrian stockpiles.
ThePentagonhas orderedAmerican

special forces in Iraq to confirm whe-
ther Isis possesses weapons capable of
hitting an aircraft at 30,000ft or higher.
The revelation came as an investi-

gation by The Times found that major
airlines, including British Airways, Air
France, Lufthansa andQantas, fly over
the Isis-held area of Iraq every day.
A particularly popular route from

London to Asia passes directly above
the city of Mosul, a key stronghold in
themilitants’ self-declared Islamic cali-
phate. The extremist group, which
includeshundredsofBritish jihadists, is
accused of bloody massacres, behead-
ings and crucifixions and regards the
West as its enemy.
Iraqi authorities and civilian airlines

believe the flight path to be safe but the
downing of Malaysian Airlines Flight
MH17 over eastern Ukraine last week

has heightened concern about the
wisdom of flying over areas of unrest
instead of using additional fuel to travel
around them.
Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Willi-

ams, a former SAS commander, said
that civilian jets should not fly over ac-
tive war zones with a history of using
high-altitude air defence systems. He
said it was “perfectly possible” that Isis
had seized such missile systems from
Continued on page 2, col 3
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Taliban kill 15 in attack
on minibuses
Suspected Taliban fighters killed
15 people on two minibuses in the
central Afghan province of Ghor.
The attackers ordered the
passengers out and shot them
dead. The victims, who included
three women and a child,
belonged to the minority Hazara
community, which has been
targeted by the Taliban before.
About 5,000 civilians have been
killed so far this year.

Wikipedia editing ban
Wikipedia administrators have
banned page edits from US
congressional computers after
what they called “persistent
disruptive editing”. Anonymous
changes were made to entries on
politicians and businesses.

INTHENEWS

Google to fight disease
The technology giant Google is
to collect samples of human tissue
from thousands of people as part
of an experiment that could help
doctors to detect the earliest
signs of cancer and other fatal
diseases. Page 25
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Economy is back at pre-crisis
level, but you won’t feel it yet
Kathryn Hopkins
Economics Correspondent

Britain’s economy has finally surpassed
its pre-crisis peak achieved six years
ago, but it may be some time until the
benefits are felt by workers across the
country.
The economy expanded by 0.8 per

cent between April and June, the same
as in the previous three months,
according to the Office for National
Statistics (ONS). This means that the
economy is now 0.2 per cent higher
than it was in the first quarter of 2008.
It was the second good piece of news

for the government this week after the
International Monetary Fund forecast
that the UKwould grow by 3.2 per cent
this year, beating all otherG7 countries.
It is a full percentage point above
Canada, the next closest country.
Royal Bank of Scotland, the state-

owned bank, also published its half-
year results a week early yesterday
because profits have come in far better
than expected, sending its shares rock-
eting by more than 10 per cent.
David Cameron said: “It shows if you

stick to a long-termeconomic plan, you
take the long-term and difficult deci-
sions that arenecessary, youcanget the
country back on the right path.”
While Ed Balls, the shadow chancel-

lor,welcomed thenews, hewarned that
wages after inflation were down more
than £1,600 a year since 2010, house-
buildingwas at its lowest level since the
1920s and business investmentwas lag-
ging behind the UK’s competitors.
Economists were also quick to point

out that, because of population growth,
gross domestic product per capita was
still 4percentbelow itspreviouspeakat
the end of 2007.
John Hawksworth, chief economist

at PwC, said: “It will be some years yet
before average real incomes have fully
recovered the losses suffered during
the recession.”
Alan Clarke, head of European fixed

income strategy at Scotiabank, also

stressed that itwas important tokeep in
mindhowmuchground remained tobe
made up.
“Had we not been in recession you

would normally have seen the eco-
nomy continuing to expand, so output
is still short of where we would have
been had the economy continued to
expand.There is lost ground tomakeup
for,” he said.
A breakdown of the figures showed

that growth had been buoyed by a
strong service sector, which grew by
1per cent in the second quarter. Pro-
duction also increased by 0.4 per cent.
However, the construction sector,
whichhadstarted to recoverafterbeing
badly damaged during the downturn,
floundered, decreasing by 0.5 per cent
in the second quarter.
There is also a chance that the UK

may have actually passed its pre-
recession peak earlier than the second
quarter of this year because in
September the ONS will publish
sweeping changes to its historic GDP
figures to fit in with new European
guidelines.
Joe Grice, chief economic adviser at

theONS, said that changes thisautumn
to the way countries measure their
GDP may yet modify its view of how
slow the UK’s recovery has been.
Mr Hawksworth added: “It’s not of

huge economic significance, but it’s
slightly ironic if people are cheering on
something now that happened earlier.”
The figures will also add to pressure

on theBankofEngland to raise interest
rates beforeChristmas as the economic
recovery gathers pace.

Pilots attack ‘conflicting’ flight path advice
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Continued from page 1
the Assad regime in neighbouring Syr-
ia. “They may also have skilled opera-
tors, giventheamountofdefectors from
the Syrian regime and the old Iraqi
army staff that will be around. I would
like someone toshowmethat theydon’t
have them, rather than wait to be
proved wrong,” Colonel Williams said.
There are also concerns about flight

paths that take passengers across other
conflict zones, including Mali, Afghan-
istanand thenorthwest tribal regionsof
Pakistan. The International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation (ICAO), a United
Nations agency that oversees aviation,
will hold ameeting thisweek inCanada
to discuss how to reduce the risk.
Regular British Airways flights over

northern Iraq include BA106 from
Dubai to London Heathrow and
BA2042 from theMaldives to Gatwick,
according to tracking data collected by
Flightradar24, a website that plots the
course of airliners around the world.
More than 50 flights a day in and out of
BritishairportspassovernorthernIraq.
A spokeswoman for Britain’s leading

carrier declined to commenton specific
flight paths taken by British Airways
aircraft. “Our flight plans vary depend-
ing on a variety of factors, but our high-
est and first priority is always the safety
of our crew and customers,” she said.
“We would never fly in airspace unless
we were satisfied that it was safe to do
so.” Lufthansa, Air France and Qantas
offered similar responses.
Pressure is mounting on the aviation

industry to steer clear of trouble spots
after the downing last week of Flight
MH17, believed to have been by pro-
Russian separatists. All 298 passengers
and crew were killed.
The attack raised serious questions

aboutwhoshoulddecidewhere it is safe
to fly. Governments, airlines, national

aviation bodies and international orga-
nisations all offer input, but no single
body is responsible.
TheBritishAirlinePilotsAssociation

called for the ICAOtobegiven stronger
powers in deciding safe flight paths.
“The trouble with the vague and often
conflicting advice from national and
international authorities is that airlines
end up making the risk assessment
themselves, with pilots at the sharp end
of those decisions,” a spokesman said.
Graham Stringer, a Labour MP and

member of the transport select com-

mittee, suggested that the government
issue advice to British people about
countries to avoid flying over.
The Foreign and Commonwealth

Office confirmed last night that a Brit-
ish man was among the 118 victims of a
second fatal plane crash. The Algerian
aircraft came down in northern Mali,
another hotbed of Islamist militancy,
on Thursday. Terrorism has not been
ruled out, but officials said the most
likely reason was bad weather.
Additional reporting by Mia Liyanage
World, pages 32-33
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. . . but it may be easier if your name is Norman
When William the Conqueror’s nobles
were hewing and skewering Saxons at
theBattleofHastings, it is probable that
they did not give much thought to the
educational prospects of their descend-
ants 948 years later. Today, however,
people with Norman surnames are
more likely to get into Oxbridge,
according to an American economist.

Indeed, the Normans seem to mes-
merise academic institutions that were
not even a twinkle in an abbot’s eye
when they crossed the Channel,
according to Gregory Clark, of the Uni-
versity of California,Davis.

“People with Norman surname
still more likely than the average
son to be enrolled at Oxbridge,
said.

“The increase in probability
is subtle — about a 50 per cent
greater chance. But it is very
prising given that what distinguis
es these people is that their ance
were on the winning side nearly
years ago.”

Professor Clark believes one
of the reasons for the Norman
supremacy is that many men
discarded surnames in favour

their mothers’ more glamorous,
French-sounding titles. “I suspect

drives this is that since Norman
names still sound ‘distin-

guished’ there’s been some
switching,” he said. “Thus, per-
haps, you take the mother’s
name which is Norman, and

not the father’s, which is ‘Smith’.” In the
late 18th century the very Saxon-
sounding Charles Medows (MP for
Nottinghamshire), took his mother’s
surname.

It seems to have worked: the newly-
minted Charles Pierrepoint became
the first Baron Newark of Newark-on-
Trent eight years later, before being
named the first Earl Manvers in 1806.

Around the start of the 19th century
people with Norman names were about
eight times as likely to become MPs as
people with more commonplace sur-
names. This ratio has fallen back dra-
matically over the past two centuries,
and from 1950 to today fewer than 1 per
cent of MPs have had such monikers.

One notable exception is Theresa
Villiers, the Conservative Northern
Ireland secretary, whose surname
derives from a village in Calvados.

Professor Clark said that other
examples of distinctive Norman sur-
names populating the higher echelons
of British society included Neville,
Pier(re)point,Montague,Montgomery,
Vesey, Glanville and Lacy.

In his book , The Son Also Rises, Pro-
fessor Clark found that it could take a
family between 300 and 450 years to
change its social and economic status.

Oliver Moody A touch of class

Villiers Family
first came to
England from
the eponymous
village in
Calvados in 1066

Neville First
recorded in
England in 1129,
the house
became a key
player in the Wars
of the Roses

Somerville
Derived from
Gualtier de
Somerville, one of
William the
Conqueror’s
knights. Famous
Somervilles
include Mary, the
19th-century
polymath, and
Julia, the TV news
presenter

ville
from

ville, near

mandy. Vita

Sackville-West,
author and poet,
was best known
for her affair with
Virginia Woolf

Montague from
the French mont
agu, meaning
“pointed hill”. The
family has filled
the earldoms of
Halifax, Beaulieu
and Sandwich but
the most famous
Montague today
is Sarah, of BBC
Radio 4’s Today
programme

How to squirm your way into Cambridge
University’s new videos
of admission interviews
aim to debunk myths
for fearful students,
writes Nicola Woolcock

The tension is palpable, the fear so real
and the questioning merciless. One
prospective student laughs nervously
as she attempts to sketch the behaviour
of a mathematical function, another
looks heavenwards as he struggles
under a meticulous interrogation on
the hereditary nature of DNA.

Both are going through the intensive
interview process used by the Uni-
versity of Cambridge to select appli-
cants and they look resigned to being
intellectually mauled.

The university is for the first time
releasing videos of its world-famous
interviews in an attempt to debunk
mythsabout theprocessandencourage
more applicants.

While the videos show that students
are not asked any of the infamous left-
field questions, they are asked in detail
about the subjects they are applying to
study.

As expected, the interviews take
place in book-lined studies, either
across desks or in wing-backed arm-
chairs. Each applicant faces two inter-
viewers, one of whom silently takes
notes. The candidates — who had
already won a place at Cambridge but
agreed to resubmit themselves for a
fresh interrogation before their courses
started — look eager but nervous.

Anyone expecting to see them fero-
ciously grilled and reduced to tears by
bushy-eyebrowed academics will be
disappointed.The questioning is polite
and friendly but deadly. All of the stu-
dents squirm or appear flummoxed or
uncertain at some stage.

In an interview for natural sciences,
Lisa Jardine-Wright passes a piece of
paper to Hannah Dunnett, asks her to
sketch the behaviour of Y=sin(X)
divided by X, and watches intently as
the student is put on the spot.

“I’m going to start with X=0,” says
Hannah tentatively. “Can I stop you
there a second,” says Dr Jardine-

Wright immediately, suggesting she try
another tack. Silence falls as Hannah
struggleswith the task under the scruti-
ny of two academics, and is forced to
think out loud as she sketches on the
paper. She retains her composure but
gives a nervous laugh when challenged

on her calculations, before reaching the
right conclusion after a couple more
prompts.

Dr Jardine-Wright says in the film
that Hannah did well because “we’re
looking at how teachable they are, how
they can take an idea and develop it”.

Oli Stubbs starts confidently in his
interview for medicine, when asked
about the hereditary nature of
DNA, but he soon ties himself in
knots under relentless questioning by
Amer Rana.

He attempts complex mental calcu-
lations with mixed results, and event-
ually says: “Ummm, I’m going to have
to write something down.”

After the next question he takes a

long pause, and looks heavenwards as if
seeking inspiration, before groping his
way to the right answer.

Dr Rana said afterwards: “Oliver
gave a very positive interview. He didn’t
give up, he kept trying to work out an-
swers and he was listening to the infor-
mation we were giving him.”

Freezing up is normal, according to
Mike Sewell, the director of admissions
for Cambridge Colleges. He said: “We
are not looking for the perfect perform-
ance but a thoughtful academic re-
sponse to technical subject-related
questions. If stumbles occur, this isn’t
failure, it is an indication of a student
who is willing and capable to learn and
to persevere when it isn’t easy.”

Those who have a lack of engage-
ment or passion are unlikely to get
through. Dr Sewell said: “The fact that
these successful candidates did make
mistakes and needed prompting and
guidance mirrors what hundreds of
successful interviews are like each year.

“The films will, we hope, take the
mystery out of this aspect of our admis-
sions process and reassure students
about what interviews involve.”

Links to the videos are to be put
on the university’s YouTube channel
from Monday.

Dreaming of student
life on the Cam, at
King’s College, top,
interviewees face
questioning that is
polite and friendly
but deadly, above
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Answers to healthcare
lie in the stars, says MP
Astrology could be invaluable to
medicine, according to a
Conservative MP on the
Commons health and science
committee who once spoke of the
“awesome power of the Moon”
(Danielle Sheridan writes). David
Tredinnick, 64, the MP for
Bosworth, who claims to have
spent 20 years studying astrology
and healthcare, is convinced that
the stars could help patients. In
the Commons yesterday, he said
that more should be done to raise
awareness among patients and
healthcare professionals about
the benefits of astrology. “I am
absolutely convinced that those
who look at the map of the sky
for the day that they were born
and receive some professional
guidance will find out a lot about
themselves and it will make their
lives easier,” he said.

Court ban for barrister
A barrister who failed in an
unprecedented 30 “vexatious”
tribunal claims over four years
has been barred from the courts
(Frances Gibb writes). John
Iteshi, 40, was called as a barrister
in 2007 but never fully qualified
to practise because he could not
obtain a pupillage. He alleged
race and sex discrimination
against a series of prospective
employers. At the Employment
Appeal Tribunal in London, Sir
John Mitting, QC, said that
Iteshi’s behaviour was exceptional
and banned him indefinitely.

Voters beat developer
Residents of a Buckinghamshire
town have voted in favour of a
modest growth plan after a
developer lost a High Court
attempt to block a referendum.
Gladman Developments wanted
Winslow to double in size to
4,000 homes, but residents voted
to expand by only 450 homes. In
total, 2,270 people voted “yes”
and 41 voted “no”. Roy van de
Poll, a councillor, said: “We hope
our success in defending our right
to vote on our future encourages
other communities to stand up to
the Gladmans of this world.”

Bron joins The Archers
Eleanor Bron has joined the
cast of Radio 4 soap The Archers
as Carol Tregorran, a character
who is returning to the show
after 34 years away. Bron, 76, who
has appeared in cinema classics
such as Alfie, Help! and Women In
Love, was heard last night, as the
character turned up for the
funeral of her husband, John
Tregorran. Bron said: “I was
thrilled when my agent called. I
have been around long enough
that The Archers is part of my
history . . . and it is so like life.”

I’m not the guy from central casting:
Miliband admits an image problem
Ed Miliband embarked on a high-
stakes strategy of listing his faults
yesterday, criticising photo opportuni-
ties and soundbites as diminishing
politics.
The Labour leader conceded that he

was “not from central casting” and
would lose an election determined
largely by image, in a speech in which
he attempted to confront some of his
weaknesses.
The Labour leader rejected the style

of leadership honed by Margaret
Thatcher, Tony Blair and David Cam-
eron, suggesting that hewould, instead,
concentrate on showing soul, empathy
and decency as prime minister.
However, he stressed that he would

continue to hold photo opportunities
andprovide soundbites because “image
and pictures matter and count for us

all”. Shortly after the speech at the
Royal Institute of British Architects in
London, he cancelled a chat with activ-
ists designed to help broadcasters to get
images for their bulletins.
Mr Miliband went on to concede a

series of shortcomings connected with
his looks and image but stopped short
of addressing the concerns that have
arisen from polling and from Labour
MPs that he does not appear prime
ministerial.
He said: “I am not from central cast-

ing. You can find people who are more
square-jawed, more chiselled, look less
like Wallace. You could probably even
find people who look better eating a
bacon sandwich. If you want the politi-
cian from central casting, it’s just not
me, it’s the other guy.”
He also conceded that his desire for

“responsible capitalism”, the main
theme of his leadership, was something
“fewpeople are sayingon thedoorstep”.
Labour is seeking to insulate its

leader from an attempt by the Tories to
use the general election campaign to
highlight Mr Miliband’s image prob-
lem, as demonstrated in polls which
show thatmost peoplewould preferMr
Cameron as prime minister.
The Labour leader sought to turn the

argumenton itshead, saying thatpoliti-
cians and the media did not present
politics in an engaging way, turning it
into a contest or fashion parade.
“The terms of trade of politics — the

way it is discussed and rated— has be-
come about themanufactured, the pol-
ished, the presentational. Politics is
played out as showbiz, a game, who is
upandwho isdownrather than thebest
chance a lot of people have to change
their lives. This is not new but it has got
worse. Politicians have fuelled it,” he
said.
He brandedMrCameron the master

of “photo-oppolitics”, goingontosay“if
you want a politician who thinks that a
goodphoto is themost important thing,
then don’t vote for me”.
He singled out notable photo stunts

by MrCameron before the 2010 elect-
ion: “Like when someone hugs a husky
before an election and then says cut the
green crap after it or hugs a hoodie
before an election and then says they
should be locked up afterwards.”
MrCameron is increasingly attempt-

ing to avoid the national media, having
flown to Scotland with just one hand-
picked broadcast journalist earlier this
week.
Mr Miliband conceded that, to date,

he had not always got the balance right
because “politics is a hard business to
get right” and the picture of him hold-
ing a copy of The Sun at the start of the
World Cup had been a mistake. He
made clear that if he were to become
prime minister his style would mark a
break with previous incumbents.
He said: “If we are to govern for the

whole country, if we are to get policy
right, listening is an essential part of
leading. This openness to others isn’t
the style of leadership we’ve grown
used to. Or the style of leadership we
celebrate. But it is what I aspire to as a
person and as a politician.”
Although Mr Miliband did not criti-

cise former prime ministers by name,
afterwards an aide said: “Cameron is
doingapoor imitationofBlair.Wedon’t
want to be doing a weak imitation of
Cameron.”

Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor

Ed Miliband’s
look makes him
ripe for satire.
Peter Brookes

draws inspiration
from Wallace and
Gromit, below
and on page 20

“I have a team of people trying
to find out how I did it”

Parting shot from Commons
clerk questions Speaker’s role
Laura Pitel Political Correspondent

The departing clerk of the House of
Commonshaswarned that the Speaker
must remain neutral amid reports of a
rift with John Bercow.
Sir Robert Rogers, who is leaving

Westminster after more than 40 years,
used a parting shot to argue that the
position must be impartial.
In an interview with The Guardian,

Sir Robert, whose role as parliament’s
most senior official includes providing
constitutional advice, refused to whe-
therhehad rowedwithMrBercow.The
Tory MP Michael Fabricant said last
week in the Commons that Sir Robert
had had to retire early after being told
to “f*** off” by the Speaker.
“We give advice in confidence, and

the other side of that coin is that per-
sonal relationships are also in confi-
dence,” he said. “Were that not so, we
would start to break down the relation-

ship of trust that rightly exists between
officers of the house and the MPs.
Wherever you start to break that trust
down, youdo the relationship damage.”
He added pointedly: “All I can say is

that historically, the House has given
the Speaker, the chair, really remark-
able powers and that rests on the tradi-
tion of impartiality and being a servant
of the house, something which dates
back to Arthur Onslow in the
18th century. I think I would leave that
there as a statement of the relationship
between the Speaker and the House.”
Discontent with Mr Bercow has been

growing among Tory MPs. An ano-
nymous letter circulated in parliament
accused him of “increasingly erratic be-
haviour”. It accused the former Tory,
whowaselected thanks to the supportof
Labour MPs and few Conservatives, of
“systematic bullying and humiliation of
staff” and called for him to be replaced.
Mr Bercow denies the allegations.

Charlie Brooks turns back on old
friend with plan to stand for Ukip
Laura Pitel

The husband of the former News
International executive Rebekah
Brooks, is said to be considering stand-
ing forUkipat thegeneral electionnext
year.
Charlie Brooks and his wife were

close friends of David Cameron before
the eruption of the phone-hacking
scandal at The News of the World. Last
month the couple were cleared of all
charges against them after a nine-
month trial at the Old Bailey.
The racehorse trainer and Old

Etonian was upset at the prime minis-
ter’s treatment of his wife at the height
of the row and, in a move certain to
irritate his old friend, he appears to
have taken a shine to Nigel Farage.
Mr Brooks met the Ukip leader at a

debate in Oxfordshire last week. “I’m a
big fan of Boris Johnson and Nigel
Farage,” he told The Spectator maga-

zine after the event. “I’ve always been a
convert to be honest, which tells you
what I make of politicians these days.”
A Ukip insider told The Daily Mail

thatMr Brooks was seriously consider-
ing putting his name forward as a
candidate for the party.
Mr Farage told the newspaper: “We

attended lunch after the debate and
enjoyed a drink and a chat. If Charlie
applies, then we’ll consider it.”
MrBrooks spoke of his displeasure at

Mr Cameron when the phone-hacking
trial came to an end.
He said that hewas “disappointed” at

remarks made by the primeminister in
the Commons that if Mrs Brooks had
offered her resignation to him, he
would have accepted it.
“I didn’t really feel he had all of the

facts at his finger tips to comment on
that,” Mr Brooks said.
BothUkipanda representativeofMr

Brooks declined to comment.

Inside today

Ed Miliband’s imagege
is directly related toy
the type of leadership
he has given Labour
Leading article, page 21
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Travis sent for retrial on sex offence charges

Mother admits
she beat ‘missing’
Mikaeel to death

Dave Lee Travis condemned prosecu-
tors for overcompensating for their
failure to bring Jimmy Savile to justice
by making him face a fresh trial over
historical abuse allegations.
The former BBC Radio 1 DJ was

told yesterday that he would face a
retrial on charges relating to two
women and one new allegation, having
been acquitted of 12 other sex charges
in February.
Mr Travis spoke of his anger at his

treatment during Scotland Yard’s
Operation Yewtree investigation into
celebrities accused of sexual offences
and said he had spent his pension on

legal fees. He pleaded not guilty yester-
day to a charge of indecently assaulting
a woman while appearing on The Mrs
Merton Show on BBCTwo in 1995.
He also faces retrial over claims that

he indecently assaulted a woman in his
dressing room while appearing in
pantomime in 1990 and sexually
assaulted a journalist at his home in
2008.
“I knowthere’s no such thingas inno-

cent until proven guilty. I know for a
fact that isn’t true,” he said as he left
Southwark crown court.
“In my estimation the CPS [Crown

Prosecution Service] has overcompen-
sated for its failings with Savile and is
taking away the human rights and

dignity of individuals by having police
arrest people first and then go out
looking for evidence while that person
is on bail. Inmy case I have been on bail
for two years. This is entirely unaccept-
able.”
Mr Travis, 69, held his wife’s hand as

he described how his reputation has
been damaged “irreparably”. “Health?
I’mOK, I’m not about to topmyself but
it’s something important,” he said.
The former presenter of the BBC

One show Top of the Popswas told yes-
terday that his two-week trial will start
on September 1.
Mr Travis called for changes to

the legal system once his case had
concluded.

David Brown

A major case review was ordered
yesterday after it emerged that social
services had decided to stop monitor-
ing three-year-old Mikaeel Kular only
a month before the boy was beaten to
death by his mother.
Harrowingdetails of theway the tod-

dler was treated were given in court
yesterday, after Rosdeep Adekoya, 34,
admitted killing her son by severely
beating him in January. The mother of
five, who triggered a public search after
she reported her son missing, was
charged with murdering Mikaeel but
admitted a reduced charge of culpable
homicide. Adekoya admitted repeated-
ly punching her son on the head and
body when he was sick after a trip to a
restaurant. She inflicted fatal injuries to
the toddler over the next 24 hours and
refused to call medical help because of
his bruising.
Prosecutors accepted that Adekoya

had not intended to kill her son and
that, although theassaultwas serious, it
fell “short of the wicked recklessness
required formurder”. The high court in
Edinburghwas told thatAdekoya, from
Kirkcaldy inFife, hadanumberofmen-
tal healthproblemsandhadbeenclose-
ly monitored by social services in the
past because she had struggled to cope
with being a singlemother of five child-

ren under the age of ten, especiallyMi-
kaeel. Police who examined Adekoya’s
phone found evidence of internet
searches using the phrases “I find it
hard to love my son”, “I love all my
children except one”, and “I always feel
angry with my son”.
Yet the court was told that just over a

month before Mikaeel was so badly
beatenbyhismother thathis bowelwas
ruptured, social services in Fife had
stopped monitoring Adekoya and her
children. She had moved her family to
Edinburgh several months earlier.
YesterdayFife council and theCity of

Edinburgh council said they would
begin a significant case review after
Adekoya’s guilty plea. She will be sen-
tenced next month.
Alex Prentice, for the prosecution,

told the court that social workers had
been closely involved with the family.
The boy and his twin sister were placed
into foster care at birth after Adekoya
said she wanted to have them adopted,
but she changed her mind and they
were returned. However, by May 2012
Adekoya had started to go out with
friends in Edinburgh, drinking to ex-
cess, Mr Prentice said. The twins were
taken into foster care,where they flour-
ished, after social services were alerted
that Adekoya had left her children at
home in Kirkcaldy without proper
adult supervision, he added. They were

returned to Adekoya in August before
the family’s move to Edinburgh, and by
last December Fife social services had
stopped monitoring the family, the
court was told.
Mikaeel died on January 14 of inju-

ries his mother had inflicted on him.
Two days earlier Adekoya had “lost her
temper” when Mikaeel was repeatedly
sick after a trip to a restaurant in Edin-
burgh. Adekoya hit his body and head
with her clenched fist. When the boy
was sick for a third time, she dragged
Mikaeel to the shower by his arms and
“beat him heavily” on his back. Over
the next few days Mikaeel’s condition
worsened and he was kept off nursery.
Hewas assaulted again on theMonday,
and the following night he died as a
result of his injuries.
Adekoya wrapped her son’s body in a

duvet cover and put it in a suitcase,
which she hid in woodland behind a
relative’s home in Kirkcaldy.

Tom Knowles

Butler killed by service lift in Middlemarch house
A butler whowas taking tea to a guest’s
roomhasbeencrushed todeathbya lift
at the country house featured in the
television series Middlemarch.
ArthurMellar, 47, was taken toPeter-

borough city hospital with head inju-
ries after the accident at Burghley
House near Stamford, in Lincolnshire.
Doctors fought in vain to save Mr

Mellar, who had worked at the stately
home for eight years.
Gerwin Castillo, 39, his partner of

threeyears, said: “Hewas in the resusci-
tation room for four hours, fighting for
his life.
“It feels like we were together for 30

years. He was such a beautiful person
inside and out. He was kind and gener-
ous and a very loving man. The pain of
losing him is immeasurable.”
Mr Mellar had posted a selfie from

the 16th-century house to Facebook
three months ago with the caption:
“Stately homes are an occupational
hazard, such a bore.”
A friend, who asked not to be named,

added: “He was on his way to serve tea
when the lift came down and crushed
him. It was an old service elevator and
something just gave way.
“It’s absolutely tragic. He loved that

job and enjoyed mixing with high
society.”
Mr Mellar, a classic car enthusiast

who owned a Bentley and a Rolls-
Royce Silver Cloud, had worked at the
grade I-listed house for eight years. He
was originally from Barnsley, South
Yorkshire.
Police confirmed it appeared thatMr

Mellar had been crushed by a service
lift.
David Pennell, the estate director at

Burghley House, said that the house
would co-operate fullywith the investi-
gation.
He added: “It is with the deepest

sadness that we confirm the tragic
death of ArthurMellar, a highly valued

member of the household team at
Burghley, following an accident on
Saturday, July 12.”
Burghley House, which was used as

the location for the six-part BBC adap-
tation of George Eliot’s novel, was
designed and built between 1555 and
1587 by William Cecil, lord high trea-
surer to Elizabeth I. The main part of
the house has 35 major rooms on the
ground and first floors, but there are
more than 80 lesser rooms.
Lady Victoria Leatham brought her

family to live at Burghley in 1981 to run
the estate on behalf of the Burghley
House Preservation Trust.
When she retired in 2007, her daugh-

terMirandaRock, anarthistorian, took
over as director of the trust. Ms Rock,
44,now livesat theancestralhomewith
her husband, Orlando, 45, and their
four children, aged between two and 11.
BurghleyHouse has been featured in

several adaptations, including Pride
and Prejudice (2005) and The Da Vinci
Code because of its virtually unaltered
Elizabethan façades and variety of
historic interiors.
The Elizabethan home also hosts the

Land Rover Burghley horse trials.
Mr Mellar’s funeral will be held at

St Martin’s Church, in Stamford, on
Tuesday.
The Health and Safety Executive

confirmed that it was investigating the
circumstances surrounding Mr
Mellar’s death.
A spokesman for Cambridgeshire

police added: “We were called to
reports that aman inhis fortieshad suf-
fered serious injuries at Burghley
House on Saturday, July 12.
“He was taken to hospital but later

died. A joint investigation is being
carried out by police and the Health
and Safety Executive.”

John Simpson

Arthur Mellar had worked at Burghley
House for eight years before he died

Cameron may make domestic
abuse a new criminal offence

A specific offence of domestic abuse
could be introduced, David Cameron
said yesterday.
Campaigners said that such a move

could help prosecutors to take more
accountof patternsof behaviour aswell
as individual incidents.
Asked on BBC Radio Gloucester-

shire if he supportedMPs who are call-
ing for the move, Mr Cameron said:
“We are looking very carefully at this.”
He added: “Of course, domestic vio-

lence is a crime. If you beat someone, if
you abuse someone, if you abuse them

psychologically, if you stalk someone, if
you threaten, those are all individual
crimes. There’s a question about
whether we need to have a specific
offence aswell—andwe’re very happy
to look at that.
“I think the most important thing

with domestic violence is to make sure
that thepolicehave the trainingand the
understanding, so that when they get a
call, theydon’t think, ‘Well, it’s adomes-
tic, it’s inside the house, there’s nothing
I can do’.
“It’s a really important area of crime

that we’ve got to get to grips with in our
country.”

Francis Elliott, Sam Coates, Laura Pitel
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the internet
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feel angry with
my son”
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A Glaswegian diet of pizza and
McDonald’s in the athletes’ village has
been condemned by the head of
the Indian delegation at the Common-
wealth Games.
Raj Singh is chef de mission for the

215-strong Team India, many of whom
are vegetarians. They were “coping”
with Glasgow’s distinctive culinary
offering, Mr Singh said, but together
with cramped accommodation and a
lack of televisions, the facilities were
“below par”.
“There are very few choices for

vegetarian, there are pizzas and
McDonald’s, but that is not good for
athletes,” said Mr Singh. “The food at
theOlympicGameswith anAsian food
court was way better and if you
remember we had 200 to 250 kinds of
food items in Delhi for the last
Commonwealth Games.”
Before the Delhi games in 2010, the

Second blow for Wales as
team captain fails drug test
Mike Wade

One of Wales’s few gold medal
prospects has withdrawn from the
Commonwealth Games after failing a
routine drugs test.
RhysWilliams, 30, the sonof JJWilli-

ams, the former Welsh rugby winger,
dropped out of the 400m hurdles yes-

terday while protesting his innocence.
He is the reigningEuropean champion,
and was joint captain of the Welsh
squad in Glasgow.
Williams said that he was “utterly

devastated” by the findings. “From the
outset, Iwould strongly like to state that
I havenot knowingly takenanybanned
substance,” he said in a statement.

“As a professional athlete, I have al-
ways supportedandhavebeenanadvo-
cate of clean sport. However, I recog-
nise that the responsibility for this situ-
ation lieswithmeandI’mcommitted to
workingwithUKAnti-Doping andwill
fully co-operate in the legal process.”
Welsh Athletics officials were

stunned by this latest development,

which had delivered a “massive blow”
to morale, according toMatt Newman,
the organisation’s chief executive.Will-
iams is the second leading track and
field competitor from Wales to fail a
drugs test within a matter of days after
GarethWarburtonwas ruled out of the
800m in the Glasgow Games for an
alleged doping offence.
Welsh Athletics confirmed Willi-

ams’s provisional suspension after he
was charged with committing an anti-
doping rule violation under the IAAF
anti-doping rules, and said it would be
conducting an internal review.
Mr Newman said: “There are some

common factors in the two situations
but that detail is part of the process
which we can’t talk about.”
He added: “The fact there has been

twocases ina short spaceof timemeans
it’s not a coincidence. But at this stage
we just hope we can back up what the
athletes suspect is the source of the
contamination.”
AthirdWelsh teammember, thebox-

er Fred Evans, was forced to withdraw
fromGlasgow 2014 after he was denied
accreditation. The welterweight silver
medalist at London 2012was convicted

after an assault at a Birminghamnight-
club and fined £1,000.
Williams uses a supplement called

Mountain Fuel, which claims to pro-
vide “nutritionally-balanced supple-
ments targeted at individuals and
teams involved in extreme and endur-
ance sport”. It is believed to be one of a
numberofproductswhicharebeingex-
amined by anti-doping officials.
According to the BBC, the manufac-

turers of Mountain Fuel are carrying
out their own tests to establishwhether
any banned substances were inadvert-
ently used when making the product.
The results of the tests are expected
next Wednesday, with sources close to
the company claiming it is confident of
being exonerated.
Steve Cram, a former World Cham-

pionat 1,500m, said athletes had to take
responsibility for any dietary supple-
ments or medications they took.
“Athletes know it is entirely your re-

sponsibility if you take anything, go
down the chemist, whatever, you are
wholly responsible,” he said. “We can
have all sorts of sympathy but they are
just going to have to go with whatever
punishment comes their way.”
Andy Parkinson, chief executive of

UKAnti-Doping confirmedWilliams’s
suspension for violating international
anti-doping rules.
“The athlete has the opportunity to

respond to thechargesagainsthim, and
to have those charges determined at a
full hearing before the National Anti-
Doping Panel,” Mr Parkinson said.
Mr Newman said: “We have a close

relationshipwithUKathletics and [the]
anti-doping agency and made sure
there is a comprehensive education in
place from the academy athletes up to
the international.”

Rhys Williams denies “knowingly”
taking any banned substances

Team India
complains
about food
and toilets
Mike Wade

Seventy children aged 8 to 18 joined
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Indian authorities faced complaints
about security and construction
standards. Photographs of substandard
accommodation, including an athlete’s
bed covered in “pawmarks from one of
the many wild dogs that roam
Delhi’s streets” were published in
newspapers.
Mr Singh said: “We were at the re-

ceivingendwhenwehosted theGames.
But what we are getting at the athletes’
village in Glasgow is much below what
India had given in 2010.
“At the Games village here the

bathrooms are not attached to each
roomand theathleteswill have to share
bathrooms. In Delhi, we provided
attached bathrooms with each
apartment.
“The gym has not many work

stations and [not] enough equipment
for several athletes to work out
simultaneously. It is not much of a
problem and we are managing, but it
cannot be compared to what was
offered in Delhi.”
Mike Hooper, chief executive of the

Commonwealth Games Federation,
dismissed the criticisms. “We are very
pleased with Glasgow — they have
done fantastic job at accommo-
dating all the teams,” he said. “I
certainlyhavenot receivedany
complaints.” Mr Hooper said
that Delhi 2010 “ultimately did
deliver for the athletes” but it
had been “an arduous journey
getting there . . . This is chalk
and cheese”.

Happy city glows in
grip of Games fever
Mike Wade

Packed stands, cloudless skies, a swel-
tering sun and a river of goldmedals for
the home nation. It couldn’t get much
better for Glasgow 2014 after just two
days of competition.
As the city becomes possessed by the

Games, moments of pure joy are
breaking out everywhere.
The first I saw was on Wednesday

near GlasgowGreen, where a crowd of
about 6,000 had gathered to watch the
opening ceremony on a big screen. A
man in a bomber jacket and football
scarf was walking along the Clyde
embankment, tapping out the rhythm
of a terrace anthem on the railing.
At dusk on any other evening, he

might have been a daunting prospect,
but his facewaswreathed in a smile.He
yelled to anyone who cared to listen:
“The Queen just waved to me! She was
in her car and she waved to me! How
cool is that?”
The next morning, kids wrapped in

Saltires held their mums’ hands as they
walked over the Clyde Arc to witness
Scotland’s glorious opening day in the
judo; the ticket office queues snaked
underCentral stationasherdsofpeople
descended on the Emirates Arena.
While the elite competitors fight it

out for the medals, other athletes seem
happy toenjoy theirmoment in the sun.
On Thursday I met Krystian Bo-

rucki. The only boxer in the Isle ofMan

team has no one to train with, but goes
eachday to theEmiratesArena towork
out with any willing members of other
teams he comes across. When asked
about his chances, he said: “It’s simple.
In boxing, everyone has a chance.”
Near by, the Botswanan badminton

team — just two men — was working
out on a practice court. JumaMuwowo,
the coach, had just recorded onhis iPad
a visit to the gymby thePrince ofWales
and was plainly delighted at the me-
mento. Could his players be inspired to
go on and a win amedal? “One has not
been very lucky in the draw but the
other is OK,” he said doubtfully.
On Friday, a tall, rangy man wearing

the green and gold colours of the
Australian team wandered out of the
athletes’ village. “Lovely day,” he said to
the policeman at the gate, who replied,
deadpan: “It’s always like this.”
There are niggles —about Glaswe-

gian food and the long walks at some
venues—but they seemminor fornow.
“We felt in October 2012 that the

preparations were good and these had
the potential to be the best Games ev-
er,” said Mike Hooper, chief executive
of the Commonwealth Games Federa-
tion. “Whether that accoladewill be be-
stowed at the end of next week, who
knows? But this is just marvellous.
Everything. The athletes, the warmth
of the reaction, thepeople in the streets,
thepolice, theway theyengagewith the
community. Everyone is helpful.”

podium to the sound of the pipes;
crowds joined in the dirge-like
anthem, Flower of Scotland, harking
back to ancient victories over the
English; kilts, bonnets and Scottish
flags were everywhere. As the
nation warmed to its sporting
triumphs, William Hill, the
bookmakers, reported a betting
surge on the referendum, with a
million pounds staked overnight on
the outcome. What better to stir the
nationalist blood?
Except that the one thing notably

absent from the Games thus far has
been politics. At the opening
ceremony at Celtic Park, where
republican rants are the usual fare,
the national anthem was sung with
vigour and the Queen was greeted
with wild cheers while Mr Salmond
drew only polite applause. The
English team were given a reception
that was second only in warmth to
that of the Scots. What is going on?
What is going on is a passionate

devotion to sport that has little or
nothing to do with political
aspiration. Jodie Stimpson, cheered
to the echo as she carried off gold in
the triathlon for England, said
afterwards: “The support from the
crowd was awesome, no matter what
country you were from.”
The fact is, what is happening in

Glasgow is very similar to the wave
of warmth and goodwill that
suffused the London Olympics. It is
simply great to be in Glasgow and
even greater, if you are a Scot, to
hail a Scottish victory.
I doubt if that turns you into a

Nationalist. Indeed, the opposite
may be true. If all this can come
about in a Scotland whose victories
are as loudly applauded by the
English, the Welsh or the Northern
Irish as they are by the Scots
themselves, why on earth should
they want to leave the party? If
Glasgow’s success in winning and
hosting the Games has been
achieved within a United Kingdom,
what is the point of breaking it up?
The truth, I suspect, is that the joy

of the Games will have little or no
effect on the referendum in
September.
Those committed to a Yes vote

will take comfort from Scottish
athletic success. Those inclined to
vote No will feel their confidence in
a continuing Union has been
endorsed.
And if there are a few who

experience a rush of nationalist
blood to the head as the Scottish flag
is raised over yet another
triumphant athlete — well, the
ceremony lasts about 90 seconds.

J
im Sillars, the great champion
of Scottish Nationalism, once
derisively referred to the
Scots as “90-minute patriots”.
Desire for independence, he

implied, lasted just about the length
of a football game. But might he be
proved wrong as a tide of Scottish
fervour sweeps through the
Commonwealth Games?
When Alex Salmond launched his

celebrity-studded Yes campaign for
independence two years ago, he
predicted that 2014 would be a
stellar year for the Scots. The
Glasgow Games and the Ryder Cup
at Gleneagles would coalesce into a
feelgood avalanche of nationalism
on the 700th anniversary of the
Battle of Bannockburn. In contrast
to the London Olympics, where
Scottish athletes celebrated their
medals swathed in the Union flag, at
Glasgow in 2014 they would be
draped in the Saltire.
And so, indeed, it has transpired:
four Scottish gold medals on day
one were greeted with wild and
patriotic enthusiasm. The
winners were led to the

Magnus Linklater
Commentary

Sporting pride but no political prejudice

Online today

Joanna Rowsell
outshines England
team-mates in the
velodrome to take gold
thetimes.co.uk/sport

The Clyde Auditorium, nicknamed the Armadillo, is among the Games venues

the violinist Nicola Benedetti yesterday for a flashmob rendition of the the Bonnie Banks o’ Loch Lomond in Glasgow

WATTIE CHEUNG; TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER JAMES GLOSSOP
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Greens turn
on academic
over GM crops
Ben Webster Environment Editor

Green groups are trying to force a Brit-
ish academic out of her EU job because
she supports genetically modified
crops, scientific institutions have said.
Greenpeace, GM Watch and seven

other groups wrote to Jean-Claude
Juncker, president-elect of the Euro-
pean Commission, this week urging
him toabolish the role of chief scientific
adviser to the president.
The post has been held since 2012 by

Anne Glover, a biologist, who last year
reportedly said that opposition to GM
crops was “a form of madness”.
The groups said the role was “funda-

mentallyproblematicas it concentrates
too much influence in one person”.
The heads of 11 scientific bodies, in-

cluding theRoyal Institution, theRoyal
Statistical Society and the European
Academies Science Advisory Council,
haveurgedMrJuncker to ignore the re-
quest. Sir Paul Nurse, president of the
Royal Society, said: “There will always
be those who attack the messenger
because they do not like the message,
but when that message is backed up by
the scientific evidence, politicians
should be smart enough to listen to the
independent scientific experts.”
Professor Glover did not comment

directlyonher reported remarkson the
opposition to GM food. However, she
tweeted “A very big thank you” to the
groups that had written to Mr Juncker
supporting her.

Cancerexpertsunite
against EU data law
Cancer researchers have warned that
EU plans for a sweeping new privacy
law could make future breakthroughs
against the disease impossible.
Doctors, cancer charities, patients

and MPs united yesterday in pressing
Brussels to rethink its proposals, which
threaten to strangle new drugs and dis-
coverieswith red tape, according to on-
cologists across Europe.
Esmo, thebody that representsEuro-

pean cancer doctors, said the plans to
force researchers to seek permission
every time they wanted to use patient
data would frustrate doctors and
cancer sufferers alike.
Under the proposed EUGeneralDa-

ta Protection Regulations, doctors
studying cancer would be required to
obtain “explicit and specific patient
consent”, effectively forcing them to go
toeverypatient in theirpoolofdataand
ask their permission.
With cancer studies often including

tens or even hundreds of thousands of
people,manyofwhomwill havediedor
changed their contact details since they
signed up, Esmo warned that the rules
could stop life-saving research in its
tracks. Rolf Stahel, professor of oncolo-
gy at the University of Zurich and the
society’s president, said: “This couldput
a halt to many public health research
efforts.”
Two of Britain’s biggest cancer chari-

ties and a leading doctors’ union also

urged the EU to change its course. The
Royal College of Physicians warned
that the proposals would create “barri-
ers to legitimate scientific research in
the health sector without offering bet-
ter protection for citizens”.
Pamela Forde, the college’s data pro-

tection officer, said: “Patient data and
records are an invaluable resource for
health research. They form the basis of
studies into the causes and risk factors
of disease, benefit society and promote
economic growth.”
Catherine Castledine, EU public af-

fairsmanager forCancerResearchUK,
said the charity had “serious concerns”
that the data protection laws would
threaten the future of public health.
“Researchers rely onpersonal data to

develop new treatments and bring
them to patients.”
Mike Hobday, director of policy and

researchatMacmillanCancerSupport,
called on Chris Grayling, the justice
secretary, to fight theproposals.He said
that the regulatory regime had to
support new discoveries as well as pro-
tecting patients’ confidentiality. “Cur-
rently, the European Parliament’s draft
regulation on data protection utterly
fails to achieve this balance and, if im-
plemented, would severely restrict ad-
vances in cancer research,” he said.
Esmo is pressuring MEPs to change

the wording so that patients would be
able to consent for their data to be used
by scientists and then pull out if they
change their minds at a later date.

Oliver Moody, John Simpson

Skinny Love A giraffe tends to her calf, born this week at Woburn Safari Park. The
arrival brings to 19 the Bedfordshire park’s herd of endangered Rothschild giraffes

WOBURN SAFARI PARK
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Crustacean liberation: chefs blanch
at boiling crabs and lobsters alive
Lobsters and crabs are on the new front
line of animalwelfare as chefs, charities
and academics demand that they get
protection from being boiled alive.
The Michelin-starred MasterChef

judge Giorgio Locatelli spoke with
horror yesterday abouthowhe remem-
bered hearing lobsters scream as they
were put into pots in his native Italy.
Crustacean liberation is being cham-

pioned by the RSPCA, which wants
welfare laws extended to cover lobsters
and crabs. The Green Party backs
reform. Waitrose insists on painless
electrical stunning of all British-caught
lobsters under its “responsible shellfish
policy”.
The celebrity chef invited The Times

into the kitchen of his London restau-
rant, Locanda Locatelli, to see his
British-built device that stuns shellfish
with an electric shock.
TheCrustastunmachine is filledwith

salty water and the living crab, lobster
or langoustine is placed inside onagrid.
A cushioned lid is lowered on to the
creatureandelectricity stuns it inabout
a minute.
Mr Locatelli pulled out a large crab

and checked it carefully for signs of
consciousness, but it was out for the
count. “It is really floppy,” he said, hold-
ing thecreature toensure therewereno
limb movements. “It’s a more humane
way. It shows respect for the animals.”
Next destination, the pot.
Many responsible British chefs kill

lobsters and crabs by stabbing them,
but there is nothing to stop them being
thrown alive and unstunned into a vat
of water.
Mr Locatelli said that the electrically

stunned shellfish tasted better because,
unlike the stabbing method, there was
no contraction in the animal.
“It is undoubtedly good to keep an

open mind and review laws but I think
any investment of time and money
should always be directed towards edu-
cation rather than anything else,” he
said.
The RSPCA wants the Animal Wel-

fare Act to be extended to include crus-
taceans. “Killing by plunging a live
animal into boiling water is considered
by the society to be cruel,” it said.
“Whichever way these animals are

killed for human consumption, it must
be done by trained, competent opera-
tives. [Crustaceans] are not social
animals and need their own space.”
Research by Robert Elwood, profes-

sor of animal behaviour at Queen’s
University, Belfast, suggests that
crustaceans can suffer.
Hermit crabs given electric shocks

quickly sought alternative shells,
suggesting that they were trying to
escape from pain.
Shore crabs in a tank given a choice

of shelters learnt to avoid one where a
shock was given. This suggested that
crabs have the ability to remember
pain.
Professor Elwood said that crusta-

ceans “recognise individuals and show
various other abilities that show a
reasonable cognitive ability. We expect
certain criteria to be fulfilled if pain is
experienced and crustaceans fulfil
those criteria.”TheGreenParty backed

laws to protect crustaceans. “Just
because they are not deemed the most
attractive species and do not show pain
in the ways we recognise easily, does
not mean that regulations should treat
them any differently from other
animals,” it said.
Jonathan Rich, a leading regulatory

lawyer specialising in animal cases,
warned that the Animal Welfare Act
protected creatures throughout their
lives, so it could become risky for
restaurants to display shellfish in tanks
unless owners could show that the
shellfish had been given the opportuni-
ty to “express themselves naturally”.
Defra is resisting the clamour, saying:

“The latest scientific research does not
provide robust evidence that crusta-
ceans feel pain.”
dkennedy@thetimes.co.uk

Dominic Kennedy
Investigations Editor

The Crustastun knocks out the crab
using electricity passed through water

Giorgio Locatelli remembers hearing lobsters screaming in the pan in Italy

Cut the goji berries and go for spinach to save £400 a year
Swapping superfoods — which are
advocated by celebrities such as
Gwyneth Paltrow and Victoria
Beckham— for alternatives could save
consumers more than £400 a year,
according to the consumer organisa-
tion Which?
It said that exchanging kiwis for

blueberries andbroccoli forwheatgrass
could cut shopping bills and leave
consumers no less healthy.
Its report claims that the benefits

gleaned from superfoods can be just as
easily gained from less glamorous fruit
and veg, such as broccoli.
The celebrity-endorsed goji berry, at

53p for 30g, can be swapped for spinach
at 32p for 80g.Both count towards the
recommended five-a-day and offer
vitamins A, B and C, and iron, but the
dried red berries are a concentrated
source of sugar, unlike the green leaves.
Likewise broccoli, which offers as

many benefits as wheatgrass, costs a

fraction of the price. The £439-a-year
saving is based on eating each food
twice aweek. Spending on food supple-
ments is about £385 million a year.
Miranda Kerr, the model, lists chia

seeds and maca powder in her
superfoods. Beckham rates
bladderwrack, a seaweed, as
her ultimate superfood.
The superfoods get their

nickname because of claims that they
have significant health benefits,
including reducing the risk of cancer
and cardiovascular disease, increasing
memory and boosting a person’s mood.
However, there is no real evidence that
they are any more beneficial than
simply following a healthy diet.
Which? found that many retailers

added logos to food to promote its fruit
or vegetable content, but warned that
did not equate to healthiness. Sains-
bury’s Italian vegetable lasagne, which
contains two of the five-a-day, also has
an unhealthy 23.2g of fat, 11g of saturat-
ed fat and 2.29g of salt.
“Free-from” foods, such as gluten-

free bread and dairy-free milk, have
also become part of a lifestyle diet for
people who do not suffer from an intol-
erance.However, according toWhich?,
the easiestway to achieve ahealthydiet
is to focus on lowering cholesterol and
getting five-a-day, as well as reducing
salt and sugar intake.
Food and drink, Weekend, page 46

Danielle Sheridan

Cook-off at
the National
Theatre for
coveted jobs
Lucy Holden

The executive chef at the National
Theatre in London was less than
ecstatic about the steak tartare thathad
emerged from the kitchen of his new
restaurant. “It’s beginning to cook,” he
said, “and their knife wasn’t sharp
enough.”
The reason for Simon Flint being

hypercriticalwas that thiswasawork in
progress: the chefs preparing lunch
were auditioning for a job and the
restaurant in which they were cooking
is yet to open.
The National Theatre is hoping that

running MasterChef-style tests for
those hoping to work at two new res-
taurants will help it to acquire a reputa-
tion for good food. Jason Atherton’s
Social Eating House, Aqua Shard and
theMichelin-starred LauncestonPlace
already recruit chefs in a similar way.
More than 100 applicants for the

NationalTheatre jobhadbeenwhittled
down to eight and the finalists were in
thekitchen tryingnot toovercook lamb
or undercook halibut for a lunch ser-
vice of 50 guests.
The finalists were given a table of

ingredients and told they had an hour
to create two dishes andwin a job offer.
Anthony Garlando, head chef of

Aqua Shard, who runs the invention
tests, said: “Someone once cooked an
amazing pearl barley and nettle risotto
with confit fennel.”
Mr Flint and Ricardo Menta,

executive sous chef at the National,
were the equivalent of MasterChef’s
Gregg Wallace and John Torode:
watching, raising eyebrows and darting
concerned looks at each other across
the kitchen while the contestants
worked.
Four at a time, the contestants

cooked three courses for a restaurant
full of “friends” of the theatre.The
results weremixed, but theMasterChef
formula has its advantages.
The first dish toarrive for judgingwas

sea bass flooded with sauce. It was
agreed that another contestant’s chick-
en, bacon and potatoes was a “Come
Dine With Me car crash” and someone
else forgot to cook a second dish.
Tim Allen, head chef at Launceston

Place, said that letting future employ-
ees battle it outwas a greatway “to turn
up the heat in the kitchen”.

How to feel benefits on a budget

For chloro-
phyll,
vitamins
A, C, E,
iron and
calcium
Change
10 grams of
wheatgrass at
90p for 80 grams
of broccoli costing 11p
to save £1.58 a week,
£82.16 year.

For vitamins C and K
Instead of a handful

of blueberries, buy
kiwi fruits and save
70p a week and
£36.40 a year.

For polyunsaturated
fatty acids EPA and
DHA Swap 140 grams

of fresh salmon at £3
for fresh sardines at
42p to save £5.16 a
week, £268.32 a year.

For vitamins A,B2, C
and iron
Swap 30 grams of

goji berries at 53p for
80 grams of spinach
at 32p to save 42p a
week, or £21.84 a
year.

. . . and for healthy
cooking oil
Choose a
tablespoon of
rapeseed or
sunflower oil at 3p
over coconut oil at
32p and save 58p a
week, £30.16 a
year.

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, BEN GURR

of fr h salmon at £3

Gwyneth Paltrow
buys superfoods,
but you don’t
need a celebrity’s
wealth to benefit

table
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Razor firm seeks alternative shaves
With the fashion for hipster beards and
designer stubble hitting sales of razors,
the world’s biggest shaving company is
drawing up plans to target British men
below the neck.
Gillette is believed to be preparing to

launch its first body razor in Britain
later this year to capitalise on the trend
for “manscaping”.
Shane Warne, the Australian crick-

eter, Mike Tindall, the former England
rugby captain, and Daniel Craig
and Hugh Jackman, the muscular
actors, are already exponents of body
shaving.
The Gillette body razor has been

introduced in the United States,
Germany and France since it was
launched in February.
The razor, which costs £5.20, is pro-

moted as “Gillette’s first men’s razor
built for male terrain”.
The company, which controls about

two thirdsof theworldmarket formen’s
razors, believes that as British men’s
faces get hairier, their bodies are be-
coming less hirsute.
Almost half ofmen are believed to be

already shaving below their necks, with
the most extreme form of manscaping
known as the “boyzillian”.
The razor was introduced after Gil-

lette blamed the internationalMovem-
ber charity moustache-growing move-
ment for a decline in facial shaving.
Euromonitor, the market analysts,
forecast that the sales of razors in Brit-
ain will fall by 0.8 per cent this year.
JonMoeller, chief financial officer at

Procter & Gamble, which owns Gil-
lette, said: “While the incidenceof facial
shaving is somewhat down, the inci-

dence of body shaving is up, andwe can
take advantage of that.”
A Procter & Gamble spokesman

yesterday said that the company had
confidential plans “in the pipeline” but
refused to confirmwhen thebody razor
would be coming to Britain.
Esquire, the men’s style magazine,

advised its readers: “Consider bodyhair
the Goldilocks of grooming conun-
drums: not too much, and definitely —
categorically — not too little.”
Promotion for the razor assures men

that they can shave their “most impor-
tant parts with confidence” and that it
can be used on the back, chest, arms,
legs and groin.
Gillette warnsmen not to share their

razor with wives or girlfriends, explain-
ing: “If she shaves a larger area, you
might find that after only a few shaves,
your blade has dulled considerably.”

Film fans left all dressed
up with nowhere to go
Sonia Elks

David Brown

It was meant to be a night of 1950s
costumes and sci-fi at a screeningof the
cult classic Back to the Future.
Fans, however,were leftwishing they

had a time machine of their own to go
back and un-book their tickets after the
organisers called off the show just 90
minutes before it was due to start.
The Secret Cinema company said

that it had been forced to cancel the
screening — which had been due to
take place at a secret location in Hack-
ney, east London — owing to “circum-
stances beyond our control”.
The organisers later confirmed that

another performance due to take place
last night had also been cancelled

becauseof unspecified “difficult issues”.
Ticket-holders vented their fury on
social media. “We literally came from
Cambodia and won’t be around for res-
cheduled tickets,”wroteMatthewBow-
en on the company’s Facebook page.
Others said they had spent hundreds

of pounds on 1950s-style costumes for
the event on top of the £53 ticket price.
ChloeMarie Smith-Moring, another

customer, said that she and her hus-
band were “devastated and disgusted”
by the cancellation. A statement issued
by Secret Cinema has offered a refund
or the opportunity to re-book.
Fabien Riggall, the founder of Secret

Cinema, said: “We are devastated to
have tomake this announcement . . .We
are doing everything we possibly can.”

Goodbye handshake, hello fist-bump as
statesmen strike a blow for street style
Some people rub noses, others touch
shoulders and, depending where you
are inEurope, plentymakedowithone,
twoor three kisses, but it always used to
be the case that politicians of all
countries greeted each other and the
electorate with the tried and tested
handshake, or sometimes just a nod of
the head.
Now, our statesmen have gone all

“street”. Jean-Claude Juncker, the pres-
ident of the European Commission,
attempted a high-five (or was it a
throttle?)whenhemetDavidCameron
recently, and Barack Obama has gone
back to the fist-bump that took him to
the White House.
On a visit to a barbecue restaurant in

Austin, Texas, the American president
joked with an employee and then
touched fists, which got his supporters
raving again about how this was a
different sort of president, unburdened
by the formality of his predecessors.
His critics seized upon it as another

example of how, well, this was a differ-
ent sort of president, lacking in dignity
and decorum. At least it’s not as naff as
the timehe tooka selfie atNelsonMan-
dela’s memorial service.
Fist-bumps have long been part of

theObama armoury.Whenhe claimed
theDemocratic nomination during the
2008 presidential campaign, he
knocked knuckles with his wife,
Michelle, in a gesture that The
Washington Post said “gave a big bump
to his authenticity”, especially with
blackvoters.Healsopattedher bottom,
although the president happily resists
the urge to do that to voters.
There are some who claim

that the fist-bump is a mark
of equality. Unlike
with a handshake,
there is no trial of
strength. Some poli-
ticians like to put
rivals in their place
with a crushing
grip. A tap of fists
shows that the
participants are
on equal terms.
“It’s a formofcel-

ebration,” said Har-
ryWitchel, anexpert
in body language and
non-verbal commu-
nication. “In Califor-
nia in the 1970s, it

was youth-culturish. It expresses
connection and informality. Youmight
bump fists to express warmth, breaking
that barrier of contact without getting
too close. A hug would be warm, but
maybe not appropriate.”
A form of fist-bumping was used

from the 19th century as a way for
boxers to greet in themiddle of the ring
before a bout. Biker gangs in postwar
America would also touch gloved fists
at traffic lights, while it has become a
popular way for batsmen to celebrate a
good stroke or innings in cricket.
During the H1N1 “swine flu” pan-

demic in 2009, one academic suggested
that the fist-bump should replace the
handshake because it would help to re-
duce the risk of transmitting the virus.
David McNeill, of the University of

Chicago, said that the gesture came
from African-American street culture.
“It could be a modification of the
open-hand slap,” he said. “There has
always been an informal gesture
culture.” However, the fist-bump may
not stand the test of time. “What strikes
me about ‘pop culture’ gestures is their
arbitrariness,” Professor McNeill said.
“They are brands rather than authentic
gestures. I don’t think they have lasting
power, unlike the notorious middle
finger, which has been used as an insult

since the Romans.”
Even Obama doesn’t
stoop to that sort of
informality.

Kissing, shaking and slapping around the world

Bowing Common in Asia.
Barack Obama, the US
president, bowed
and shook hands
when he met

Emperor Akihito of Japan. The
Chinese practice of
kowtowing, kneeling and
bowing so low as to be
almost prostrate, was
used when meeting the
emperor or his officials,
but has largely been
replaced by the standing
bow.

Hand-shaking Dates to
Babylonian times
and thought to be a
gesture of peace,
demonstrating that
weapons have
been put aside.
Scouts shake
hands with their left
hand as a gesture of

Hat-raising A
British custom
from the 19th
century, shown by
Justin Rose, a golfer,
right. The social inferior was
expected to remove his hat,
while his superior would tap
the brim. “Hat-tip” (often
written as “h/t”) is used on the
internet for users who have
made an interesting point.

High five A slap of hands at
head level originated in
American sport during the
1970s, as demonstrated by
David Cameron to show
that he bore no grudge
after Jean-Claude Juncker
had become president of

the European
Commission.

Kissing In Russia,
the Balkans and the

Netherlands, three kisses on
alternate cheeks are the norm.
A kiss on each cheek is
common in France, and the
people of Provence add a
third is added. In Nantes, four
kisses are customary.

Pressing noses The “hongi” is
a Maori greeting, done by
pressing the nose and
forehead of the person you
are greeting with your own, as
demonstrated by the Duchess
of Cambridge and a Maori
elder, left.

Barack Obama shows at a food store in Texas that he is, hands down, the most informal president America has known

Patrick Kidd, John Simpson
LARRY DOWNING / REUTERS; LIEVEN CREEMERS / EUROPEAN UNION; MARTY MELVILLE / AFP / GETTY IMAGES

trust. Americans and North
Europeans prefer a firm
handshake but in Asia the
handshake is customarily
weak.
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Eric Pickles came “within a whisker” of
being sacked in the reshuffle and was
spared only because David Cameron
feared that the dismissal would be cast
as a further appeasement of public sec-
torworkers, according to senior figures.
The prime minister, it is believed,

removedMichaelGove fromhis post as
education secretary partly because of
his unpopularity among teachers and
“toxic” polling.
Mr Pickles, the communities secre-

tary, also scores poorly with voters in
private Conservative polling on
individual ministers, and was another
leading candidate for the sack during
preparations for the shake-up, says a
well-placed insider.
Overseeing deep cuts to local

government spending and other
reforms has madeMr Pickles a divisive
figure among councillors, with some
leaders lobbying for his removal.
“Pickles camewithin awhisker but in

the end it was thought to be too much
after Gove and [Owen] Paterson,” the
senior Downing Street source said.
MrCameron, sensitive to the accusa-

tion that the demotion of Mr Gove to
chief whip signalled a retreat on educa-
tionchanges, feared that the removal of
Mr Pickles would add to the criticism
that he had lost the will to reform. The
same fear ensured that Iain Duncan
Smithwas left inplaceasworkandpen-
sions secretary, despite concerns about
the introduction of the universal credit
benefit.
Mr Paterson, meanwhile, was

marked down for removal in the after-
math of the controversy surrounding
the winter floods, an event that also
marked Mr Pickles’s card inside No 10.
A medical emergency required the en-

vironment secretary to hand over re-
sponsibility for managing the response
to February’s storms, which flooded
about 12,000 homes and businesses, to
Mr Pickles.
In the faceof public fury, the commu-

nities secretary initially blamed the
Environment Agency for failing to
maintain defences, including dredging
work, remarking that ministers had
“thoughtweweredealingwithexperts”.
That earned a stinging rebuke from

Mr Cameron who insisted that the
quango was doing a “brilliant job”. Mr
Pickles’s humiliation was complete
when he was forced to make a Com-
mons appearance to deny reports that
he had squabbled with Mr Paterson.
In the immediate aftermath of the

affair, a wounded Mr Pickles consid-
ered revealing that it had been No 10
that suggested he blame the agency—
thenheadedbyLordSmithofFinsbury,
the former Labour culture secretary—
according to allies. His decision to
remain silentwill havehelped toensure
his survival in Mr Cameron’s cabinet.
Mr Paterson’s future in the govern-

ment, meanwhile, became untenable
after a series of rows over bees, badgers
andmangoes. “Therewas a feeling that
the centrewas just having toput out too
many forest fires over at Defra [the
Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs]. No one quite knew
where the next disaster was going to
come from and that it had become a
vulnerable flank,” the source said.
In an article in The Sunday Telegraph

last weekend, Mr Paterson blamed his
dismissal on a “mutually supportive
network of environmental pressure
groups, renewable energy companies
andsomepublicofficialswhokeepeach
other well supplied with lavish funds,
scare stories and green tape.”

Francis Elliott, Sam Coates

Millionaire estate agent to
succeed ousted Tory MP

A millionaire estate agent who once
lived in a castle has been chosen as a
potential replacement for a Conserva-
tive MP forced out by her local party.
Kevin Hollinrake was selected as the

candidate in Thirsk and Malton at a
meeting of local party members on
Thursday. Anne McIntosh has
represented the north Yorkshire con-
stituency and its forerunner since 1997.
The selection of Mr Hollinrake, who

was chosen from a shortlist of twomen
and two women, leaves the Conserva-
tives without a female candidate in any
winnable northern seat. The party is
trying to encourage the selection of
women candidates to boost its diversi-
ty. Mr Hollinrake’s selection cuts the
proportion of female candidates in
safe seats to 33 per cent. Three other
womenMPs are standing down in
2015 and many others are in
marginal constituencies.
Ms McIntosh was de-

selected in January after
whatheralliesdescribed
as a dirty tricks cam-
paign. Her opponents
said that she was divi-

sive and often fell outwith local figures.
Sheattended the selectionmeeting and
has suggested that she might run as an
independent in the election next May.
Her potential successor, a property

developer, once lived with his wife and
four children in a £3.5 million castle.
After putting it on the market in 2008,
he told the The Press in York that
CraykeCastlewasa “real familyhouse”.
In 2007 Mr Hollinrake was selected

to fight the marginal West Yorkshire
seat ofDewsbury, but resigned for busi-
ness reasons. His hobbies include
“cricket, rugby, politics, pubs and
family life”.
The Thirsk and Malton row appears

to be part of a trend of increased asser-
tiveness by grassroots Tories. Tim Yeo,

a formerenvironmentminister,was
deselected in February in South

Suffolk despite being
cleared of wrong-doing
after being accused of
breaking parliamentary
rules on lobbying.
David Ruffley, the

MP for Bury St Ed-
munds, faces being de-
selected next week after
it was revealed that he
had accepted a police
caution for common
assault on his ex-partner.

Laura Pitel Political Correspondent

Hopeful:Kevin and
Nicky Hollinrake

MP

ROB POWELL / LNP

In step with history Royal Marines marched through the City of London yesterday to mark the force’s 350th anniversary

Pickles avoided
being sacked by
skin of his teeth
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Shadowy past of Cameron’s
candidate for EU spotlight
From a man who had been one of the
prime minister’s most trusted advisers,
it was a curious offer.
In 1997 the lobbyist Jonathan Hill,

who had recently worked at No 10 as
JohnMajor’s political secretary,made a
discreet approach to a candidate in the
1997 Law Society elections. He was, the
campaign team was told, prepared to
offer assistance without payment but
only ifhis involvementwerekept secret.
Moreover, plans were drawn up for

the candidate, Philip Sycamore, to seek
the former political adviser’s guidance
on employing private detectives to
gather information on a rival.
These details, contained in a “private

and confidential” campaign memo,
were subsequently leaked to the trade
press. It is not believed that private eyes
were ever hired, although Judge Syca-
more declined to comment yesterday.
Almost two decades later, Lord Hill

of Oareford has been plucked from rel-
ative obscurity as the leader of the
House of Lords to becomeDavid Cam-
eron’s surprise choice as Britain’s next
EU commissioner.
The job, which will place him at the

forefront of efforts to renegotiate the
UK’s role within the European Union,
throws the spotlight on a man who has
long sought to avoid media attention.
Lord Hill, 54, has spent more time as

a lobbyist than as a politician. After

leaving No 10 in 1994, he spent four
years at the PR firm Bell Pottinger
before co-founding Quiller Consult-
ants, a small reputation-management
firmthat specialises inadvisingwealthy
executives and crisis-hit companies.
Quiller began disclosing clients’

identities in the industry’s voluntary
register only in February 2010, shortly
before Lord Hill was ennobled. How-
ever, The Times has established that
duringhis timeat thehelm it represent-
ed a string of controversial clients, in-
cluding the government of the United

Arab Emirates, a consortium of four
Russian oligarchs, an investment fund
based in theCayman Islands and, for 12
months until 2009, the TobaccoManu-
facturers’ Association. Quiller has also
worked for Telefonica O2, HSBC and
the Hedge Fund Standards Board.
LordHill’s lobbying past has prompt-

ed accusations that it creates a conflict
of interest with his new role because
many of his former clients have exten-
sive commercial interests in Europe.
Before his nomination, he was best

known for his failed attempt to resign

from the government in 2012, and Mr
CameronhasknownLordHill sincehis
days in Downing Street. Despite being
oneof JohnMajor’smost important ad-
visers, however, he played a limited role
during the Tory prime minister’s nego-
tiations over the Maastricht treaty. As
Britain secured an opt-out from its
European partners over welfare issues,
LordHill’s involvement during the cru-
cial final summitwas limited, according
to his own book, to remaining “on
standby — or tenterhooks — in
London, ready to get the conclusions
into the hands of the entire cabinet as
soon as the council ended”. After he left
No10, a careerasanMPseemedtheob-
vious path for Lord Hill, but in 1997 he
failed tomake the last 15 for selection in
the safe Tory seat of Reigate.
In selecting him for the EU role, Mr

Cameron singled out Lord Hill’s busi-
ness experience in founding Quiller.
The company was bought in 2006 by
LordChadlington for about £10million
and Lord Hill received shares worth
£375,000 in Huntsworth, a PR com-
pany founded by LordChadlington.He
hasnowagreed to sell these, at a signifi-
cant loss.
Before he gets the job, LordHill faces

scrutiny from MEPs, with those from
rival partiespromising to lookcloselyat
his past. In a statement, he said: “I look
forward to giving evidence to the Euro-
pean Parliament and answering any
questions they have.”

Billy Kenber

Lord Hill is facing
scrutiny from rival
parties’ MEPs
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‘Warmest seas ever’ and
the sunshine’s set to last
For those sweltering in traffic jams
while trying to reach the seaside this
weekend, there is one consolation— it
will probably be worth it in the end.
Oceanographers said yesterday that

Britain’s seas had never beenwarmer in
the seven years they have been moni-
toring them.
Water temperatures, measured by a

network of buoys moored at least one
kilometre offshore, reached 20.4C
(68.7F) off Start Bay, Devon, and 20.1C
(68.2F) off Perranporth, Cornwall.
Temperatures off the British coast

have been rising by almost 4C amonth,
twice as fast as usual, and seas around
Britain are nowwarmer than the water
at Santa Monica beach in Los Angeles,
reported to be 19.4C (66.9F).
Dr Tim Smyth, of Plymouth Marine

Laboratory, said light winds, calm seas
andmildnight-time temperatureshave
meant more heat is being retained.
He said: “We were looking at an

average year until Junebut over the last
six weeks temperatures have risen
quickly. It is not surprising because
there has been a lot of sunlight and
calm weather but also, crucially, mild
nights, so less heat is lost.”
Temperatures also started from a

high base line this year. Emerald
Siggery, of the Channel Coastal Ob-
servatory, said: “We had a mild winter
so sea temperatures have not had a
chance todropsomuch. It is acombina-
tion of conditions.”

The run of good weather at the start
of the school holidays is particularly
good news for British resorts that had
feared an exodus after the end of the
World Cup, which led many people to
delay making holiday plans.
Malcolm Bell, of Visit Cornwall, said:

“We estimate that 10 per cent to 15 per
cent of people leave their holiday deci-
sions until the last moment and this
might bring them our way.
“With temperatures about 25C (77F)

and the sea at 20C (68F), it is close to
perfect forBritswhodon’t likeMediter-
ranean heat.”
The forecast for the next six weeks is

for more of the same, with tempera-
tures higher than normal.
Around two million people are

booked to fly out of the country this
weekend with Spain the number one
destination, according to the travel
organisation Abta.
About 450,000 passengers will be

departing from Heathrow, 295,000
from Gatwick, 140,000 from Stansted
and 79,000 from Luton.
The RAC Foundation director Ste-

phen Glaister warned of congestion on
the roads this weekend. He said: “Ten
million UK schoolchildren have just
broken up for the summer, which
means holiday migration will be well
under way.
“ Even families leaving for overseas

breaks should beware congestion on
the roads that could delay them getting
to the major air and seaports.”
Forecast, page 17

Simon de Bruxelles

Swimmers were diving
into the sea to cool off
at Aberystwyth as the
hot weather continued,
left; on Brighton beach

there was no shortage
of holidaymakers and
day trippers soaking up
the sun, above; and at
the Womad music

festival in Wiltshire, one
of the youngest fans in
attendance had found a
perfect way to stay in
the shade

ALAN HALE / CATERS NEWS; HUGO MICHIELS / LNP; SWNS.COM
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Killers on the run after top judge grants overnight freedom

Former X Factor judge fined over assault at festival
Tulisa Contostavlos, a former judge
on The X Factor, has been found
guilty of assaulting a celebrity blogger
at a music festival.

The singer, below, was convicted of
hitting Savvas Morgan during an
altercation at the V Festival in
Chelmsford last year.

The ruling was made by
judge at Stratford magis
court in east London

On Monday a separat
drugs trial involving
Contostavlos, 26, collapse
after the judge at South
crown court said there
strong grounds to believ
Mazher Mahmood, an
undercover reporter
for The Sun on

Sunday, had lied in the witness box.
Contostavlos, of Friern Barnet,

north London, shook her head in
disbelief as the guilty verdict for
assault was read out. She was ordered
to pay a total of £3,020.

During the trial, Contostavlos
claimed that Mr Morgan had a

obsession with her. She
t he had conducted
against her since an
which she asked for

removed from a VIP
Whisky Mist

in Mayfair.
er N-Dubz singer
her suspicions that
volved in the

release of a sex tape of
her online.

Two killers failed to turn up to court
yesterday, hours after Britain’s most
senior criminal judge had granted them
bail.

Judge Brian Barker, QC, the Recorder
of London, had allowed Valodia Tarasov,
35, and his brother Jurius, 33, to remain
free overnight. The Lithuanians were
convicted of manslaughter at the Old
Bailey on Thursday, along with their
older sibling, Viktoras, 39. Only Viktoras
arrived to be sentenced, however, forcing
Judge Barker to issue a warrant for the

pair’s arrest. The judge informed the
court: “I told them to be here at nine
o’clock. I expect they’ll be caught
reasonably quickly. When they are, the
court will set a sentence date.” He then
remanded Viktoras in custody.

The Tarasov brothers repeatedly
attacked Pawel Pacholak, 37, at a flat in
Streatham, south London, after wrongly
accusing him of stealing a mobile phone.
To escape, the victim locked himself in a
bathroom and either jumped or fell from
the first-floor window, breaking his neck.

Fishing as tough
on heart as rugby
Reeling in a fish is as
strenuous as scoring a
goal in football or a try in
rugby, according to
scientists. Experts from
the University of Chester
fitted heart monitors to a
group of championship
anglers. The average
resting heart rate for a
healthy male ranges from
50 to 100 beats per
minute (bpm). However,
the anglers averaged
145bpm, with some
reaching 180bpm as they
reeled in their catches.

Club captain hits
his own car for six
A village cricket club
captain hit a six, but was
horrified when the ball
sailed 60 yards over the
boundary and smashed
his car windscreen. Matt
Hampton had to arrange
an urgent repair job as he
was going on holiday the
next day. A spokesman
for Hurley cricket club in
Berkshire said: “We all felt
sorry for him, but we all
saw the funny side and
eventually he did too.”

made by a
magistrates’
on yesterday.

separate

llapsed
uthwark

there were
believe that

an

strange obsession
told the court

a vendetta ag
incident in which
him to be remo
area at the Whisky
nightclub in

The former
also outlined her suspicions that

he was invo
release

Wing nut
Lydia
Beagle, 21,
practises
her wing-
walking
technique
before the
Sunderland
Airshow
this
weekend

Wife of ex-banker
drank and drove
The wife of an ex-Coutts
banker was fined £100
and disqualified from
driving for 20 months by
Bromley magistrates for
drink-driving at nearly
twice the limit the day
after he was sentenced to
three years’ jail.

Linda Noad, 58, of
Halstead, Kent, was found
driving her husband
Roger’s car after he was
jailed for laundering
£655,000 of their son
Matthew’s £10 million
fraud.

OWEN HUMPHREYS / PA

The Times is seeking an
intern to work as part
of our leader writing
department.

You should have a top degree
and be able to write erudite
and engaging copy. The
internship is paid and will last
six weeks.

Please apply by August 3 via
newscareers.co.uk including
a covering letter and CV.

The Times is seeking an
experienced sub-editor
for its news pages.

You must be passionate about
accuracy and grammar, able
to write sharp headlines and to
conform quickly to house style.
You will be expected to work
on print and digital editions.

Please apply by August 3 via
newscareers.co.uk including
a covering letter and CV.
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Woman attacked by
Crufts prizewinner
A dog attacked a woman and left her
with serious injuries just hours after it
won a Crufts rosette for obedience, a
court heard.
Eddie, an akita, lunged at Louise

Nelson, 33, at the dog show in Birming-
ham, sinking his teeth into her knee
and hand. The attack left Ms Nelson
needing surgery.
LorainRonis, 52, thedog’sowner,was

convicted of allowing an animal to be
dangerously out of control in a public
place.
Birmingham magistrates’ court

heard that Ronis, from Luton, was pos-
ingwith the five-year-olddog fora cele-
bratory picture after he won the Good
Citizen Dog award.
However, as she posed, he

tried to attack another akita,
named Banks. After being
pulled away, he sprang for-
ward for a second time, attack-
ing Ms Nelson. She told the
court she feared her kneecap
would be ripped off during the
attack on March 8 last year.
Ms Nelson, an experienced

dog owner who has been at-
tending shows for 13 years, said:
“I tried to get out of the way but
it grabbed hold of my knee and
was shaking my kneecap.”
As she tried to free herself she

also received a bite to the hand,

which caused lasting nerve damage.
June Watson, a witness, said she saw
Ronis standing near the bench where
the other akita, Banks, was sitting.
“Iwouldn’thave stood that close,” she

said. “There was a little bit of contact
[between the dogs] and then they were
separated.
“The lady on the bench [Ms Nelson]

stood up and [Eddie] went towards her
and grabbed her leg.”
Ronis said that her dog had never

been aggressive and claimed that it was
the other akita that had attacked first.
She denied the offence, saying: “He

was never dangerous or out of control.
She suffered her injury by getting
between two dogs. She told me ‘dogs
will be dogs, don’t worry about it’.

“If I had known then how this
was going to unravel I would have
got more witnesses.”

Ronis claimed that the other
witnesses were fierce rivals of
hers on the dog show circuit.

“They are my competitors,
they don’t like me,” she told
the court.
District Judge Ian Strong-

man said he found that it was
Ronis’ dog that had caused the
injuries to Ms Nelson.
He said: “I’m satisfied when

the dog started misbehaving
Mrs Ronis tried her best to pull
it back.”
He adjourned the case for

sentencing until August 14.

PHOTOGRAPHY © KARL LAGERFELD

The cat that
gets the
most cream

Karl
Lagerfeld’s
reputation as

an eccentric will
only be increased
by a book detailing
the life and times of
his pet, Choupette,
arguably the world’s
most spoilt cat
(Jack Malvern
writes).
Among the

disclosures in
Choupette: The

Private Life of a
High-Flying Fashion
Cat, a memoir and
self-help manual
dedicated to
Lagerfeld’s muse, is
his confirmation
that the Siamese
cat’s blue eyes
inspired the
sapphire blue he
used in collections
for Chanel.
The book,

published by
Thames & Hudson,
is primarily a tale of
pampering. “She
has lunch and
dinner with me, on
the table, with her
own dishes,”
Lagerfeld said.Lagerfeld said.
The animal’s

travelling
equipment is made
by Goyard, her
handbags by Louis
Vuitton. She has
her food prepared
by chefs and travels
only by private jet.

The akita, right, left Louise
Nelson needing surgery
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China will eventually face its day of reckoning
Its expansion across the world has been giddying, but Beijing must be ready for the backlash from disaffected locals

‘L
oot the looters!” was the
anarchists’ slogan as they
expropriated the property
of aristocrats in the
Russian revolution. This

column will be far from suggesting
that China is bent on looting the
developing world; but these are the
terms in which every emerging
empire — economic or political — is
eventually seen by those it dominates.
As the 21st century proceeds and

China’s power grows, Beijing must
prepare to face all the arguments
about economic imperialism,
unequal contracts, duress, puppet-
governments and — yes — looting,
that the old European and American
empires that Chairman Mao
tormented had to face.
It isn’t every day a column on

these pages opens citing a link to our
Malawian sister, the Nyasa Times but
the citation alone says it all:
www.nyasatimes.com/2012/02/02/
karonga-residents-bemoan-influx-of-
chinese-traders/
The paper was reporting a

groundswell of African resentment
in a little township on the shores of
Lake Malawi (Nyasa), called
Karonga. Small traders from China
had caused anger and looting among
local people, and businesses had
been burnt. “Most Chinese traders
declined to talk,” reports the paper.
“Some saying they speak no English.”
During anti-government protests in
2012 Chinese businesses elsewhere,

too, had been attacked and looted.
As it happens, Karonga was once a

mustering point for slaves bound for
Arabia, under the nose of the British
Empire: a gruesome trade that
continued into my grandmother’s
lifetime. Africa’s memory of alien
exploitation runs strong and deep —
and it wasn’t very long ago.
Every age thinks history has

recently stopped but I doubt the
People’s Republic of China is making
that mistake. Beijing will be aware
that empire — whether by military
or economic conquest — finally
breeds antibodies; and the resistance
of the dominated grows. How, when
and how fast it happens this time,
and how China tries to handle it, will
be a gripping tale.
It’s a tale that begins with the

acquisition of property: China is
investing heavily abroad. The story
moves on to the export of
production: rising Chinese wages will
make foreign labour ever cheaper.
Then comes the sending of settlers
abroad: China likes to install its own
managers, and in their footsteps

growing numbers of Chinese people,
some quite poor, are setting up in
commerce and agriculture in the
developing world.
Local resistance grows. To secure

and shore up her investments China
buys individual politicians and finally
buys whole governments in those
many places in Africa, South
America and Central Asia where you
can. Then popular resistance to
corrupt governments spills into
resentment of their Chinese

sponsors. Beijing has to decide how
far to play unpopular puppeteer to
basket-case regimes.
Sooner or later one of these

Chinese-backed regimes takes a
tumble. Its revolutionary successors
vow to loot the looters of the
resources and industries it claims its
predecessors sold to foreigners for a
song. And the rest of us have to
decide whose side we’re on.
This cycle is starting now. We are

at an early stage in what may prove a
slow burn. Be clear that China is not
even buying, let alone taking over,
the world: or not yet. Our headline
on James Hider’s report “China
pours billions into buying up South
America” (July 23) extrapolates.
Worldwide, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Spain all have bigger foreign
holdings than China. But the
direction is clear and the pace is
giddy. In 2012, as inflows of direct
foreign investment into China fell,
direct Chinese overseas investment
increased by more than 12 per cent.
And a pattern is emerging. As a

scavenging bird spots and circles a
stumbling animal, China grooms
troubled or indebted Third World
leaders. Not for nothing did the
Nyasa Times report that “Malawian
President Bingu wa Mutharika
appealed to Malawians to be more
positive about investment from
Beijing”. The alcoholic president died
two months later.
From South America we report

that China is targeting Venezuela,
Argentina and Cuba. Punch-drunk
President Maduro of Venezuela gets
$4 billion in exchange for crude oil
supplies to China. Crazy Cristina
Kirchner of Argentina, locked out of
IMF assistance, is promised some
£11 billion in emergency loans. A
Chinese consortium is to start work
on a $40 billion canal across

troubled Nicaragua, to rival the
Panama Canal. Commentators
believe the Hong-Kong-based
sponsors are acting for Beijing.
China’s opportunistic lame-duck

befriendment strategy is hardly
news; and so far it’s a good deal less
aggressive than the way the United
States used to behave in Latin
America; or Britain with the Suez
Canal. That in 2011 four fifths of
China’s $93.2 billion imports from
Africa were natural resources will
come as no surprise. Less noticed is
that China is beginning to export its
manufacturing to cheap-labour
countries — and exporting its
nationals to keep control.
The Chinese population is ageing.

Wages for those of working age are
rising. One way through is to import
cheap manufactured goods, as we
have from China. Another is to site
your factories abroad, send in your
own managers but give the dirty
work to locals.
Beijing is plainly interested in this

latter. Reuters reports that
“Ethiopian workers strolling through
the parking lot of Huajian Shoes’
factory outside Addis Ababa last
month chose the wrong day to leave
their shirts untucked”. It seems the
boss arrived from China and spotted
them. He “harangued them loudly in
Chinese, tugging at one man’s aqua
polo shirt and forcing another’s shirt
into his pants. Nonplussed, the
workers stood silently until the
eruption subsided.”
Productivity is one third of what it

would be in China — but wages are
10 per cent of the Chinese
equivalent. Huajian employs some
3,500 Ethiopians; 200 rebelled last
year in protest against conditions.
The day is coming when China

will be an ageing power with an aged
population, in effective control of
much of the world’s natural
resources and most of its minerals.
China will never have felt more
powerful or more exposed, with the
sources of much of this wealth, and
many pockets of her own population,
situated outside her borders.
It will have bought governments

and leant hard on many more. But
her allies will be hollowed out, many
of her statesmen friends drunken
Calibans or compromised tyrants in
fear of their own populations, and
her enemies forever on the lookout
for rebellions to foster.
But not yet. These are your salad

days, China; this is your empire’s
callow youth. Soon it gets harder.
Ask us British.

China likes to install its own managers
and others follow in their footsteps

How the Red Sox could
affect next year’s election
Ann Treneman
Page 20

It buys up individual
politicians, and finally
whole governments

comment pages of the year

Matthew
Parris

@matthewparris3

Today Mainly dry and hot in western Europe, but widespread thunderstorms in central areas. Max 39C (102F), min 6C (43F)
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Alicante 33 Sunny
Amsterdam 20 Sunny
Athens 30 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Sunny
Belgrade 32 Fair
Berlin 29 Fair
Brussels 23 Rain
Bucharest 33 Sunny
Budapest 30 Fair
Corfu 26 Thunder
Faro 24 Sunny
Florence 28 Thunder
Frankfurt 28 Cloudy
Geneva 21 Thunder
Gibraltar 29 Sunny

Helsinki 22 Fair
Innsbruck 20 Thunder
Istanbul 27 Sunny
Lanzarote 22 Fair
Las Palmas 22 Sunny
Lisbon 21 Cloudy
Madeira 20 Sunny
Madrid 31 Sunny
Majorca 26 Sunny
Malaga 33 Sunny
Malta 25 Thunder
Milan 24 Thunder
Moscow 27 Sunny
Munich 25 Thunder
Naples 25 Rain

Nice 25 Rain
Nicosia 29 Sunny
Oslo 26 Sunny
Paris 24 Sunny
Prague 27 Fair
Reykjavik 13 Shower
Rhodes 25 Sunny
Rome 28 Thunder
Salzburg 24 Thunder
St Petersburg 22 Sunny
Stockholm 26 Sunny
Tenerife 20 Sunny
Venice 28 Cloudy
Vienna 27 Shower
Warsaw 28 Thunder

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C
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Germany, the Low Countries, Denmark,
Norway, eastern France
Very warm and humid with sunny spells and
scattered heavy showers and thunderstorms.
Thunderstorms more isolated in eastern France.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 9C (48F).

Iberia, the Balearics, western France,
southern Italy, Greece
Most places staying dry, hot and sunny.
Maximum 39C (102F), minimum 10C (50F).

Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
southeastern Europe, northern Italy,
southern Finland, the Balkans
Hot and humid with sunny spells, but cloud
building to bring widespread showers and
thunderstorms. Some localised flooding is
possible. Maximum 36C (97F),
minimum 12C (54F).

The Alps
Sunny spells with scattered heavy showers and
thunderstorms, some with hail and local flooding.
Maximum 20C (68F), minimum 6C (43F).

Finland, northern Sweden, western Russia,
the Baltic states
A hot day with long spells of sunshine and patchy
cloud. Maximum 31C (88F), minimum 6C (43F).

British Isles
A few isolated showers, but mainly dry and very
warm to hot in England and Wales with sunny
spells. Cloudy with rain and thunderstorms in
northwestern Britain and Ireland.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 7C (45F).

Outlook
Thunderstorms across central parts of Europe,
but drier in Iberia, Greece and eastern Europe.
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From scorned rookie reporter to restaurant critic: how Tony Blair’s elevation to Labour leader gave me my big break

Twenty years on, Iweep at my failed ambition

H
ow did it make you feel,
that footage of Tony Blair
trapped in a lift with doors
that wouldn’t close as
Channel 4’s Michael Crick

asked repeatedly why he was in
London celebrating the 20th
anniversary of his election as Labour
leader, and not in Gaza being a
Middle East peace envoy?
Perhaps it made you feel awkward

and sympathetic. Perhaps you lived
the embarrassment on Mr Blair’s
behalf as those doors persisted in
failing to shut. Poor Tony is entitled,
after all, to have a spot of dinner with
old comrades on a significant
political birthday and not be
harangued over the deaths of
countless children he can’t do
anything about anyway.
Perhaps it made you feel angry

about journalists. Persistent little
perishers. Phone-hackers and
ambulance-chasers the lot of them.
Especially that Crick, endlessly
seeking his Paxman-Howard
moment, so desperate to be part
of the story that his reports these
days seem to be little more than
walking selfies.
Or perhaps it made you feel

embarrassed for having once
admired Mr Blair, voted for him,
believed he was the man who would

finally allow you to vote ostensibly
with the downtrodden while also
protecting your own bourgeois self-
interest, and landing us all with that
humourless, goggle-eyed, Bible-
bashing psycho, his venomous wife
and family of feckless, entitled
pariahs who for sheer vanity and
cynical opportunism make the
Kennedys look like the Flumps.
Maybe you thought about Jesus in

the Garden, choosing his execution,
and how, if we want to play God, we
have to have a better plan when our
enemies come to get us than to stand
staring at the lift buttons and
grinning like something carved by
children on a Hallowe’en pumpkin
(oh, how the bright, incessant
candles that light Mr Blair’s lifeless
eyes must scorch the inside of
his skull).
Whichever way you went, I

imagine we all had a personal
moment there of some sort, as well
as a political one, and for me it was
the realisation that if it’s 20 years

since Mr Blair became leader of the
Labour party then that’s 20 years I’ve
been a Times man.
Can it be 20 years? It doesn’t

feel like it. Although I know that I
am old enough because every July 21,
when the papers run a picture of
Neil Armstrong in a spacesuit and
tell us how many years it is since
we landed on the moon, that is also
the number of my birthday eight

days later. And on Monday they said
it was 45.
But it’s definitely the case. I know

because it all started with the death
of John Smith. I was at Wapping
(which The Times, as it happens, is
moving out of as I write) on work
experience, unpaid, and would
remain so for nearly two years
(thrown a few beans if I got a byline),
because my dad was a famous
columnist on the paper and that was
how it worked back then, and
sometimes still does. And it was
certainly a privilege to have
somewhere to sit out of the rain
(even unsalaried) in a deep recession,
at least until the sub-editors arrived
in the middle of the afternoon and
wanted their desks back. But it was
quite impossible to be taken

seriously. I was just another public
school tosspot with a famous dad,
filling my copy with Oxford commas
and waiting for the economy to
bounce back so I could go and work
in a bank.
Except I really, really wanted to be

a news reporter. So when my
girlfriend, who worked for Paddy
Ashdown in the House of Commons
(because her dad was a Liberal
Democrat peer, not a Times
columnist), phoned me at about five
past ten on the morning of May 12 to
tell me that the Labour leader, John
Smith, had had a heart attack and
was almost certainly dead, I went
straight to the home desk to tell the
news editor.
“Bollocks,” he said. “If Smith was

dead, we’d know. Not you.”
“Yeah, tell it to your dad,” said his

deputy. “See if he can make a funny
out of it.”
“Did they teach you to make up

stories like that at Cambridge,
Giles?” parped an emboldened
acolyte.
“Yeah, Coren,” trilled another.

“Great scoop. Why don’t you get us
all a coffee to celebrate?”
Which was all very funny, but did

not help John Smith survive the
morning. Nor did it put me off trying
to impress them again with my
story-breaking credentials. So when,
a few weeks later, at the height of the
“Blair or Brown?” debate, my
Archway flatmate, who worked as a
researcher in the then shadow home
secretary’s office (her dad wasn’t
anyone, strangely), told me that the
two were having supper that night
round the corner from Mr Blair’s
home and a deal was bound to be

made, I of course went straight to the
news desk.
“Still here?” said the news editor.
“Got a message from daddy?” said

his deputy.
“Get us all a coffee!”
“Ha, ha, ha . . .”
And that was pretty much the end

of my news reporting dreams. The

next day, of course, the deal was
announced, and the now famous
location of its making leaked. And I
was dispatched by the features desk
to eat a meal at Granita, mock the
poncey Islington locals, take the
mickey out of the poncey Islington
menu and do the sort of sniggering
hatchet job you could risk entrusting
to a nepotised little Oxbridge
show-off who hadn’t done his time
on the locals.
My ridiculous five columns of fluff

appeared the next day under the
headline “Blair and the Night of the
Long Fish Knives”, and my fate
was sealed: I was a superficial fun-
poker at snooty restaurants from
that day forth. And glad, in the end,
of the work.
But when I see Tony Blair trapped

in a lift, a shamed and humiliated
man trying to get on with his life and
scratch a few million a year without
having impudent cameras poked in
his face all the time, I cannot help but
wonder which of us, considering the
solemnity of his ambition 20 years
ago, has been the more disappointed.

The two politicians that indirectly led
me to a career in restaurant reviews

Perhaps you feel
embarrassed for once
admiring Mr Blair

Simon Barnes Wild Notebook

Listen to the
call of the
wild – then
keep it safe

I
was giving a talk at Minsmere,
the RSPB’s fabulous nature
reserve on the Suffolk coast,
and had moved on to the Q&A
stuff at the end. It was then that

someone asked the ultimately naive
question, which is also the only
question that really matters.
“But what we can we do? How
can we save the world?” I
remember the gasp-making
temerity of the question, and how
the rest of the audience stirred, as
if to say, now you’re asking —
and we’d really like to know the
answer. So here it is.
But first remember that Dr

Johnson said that a book should
teach a reader how better to enjoy
life or how better to endure it. In the
same way, the state of the wild
world is grim, but it’s also as packed
with joy as a bottle of champagne is
with bubbles. It is vital to accept and
work on both aspects.

1 Make it a point of duty to enjoy
the wild world a little more. Add a
small thing to each day: a detour
through the park, five minutes
out of the office at lunch, a cup
of tea in the garden. Add a larger
thing to each week: a really good
walk, a trip to somewhere nice. Make
sure you have a real treat each year,
a holiday in a place that matters.
Valuing the wild world is a
contribution to the wild world.

2 Get a pocket guide to butterflies
and learn to identify half-a-dozen
garden species. Suddenly your
relationship with the wild
world is ten times more
intimate.

3 Next spring — start in
January — learn half-a-
dozen birdsongs: robin,
wren, great tit, dunnock,
song thrush, blackbird. I
guarantee that this will
change your world.
There are some cheap
apps, or my free
podcast on the Short
Books website.

4 Join something new. Most
people start with the RSPB. If
you’re already a member, join
your county wildlife trust; yes
there’s one for London, and it’s
great. Protecting what’s on your

doorstep matters. I’m all for
nimbyism: what’s wrong with
protecting what you love?

5 Then there are further
organisations: I’m honorary
vice-president, for example, of the
Bumblebee Conservation Trust. Our
statutory bodies are not enough:
consistently bullied and emasculated
by people in power. The NGOs, our
wildlife charities, are out there
setting the agenda on our behalf and
they need our cash to do it.

6 Those with time and
inclination can volunteer,
doing tough work on
nature reserves, say, or
counting birds for the
British Trust for

Ornithology.
Volunteering is a
seriously big deal.

7 Our gardens
should be the
biggest wildlife
reserve in the
country, so don’t be
tempted to put
down concrete for
the car, lay off the
heavy chemicals —
even a small bit of
land matters —
and leave an area
to express itself.

The more land you have, the greater
your responsibility.

8 The problem on your doorstep is
the problem with the world. There
are big issues out there, and you can
do something about them, because
lots of people doing a small thing
adds up to a big thing. Land matters:
look after the land and you look after
the species that live there. I’m a
council member of the World Land
Trust, and have visited projects for
elephants in India, jaguars in Belize,
orangutans in Malaysia and leopards
in Armenia.

9 Some species need more than land:
they also need protection from
humans trying to kill them. The five

species of rhino are in catastrophic
decline: as a patron of Save the
Rhino I know it does a fine job of
helping what’s left. There are causes
everywhere. I wish there weren’t: as
it is, there’s one out there for you.

10 Understand that the problems of
the wild world won’t be solved
without political will. Don’t you
think it’s absurd that saving the
planet is regarded as a fringe
activity for cranks and
sentimentalists? “People think I’m
trying to save fluffy animals. What
I’m really trying to do is stop the
human race from committing
suicide,” said the great Gerald
Durrell. Do your bit to shove
conservation up the political agenda.

11 Don’t get depressed by the scale of
the task. It’s too easy to conclude
that we’re all doomed, but you don’t
have to go to the other extreme of
Panglossian optimism. Get on with
the task ahead of you, and remember
that in the end, what matters is not
whether you were on the winning
side but whether you fought for the
right side.
There’s still a world of wonders out

there, on your doorstep and on the
other side of the globe, and we may
be the last generation with a chance
to do anything about it. Let’s not
be cursed through eternity by our
great-great-grandchildren.

Stand up for rhinos — or birds or bees

Giles
Coren

@gilescoren

How the candles that
light his lifeless eyes
must scorch his skull
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People can develop the inner strength to overcome problems such as obesity. You don’t learn from being mollycoddled

We have too many
peers. A humane
cull is required
Frances D’Souza

Kids need self-reliance, not spoon-feeding

I
went to a school in south London
the other week. I was there to
open a new table tennis club: the
school has bought some tables
with the help of a charity and

plans to run sessions for their kids in
the afternoons. Afterwards, I met the
head and, as he talked about an
unusual challenge he is facing, it
struck me that his proposed solution
could help to solve the obesity
epidemic, and much else besides.

The school, by the way, is
magnificent. It has a diligent staff
and, in Will, an inspirational head.
Teachers cannot do enough for their
pupils: if a child plays truant, staff
will drive around to the house, knock
on the door, and drive them back to
school. If a pupil falls behind, for
whatever reason, they will provide
extra lessons.

“We will not allow anything to
stand in the way of these kids
reaching their potential,” Will said.
Unsurprisingly, the school has an
outstanding Ofsted rating and
sends an impressive number of
pupils to university.

But here’s the thing. Will, an
inquisitive man, has started
measuring how the kids get on after
they leave school. How do they fare
at university? How well do they
transition into colleges of further
education? To his surprise, he
discovered something very curious
indeed: his pupils had a drop-out rate
significantly higher than average.
These kids had often aced their
GCSEs but they were not making it
through university, or going on to
change the world.

“It was a shock,” Will said. “At first
I couldn’t understand it. We had

done everything to help them to get
the best GCSE results. But then we
realised that that was part of the
problem. We had done too much.
Any time they messed up, we were
there to pick them up. Every time
they strayed, we put them back on
course. We were, in effect, spoon-
feeding them. When they got to
university, and had to stand on their
own two feet, they struggled.”

As of this year, Will has subtly
altered the relationship between
school and pupil. The teachers are
still diligent but they allow the kids
to fail from time to time. They are
letting them understand that their
decisions will have consequences
(which will not be mitigated by yet
more staff interventions). Perhaps
most importantly, they are giving the
youngsters lessons in self-reliance.
The objective is to have students

who ace their GCSEs but who are
also capable of standing on their own
two feet.

And this brings me to the obesity
epidemic. Over the past fortnight, we
have heard from a number of health
“experts”. They have argued for new
taxes on sugary food, negative
advertising on high-fat ready meals;
some have even proposed that
people with a body mass index above
30 should be offered a stomach
stapling operation at the expense of
the taxpayer. Their motivation is
sound. They want people to be
thinner and healthier. The
interventions, from their perspective,
make sense and may even, in the
short term, work.

But now take a step back and think
of the psychological consequences.
The message to society is: we will
make you thinner. Don’t worry about

taking responsibility for what you
put in your mouths or taking
exercise: we will orchestrate the
world (to the extent of manipulating
prices and stapling your belly) to
make sure you lose weight. They
have even “medicalised” the problem
of overeating, talking about people
who are “weak-willed” or have
“addictive personalities”. The
consequence is unavoidable and
rather tragic: another weakening in
the concept of self-reliance.

A quick detour: in 1994, Robert
Bjork, a professor of psychology at
UCLA, conducted an investigation
into how people learn. He was
astonished by the results: if you
make the learning process too easy,
he found, people do not retain the
information. They rapidly forget. But
if you introduce difficulties — by
spacing the lessons rather than

massing them together or by using
fonts that are slightly harder to read
— people learn more effectively and
retain the information.

You see the point. It is not just at
the level of society, or even the
individual, that self-reliance is
important. It is also at the level of
the synapse. Our brains are more
effective when, instead of having
things spoon-fed to them, they are
forced to respond to challenges. We
flourish not when we are handed
things on a plate (this turns us into
zombies) but when we have to fetch
the plate for ourselves. Bjork coined
the term “desirable difficulties” to
make the point.

And this hints at a revolution in
the way we think about our politics.

The state has a precious role to play
in providing the scaffolding that
people need to climb to wherever
they wish to go. But the problem is
when this idea goes too far.
Politicians seem to want to provide
cable cars so that individuals don’t
need to think, let alone act. We just
have to sit tight and trust the state to
take us to nirvana. It doesn’t work,
however. By destroying personal
responsibility it just makes us more
dependent.

What we need is a new balance,
just like the school in south London.
Plenty of support, yes, but also a
deeper understanding of the power
of desirable difficulties. Human
willpower is endlessly potent when it
is not eroded by well-intentioned
nannying. Almost everybody has the
inner strength to eat more healthily,
and we would all benefit from the
sense of overcoming temptation for
ourselves rather than the state doing
it for us. This is where the debate on
obesity should start and end. Almost
everything else is a distraction.

Even if teachers see to their pupils’ every need at school, there’s no guarantee that they will do well after they leave

Scaffolding helps us to
climb, Politicians tend
to give us cable cars

T
he case for a smaller House
of Lords is compelling. Our
membership has been
steadily increasing. In 1999,
after the exclusion of more

than 650 hereditary peers, there
were 666 members. Today there are
828, of whom 775 are eligible to sit in
the house.

These figures have an impact on
the house’s ability to fulfil its
functions effectively, as a valuable
counterpoint to the House of
Commons and a debating chamber

of expertise. This was amply
demonstrated last week in the
second reading of the Assisted Dying
Bill — the house was able to bring to
bear a wealth of experience in an
informed and sensitive debate.

But the 126 speakers who
contributed tell another story. The
chamber can accommodate fewer
than half of those who attend
regularly. Some members
hold that there is now
more jostling and
bullying for seats and
opportunities to be
heard at question
time, risking our
tradition of self-
regulation. Debates
are coming under
increasing time
pressure as more
and more members
wish to speak, all to
the detriment of our
ability to hold the
government to
account.

So procedural and
practical stresses placed

on the house by a growing
membership endure, and if the
current pattern of appointments
continues these stresses can only
accumulate. And costs will rise. We
cannot therefore ignore the problem.

We have no influence over the
government appointing more
members to the house and no one

can reasonably deny the need
to refresh membership by
filling gaps in policy expertise

and vocational experience,
or to reflect success at a
general election. That
said, research suggests
that a house limited to
450 members could deal
effectively with business.
We are fast approaching
the stage where
legislation to agree a
limit may be necessary.

However, while the
house can have little

influence on new
appointments, we have the
opportunity to balance
these with a few
departures.

The House of Lords Reform Act
2014 makes provision for members to
retire permanently from the house,
for the first time in our history. This
is to be celebrated. Members rightly
take their Writ of Summons very
seriously and many feel an obligation
to attend, even when they no longer
have as much to offer. But with this
new provision, members must

recognise that retirement at the right
time is also a public duty. And it has
the potential to be a form of self-
regulation much like that practised
in the proceedings of the House of
Lords chamber.

This is the culture that needs
fostering. It is one of the few ways
that we can cope with the numbers
of new members coming in. In the
autumn I hope that the house will
consider how we can mark the
retirement of members in ways that

acknowledge their sterling
contribution, and provides an
appropriately respectful departure.

This reform cannot be charged
with ageism. Membership of the
Lords should be as diverse and
representative as possible, and there
are many older members who
continue to provide an exceptional
service. Equally, there will be
younger members who feel that they
have contributed and achieved all
that they set out to, or are unable to
devote sufficient time to the work.

Instead, this is an appeal to all
members of the House of Lords to
adjust to the fact that retirement,
when the time is right, is as much a
public duty as debating the merits of
a bill or scrutinising policy in a
committee. A life peerage is no
longer a life sentence.

With that in mind, I aim to retire
towards the end of the 2020
parliament. While it will be a sad
moment for me, I hope by then that
it will be a matter of routine for the
house.

Frances D’Souza is the Lord Speaker

Members must see
that timely retirement
is now a public duty

Matthew
Syed

@matthewsyed

influence on new
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50.654 reasons for thinking Ed might win
The Labour leader’s obsession with maths and baseball may give him a strategic edge over his political rivals

I
f you are a sketchwriter, there is
no escaping one question these
days. “So who’s going to win the
election?” I am asked by almost
everyone I run into. Until a

month or so ago, I always said: “Well
the numbers favour Labour and Ed
Miliband.” At which point there was
always a pause. “Really?” people
would say, slightly incredulous, as if I
might be trying to trick them.
Of course it is early days but

overall the numbers still favour
Labour. Ed’s personal ratings are
another story and there is no doubt
that Sisyphus and Ed M have much
in common when it comes to
climbing mountains. Westminster
doesn’t like him. Years on, there is
still a sort of wounded disbelief that
Ed, the geeky one, won the
leadership. Westminster hacks, who
can be strangely sentimental at
times, still can’t quite forgive him for
depriving them of David.
But facts are facts. The other night,

at the chancellor’s drinks party,

George Osborne was asked what
would happen if, in the Scottish
referendum, the No supporters won
but the Yes vote did better than
expected. The chancellor looked
mystified. A win was a win, he said.
Fifty one per cent you win, 49 per
cent you lose.
The Labour party system for

electing their leaders makes an
Escher drawing look straightforward
but everyone knew how it worked. In
the end, Ed Miliband beat his
brother, with 50.654 per cent
support. Both knew the rules: only
one paid attention to them.
Political analysts like to tell us

what Ed Miliband is not. He’s not
Tony Blair or (sigh) his brother. But I

find it interesting that few try to
understand who he is. Over the
years, I have watched Ed more than
most. He is a man who likes to study
a problem, whether it’s an election or
the utility companies, for as long as it
takes. When he comes up with a
strategy, he implements it. He doesn’t
seem to care about presentation: a
win is a win, even if it is 50.654 per
cent. He may not be able to eat a

bacon sandwich on camera but he
can do the maths.
He is detail-driven and an

obsessive, an ideologue who believes
he can take Britain into a new world
with his policies, most of which have
their roots in the ghastly named pre-
distribution theory, to increase wages
and lower costs such as utility bills.
He is, undoubtedly, an oddball,
something that I suspect his wife
Justine, who seems supremely
normal, will be deployed to counter.
“Standing next to his wife,” noted
Mehdi Hasan, his biographer, last
week, “Miliband looked relaxed,
personable . . . normal.”
Normal is pushing it, actually, but

then politicians rarely get close to
that. But I would make one more
observation. There is more than a
touch of American about Ed
Miliband. It’s not only that he went
to Harvard. It’s that he lived, as a
child of seven and then of 12, in
Boston with his dad and it is there
that he fell in love with baseball in
the form of the Red Sox.
I am, like him, a baseball fan. But

he is, unlike me, a baseball fanatic.
Of course all politicians these days
have to pretend to like sport. I have
always been suspicious of David
Cameron, actually, and I wasn’t
surprised when he revealed that he
had fallen asleep during the
Germany-Brazil semi-final.

Ed, on the other hand, is on his
way to founding a religion about
baseball. Last year, when the Red
Sox were in the world series, Ed was
up, tweeting through the night,
breaking every rule in the political
book. I ran into him right before his
big speech in January on how to
reform the banks and the only thing
he wanted to talk about was that he
was going to meet the Sox manager.
No surprises, then, this week, that

when he had his “brush-by” with
President Obama in Washington
they talked about the likes of
Ukraine, Gaza and, er, baseball.
He even has a political theory of

baseball. “The Boston Red Sox have
this amazing story”, he told one
interviewer, “because in some ways
they bear some resemblance to the
Labour party. Because they won the
World Series in 1918 and they sold
their most famous player Babe Ruth,
and they didn’t win it again until
2004 . . . It was known as the Curse of
Babe.”
He continued: “It’s an amazing

story of disaster and redemption.” So
who, he was asked, is Labour’s Babe

Ruth? “There’s been quite a lot of
best prime ministers we never had.
John Smith, Neil Kinnock . . .”
No one could call baseball the

beautiful game, although it has many
moments of pure beauty. One of
those is what has become known as
The Steal. It was 2004 and the Red
Sox were trying to qualify for the
World Series. It was the bottom of
the ninth, or last, inning and they
were behind 4 to 3. A Red Sox player
made it to first base. A man named
Dave Roberts came in as a pinch
runner. Roberts taunted the pitcher,
edging out from first base, heading
towards second. Three times the
pitcher threw to first, forcing Roberts
back. On the next pitch, Roberts ran
like fury, diving for the base, just
beating the whipcrack throw. The
result was that when the next player
got a hit, Roberts was able to run to
home plate and score. The Red Sox
went on to win that game and,
eventually, the world series.
But it all began with one stolen

base. On Ed Miliband’s office wall,
there is a framed picture of The Steal,
catching Roberts as he slides in to
second, hands outreached. It was only
a matter of milliseconds (possibly
50.654 per cent of a “milisecond”) but
he made it. That is another reason
that I don’t write off Ed Miliband.

Janice Turner is away

With Obama he talked
about Ukraine, Gaza
and, er, baseball

Cameron fell asleep
during Brazil-Germany.
Ed is a Red Sox fanatic

Ann
Treneman

@anntreneman
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Balance Sheet
The economy has at last recovered to where it was in 2008. Yet a shift in the
pattern of growth towards investment and trade has yet to be achieved

Britain’s economy is nowmarginally bigger than it
was six years ago. Figures released yesterday
showed that GDP grew by 0.8 per cent in the
second quarter of this year. This means that the
peak of economic activity before the banking cri-
sis, in the first quarter of 2008, has now been sur-
passed.
George Osborne, the chancellor of the exche-

quer, was quick to describe this as a “major mile-
stone” in the government’s long-term economic
plan. Yet it is also ameasure of the economic dam-
age caused by the financial crash and the squeeze
on living standards since then. The output that
would have been generated if the economy had
simply grown at trend rates in the past six years is
forever lost.
MrOsbornecan take satisfaction inhavingcon-

founded his critics, who predicted a prolonged
slump due to the government’s determination to
cut public spending. These included not only the
Labour opposition but also the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), which last year accused
Mr Osborne of “playing with fire”on account of
his austerity programme. The IMF has since had
to raise its forecast four times for GDP growth in
the UK in 2014. It now predicts growth of 3.2 per
cent —pretty much in line with trend growth.

Even so, the long-term reconstruction of the
economyhas scarcely begun.A sustainable recov-
ery requires a shift in the pattern of growth. The
model of debt-based consumption that character-
ised the long business expansion under the chan-
cellorship of Gordon Brown proved to be fragile
and ephemeral. Even while it was going on, the
share of national income takenbypublic spending
grew at a brisk pace, which hampered the govern-
ment’s room formanoeuvre in the bitter recession
after the financial crash.
Ministers have stressed, rightly, that the eco-

nomy needs better balance — away from growth
founded on consumption, towards investment
andnet exports, andwithgreater strength inman-
ufacturing. Yet the economy is sectorally unbal-
anced and the durability of the recovery has not
yet been tested.
Britain’s is a primarily services-based economy.

Services account for almost four fifths of national
incomes. This is the part of the economy that has
exceeded the 2008 peak. The same is not true of
manufacturingor construction. Indeed, construc-
tion actually declined in the second quarter, by
0.5 per cent. As an open, trading economy, Britain
also relies on a recovery in its principal trading
partners, in theEuropeanUnion.Yet theeurozone

has yet to emerge decisively from its debt crisis.
The contrast between the eurozone’s northern
European members and the indebted southern
economies is stark.Muchwork remains tobedone
in reforming the weaker economies’ bloated wel-
fare states and sclerotic labour markets.
Moreover, while aggregate GDP in the UK is

higher than the pre-crisis peak, this is not true of
GDP per capita. Britain’s population is growing
and worker productivity is perplexingly weak. Ed
Balls, the shadow chancellor, was not wrong in
pointing to a continuing squeeze on living stan-
dards — even though Labour’s approach of con-
fronting rather than co-operating with business is
no remedy at all.
In short, Britain has recovered ground and is

nowthe fastestgrowingeconomyin theG7.Yet the
US, Germany and even France recovered to pre-
crisis levels significantly earlier. There is an out-
standing question, too, of how quickly the Bank of
England’s huge monetary stimulus should be
scaled back. Doing so too quickly might cause
weakness in the bondmarkets and further impair
the balance sheets of financial institutions.
Ultimately, the guarantor of growth will be the

private sector. It needs to see the incentive to in-
vest. Policy needs to be geared to providing it.

Public Image
Ed Miliband’s image is directly related to the type of leadership he has given Labour
Ever since Ed Miliband became leader of the
Labour party in 2010 two disabling problems have
refused to go away. The first is that, as a prospec-
tive prime minister, he has always scored badly.
The second is that, even when the economy was
stuttering, his party trailed the Conservatives on
thevital issueof economic competence.Yesterday,
Mr Miliband made a speech in which he tried to
address the first problem, without realising that it
is closely linked to the second.
MrMiliband’s pitchwas that, in an age obsessed

with the trivia of leadership, in which a photo
opportunity of aman eating a bacon sandwich be-
comes a political event, he is a more serious kind
of politician. It was an uncannily similar message
to the one that the Labour party tried to attach to
Gordon Brown, with no obvious success.MrMili-
band conceded that hemight not be a leader from
central casting but he was the man with the plan,
in contrast to a slick but empty prime minister.
There, however, is the rub. It is a convenient fal-

lacy for Mr Miliband to suppose that his image
problems are somehow unrelated to the prospec-
tus that he offers for the nation. It was unfortu-

nate, to say the least, that Mr Miliband sought to
relaunch himself as a leader on the day the British
economy finally completed its recovery back to
where it was when the financial crisis of 2008 in-
tervened. It is hard to imagine anything better de-
signed to draw attention to Mr Miliband’s under-
lying weakness than good economic news.
It is not that Mr Miliband’s leadership has had

no successes. After a terrible defeat in 2010, in
which Labour polled only 29 per cent, the party
has held together under Mr Miliband. The rela-
tionshipwith the tradeunionswas confrontedand
reformed, albeit belatedly and in a rather incom-
plete fashion.Therehavebeen times—notablyon
phone hacking, banking reform and energy prices
— that Mr Miliband has led the public argument
and forced a response from the coalition.
Labour has also slowly been fashioning a series

of policies for government. Although it is still not
clear, beyond some general platitudes about de-
volving power, how Labour would seek to run the
NHS or schools, the party has been developing
policies designed to deal with what it continues to
call “the cost of living crisis”. Last weekend, at the

national policy forum in Milton Keynes, Labour
agreed that it would include in its programme a
commitment to cutting spending after next year’s
general election.
This is no more than a belated recognition of

brutal reality. Notwithstanding the economic re-
covery the cuts to spending that havehelped to re-
pair the public finances are by no means over yet.
The next government will not have anymoney to
spend. Fiscal conservatism is an unavoidable ne-
cessity rather than a policy choice. Labour has
been extremely slow to work out that it could no
longer continuewith the formula it had before the
crash—reform bribed out of the professions by a
promise of high public spending.
Mr Miliband gave no real sense in his speech

that he comprehends the link between his public
image and the economic message he projects.
Under his leadership, Labour spent a long time
denying that it had spent too much on the public
sector. It demandedmore spending as awayout of
recession and it opposed all the necessary cuts. If
Mr Miliband is searching for an explanation for
the poor public figure he cuts he might start here.

Lingua Franca
The dominance of English is historically unparalleled but not necessarily permanent
Having failed in several attempts to master Ger-
man,MarkTwain urged that it be “gently and rev-
erently set aside among the dead languages, for
only the deadhave time to learn it”. TheTechnical
University of Munich has provoked much soul-
searching in Germany by appearing to act on this
advice. It has resolved that all its master’s degree
courses will be taught in English.
The university’s decision is pragmatically ex-

plained by the fact that English is now the lingua
franca of commerce, and the university’s gradu-
ates will need to compete in a global market for
skilled professionals. It may, however, be a signal

that the dominance of the English language may
not work to the advantage of its native speakers.
There is no historical parallel to the growth of

English as a global language. In the middle of the
last century, about 400 million people spoke
English. The total is now 1.5 billion. Most of them
are non-native speakers.Most live outside Britain,
North America and Australasia.
The rise of English in commerce, culture and

academica is a reflectionnot of any inherent char-
acteristic of the language, but rather of the influ-
ence of the British empire and then the United
States.What has happened as a by-product of pol-

itical and economic powermight yet be undone. If
a new superpower supplanted America, its lan-
guage might easily become a means of advance-
ment. And even if Englishmaintains its dominant
position, it might not be Standard English.
The spellings created by the American lexi-

cographer Noah Webster (color, ax, theater, pro-
gram and so on) are used far more widely than
those used in The Times. Perhaps, similarly, a
creole language, such as the Singlish spoken in
Singapore, will supersede the American dialect. It
is a decision over which native English speakers
have no control. We had better get used to it.

Daily Universal Register

Today: The King Richard III visitor centre,
built at a cost of £4.5 million, opens in
Leicester; the Royal Yachting Association
Commonwealth flotilla of more than 250
ships and boats sails into Glasgow; the
Commonwealth Games continues in
Glasgow with the team relay triathlon; the
Stop the War Coalition marches to
Parliament in protest at Israel’s military
action in Gaza; Buckingham Palace state
rooms open for the summer; the CBeebies
Prom, inaugural concert designed for
children, takes place at the Royal Albert
Hall; the Oyster Festival is held in
Whitstable, Kent; the 21st International
Thomas Hardy festival takes place in
Dorchester
Tomorrow: The Tour de France finishes on
the Champs-Elysees, Paris; the first athletics
medals are awarded at the Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow; England play India in
the first day of the third Test match in
Southampton

Sir Mick Jagger, pictured
Rolling Stones, Sympathy
for the Devil (1968), 71;
Martin Baker, master of
music, Westminster
Cathedral, 47; Kate
Beckinsale, actress, Total
Recall (2012), 41; Lance

Corporal Johnson Beharry VC, 35; Sandra
Bullock, actress, Gravity (2013), 50;
Baroness (Tanni) Grey-Thompson of
Eaglescliffe, 11-times Paralympic gold
medallist and now cross-bench peer, 45;
John Howard, former prime minister of
Australia, 75; Christopher Kane, fashion
designer, 32; Dame Louise Lake-Tack,
governor-general, Antigua and Barbuda, 70;
Professor James Lovelock, scientist and
originator of Gaia theory, 95; Lord (Brian)
Mawhinney, former chairman of the
Conservative Party, 74; Dame Helen
Mirren, actress, The Queen (2006), 69: Sir
John Sawers, chief of the secret intelligence
service, (MI6), 59; Kevin Spacey, artistic
director, Old Vic, 55; Roger Taylor,
drummer, Queen, 65; Elizabeth Truss,
environment secretary and Conservative
MP, South West Norfolk, 39.

“My life is spent in a perpetual alternation
between two rhythms, the rhythm of attracting
people for fear I may be lonely, and the
rhythm of trying to get rid of them because I
know that I am bored.” CEM Joad, English
philosopher (1948)

Birthdays today

The last word

Baroness (Shirley)
Williams of Crosby,
pictured, co-founder,
Social Democratic Party,
84; Jorge Aguilar-Agon,
Romantic Impressionist
artist, 78; Allan Border,
Australian cricketer and

sports commentator, 59; Christopher Dean,
ice skater, Olympic gold medallist (1984), 56;
Jo Durie, seven times British national
singles tennis champion, 54; Bobbie Gentry
(Roberta Lee Streeter), singer, Ode to Billie
Joe (1967), 70; Sir Jeremy Greenstock,
chairman, UN Association-UK, 71; Sir
Anthony Hammond, Procurator General,
Treasury Solicitor and Queen’s Proctor
(1997-2000), 74; Jack Higgins, novelist, The
Eagle Has Landed (1975), 85; Dr Edgar
Hughes, chairman of Canning House, an
Anglo-Hispanic centre, 67; Professor James
O’Donnell McGee, pathologist, former
professor of morbid anatomy, Oxford, 75;
Michael Longley, poet, The Weather in
Japan (2000), 75; Jonathan Rhys Meyers,
actor, The Tudors (2007-10), 37; Rob Owen,
chief executive, St Giles Trust, prison
charity, 49; Joy Whitby, pioneer of children’s
television, Jackanory (1965), 84.

Birthdays tomorrow
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Letters to the Editor

Mosul claims
Sir, As the author of an analysis of
reports of damage during the invasion
and civil disorder in Iraq in 2003/4, I
can confirm that the first casualty of
war is the truth.
However, mistaken reporting ten

years ago has been replaced during
the current Isis terrorist campaign by
misrepresentation.
Contacts within Iraq have

repeatedly confirmed that some of
the reports (which you mention:
Thunderer and letter, July 23) of
desecration of churches,
mosques, tombs and statues
appearing on social media have been
deliberately falsified, and have
demonstrated that some pictures of
alleged damage to churches in Mosul
are actually images from riots in
Egypt.
It is not known why or by whom

this is being done, but repeating such
claims without independent
verification may succour the victims
but also aids the terrorists.
professor ian m johnson
Westhill, Aberdeenshire

Current affairs
Sir, I have just changed my electricity
supplier from npower to Extra
Energy. In the process I viewed
several comparison websites and the
Ofgem website.
There is an important fundamental

about household electricity suppliers.
They are all selling exactly the same
product at exactly the same
frequency and voltage. To then
shroud this single basic product in
hundreds of differing tariffs is nothing
short of obfuscation. My view is ably
supported by Ofgem’s thoroughly
unhelpful website: “Allowing
consumers to choose their
(electricity) supplier helps to keep
pressure on prices and drives better
customer service. It also promotes
innovation in products and services.”
Who is Ofgem trying to fool? There

is only one product and the service is
to provide it without interruption.
There are unknowns in predicting the
cost of electricity for the next 12-24
months. Therefore the fixed tariffs
that suppliers quote can only be
experienced guesses. For Ofgem to
continue to endorse the electricity
suppliers’ subterfuge and cynical
exploitation of unwary, innumerate
customers by permitting such a wide
range of mainly uncompetitive tariffs
is a scandal. In my case the difference
in annual cost between npower’s
standard variable tariff, that my
account would be “automatically”
moved to, and Extra Energy was over
£1,000. The nation deserves better.
john redman
Waldron, E Sussex

Holidays in term-time and good intentions

Children missing school? Spare a thought for the schools missing their children

Sir, Jenni Russell (“A few days off
won’t ruin an education”, July 24)
argues sensibly for a more humane
approach to holidays in term time,
even though the examples she cites
are extreme. However, bad cases
don’t make good laws — and citing
such cases makes it appear that
heads are exploiting blunt legal
instruments. The reality is that these
misfortunes are an inevitable by-
product of well-intentioned
procedures which are generally fair
and predominantly beneficial.
However, as one who taught for 34

years and who as a head of year was
responsible for promoting good
attendance, I have to agree that
holidays were rarely damaging and
often beneficial to the student.
It is also true that most are more

than capable of catching up, though
that is not the case at the beginning
of a school year. Those early weeks
are crucial for teachers and learning
groups in many ways, and no
individual should be allowed to
disrupt that period by choice. I
would also have strong reservations
about leave of absence in the
months leading up to GCSE exams.
gerald cook
Wollaton, Notts

Sir, Jenni Russell does not allow for
the possibilty that there may be
children who do not wish to miss
any schooltime. I was an anxious
and conscientious pupil, and it
would have pained and grieved me
to miss any lessons, despite the lure
of a family holiday.
penelope elliott
Potterne, Wilts

Sir, Jenni Russell is quite wrong. As
a cathedral boy chorister I received

and retain an exemplary musical
education. However, morning choir
practices meant that I consistently
missed every theory section of my
first year of school chemistry and
physics, to the detriment of my
undergraduate geology studies.
I began to understand parts of

these subjects only after retiring,
and having the chance to watch
television documentaries on them.
bob ferguson
Solihull, West Midlands.

Sir, The most important issue is that
very few children holidaying in term
time actually do all the set work
properly, so falling behind, and
damage the education of their
classmates since lesson time has to
be spent helping them to catch up,
to the detriment of the children who
were in school. While parents may

only consider the advantages of
term-time holidays for themselves
and their children, schools and
teachers must consider the
prospects and education of all their
pupils.

Jenni Russell suggests that a few
days off school won’t ruin an
education and that may or may not
be true for the children concerned.
It will, however, damage the
education of the many
disadvantaged by the prospect of a
couple of weeks in the sun for a few.
dr nick winstone-cooper
Bridgend, south Wales

Sir, Absence from school is not
always harmful. Osbert Sitwell
claimed that his education took
place during holidays from Eton.
george garner
Bradninch, Devon

Bangers ’n’ mash
Sir, Nelson Mandela’s serving of
sausage and mash to a guest (Report,
July 23) was in contrast to the
experience of Michael Ramsey, later
Archbishop of Canterbury. When as
bishop of Durham he took up
residence in 1952 at Auckland Castle,
he inherited as butler the quaintly
majestic Ernest Alexander. Alexander
rated it infra dignitatem for sausage
and mash to be served in an episcopal
palace, despite the Ramseys’ liking for
the dish. So at mealtimes in the
butler’s presence the Ramseys found
themselves staging a conversation on
these lines. Mrs Ramsey: “What was
it again you had for luncheon at the
House of Lords yesterday?” Ramsey:
“Oh, sausage and mash; yes, yes,
sausage and mash, delicious sausage
and mash, very nice, very nice.” After
a few weeks Alexander caved in.
eugene suggett
Dorking, Surrey

Solar suggestion
Sir, Neath Port Talbot council has just
given permission for a euphemistically
styled solar “park”. This 81-acre
(45 football pitches apparently)
installation will no doubt make a
fortune for its owners, while further
draining the government’s coffers.
Meanwhile, houses, factories, offices,
supermarkets and shopping malls
spring up all over the UK with not a
single panel fitted. Instead of using up
thousands of acres of rural green
space, why does the government not
simply require all suitable new-build
homes and commercial premises to
be fitted with solar panels?
The average domestic array costs as

little as £5,000, so the outlay for
builders buying and fitting thousands
at a time would be tiny and for
consumers a small rise in mortgage
payments would be more than offset
by a substantial reduction in fuel bills.
kate saunders
Ipswich, Suffolk

Bereavement
Sir, You report a study (July 23) which
found that those bereaved as children
were more likely to die by their forties.
My parents were killed in the

London Blitz in 1941. I was 9 and my
sisters were 7 and 5. I am now 81, my
younger sister is 77 and my other
sister died at 77, three years ago.
A major saving factor for all three

of us was classical music. In my case,
also, the Church picked up a deeply
traumatised boy and began the
continuing process of loving him
better. I have been an Anglican priest
for 52 years.
the rev peter dodson
Ripon, N Yorks

Impure heroin
Sir, The so-called decline in the use of
class A drugs (July 23) probably has
something to do with poor quality, as
dealers squeeze their customers by
adulterating their heroin and cocaine
ever more severely. Some drugs now
are only 10 to 20 per cent pure.
This trend towards poor-quality

heroin is concerning, since the
adulterants are often toxic and can
result in overdoses, especially when
barbiturates, Valium, Rohypnol and
the like are added for potency.
I know of two young heroin users

who had to have a leg amputated

after using badly cut heroin.
Supervised consumption rooms with
a house dealer whose product is
tested is a step in the right direction
followed by decriminalising drug use
and heroin on prescription for users.
Most European countries have
adopted these measures, which have
saved lives and allow people to be
functioning members of society
rather than outcasts and criminals.
ian hughes
Bridgend, Glamorgan

Raw milk
Sir, We buy raw unpasteurised milk
while on holiday in the south of
France. (“Selling raw milk will raise
risk of TB”, July 23). It has certainly
never affected us, and I am not aware
of TB being a problem in the locality.
It costs €1.30 a litre (62p a pint), a

far cry from the £1.50 you quote, and
the milk we buy in the Saturday
market is undrinkable by Tuesday.
david shamash
South Fawley, Oxon

Sir, My five sons, now aged from 25 to
42, were brought up on raw milk, and
none has ever been ill, apart from
chicken pox. Also, it keeps better than
the pasteurised variety.
amanda griffiths
Hendre, Flintshire

Sir, The raw milk ban in Scotland
came too late for me. Despite working
in a bacteriology department dealing
with brucella I failed to recognise the
danger on my uncle’s farm in the
1970s. When I told him I had caught
abortus fever he said, “We farmers
never drink raw milk.”
thomas law
Sandbank, Argyll and Bute

Uckers
Sir, Robert Rhoderick-Jones (letter,
July 24) has never seen the game of
uckers in Civvy Street. As landlord of
the Deal Hoy and a former naval
rating I have several customers now
playing it. They can often be heard
threatening to “up tables” after
accumulating a “mixy blob” with
cheers and expletives as an irksome
“tactical blob” is “sixed off”.
ian goodban
Deal, Kent

Sir, Uckers was played at British
Antarctic Survey bases in the 1960s.
The shipboard version, deck uckers,
used outsize pieces on the long
voyage back to the UK. I do not recall
that “concentration and basic
mathematical skills were the essential
attributes of a winner” as I won quite
often. As a demon form of ludo,
uckers could cause loss of equanimity,
if not temper. One of my companions
lost every night for several weeks, no
matter who was his partner.
robert burton
Hemingford Abbots, Huntingdon

Sir, I’m sure uckers doesn’t take as
long to learn and isn’t as challenging
and rewarding to play as the popular
game Mornington Crescent.
simon walters
London NW7

Fish shoot
Sir, Mr Rigg (letter, July 22) describes
shooting a fish in his pond, and his
wife worrying about having to drain
it. I shot a rabbit near my pond, and
found later in the day that my pond
had drained itself. The bullet had
passed through the rabbit, bounced
off the ground, and put a hole in my
pond filter. The fish weren’t impressed.
charles pointon-taylor
Penn, Bucks

Sir, Family tradition has it that in the
1930s my father’s cousin, Claude,
sought the prized same-day “Macnab
Treble” — but with a crossbow. He
bagged his salmon and driven grouse
only to see his bolt deflected by the
stag’s antler.

Claude died under machinegun fire
ferrying troops back from Dunkirk.
guy beddington
Bargemon, France.

Deafening Lynch
Sir, I too remember the terrifying
Paddy Lynch at Eaton Hall,
accompanied by sergeants major
Blood and Leitch.
I once saw Lynch put an officer

cadet on a fizzer for failing to salute
an officer more than a parade ground
away, a distance I conservatively
estimate at 300 yards.
His voice at top volume must have

rivalled that of Tubby Brittain, the
loudest in the army: once heard,
never forgotten.
giles whittome
Bassingbourn, Cambs

E-male and female
Sir, I was surprised, during a Radio 4
discussion about newspaper letters
pages and the preponderance of male
signatories, to hear that men are
prone to writing many emails on the
same day and some, apparently,
“knock out four before breakfast”. We
female correspondents are different
— I hesitate to write two letters in the
same week, for fear that I’d be viewed
as a stalker. I now know better.
lesley russell
Kingston upon Thames

CHRIS RATCLIFFE/BLOOMBERG/GETTY

Corrections &
Clarifications

l Norfolk Island is east of Australia,
not “600 miles west” (“History on
side of Christian in his search for a
different bounty,” Sport, July 24).

Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email
to feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post
to Feedback, The Times, 3 Thomas
More Square, London E98 1TY

3 Thomas More Square
London E98 1TY
letters@thetimes.co.uk
#letterstoTheTimes
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General reviewing
police discipline
wrote the book on
disorder in ranks
A retired general appointed to review
police discipline has written a memoir
of military life replete with tales of
drunken soldiers, “top totty” and after-
dinner rugby in the officers’ mess.
Major General Clive “Chip” Chap-

man, former head of counter-terrorism
at theMinistryofDefence,was selected
by Theresa May this week to review
“the whole police disciplinary system
from beginning to end”.
It is unclearwhether thehome secre-

tary has read Notes From A Small Mili-
tary, the general’s memoir of life in the
Parachute Regiment, described by his
publishers as the tale of a “consciously
incompetent” recruit who “manages to
somehow climb the greasy pole”.
In a chapter entitled “Discipline”,

General Chapman explains how drink
is usually at the root of disciplinary
problems and outlines his six classifica-
tions of drunkeness — happy, sleepy,
violent, idiotic, lecherous and emotion-
al. “I wanted the happy drunk to bring
the sleepy drunk back to barracks and I
would tell my troops that if they were a
violent drunk I would lock them up in
the glasshouse for 28 days,” he
wrote.
He recounts how a Corpo-

ral Waller lewdly proposi-
tioned the general’s wife at a
dinner in Aldershot. Mrs
Chapman “laughingly de-
clined” but was “somewhat
flattered that she was still in
the ‘top totty’ category”.
The general harks back to

the “halcyon days of the

1980s” when a duty officer’s tasks in-
cluded visiting the guardroom to check
on prisoners’ complaints while “ignor-
ing their requests, for they are all guilty
bastards who have been locked up for
being miscreants”.
Drunkenness among officers did not

seem to attract the same level of
punishment. The general writes of one
“mess rugby” game after a regimental
dinner: “No one ever scored. Four offi-
cers broke bones and there were the
usual blood injuries in abundance.”
Police leaders reacted to thegeneral’s

appointment with surprise. One senior
source said: “Given the Army’s record
on cases such as Deepcut or what we
learnt about bullying at the Anne-
Marie Ellement inquest, I’m not sure
the police service has a lot to learn from
a general.”
The Police Federation has called for

reforms to the discipline system,
including openhearings and independ-
ent legally trained chairmen to preside.
Stephen Evans, the federation vice-
chairman, said that the current system
worked well, and 88 per cent dismissals
from the service were the result of in-
ternal complaints and investigations.

He added: “We’ve proposed
significant changes, so it’s
hard to seewhat else it is the
Home Office wants. Why
bring in someone from the
army? The army is not the
police. Just because they
both wear uniforms doesn’t
mean they are the same.”
The review is due by the

end of September and Mike
Penning, the police minister,
said that the retired general
was “a very suitable person” to
lead it.

Sean O’Neill Crime Editor

Unsafe child car seats sold
and safe seats fitted badly

Retailers are providing car seats for
children that would not protect them
from being seriously injured in a car
crash, an investigation has found.
Mamas & Papas, Babies R Us and

Kiddicare were among the worst per-
forming retailers that were found to
have failed to meet the safety fitting
standards acceptable to protect a child
involved in a car accident.
In an investigation byWhich? where

car-seat-fitting experts posed as the
parents of an 11-month-old baby who
werehoping tomove their childup
from an infant carrier to a
forward-facing car seat,
90 per cent of the 42
stores investigated fail-
ed to fit the car seats
properly.
The retailers’ ad-

vice was found to be
badand lackingdetail,
while some did not

explain to the potential buyers that it
was too soon to swap their baby to a
forward-facing seat. Thirteen stores
failed to ask any of the pre-sale ques-
tions essential to finding the correct
seat.
Retailers were asked to fit an Isofix

seat and one that involves a seatbelt.
Mothercare, Halfords and John

Lewis also received poor safety fitting
scores in the survey.
Mamas & Papas had vowed to im-

prove its fitting services the last time
Which? investigated them, andsaid that
it worked “incredibly hard” to educate

colleagues about car seat safety.
BabiesRUs said itwouldwork

hard to improve its “disap-
pointing ratings”.

The investigation
pinpointed three car
seats that should not
be purchased by cus-
tomers because of
their poor safety stan-
dard. It found the ABC
Design Risus 0+ with

Isofix Base, Nania Baby
Ride and Axkid Duofix all

offered inadequate protection.

Danielle Sheridan

Many retailers were
found to offer bad
advice on car seats

General Chapman’s tales of
the mess and glasshouse

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, MARY TURNER

Webbed feat Acrobats of the Arcaladanza company from Spain perform in a fountain at the Southbank Centre yesterday
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One of Germany’s top universities has
announced plans to switch all its mas-
ters courses into English, despite polit-
ical resistance to the conquest of acade-
mia by the language of Shakespeare.
Munich Technical University

(TUM), which is consistently ranked
among the best in Germany, said that
its decision was based on demand from
students rather than a desire to com-
pete for the best brains globally.
As a university devoted to the scien-

ces,TUMis leadinga trend inGermany
towards more English-language teach-
ing in science subjects where text

German university to teach in English
English. With 90 per cent of our mas-
ters students going into business and
industry, and with German industry in
the last 15 years becoming heavily glo-
balised, we need people with a very
strong technicalknowledge inEnglish.”
Some modules will remain in Ger-

man, such as those for people wanting
to work as teachers or doctors in Ger-
many. The aim is to move entirely to
English masters programmes by 2020.
“We already have a number of sub-

jects like physics, chemistry and IT in
which the worldwide language is Eng-
lish, and if youwant to succeed in these
subjects you have to know English. In
IT, all the text books are in English, so
itdoesnotmakesense to translate them
all to German,” Mr Marsch added.
However, Johannes Singhammer, a

deputy speaker of the German parlia-
ment from the Christian Social Union,
party said: “Itwouldbe thewrongsignal
to send if the impressionwas given that
German was no longer suitable for
technical studies and ready to be dis-
carded on the scrapheap of former
high-level languages.”
Humanities and social sciences lec-

turers frommore than 60German uni-
versities met last month to debate the
declining importance of the German
language and the idea that professors
had to “publish in English or perish in
German”.
Other top German universities are

moving steadily to more English-lan-
guage teaching. Humboldt University,
in Berlin, has 22 courses taught entirely
in English and 40 international doctor-
ate programmes mainly in English,
while FreiburgUniversity, which has 15
masters courses taught in English and
oneundergraduatecourse,hasa special
department for teaching English
language skills to its German staff.
Leading article, page 21

books, research and top level conferen-
ces are almost all in English.
Universities across Europe are

increasingly providing courses in Eng-
lish with the aim of attracting British
undergraduates seeking to escape
tuition fees. However, the German
move to English is motivated more by
preserving the country’s national
industrial and technical expertise.
“We have to simply face the truth. If

you want to succeed in a scientific
career you have to know theworldwide
language of science, which is English,”
Ulrich Marsch, from TUM, said.
“At the moment we have 99 master

courses and exactly one third are in

David Charter Berlin

Deaf benefits fraudster
to be jailed, says judge
A deaf man was told that a jail
sentence is “inevitable” after he
admitted his role in an £800,000
benefit fraud for bogus
translation services. Shahab Reza,
51, also admitted lying to gain
nearly £100,000 in local authority
benefits and tax exemptions. He
had changed his pleas to admit a
string of deception offences
between 2002 and 2011.
Members of his family,

including his wife Shehnaz, 53,
who is also deaf, deny various
charges and will stand trial.
Accompanied by a signer in the
dock at Southwark crown court,
Reza, of Perivale, west London,
was remanded in custody and as
he was led to the cells gave a
thumbs-up sign to Judge John
Price, who told him that he would
be sentenced after his relatives’
trial was over.

Ketamine safe for A&E
Ketamine could be used as a safe
anaesthetic for critically ill
patients, a study has suggested.
Canadian doctors, writing in the
Annals of Emergency Medicine
journal, found that there were no
differences between the drug and
other sedatives when testing its
short-term effects on the brain
among casualty patients.
The findings mean that the

horse tranquilliser, which is a
Class B recreational drug, could
be used as a painkiller when
inserting plastic tubes in patients
to maintain open airways.

Hot under the collar
Pupils have expressed outrage at
being instructed to wear clip-on
ties from September. Katharine
Lady Berkeley’s School, in
Wotton-under-Edge,
Gloucestershire, said the aim was
to give students a “smarter and
more cohesive appearance”.
Andrew Harris, the head teacher,
said: “In spite of many strategies
to achieve the correct wearing of
ties, there is still considerable
variation and many students wear
the tie poorly.” Some pupils said
that neither they nor their
parents had been consulted.

True minds impediment
Believing that you and your
partner are meant for each other
can harm a relationship, research
has suggested. Couples who
believe that they are soulmates
find bust-ups harder to get over
than those who recognise that
relationships always have their
ups and downs. The study,
published in the Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology,
found that couples who believed
their partnership was the perfect
union were less likely to survive
together than those who saw it as
“a journey”.

OAPs ‘should
retrain to save
the economy’

A national IT training programme for
pensioners should be considered to
help them to stay in work, a govern-
ment adviser has said.
RosAltmann, whohas been appoint-

ed to examinehow toboost thenumber
of older workers, also said that appren-
ticeships should be opened up to work-
ers in their sixties and beyond to allow
them to retrain for a new job.
In an interview with The Times, she

said thatmasteringmodern technology
was “a realistic issue that we need to
overcome” to help the over-sixties to
stay in the workplace.
She said that the changing make-up

of the population meant that more
older workers would be needed to safe-
guard Britain’s long-term economic
recovery. There will be 700,000 fewer
people agedbetween 16 and49over the
next few years, but 3.7 million more
people aged between 50 and the state
pension age.
Ms Altmann, one of Britain’s leading

pensions experts, said thathelpingpen-
sioners to retrain could have benefits in
terms of social interaction and giving
them a sense of purpose. “A lot of
peoplewhohave retiredare clawing the
walls wanting to go back to work.”
She added: “I truly believe this could

save lives. It is still the case that medi-
cally, there are many people who once
they have given up work just drop dead
— because they’ve lost their will to live
and sense of purpose.”

Michael Savage
Chief Political Correspondent

“He’ll grow into it”

A Teutonic trend

Technical University of Munich
30 out of 99 master’s programmes
in English
Humboldt University Courses
mainly or wholly in English include
35 master’s degrees and 40 PhD
programmes
Technical University Berlin
13 master’s courses in English
Freiburg University One bachelor’s
and 15 master’s degrees in English
Free University of Berlin 26 out of
70 master’s degrees in English
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Google should not be forced to censor
the internet to comply with a court
ruling that individuals have a “right to
be forgotten” on theweb, the founder of
Wikipedia said yesterday.
Jimmy Wales warned that Europe

wouldbegoingdowna“verydangerous
path” if a private company were forced
to “censor history”.
The EuropeanCourt of Justice (ECJ)

ruled in May that anyone could ask to
have information about them removed
from internet searches. Media organi-
sations and free speech groups fear that
the judgment will be misused by public
figures, criminals and others who want
to hide wrongdoing.
MrWales said that Google had been

told to censor links to “clearly public”
information such as “legally published,
truthful news stories”. Speaking on the
Today programme on BBCRadio 4, he
said: “The law as it stands right now is
quite confusing. We have this one
ruling of the ECJ which is very open-
ended and very hard to interpret.”
Claude Moraes, the Labour MEP

who chairs the European parliament’s
civil liberties committee, told Today
that the confused European ruling was
based on ancientdata protection law.
Mr Wales has joined a ten-member

board that was set up by Google to

Online data censorship is a
‘very dangerous way to go’

advise the company on policing the
right to be forgotten on the internet.
Google is the most popular search

engine on the continent, followed by
Microsoft Bing and Yahoo, and is
approving more than one in two
requests to remove contentious links.
Some 12,000 people in Britain have

asked for links to be removed to 44,000
web pages since the ECJ’s ruling.
Across Europe, 91,000 individuals

have asked for links to 328,000 web
pages to be scrubbed.
The figures were disclosed at a

private meeting on Thursday between
the search giant and the Article 29
Working Party, an umbrella group that
represents the 28 national privacy
watchdogs in the EU.
The working party has told the three

biggest internet search companies to
answer a long list of questions by
Thursday, so that it can draw up guide-
lines for dealing with requests for
removal.
The Times revealed a week ago that

some privacy authorities in the group
had threatened Google with legal
action unless it began removing con-
tentious search links to stories without
warning their publishers.
The authorities also want the

company to scrub links from all of its
search engines, rather than its
European versions alone.

James Dean

Google sets its sights on early
detection of deadly diseases

Google is to collect samples of human
tissue from thousands of people as part
of an experiment that could help
doctors to detect the earliest signs of
cancer and other fatal diseases.
The technology giant’s Baseline

Study will also take blood, urine, saliva
andDNA samples from test subjects to
determine what makes up a healthy
human being. The study will examine
the genetic history of subjects’ parents,
the speed of their heartbeats and how
they metabolise food and drugs, the
Wall Street Journal reported.
Scientists will run the test data

through Google’s complex computer
algorithms to detect biomarkers. These
indicators of a certain biological state
within the body can be used to detect
the onset of disease.
The study is being run by Google’s

experimental “X” laboratory, the facili-
ty that is developing self-driving cars. A
“smart” contact lens developed by
GoogleX thatmonitors theblood sugar
levels of diabetics is being commercial-
ised by Novartis, the Swiss healthcare
giant.
The Baseline test data will be anony-

mised, private and limited to use for

medical purposes, Google said. The
company promised that it would not
share the information with insurance
companies.
Baseline will be run by Andrew

Conrad, a molecular biologist who
joined Google X inMarch last year. Mr
Conrad has hired as many as 100
experts in fields such as optics, bio-

chemistry and physiology to conduct
the research.
He said: “With any complex system,

the notion has always been there to
proactively address problems. That’s
not revolutionary. We are just asking
the question, ‘If we really wanted to be
proactive, what would we need to
know?’ You need to know what the
fixed, well-running thing should look
like.”
Scientists are looking at biomarkers

as a way of detecting diseases before

they become incurable. Previously,
most biomarker studies have been
carried out on patients with diseases
that have already been diagnosed.
One biomarker is the presence of

antibodies in the blood—a strong indi-
cator of infection. Another biomarker
mightbeahighvolumeof enzymes that
are good at breakingdown fats, indicat-
ing a reduced risk of heart disease.
Google has not set any restrictions

on the diseases that will be covered by
the trial, which is still at an early stage.
Medical review boards from Duke

University and Stanford University,
both in the US, will oversee the
researchwhen the study begins. A pilot
testwith 175 subjectswill beextended to
include thousands more in the coming
months.
The subjects may be asked to wear

Google’s “smart” contact lenses to
measure their blood sugar levels
throughout the day.
Google says itsmission is to “organise

the world’s information and make it
universally accessible and useful”.
The companywas founded in 1998by

Larry Page and Sergey Brin, two Stan-
ford University students. Originally a
search engine, it quickly expanded into
email services, mapping, online video
and mobile technology.

James Dean
Technology Correspondent

Plumber to
flush out
web reviews
Frances Gibb Legal Editor

The founder of a London plumbing
company used by celebrities is taking
legal action to uncover the names of
customerswhoposted “unfair” reviews.
Charlie Mullins, founder of Pimlico

Plumbers, whose customers have
reportedly included the actressesKeira
Knightley and Sienna Miller and the
music mogul Simon Cowell, is seeking
an order against Yelp, the American-
based review site.
Mr Mullins says that the site is

refusing to remove online comments
that he describes as “derogatory,
damaging or libellous”. It agreed to take
down five reviews after he complained
but has refused to remove another
three, he maintains.
His lawyers, Mishcon de Reya, are

seeking a court order — believed to be
the first by a business owner in the UK
against theCalifornian site—demand-
ing that it hand over details of the three
reviewers so that defamation proceed-
ings can be brought.
The one-star reviews referred to by

Mr Mullins include the querying of
Pimlico Plumbers’ guarantees and its
charges for parts, and criticism of its
customer services department.
Mr Mullins told the London Evening

Standard: “Ihavenoproblemwhatsoev-
er with the concept of online customer
review sites as long as there are the
necessary checks. But they can’t be
allowed to become a forum for individ-
uals to make unfounded and libellous
statements that destroy the reputations
of good companies.”
Changes made to the defamation

laws last year enable websites to be
forced to provide the details of people
writing potentially libellous comments.
Yelp, based in San Francisco, has

declined to comment because of the
legal action but said that it would
comply with any order obtained.

Anyone for
tennis? Vintage
posters served up

The world’s largest
collection of vintage
tennis posters

spanning a century of the
sport has emerged for sale

for £100,000. They date
from the late 19th century
and advertise everything
from tennis tournaments to
holiday destinations. The

collection, thought to be
the largest to go under the
hammer, was compiled over
several decades by an
Australian poster

enthusiast. The items will
be sold for between £150
and £12,000 each in the
Swann Auction Galleries
online sale.

SWANN AUCTION GALLERIES / BNPS
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‘Women should not have to
be more like men to get on’

Margot James,
the new aide to
the leader of the
Commons, was
dismayed by the
“catwalk”
coverage of

women moved in
the reshuffle and
is shocked by the
persecution of
gays in many
Commonwealth
countries

M
argot James could be
the face of the modern
Conservative party. The
daughter of a lorry
driver from Coventry is

a self-made millionaire who set up a
successful business before going
into politics. She is intelligent,

articulate and more chic than geek
with her Prada handbags and
leopard-skin prints in her South
Kensington home. She is also the
Tories’ only lesbian MP — whose
partner is the TV presenter Jay Hunt.
This week the MP for Stourbridge

was promoted to become William
Hague’s parliamentary private
secretary, and as aide to the leader of
the House of Commons, she intends
to be the voice of female MPs. “The
system needs to be less swaggery,” she
says. “I’m not at all of the view that
women should end up having to
become more like men to get on.”
Although she did not have to strut

down Downing Street for the cameras
to accept her job, she was horrified by
the coverage of the reshuffle. “I did
not think that whole ‘catwalk’
approach to women ministers joining
the government was helpful at all to
the cause of women in parliament or
to encouraging more to stand,” she
says. “It was a good thing that women
were promoted but they’re not just
there because they’re women. Some
of those promotions were actually
overdue in terms of merit.”
It depresses her that female

politicians are so often judged on
their appearance. “It’s not exclusive to
women politicians but we do get it
more. I think that’s regrettable. Even
Theresa May, who as home secretary
has to be more authoritative than
almost any other, still has to deal with
comments about her shoes.”
In her view, the constant focus on

kitten heels and cleavages is making
it harder for the parties to recruit
talented female candidates. “I do
think it puts women off going into
politics,” she says. “Women come in
all shapes and sizes and there’s a
whole worry about body image. A lot
of women have an issue about an
aspect of their appearance. They have
a sense of embarrassment or dread
about their weight or something else,
and I think the prospect of that being
scrutinised to death in the media
deters women — more than men —
from seeking public office.”
Miss James doesn’t blame the prime

minister for promoting women so late
in the parliament. “I don’t think it’s
window dressing. We should have
more positive action to get women
both into parliament and into
government . . . But it’s a big mistake
to over-promote people too early.
That applies especially to women
because there is more attention on
them. They can’t go into a dark
corner and make mistakes without
anybody noticing, like some of the
men have done. The spotlight is on.”
She insists, though, that the Tories

need to do much better at increasing
the number of female ministers and
MPs. “It’s not just about having role
models, it’s also important for the
content of legislation and the way
parliament works and conducts itself.”
Although she is “lukewarm” about

introducing women-only shortlists,
she wouldn’t rule it out and thinks
that action is required to redress the
balance of candidates. “We need to do
better. The A list that the prime
minister put in place when he was
leader of the opposition did deliver
good results. We had more or less
equal numbers of men and women on
the A list and that was a great help. I
think that perhaps we should go back
to something like that again.” She

worries that the Tory party will
struggle to replicate the success it had
in 2010, when it trebled the number
of women MPs. “I don’t think the
progress will be at the same rate as it
was last time, and it needs to be.”

C
onstituency associations
still have a very traditional
image of MPs, she argues.
“Selection committees set
too much stall by people

who are more certain . . . If you offer a
more reasoned balanced view you
might be marked down, and women
generally are more likely to do that.”
Politics overall still values traditional
“male” qualities more highly than
“female” ones.
“In business I found that in general

women were good with people, had
greater intuition, and a desire to reach
an agreement rather than hold out for
a single point of view. I wanted men
in my team because I found them to

Equal opportunities, gay rights, sensitive
immigration and welfare policies . . .
Margot James tells Rachel Sylvesterwhat
the Tories’ ‘broad church’ means to her
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be very good on their feet, good at
batting back the questions, they
would add that extra punch. You need
both, but the system values those
male characteristics more.”
Prime minister’s question time is “a

great spectacle but women are
watching it thinking, ‘God, that’s no
place for me’. The whole atmosphere
is far too confrontational. There’s too
much cheering and jeering. It’s got
elements of a hardcore football
match. I know it’s fun for a lot of
people but it’s really not giving a good
impression.”
Elected in 2010, Miss James admits

that she would have liked to have
become an MP earlier, but was
prevented by prejudice. When she left
university in 1979 she briefly
considered standing for parliament
but says: “In those days you wouldn’t
have been able to get selected if you
had a same sex partner who you
weren’t prepared to conceal . . . I’d
been with my partner at the time for
five years, she was a gay rights
activist, we hadn’t hidden our
relationship and I didn’t really want
to be looking over my shoulder all the
time.”
Instead she set up a health

consultancy, selling it for £4 million in
2004, then applied for a seat. On the
application form it asked: “Is there
anything in your past or present life
that, if it came out, could cause the
party embarrassment?” She wrote:
“No, but I live in a same-sex
relationship, which I don’t feel would
be an embarrassing matter for the

party at all.” A Tory official confirmed
that this was not a problem, though
she was still surprised to get a letter
inviting her to bring her “wife” to a
drinks reception. The selection panel
certainly didn’t have a lesbian spouse
in mind. Now, she says: “Things have
improved a great deal. I got selected
[before the 2010 election] in a very
conservative part of the country by a
wonderful association full of members
in their 60s and 70s who disregarded
[my sexuality]. They all had a vote
and they voted for me.”

D
oes she think the
Conservative party is now
completely relaxed about
lesbianism? “Yes, I do feel
that.” Although some

Tories expressed reactionary views in
the debates on gay marriage, she says:
“I certainly don’t equate voting
against gay marriage with being
against gay people. I’m a glass half
full person. I honestly only remember
the good speeches. The other guys,
well, they’ve had their day.”
Although has been with Jay Hunt

for almost 20 years, they have never
formalised the relationship. “My
partner has never been keen on
marriage. I would, I’m quite
traditional in many ways, but I’m
relaxed about it.”
Gay men and women face different

pressures, she thinks. “It’s very hard
to say that the stigma is greater for
one or the other, but there are far
fewer role models for women than
there are for men. That, I suppose,

makes a young gay woman out of the
metropolitan areas probably feel a
little more isolated. But there are so
many more than when I was growing
up. There’s been a lot of progress.”
In some countries, though, gay

rights have gone backwards, with
homosexuality illegal in 42 out of the
53 Commonwealth countries. Miss
James thinks that the government
should use the Glasgow Games as an
opportunity to press for change.
“It’s shocking how bad the situation

is in a lot of these countries and the
tragedy is it’s got a lot worse in the
last five years,” she says. “There is
persecution in both Nigeria and
Uganda and I’m worried Kenya is
going the same way.”
In her view, it is time to impose a

“selective and targeted” travel ban on
senior politicians from the countries
that are most anti-gay. “They are the
people who are responsible, both
personally and politically, and it
would cause them inconvenience
without damaging their country. I
hope it would act as a disincentive to
leaders in other countries and stop
the trend . . . Politicians in those
countries say [gay rights] are a
western thing, but this isn’t about
colonialism but human rights.”
The Conservative party must also,

she insists, “progress along the path of
modernisation” if it is to seem in tune
with contemporary Britain. “Gay
marriage is only part of that — it’s
also about getting more diversity in
parliament, making the party more
representative and talking about the
issues that really matter to people.
The NHS is incredibly important — I
would keep the ring fence.”
She hated the reduction of the

welfare debate into “shirkers v
workers”. “People who fall on hard
times and need recourse to the
benefit system have every right to
that if they’ve lost their job or are
unable to work.” She found the
warnings about hordes of Romanian
and Bulgarian immigrants
“embarrassing”. “I’m pleased the ‘Go
Home’ vans are no longer there.” She
“wouldn’t welcome” highly personal
negative attacks on Ed Miliband in
the election campaign. “There’s a
danger of importing an unpleasant
strain of American campaigning if we
were to go down that route.”
For her, the best way for the Tories

to convince the voters to trust their
motives is to be more open and
diverse. “I agree with Michael Gove
that we are the party of the many or
we are no party at all. The party has
always been a broad church and it has
to remain that way.”

Margot Cathleen James

Curriculum vitae
Born August 28, 1957
Education Millfield School, London
School of Economics
Career She started working for her
father’s haulage company and in 1986
founded Shire Health Group, a health
consultancy, selling it to WPP for
£4 million in 2004. She was elected in
2010 as MP for Stourbridge and has
this week been
appointed PPS to
William Hague
Family Her partner
is Jay Hunt, the
television
presenter who is
now managing
director of a
video
production
company, Violet
Productions
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Quick fire
Prada or Primark? Prada
Catwalk or corridor of power?
Corridor of power
Wolf Hall or Wicked? Wolf Hall, it’s
brilliant
Commonwealth Games or World
Cup? World Cup
Owl or lark? Owl
Virginia Woolf or Jane Austen? Jane

Austen
Madonna or Mozart (left)?
Mozart
Cornwall or Corfu? Cornwall
Glass half full or half
empty?

Definitely half full

at
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Monday
First thing in the morning, I put
through a call to Vladimir Putin on
the super special secret hotline phone.
The one we got the Chinese to put in.
“Vot?” he says. “Am busy vith chest

vaxing.”
I sigh. Then I do my stern voice and

explain that actions have
consequences. Hundreds of people
have died. Global peace has been
jeopardised. So, in consequence, me
and the Mayor of London are going
to have a jolly hard think about
skipping a charity tennis match
against the wife of a man he
potentially used to know, a bit. And
let that be a lesson to him.
Putin is upset. So upset, in fact, that

he seems to be struggling to speak.
“Vell,” he says, eventually. “Ziss iz

terrible blow. How vill vealthy
London Russians cope, ven arranging
blocks all by themselves?”
“Blocks?” I say
“Tetris?” says Putin.
“Tennis,” I say. “Not Tetris.”
“So ve can still play Tetris?” says

Putin.
“I don’t know,” I say.
“Find out,” says Putin, and hangs

up.
I think that went pretty well.

Tuesday
On second thoughts, I’m not sure it
did. Slippery bastard.
“Look here,” I say to Philip

Hammond and George Osborne.
“We’re going to hit these Russians

where it hurts. Proper sanctions.
Because we have leverage. Everybody
says that Britain is full of Russians.
Only I can’t think of any.”
Philip says he’s already

drawn up a shortlist,
actually. So far, he’s
got Roman
Abramovich, Mr
Smirnoff and the
meerkat from
those car
insurance adverts.
“Is that all?” I say.
“I did say it was

a shortlist,” says Philip.
“I’m not sure there even is a Mr

Smirnoff,” says George.
“Well, it’s a start,” I say. “No tennis

for any of them. Nor Tetris.”
Philip says he doesn’t know what

Tetris is.
“Some Foreign Secretary you are,”

says George.
Philip says he’s new.

Wednesday
George calls in the evening and asks
where the hell I am.
“Scotland,” I say. “For the
Commonwealth Games opening

ceremony. Remember?”
George says he’d

forgotten all about that.
More importantly, he says,
he’s been up all night and
all day trying to think of
more Russians to boycott,
and getting nowhere.
Although Boris Johnson is
called “Boris”, he’s
realised. Which sounds a
bit Russian.

“Don’t worry,” I say.
“I’ve met loads.
Glasgow seems to be
crawling with them.
Accents so think you can

barely understand a word.
In fact, I’m sitting next to
one now.”
George wonders if they

might not actually be Scottish,
though.

“Possible,” I concede. “But

how do you tell?”
George says I should threaten to

kick him out of Britain, and see if it
makes him happy or sad.
“Happy,” I say.
“Scottish,” he says.
“Bugger,” I say.

Thursday
Back in London, I call François
Hollande, in France. Turns out his lot
are still planning on flogging a bunch
of warships to the Ruskies. Which
obviously isn’t on at all.
“Sacre bleu!” he shouts.

“Hypocracie! Vous et full of it! For ees
not Londres avec beaucoup les
Russians plein?”
It’s funny, I tell him, because that’s

what I thought, too. But once you
start looking, they’re actually quite
hard to find.
“Mais, le meerkat?” says Hollande,

astonished.
“Except for the meerkat,” I say.

Friday
Boris Johnson drops around and says
he needs to know whether we’re
playing this damn charity tennis
match or not.
“Yes,” I sigh. “It seems we have to.

But for heaven’s sake we’d better win.”
“Never fear!” says Boris. “We’ll

crush the Russian bear!”
“Why bare?” I say, in alarm.
“Why not bear?” says Boris.
“Oh God,” I say. “Maybe George

was right.”
*according to Hugo Rifkind

My week David Cameron*

Children aged ten and over who are
involved in disputes about their future
will have the chance to tell judges and
mediators of their views and feelings,
under reforms announced yesterday.
Simon Hughes, the family justice

minister, said that the changes would
affect all cases involving children in
England and Wales and would be im-
plemented as soon as practically poss-
ible. Last year therewere 110,000 child-
ren involved in family court cases —
ranging fromseparatingparents to care
decisions — or in family mediation.
Children will be able to make their
views known to the judge in person, or
inwritingor inanotherway ifpreferred.
Children and young people should

also be kept informed about the court
proceedings in an age-appropriate
manner and have the opportunity to
give feedback via email, text, telephone
or in writing, Mr Hughes told a confer-
ence in London.
“Our commitment to giving children

thechance to speak toa judgeandmake
clear their views means children will
not only be seen in family courts but
will have their voice heard,” he said.
The Family Justice Young People’s

Board had complained that children
were “pushed and pulled through the
family justice system with little or no
say on what happens to them”.

Children given
right to tell
family judges
their views
Frances Gibb Legal Editor
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Men, it seems, really should just stick to
being from Mars.
Decades of cultural conditioning

that have encouraged men to show
their feminine sides and resulted in the
emergence of the dubious species
known as the “metrosexual” have done
untold damage to basic human rela-
tionships, a study suggests.
In findings thatmaywell explainwhy

it is that “nice men” never get the girl,
researchers discovered that, contrary
to prevailing opinion, women just don’t
trust a man with soft edges.
They found that women are natural-

ly suspiciousof “nice”menonfirstdates
because they think they are desperate,
manipulative and only chasing sexual
gratification. Men in the experiment,
however, found “nice”, “responsive”
women more attractive.
The research worked on the basis

that those looking for relationships are

sexually attracted to people who are
“responsive to their needs”, one of the
initial “sparks” necessary to fuel sexual
desire and land a second date.
It was discovered, however, that

being overly amenable, sensitive or
perceptive is actually a turn-off for
women, who prefer moodier, hard-to-
get types in themould ofMarlon Bran-
do or Mad Men’s Don Draper.
It could even explain the relationship

between Cheryl Fernandez-Versini
andher ex-husbandAshleyCole, as it
appears that men who treat their
women “mean” and keep them
“keen” may know exactly what
they are doing.
While women did not find

“responsive” or “nice” men
less masculine, they did
identify them as vulnera-
ble and less dominant.
Professor Gurit Birnbaum
of theUniversity of Illinois,
the lead researcher, said:

“People’s emotional reactions and de-
sires in initial romantic encounters de-
termine the fate of a potential relation-
ship.” The research found that women
are likely to interpret responsiveness

negatively on a first date because
they feel uncomfortable about a

newacquaintancewanting tobe
close.
In general, women adopt a

more cautious approach to dat-
ing and are more careful in
forming impressions of pro-
spective partners because sexu-

ally exploitative tactics are more typi-
cal of men than of women.
Men, on the other hand, associate

“responsiveness” with sexual interest
and are more likely to find someone
attractive because they think that
person fancies them.
“Sexual desire thrives on rising

intimacy and being responsive is one
of the best ways to instil this elusive
sensation over time,” Professor Birn-
baum said. There was still hope for
“nice”, “responsive” men on a first date
but they should “learnhow topace a re-
lationship and when to back off if their
goal is to instil sexualdesire”, sheadded.
It hasbeendiscovered in thepast that

women find happy men less attractive.
A survey in 2011 by the University of
British Columbia found women were
least attracted to smiling, happy men
and preferred those who looked
proud and powerful or moody and
ashamed.

Why mad and bad
add up to make the
most alluring men

Prince’s friend guilty of drink driving
A close friend of the Duke
of Cambridge has been
found guilty of drink
driving (David Brown
writes). Guy Pelly, 32, was
banned from driving for
2½ years and ordered to
pay £7,120 after he was
pulled over while driving
his £90,000 Audi Coupé
in west London in May
last year. Westminster
magistrates’ court heard
that Pelly, from Pimlico,
central London, initially
refused a breath test. He
was found to have 52
microgrammes of alcohol

in 100 millilitres of breath.
The legal limit is 35
microgrammes.
The court rejected his

claim that his iPhone had
interfered with the police
intoximeter machine.
Pelly, who runs a

nightclub, lost his licence
for two years in 2001 for
drink-driving and was
banned for speeding in
2012. He married the
Holiday Inn heiress Lizzy
Wilson in May at a
ceremony attended by
Prince William and
Prince Harry.

Home where neighbours are all quiet
A house suitable for a
buyer who is not afraid of
ghosts is expected to fetch
up to £95,000 at auction.
The successful bidder

for the lodge in the
grounds of Edgerton
cemetery in Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire, will also
have to take into account
the cost of renovating the
19th-century property.
Steve Molloy, of Walker

Singleton, the estate
agents handling the sale,
said: “There has been a
fair bit of interest in the

lodge, despite its location.”
The auction will take
place at the Cedar Court
Hotel in Huddersfield on
September 11.

Asbo for Rocky the feisty cat fighter
A cat named Rocky has
been given an “animal
Asbo” for fighting.
The ginger and white

tom, below, has also
damaged property, bitten
neighbours and squatted
in their homes. He is now,
effectively, under
house arrest.
Rocky’s owner

Samantha
Davies, 35, has
a letter from
Rotherham
council
headed
“Anti-

Social Behaviour
Complaint”. It says that
there have been “several
complaints” of Rocky
“causing alarm, distress
and annoyance” and asks
Ms Davies to keep him
within the perimeter of
her garden. She said:
“I’ve heard of people
being told to keep their

dog under control
but never a

cat.”

Lucy Holden
ally

The bad boy
image is
attractive to
women in real
life — Cheryl
Tweedy married

Ashley Cole, right
— and fiction,
with Don Draper
in Mad Men,
played by Jon
Hamm
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Kiev starves rebel town
of food, fuel and supplies

After three weeks of being besieged by
Ukrainian government forces, the
people of Luhanskhave adapted grimly
to their new reality. On the near-deser-
ted streets, residents now move at a
trot, expectant of artillery shells and
rocketswhich landdayandnighton the
city of approximately 250,000 people.
“It is horrible,” said Andrey, a con-

struction worker, stepping outside
warily. “Until 3am there are explosions
— then at 4am they wish you good
morning again.
“Two weeks ago, I went to work and

there was a dead body here. Yesterday,
amortar landed50metres frommeand
the bus stop protected me from shrap-
nel. The shelling is chaotic.”
Luhansk is one of only two major

cities left in the hands of the pro-Rus-
sian insurgency in Ukraine’s east, a
movement the military has vowed to
crush once and for all.
The city’s pro-Russian separatist

defenders compare the government
siege to Stalingrad. While that is an
exaggeration, Luhansk is clearly a
European city in the grip of an ugly and
barely reported war.
Doctors estimate that 250 people

were killed there in June and July alone
and that 850 were injured.
Ukraine’s civil war is estimated to

have killed close to 1,000 people in the
past 15 weeks alone, including those
who died aboard the Malaysia Airlines
Flight MH17.
With the world focused on the air-

line, which was shot out of the sky by
suspected pro-Russian rebels, the
Ukrainian military has pushed ahead
with its plan to squeeze out the separa-
tists, leavingmost of Luhansk’s inhabit-
ants living in cellars and basements.
With the net tightening, life in

Luhansk has become ever more diffi-
cult. Locals say that the city has been
completely without electricity or water
for more than a week. Cashpoints are
empty andbanks closed. Petrol stations
are shut and fuel is conserved to run
small generators. Those bringing in
supplies run the gauntlet of roads that
come under regular fire.
There are 15 checkpoints to reach

Luhansk from the regional capital,
Donetsk — 13 of them held by separa-
tists and two by government troops,
who control a narrow cordon around
the city. In a peculiar siege within a
siege, Luhansk airport is government-
controlled, but surrounded by rebels.
Its defenders are low on food and
ammunition.
The tactics being used by the west-

ern-backed Ukrainian military, as well
as the rebels defending their territory,
have drawn criticism from human
rights groups.
Both sides are making use of multi-

barrelled Grad rocket-launchers, an
imprecise weapon that is designed for
use insalvoesofup to40rocketsagainst
infantry, not civilians.
Human Rights Watch (HRW) yes-

terday reported at least 16 deaths in
four attacks it investigated between
July 12 and 21. All the attacks were

attributed to government forces
aroundDonetsk. “If insurgent and gov-
ernment forces are serious about limit-
ing harm to civilians, they should both
immediately stop using these weapons
in populated areas,” said Ole Solvang,
the senior emergencies researcher for
HRW.
At a Ukrainian army position on the

road into Luhansk, soldiers squinted
towards separatist positions. An anti-
aircraft gun pointed down the road,
with half a dozen tanks and armoured
personnel carriers dug in, and slit tren-
ches in nearby fields. Two burnt-out
vehicles had tried to run the check-
point, they said. The occupants of one

died and the driver of the other was
injured when troops opened fire.
The soldiers hadbeen takingup to60

incoming rockets a day, said an officer,
but the rebels seemed to be getting
short of ammunition. “They are in
agony. This is their last days,” boasted a
sergeant, who declined to be named.
After taking a battering in the first

weeksof the four-monthwarand losing
a dozen aircraft, theUkrainianmilitary
is currently advancing steadily, taking a
new town almost every day.
The rebel army is thought to number

10,000 at most, including an unknown
number of Russian volunteers. How-
ever, despite potentmodern equipment
— allegedly supplied by Russia — it
appears to have significant internal
divisions between at least three
factions, and is believed to suffer from
wilting morale.
On Wednesday, members of a pro-

government militia, the Donbass bat-
talion, rested in Popasna, a city cap-
tured on Tuesday after three days of
fighting.
The unit of about 600 men, wearing

bits of British military army surplus
camouflage and bands of identifying
yellow tape round their arms, had lost
three dead and ten wounded.
A local woman cried quietly as she

pointed out gaping holes in the roofs
and walls of apartment buildings. An
elderly man said that he personally
supported the government troops, but
estimated that 30 per cent of locals in
Popasna did not.
Their commander, Simyon Semen-

chenko, acknowledged that the use of
government artillery was advanta-
geous but controversial.
“Artillery minimises the losses on

our side but increases the collateral
damage,” he said. “When we use artil-
lery there are casualties in the base-
ments. I amnot a supporter of statistics;
every casualty is a tragedy for me.
These are the people of my land. I feel
real pain.”
Nonetheless, he said that his forces

believed they had little choice, because
they lacked more precise alternatives.
At checkpoints in rebel-held areas

therewere somesigns to indicateweak-
eningmorale.Asked if theywere losing,
one youthful separatist acknowledged
that it appeared that way. “We should
fight a little longer to earn respect for
the Donbass people,” he said, with a
rueful shrug.
Nonetheless, the rebels continue to

inflict significant losses on the govern-
ment forces.TwoSukhoiSU-25ground
attack aircraft were brought down on
Wednesday, and rebels made short
workof a government tank that strayed
into the suburbs of Donetsk on
Monday. The government alleged on
Thursday that it was taking rocket fire
from Russian soil.
As rebels showed off the smoking

tank, which was hit by two rocket pro-
pelled grenades, the dead crew were
dragged out. The three young men
were dressed in camouflage. Their fists
were bunched and, in the first stage of
rigor mortis, they appeared to have
been killed by the shockwave.

An excavator exhumes graves by portraits of four missing Slavyansk residents

Bodies of men marched from church
service discovered in secret mass grave

Ukrainian government forces yester-
day exhumed what they claimed were
the bodies of people killed by pro-Rus-
sian separatists around the town of
Slovyansk.
Four of the bodies are thought to be

menwhowere last seen being led away
by armedmen on June 8 fromaProtes-
tant church where all were parishion-
ers. They were among 20 bodies in the
grave.
The others were believed to be those

of separatist fighters killed defending
Slovyansk, a rebel stronghold, from
government forces. Officials said the

four corpses indicated that they had
been tortured and shot. Several dozen
people disappeared during the three-
month period of separatist control in
Slovyansk.
“This is a terrible tragedy,” said

Anton Gerashchenko, a Ukrainian
interior ministry adviser. “In this mass
grave are the bodies of four Protestant
parishioners, innocents who were tor-
tured and killed by the rebels.”
It is not known why the men were

killed.
Three hours after a mechanical dig-

ger began work, a piece of white sack-
cloth was seen in the hole.
A 30-strong crowd, including gov-

ernmentofficials in gasmasks and rela-
tives of the missing men, looked on.
Thebrotherofamissingmansatwith

his back to the scene.Wreaths and por-
traits of the missing men were laid at
the graveside.
“To our dear Viktor, from your child-

ren and family”, read one. All the men
were married. One had four children
and another eight.
“All the people around this area saw

the rebels burying people here. That’s
why we knew of its existence,” Mr Ger-
ashchenko said. “We know there are
others in the town, but we don’t know
where. This is the first one that we’re
excavating.”

Tom Coghlan

After 15 checkpoints,
Tom Coghlan
finally reaches
Luhansk, cut off
for three weeks

Luhansk

Donetsk

Kharkiv

Dnepropetrovsk

100 miles

UKRAINE

RUSS IA

Mongolians
go to the fair
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Putin’s broker investigated for
arming Ukraine rebel groups

used for (the military effort).” The
Ukrainian investigation, he said, was
“ridiculous”.
Even so, two key figures in the insur-

gency used to be his employees.
One, Alexander Borodai, the prime

minister of the self-declared Donetsk
people’s republic, used to work as the
oligarch’s public relations adviser. A
high-profile fighter, IgorGirkin—who
goes by thenameof Strelkov, or “shoot-
er” — used to be on his payroll.
Mr Malofeev, an art college and law

graduate, is the chairman and founder
of the investment fund Marshall
Capital, which has interests in tele-
communications, real estate, media
and agriculture.
Last November, he sold a stake in

Rostelecom, a market leader in broad-
band and pay-TV, for about $700 mil-
lion (£410 million). It was at a time
when tensions were rising in Ukraine
and President Putin was worried that
theWestwas trying to force a changeof
regime. In January, the businessman
befriended Sergei Aksyonov, the new
prime minister of Crimea.

A secretive oligarch with links to a
group of religious patriots influencing
Vladimir Putin is being investigated by
theKiev authorities for allegedly bank-
rolling “illegal armed groups” in east-
ern Ukraine.
The investigation into the Russian

billionaire Konstantin Malofeev could
shed light into how the Kremlin
became involved with the separatists.
The shooting down of the Malaysia

Airlines Flight MH17 over eastern
Ukraine has prompted the West to
come up with new, tougher sanctions
that address the links between Russia
and the breakaway gunmen on the
ground.
So far,MrMalofeev, 40, is not on any

sanctions list and he said in an inter-
view yesterday that he was merely
helping refugees from the fighting, not
the irregular soldiers. “I’m not sending
any money there,” he said. “I’m only
sending goods — water, food, and
medicine — and nothing that could be

Russia
Roger Boyes Diplomatic Editor

French won’t rule out
Mali flight terrorism

French troopshave recovered theblack
box flight recorder from theAirAlgerie
flight that crashed in the Sahara—and
officials are not ruling out terrorism.
“Terrrorist groups are in the

zone . . . we know these groups are hos-
tile to western interests,” said Bernard
Cazeneuve, the French interior minis-
ter. President Hollande said it was too
soon to draw conclusions in an area
that has been hotly contested since
French soldiers intervened in Mali in
2013.
“There are hypotheses, notably wea-

ther-related, but we don’t rule out any-
thing because we want to know what
happened,” said Mr Hollande. Flight
AH5017 camedown in theGossi region
ofMali—with the loss of all 118 lives—
where Islamist radicals, including
al-Qaeda in the IslamicMaghreb, have
been fighting French troops.
The vast deserts and mountains of

northern Mali fell under the control of
ethnic Tuareg separatists and then
al-Qaeda-linked Islamic extremists
after a military coup in 2012.
The wreckage of the McDonnell

Douglas MD-83, which was owned by
Swiftair, the Spanish airline, but leased
to Air Algerie, was spotted by a French
Reaper drone in barren desert.
The airline pilots had sent a final

message toair traffic control requesting
a change of course because of bad
weather.
France flew 30 soldiers to the site by

helicopter from itsmilitary base inGao,
northern Mali, and about 200 were
heading there on a six-hour road jour-
ney last night.
“There are, alas, no survivors,” Mr

Hollande said. “I share the pain of fami-
lies living through this terrible ordeal.”
The majority of the victims were
French. He said the debris was scat-
tered across the “limited” area — said
by officials to be 300 square metres —
suggesting that it exploded upon hit-

ting the ground, rather than in the air.
Asa result, FrédéricCuvillier, the trans-
portminister, said he excluded the pos-
sibility that the aircraft had been hit by
a missile.
Fleur Pellerin, the minister for

French people abroad, said initial
investigations had found no one linked
to terrorist groups among the passen-
gers. Her comments came as airline
representatives sought to soothe
nerves after the accident, the shooting
downofMalaysiaAirlines FlightMH17
overUkraine lastweek, and thecrashof
a TransAsia Airways jet off Taiwan
which killed 48 people on Wednesday.
“With three tragedies in such quick

succession, many people will, under-
standably, be asking questions about
aviation security,’ said Tony Tyler, the
chief executive of the International Air
TransportAssociation.He said that fly-
ing remained “among the safest activi-
ties that one can do”.
Tenmembersofa familywereamong

the Mali victims. They were Bernard
Reynaud, from central France, Miche-
lle, his former wife, Eric and Franck,
their sons, Estelle and Laure, their
daughters-in-law, andAlexis, Zoe, Nat-
han and Julia, their grandchildren.
Christian Plaza, a friend, said that

they went to Burkina Faso because Mr
and Mrs Reynaud’s daughter had mar-
ried a local woman. “It’s a tragedy. It
was the holiday of a lifetime for them.”

Mali
Adam Sage Paris

UPI / LANDOV / BARCROFT MEDIA

Koreans send robots to
watch the match
Page 61

Gloves off in Texas for
Bare Knuckle Babes
Page 34

All 118 people on Flight AH5017 died

Boys in traditional
garb present their
most prized animals

during the annual
Nadaam festival in
Chifeng, Mongolia this

week. The ancient
festival, the origins of
which are unknown, is a
chance for the various
ethnic groups to showcase
their best dancers,

archers, athletes, horse
trainers and riders, as
well as musicians, and it is
observed throughout the
country in midsummer. In
recent years women have

been allowed to compete
in archery and horse
racing events, but the
Mongolian wrestling
competition remains the
domain of the menfolk.
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A bang, then children’s
toys fell into the fields

Staff at theMalaysiaAirlines counter at
Schiphol airport were surprised to see
somany children checking in on July 17
for Flight MH17 to Kuala Lumpur.
Many of the 80 excited youngsters

were from a Dutch single mothers’
association and were heading off for a
holiday. Others were with parents and
grandparents, and already dressed for
their beach resorts.
Among the 298 passengers, of a

dozen nationalities, were businessmen
and six Aids experts, including Joep
Lange, a former president of the Inter-
national Aids Society.
The mood was lighthearted, recalled

Renuka Birbal, one of the ground staff
atSchiphol. “Agrandmatakesphotosof
how her children and grandchildren
check in. This time I do not mind that I
am in the picture,” shewrote in a poign-
antFacebookpost. “Amanwho is about
to start a new life in Malaysia; a family
get dropped off by their grandparents;
kids first holiday far away.”
The holiday spirit promptedCor Pan,

oneof the 193Dutchpassengers, to snap
a Facebook photo of the Boeing 777
parkedat thegate. “Incase itdisappears,
this iswhat it looks like,” he joked, refer-
ring toMalaysiaAirlinesFlightMH370,
which vanished in March.
Five hours later, and 1,600 miles to

the east, a distant bang from the sky
caught the attention of Alexandr
Dmitrov, 47, as he was working in his
small field by the easternUkrainian vil-
lage of Rozsypne. It was followed by a
series of thumps— the sound made by
the bodies of passengers from Flight
MH17 hitting the ground around him.
Seats and other debris followed.
Igor Tipounov, 26, a villager, was in

his cottage and thought the bang came
from fighting between separatists and
Ukrainian forces nearby. Then came a
loud noise as something smashed
through his roof. He hurried into the
kitchen, and found the remains of a
woman lying on the floor.
All around, over a five-mile arc, de-

bris rained down, with the severed for-
ward section of the fuselage lying by
Rozsypne and the bulk of the shattered

fuselage and wing stubs burning in a
field four miles away, near Grabovo.
Suitcases with clothes and children’s

toys lay in the sunflower fields. Photo-
graphs from the scenewould soon show
lumpsof aircraft structure bearinghun-
dreds of scorchedholes; the unmistaka-
blemark of shrapnel blasted at it from a
missile warhead that exploded nearby.
Within 15 minutes, Igor Strelkov, the

popular local commander of the Rus-
sian-backed insurgency, boasted on the
internet that his men had downed
another Ukrainian military aircraft.
Half an hour later, according to the ac-
count of the Ukrainian government,
the Kalashnikov-toting rebels were on
the scene and discovered the appalling
truth: the shattered aircraft was no
Antonov, but a civilian airliner.
In an intercepted communication, a

rebel can be heard sheepishly admit-
ting to an officer of the Russian GRU
military intelligence that they had hit a
civilian passenger aircraft.
It is easy to imagine the anger of

Vladimir Putin when he was informed
of the gigantic blunder by the ragtag
fighters to whom the Kremlin has been
supplying arms, equipment and train-
ing, with the aim of dismantling
Ukraine. Before, he was a master of
strategywho hadmanaged to run rings
round a ditheringWest. Nowhewas on
the back foot. His game of banking on
EU and US pusillanimity over his
covertwarwouldhave to change, as the
world recoiled from a hideous crime.
After initial bluster in which it

blamed Kiev, the Kremlin fell silent for
a couple of days as the evidence accu-
mulated. It pointed directly at Mos-
cow’s proxy fighters, who had been
given use of a sophisticated BUK sur-
face-to-air missile battery, also known
as the SA-11.
On Sunday, John Kerry, the US Sec-

retary of State, announced that there
was proof that the rebels had brought
down the airliner with a “missile that
came from Russia”. The Ukrainians,
who have lost six aircraft to rebel fire,
issued photographs of a SA-11 launcher
being moved from the Donetsk area of
Ukraine intoRussia aboard a low-load-
er lorry on the day after the disaster.
Inside Russia, meanwhile, the

Kremlin-controlled media kept up
their far-fetched but popular narrative
on Ukraine, a country supposedly run
by fascists. They produced tales of
Ukrainian Sukhoi SU-25 military jets
shooting down the airliner at 33,000ft,
although the fighter cannot, in fact, fly

The impulsive actions
of a rebel commander
threaten the Kremlin’s
wider strategy, reports
Charles Bremner
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Debris at the crash site
shows signs of shrapnel
damage, typical of a
missile strike

Pictures emerge
on the internet of
what appears to
be an SA-11 Buk
missile system in
Ukraine, amid
claims that it has
been driven back
to Russia by
rebels

Queen Maxima
weeps as the
coffins are
carried off
transport planes
at Eindhoven.
193 of the dead
are Dutch

Rebels agree to
hand over the
black box flight
recorders they
have recovered to
investigators and

they now
being
examined at
Farnborough

Rebels transfer
bodies to
refrigerated train
cars at nearby
Torez railway
station

being 
examined at 
Farnborough

Wehave just shot down
aplane

- Ukrainian intelligence says it
intercepted a phone call in which rebel
commander Igor Bezler (below left)
acknowledges downing the aircraft 30
minutes after it came down

A second phone call intercept, between
two rebels codenamed Greek andMajor,
made after their men reached the crash
site, shows that they now realised they
had brought down the airliner.

Weare 100per cent
sure itwas a passenger
aircraft - Major says

Alexander Borodai
(below right), the
separatist leader,
has denied his
fighters have the
Buk missile system,
and alleges the
images were
manipulated

investigators and station

This is
contradicted by
Alexander
Khodakovsky a
rebel commander,
who says a Buk
unit was deployed
at the time of the
shooting, but it
has since been
driven back to
Russia

nearly as high. While an uncomforta-
ble-looking Mr Putin called for calm
and diplomacy, General Andrei Karta-
polov of the Russian general staff
claimed that theMalaysian airliner had
mysteriously changed heading before
the disaster and could have fallen vic-
tim to the Ukranian Sukhois. Russia
hadnever suppliedSA-11missile batter-
ies to the rebels, he said.
IfMoscowhad set out to fuelwestern

disgust, theycouldnothavedonebetter
than the chaos of the crash scene and
the repulsive lack of respect for the
human remains that were left for three
days before recovery began. A picture
emerged of a rebel soldier brandishing
a toy animal from a suitcase. There
were accounts of looting.
The voice of Frans Timmermans, the

Dutch foreign minister, trembled as he
told in Brussels on Tuesday of a rebel
fighter pulling the wedding ring off a
dead passenger’s finger. Tony Abbott,
theAustralian primeminister, spoke for
the families of the 27Australian passen-
gers, accusing the Russian-backed
fighters of covering up a crime scene.
“Whatwehave seen is evidence-tampe-
ring on an industrial scale,” he said.
Then came the grim trainload of

bodies which the Ukrainians moved to
Kharkiv for the first flight to the cere-
monial reception onWednesday in the
Netherlands, a nation in official
mourning for the first time in 50 years.
Yesterday, more than a week since

the missile strike, the crash site re-
mained untended, with Dutch and
other international investigators still
being prevented from reaching the
scene.
Australia and the Netherlands were

negotiating to send their own police
and troops to protect the site, where
therewere still bodies lying in the open,
Mr Abbott said. “With these remains
exposed to the ravages of heat and
animals, and to the continuing possibil-
ity of human interference, it’s more im-
portant than ever that the site be prop-
erly secured,” he said.
The attempts to hide evidence might

make it harder for investigators to
determine the precise type of missile

international investigation, Mark
Rutte, the prime minister, swung the
European Union towards the punish-
ment of Russia from which it had
flinched since the winter takeover of
the Crimea.
Previously opposed to the sanctions

supported by Poland and the other
more hawkish EU states, Mr Rutte has
acquired moral authority and has been
working this week to persuade Angela
Merkel to support harsher measures.

These include a ban on anyone lending
to or investing in Russia’s biggest bank
and an embargo on arms, defence
equipment and oil exploration techno-
logy. The Dutch leader told his parlia-
ment yesterday: “All indications are
that Russia is continuing to arm the
separatists. There is an easyway out for
Russia: to distance themselves from the
separatists, and stop arming them.”
Mr Putin is beginning to feel

squeezed,with figures inhis inner circle
worrying that they will be next in line
for Europe’s asset freezes and travel
bans. His economists are also warning
that capital is leaving the country, and
foreign investors are running scared at
the prospect of a trade war that could
tip Russia firmly into recession.
He could yet have the last laugh,

however. European leaders may still
not agree on the heavy sanctions, as
this requires unanimity and some ar-
rangement to share the pain among
themselves. Britain, for example, does
notmuch like financial curbs that could
rob the City of billions of pounds, while
Berlin isworried about its industrial ex-
ports to Russia, where one in every five
cars is German. France must go
through with its delivery of a Mistral
class warship in October or risk losing
€1 billion and 2,000 shipyard jobs.
European leaders are expected to

hold a special summit in the next ten
days to initiate the new so-called “tier
three” sanctions, assuming that there is
no change of conduct by Mr Putin. If
they succeed, the Russian president
and his Ukrainian proxies will have
managed, through their hamfisted
conduct, to stiffen their notoriously
wobbly resolve.

used, but there is ample proof that a
SAM brought down the airliner,
experts say.Theblackboxvoice record-
ers, now being deciphered by experts at
the Air Accidents Investigation Branch
at Farnborough, are unlikely to do
more than confirm that the Malaysian
airliner was flying normally until,
withoutwarning, itwas shreddedby the
cloud of hot metal fragments from the
missile.
As the Dutch stepped in to lead the

investigators examine some of the wreckage of the Malaysia Airlines jetliner found in a field near Donetsk, eastern Ukraine
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Americans planned nuclear explosion on the Moon
United States
James Hider

Neil Armstrong left the first human
footprint on theMoon with his famous
“one small step” for mankind 45 years
ago. However, classified documents
released for the first time show that the
United States had planned a far larger
footprint — wanting to build a missile
base there or even nuke the Moon in a
display of military might.
At the height of the space race and

Cold War hysteria, the US Air Force
devisedaplan in theearly 1960s tobuild
a military base on the Moon from
which to fire nuclear missiles at the
SovietUnion,whose spaceprowesshad
shakenWashingtonwhen the Russians
launched the first manned space mis-
sion.
Documents released by theNational

Security Archive show that the USAF
dreamed up a “lunar-based earth bom-

bardment system,” a project that
designers promised would be ready by
1969—theyearNeilArmstrong landed
on the Moon.
Another ambitious scheme, entitled

project horizon and drawn up in 1959,
demanded that theUS should takeover
the Moon, starting with an outpost
from which exploration and scientific
research could be conducted.
The project came with a $6 billion

pricetag, a huge amount at the time,
and would need no less that 147 Saturn
A-class rocket launches to transport all
the men and material.
“The lunar outpost is required to

develop and protect potential United
States interests on the Moon; to deve-
lop techniques in Moon-based surveil-
lance of the Earth and space, in com-
munications relay, and inoperationson
the surface of the Moon; to serve as a
base for exploration of the Moon, for
further exploration into space and for

military operations on the Moon if
required; and to support scientific
investigations on the Moon,” it said.
While that project was quickly

shelved, an even more radical plan to
detonate a nuclear warhead on the

Moon as a demonstration of US fire-
power was developed the same year by
a team that involved Carl Sagan. He
went on to become one of America’s
most renowned scientists and human-
istswithhishit science seriesCosmos, in

the 1980s. Blandly entitled A Study of
Lunar Research Flights, the scheme
involved sending a nuclear warhead to
the Moon. The flash would have been
visible on Earth, leaving a huge new
crater and producing a dust cloud that,
because the Moon has no atmosphere,
would have flown out in all directions
rather than creating a mushroom
cloud.
“The foremost intent was to impress

the world with the prowess of the
UnitedStates,” LeonardReiffel, a scien-
tist who worked on the plan, later told
theNewYorkTimes. “ItwasaPRdevice,
without question, in the minds of the
people from the Air Force.”
However, the risk of debris colliding

with Earth eventually put the air force
off the plan, like all the others, allowing
Neil Armstrong to set foot on a pristine
Moon on July 21, 1969, rather than on
the lunar equivalent to Hiroshima or
Bagram airbase.

Arizona halts
executions
after ‘bungle’
Devika Bhat Washington

A prisoner executed for a double
murder had to be given at least two
doses of a lethal injection before hewas
pronounced dead.
Aday after JosephWood took almost

two hours to die, officials in Arizona
announced a temporary halt to all
executions in the state pending a re-
view.
The case of Wood, who gasped and

snorted for more than an hour and a
half during his execution, has revived
concernsover theuseof lethal injection
with often untested drugs. States have
turned to experimental combinations
after anEUexport ban led to European
manufacturers halting supplies of
drugs previously used.
Denouncing authorities for “the

most prolonged bungled execution in
recent history”, Wood’s lawyers
demanded an independent investi-
gation to fully examine which drugs
were used and inwhat quantities. Their
client was heard to gasp about 600
times before he died.
Arizona has promised only an inter-

nal review. Charles Ryan, the director
of the department of corrections,
insisted the execution had not been
bungled. Wood, he said, felt no pain.
Jeffrey Zick, the assistant attorney-

general, said that Wood was adminis-
tered with at least two full doses of the
lethal injection

Zuckerberg earns $1.6bn in single day
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

The league table of internet billionaires
has a new leader after the personal for-
tune of the Facebook tycoon Mark
Zuckerberg surged past those of his
business arch-enemies Larry Page and
Sergey Brin, of Google.
Mr Zuckerberg saw his wealth swell

by $1.6 billion (£940million) in a single
day this week after Facebook shares
surged on Wall Street.
The rise was fuelled by evidence that

the social media mogul has finally
workedouthow to reapprofits fromthe
addiction to mobile phones: by deliver-
ing adverts through the devices. The
Facebook founder is nowworth an esti-
mated $33.3 billion, according to the

Bloomberg Billionaires Index, making
him the 16th richest person on the
planet. At 30 years old, he is the young-
est of the world’s top 50 billionaires.
“He’s just getting started,” David

Kirkpatrick, the author of The Face-
book Effect, told Bloomberg.com.
“He’s going to become the richest
person on the planet.” Mr Page and
Mr Brin are in 17th and 18th
places, with $33.1 billion and
$32.8 billion.
In the past year, Mr

Zuckerberg, right, a col-
lege dropout who foun-
ded Facebook in a
dorm room at Harvard
university in 2004, has
increased his fortune

by nearly $9 billion. Shares in his com-
pany have nearly tripled in value in the

same period. The personal fortunes
of the Google founders have
increased by $1.7 billion each.
The figures underscore how

Facebook has made a striking
comeback on Wall Street.
After the company’s stock

market flotation, in May
2012, its shares, originally
priced at $38, fell for
months.Thisweek, they
hit a record high of
$76.74.

Bill Gates, the Mic-
rosoft founder, is the
world’s richest man,
with $84.7 billion.

TV stars told to carpool to beat
the traffic jam on Emmy night
Rhys Blakely

The Emmy awards are television’s
equivalent of the Oscars; a glitzy
schmooze-fest attended by some of the
planet’s most glamorous celebrities.
Imagine, then, Hollywood’s reaction

after it was announced that this year,
instead of each star being taken to the
red carpet in individual luxury
limousines, theywill have to share cars.
The event is usually held on a Sun-

day, but is being moved to Monday,
August 25, to avoid clashing with a pre-
season American football game.
Unfortunately, the traffic in down-

townLosAngeles—where theEmmys

will be held at the Nokia Theatre — is
invariably abysmal on Mondays. To
makematters worse, the event starts at
5pm, the height of rush hour. August 25
also marks the start of term in many of
the city’s schools.
An unexpected influx of Hollywood

A-listers is expected to cause gridlock.
“There’s going to be a car-mageddon of
epic proportions,”Vanity Fairmagazine
predicted.
To try to lessen the chaos, the orga-

nisershave slashed thenumberof limos
allowed topull up to the red carpet, said
The Hollywood Reporter. “Emmy orga-
nisers are encouraging attendees to
carpool.”

Neil Armstrong takes one small step for man on the Moon after landing in 1969

REX FEATURES

Sammy Jo, above, one
of a team of noodlers”
who go by the name of

the Bare Knuckle Babes,
shows off a catfish caught
by hand in Rockwell,
Texas. The sport — also
known as cat-fisting,
cat-daddling, grabbling,
gurgling or tickling —

involves blindly thrusting a
hand into the mouth of the
fish and hauling it out of
the mud, as demonstrated,
left, by Faun Collins. The
catfish don’t have sharp
teeth, but their mouths are
like sandpaper, which can
leave cuts. Less confident
noodlers wear gloves.

Gloves off
for Texas
catfight

Schumacher’s
wife puts his
jet up for sale
Germany
David Charter Berlin

The private jet which once carried
Michael Schumacher around theworld
wasyesterdayputup for salebyhiswife,
in a sign that she has accepted he will
never return to a globetrotting lifestyle.
Corinna Schumacher is asking

€20 million (£16 million) for the grey
Dassault Falcon 2000EX which bears
the Formula One star’s initials on the
tail fin. The jet carries eight passengers
at speeds of up to 570mph.
Schumacherwasmoved inJune from

intensive care in Grenoble to a hospital
in Lausanne, not far from the family
house on the shores of Lake Geneva,
amid speculation that he will event-
ually be accommodated at home in a
purpose-built facility.
The seven-times world champion

driver clocked up between 300 and 400
hours’ flying time a year in the jet dur-
ing his Grand Prix years. “Even in his
three-year break, from2007 to2009, he
used the jet for many family vacations
with Corinna and the children, Mick
and Gina Maria,” Bild newspaper
reported. “But noweverything is differ-
ent. The world of Schumacher has
changed.”
Corinna announced last month that

her husband had awoken from a
medically induced coma, but there has
been littleofficial informationabouthis
condition.
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Nowhere to hide in Gaza attacks
Conflict is worst
residents have
ever seen, they
tell Catherine
Philp

When the explosions hit the yard of the
United Nations school, Sariya Ham-
mudin did not wait around to see the
carnage. Grabbing the hands of her
screaming grandchildren, she ran out
of the school gates and down the main
street of Beit Hanoun towards Gaza
City.
Behind themlay thebloodied school-

yard where shells struck as hundreds
who had taken refuge there waited for
evacuation toanother, saferplacewhen
fighting drew nearer again.
After trudging through the deserted,

shrapnel-littered streets, they ended up
at her sister’s cramped downtown
apartment and bedded down for the
night.
At 4am they were woken by neigh-

bours screaming that the building was
to be hit and to get out. They fled to the
street again and began walking, ending
up at Gaza’s main Al-Shifa hospital,
where hundreds of other families were
already camped out in its gardens and
walkways.
“We came here because it is well

known,” Mrs
Hammudin said,
gesturing to the
television crews
outside the
emergency en-
trance. “We
don’t believe any-
one would dare
bomb it.”
Across this

densely popu-
lated coastal
enclave, tens

of thousands of people have fled the
danger around their homes only to find
themselves in a desperate search for
any other safe place to lay their head.
Some, like the Hammudin family,

havemoved a number of times as fight-
ing takes over a larger and larger share
of the overcrowded territory.
The search is far from easy. Israel’s

military has declared 55 per cent of
Gaza a free-fire zone and ordered
civilians out.
Unlike most war zones, however,

Gaza has no borders that refugees can
cross to seek sanctuary elsewhere.
Moving into a supposedly safe shelter,
such as the school at BeitHanoun, is no
guarantee, either, that you will not be
hit or forced to move again.
“There is no shelter from this war,”

ShabanAbdulOda, another survivor of
the Beit Hanoun strike, said. His family
were evacuated to another refugee
shelter set up in a United Nations
school, at Jabaliya elementary. “Of
coursewe are afraid to be here after the
other school was hit,” he said. “But
where else do we go?”
Moving into an unfamiliar neigh-

bourhood carries the risk of finding
yourself unwittingly ending up next to
someone that Israel is targeting. The
Hammudin family were forced to flee

their apartment after their neighbours
received a textmessage from the Israeli
military that the house was about to be
hit. They had no idea who the target
was, only that they should get out.
The collateral damage from such

supposedly targeted strikes has been
immense, especially when aimed at
officesor apartments in the samebuild-
ing as unrelated civilians.
In the single worst, 25 members of

one family were killed in a strike aimed
at just one Hamas militant, a guest in

their home for the nightly dinner
breaking the Ramadan fast in Khan
Younis. At least 30 homes were hit and
demolished yesterday alone.
Others have died in intense shelling

in their neighbourhoods as Israeli
troops search for Hamas tunnels to de-
stroy. Israel insists that itwarnscivilians
to evacuate and has accused Hamas of
using them as human shields.
No evidence has emerged of Hamas

forcing civilians to stay either in battle-
torn neighbourhoods or areas from
where its fighters are firing, although
they have been accused of deliberately
endangering lives by encouraging civil-
ians to stay put.
Some civilians who have stayed

despite the Israeli shelling say that they
have done so in an attempt to protect
their homes, fearing theywould also be
flattened.
“If I leave, they may demolish it,”

Mahmoud Haddad, 21, said of his deci-
sion to stay in his home on the edge of
the devastated Shejaiya neighbour-
hood. “No place inGaza is safe anyway,
so I may as well stay here.”
A coalition of Israeli human rights

organisations urged the country’s
military to amend its warnings to
civilians in acknowledgement “that
there is no area that can be defined as
safe fromshelling”.Anywarning, it said,
“should clearly indicate not only which
area they should evacuate, but also
where they will be safe and how they
can move there freely and with no
harm”.
Many Gazans say that the current

conflict is the worst they have ever
known, harder on civilians than any of
Hamas’s previous run-ins with Israel.
“Sometimes we blame the resistance

because this has not happened to us
before,” Mrs Hammudin said.
For most, however, the conflict has

served only to rally them behind
Hamas.
As talk of a ceasefire deal gained

ground yesterday, many urged Hamas
not to give up its fight until the
eight-year Israeli blockade on Gaza is
lifted.
Cheers broke out in the Jabaliya

camp as three Hamas rockets soared
into the blue sky, heading north for
Israel. “They should be afraid right
now,” Mr Oda said, “just as we are.”

A protester holds a Palestinian flag as he runs past burning tyres during clashes with Israeli troops at the Qalandia checkpoint near the West Bank city of Ramallah earlier this week

Israeli police detain a man suspected of throwing stones in East Jerusalem

‘Day of rage’ as hopes of ceasefire fade
Philippe Naughton
Gregg Carlstrom Ramallah

At least five Palestinians were killed
in the West Bank yesterday during a
self-declared “day of rage”, amid fears
that violence coulderupt in the terri-
tory in response to Israel’s cam-
paign in Gaza.
Three were killed during clashes

between Israeli forces and protest-
ers throwing stones near the city of
Hebron.Meanwhile, witnesses said
a Jewish settler was believed to
have shot dead one man and
wounded three others near the city
of Nablus. A second Palestinian al-
so died in clashes near the city.
Palestinian factions called the day

of protest after a teenager was shot
dead overnight during the largest

demonstration in the West Bank for
years. Mohammed al-Araj, 17, was
killed during a march by 10,000 people
at the Qalandia checkpoint, the main
barrier between Jerusalem and Ram-
allah. More than 200 were injured at
the rally by bullets and tear gas.
Yesterday, John Kerry, the US secre-

tary of state,met theUNsecretary gen-
eral, Ban Ki Moon, and Sameh Shukri,
the Egyptian foreign minister, in an at-
tempt to secure a temporary ceasefire
in Gaza. Mr Kerry delayed his depar-
ture fromCairo for several hours to talk
by phone toQatari officials serving as a
go-between with Hamas.
The fighting in Gaza has killed 828

Palestinians and wounded more than
5,200, according to Palestinian health
officials. Civilians are said tohavemade
up three-quarters of the dead. In Israel,

38 people have been killed since July 8,
including 35 soldiers, two Israeli civil-
ians and a Thai worker. More than
140,000 Palestinians have been dis-
placed in Gaza by the fighting.
Israeli ground troops and Hamas

gunmen were reported to have fought
intense battles in the north and centre
of Gaza yesterday.
The Israeli military said it hit 80 sites

inGaza, whilemilitants in theMediter-
ranean strip fired 50 rockets at Israel.
Among the sites hit in Gaza were 30
homes, including that of a leader of the
IslamicJihadgroupwhowaskilledwith
his sons.
The violence in Gaza has prompted

talk about a third intifada, or uprising
against Israel, in theWestBank. It is too
early to know whether protests will
continue or fizzle out, as in the past.

MOHAMAD TOROKMAN / REUTERS
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visual art

Ming, impressionism and golf:

H
eading for the hubbub
of theEdinburgh festi-
val season?Thishand-
some city’s many and
varied art galleries of-
fer respite from the
street jugglers, the fly-

er-pushers and the “confessional” comedy
— and this is a great time to visit them, as
they lay out their choicest wares to co-
incide with the summer flood of culture-
lovers.
This year is particularly significant; in

honour of Glasgow hosting the Common-
wealthGames, 60 venues across the coun-
try (including spots as remote as Thurso,
StornowayandNorthUist) are takingpart
inanambitiousproject,GENERATION, a
celebration of the past 25 years of contem-
porary art in Scotland, with work from
about 100 artists on display. Edinburgh
and its annual Art Festival have embraced
thechallengeand, as a result, there’s a feast
of Scottish art to be seen.
All three of Edinburgh’s national galler-

ies are waving the blue andwhite flag. The
whole of the Scottish National Gallery of
Modern Art’s (SNGMA)
Modern One building has
been turned over to GENER-
ATION, with painters and art-
ists working on paper such as
Charles Avery, Alison Watt
and Kate Davis, existing
room-sized installations by
Torsten Lauschmann and
SimonStarling aswell as new-
ly commissioned installations from

ClaireBarclay,TobyPaterson,AlexDor-
doy and Ciara Phillips (Canadian but
based in Scotland and in the running for
this year’sTurnerPrize), andvideo, suchas
DouglasGordon’s celebrated 24HourPsy-
cho (he won the Turner in 2005). At the
Scottish National Gallery’s (SNG) Aca-
demybuilding, sevenGENERATIONart-
ists are represented, notably David Shri-
gley, who was shortlisted for last year’s
Turner,Karla Black, who was nominated
in2011, andCallumInnes,whowaspipped
in 1995 by one Damien Hirst. At the Scot-
tish National Portrait Gallery (SNPG), a
video work by the Glasgow-based Luke
Fowler, that builds a portrait of theMarx-
ist historian and activist EP Thompson, is
exhibited in Scotland for the first time.
Elsewhere, GENERATION artists crop

up across the city (though oddly, the
SNPG’s exhibition of portraits by the writ-
er and artist John Byrne, who has painted
Tilda Swinton and Billy Connolly, doesn’t
come under its umbrella. It’s worth a look
anyhow). Katie Paterson’s solo show at
InglebyGallery, Ideas, brings together key
works from the past few years, including
Fossil Necklace (a string of beads made
from 170 fossils, spanning the whole of
geological time), a set of nine clocks tell-
ing the time on the planets of the solar
system, and a set of letters proclaiming

the death of stars, which Paterson writes

andpostswhenever shehearsof ithappen-
ing. (Paterson’sEarth-Moon-Earth, a trans-
mission of Beethoven’s Moonlight
Sonata which has been reflected off the
surface of themoon, converted intoMorse
code and plays on a self-playing grand
piano, will also be on display all summer at
Jupiter Artland, a beautiful sculpture park

just outside the city, with other temporary
and permanent works.)
The colourful sculptures of Jim Lambie

(another former Turner nominee—Scot-
land seems full of them) is at Fruitmarket
Gallery, with a selective retrospective of
work made since the mid-1990s, while at
Inverleith House, you can download an
app of readings by the performance artist
Sue Tompkins,You,Me and the Plants: dug
nature, to listen to while exploring the 73
acres of Royal BotanicGardenEdinburgh.
Not everything is Scottish-themed,

though the SNG has slipped in The Art of
Golf, on the country’s national sport.
Alongside this is the decidedly sunnier
Titian and the Golden Age of Venetian
Art, celebrating the acquisition of the
painter’sDiana andActaeon andDiana and
Callisto, shown amid the gallery’s out-
standing collection of 16th-century Vene-
tian painting, including works by Bassano,
Tintoretto and Veronese.
If you want to travel further afield, head

to the National Museum of Scotland,
where a collection of stunning artefacts

The city’s art festival
celebrates 25 years of
Scottish painting,
video, sculpture and
more. Nancy Durrant
is your critical guide

Clockwise from above:
Tilda Swinton by John
Byrne, at the SNPG;
Charles Jenck’s Life
Mounds, Jupiter Artland;
Deluxx Fluxx Arcade
from the art duo FAILE,
Summerhall Museum;
Isa Genzken’s Child
Mannequin, Inverleith
House
Mannequin, Inverleith 

Scotland appears
to be packed with
former Turner
prize nominees
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summer shows in Edinburgh

from theNanjingMuseum tell the story of
China’s Ming dynasty, thereby stealing a
march on the British Museum, which
opens a Ming show later this year.
Heading across the sea again, this time

to the US, the SNGMA’s Modern Two
plays host to American impressionism,
exploring how the country’s painters, in-
cludingMaryCassatt, JohnSingerSargent
and JamesMcNeillWhistler, encountered
andwere inspiredby thework theydiscov-
ered in the streets and studios of late 19th-
century Paris. It will be interesting, having
seen this, to hotfoot it back to the SNPG to
squint at its presentation of work by their
contemporary, the artist and critic John
Ruskin, who died in 1900 and didn’t think
much of the impressionists.
Conveniently,most of the city’s art exhi-

bitions are now presented under the um-
brella of the Edinburgh Art Festival.
Though it came into being ten years ago,
it’s really only come into its own since the
appointment in 2011 of current director
SorchaCarey. Every year the festival com-
missions several artists to make works

throughout the city, some of which are
permanent, such asMartin Creed’s multi-
coloured-marble Scotsman Steps, and Cal-
lum Innes’s gorgeous light-workunder the
RegentBridge.This year,CraigCoulthard
explores the history, future and meaning
of thepipe anddrum inavideo installation
at Trinity Apse, while Jacqueline Dona-
chie’s pairof sculpturesMaryandElizabeth
(a reference to the two queens) will be on
either side of the line into Waverley
Station and linked to the coast with a line
of red pigment, created by cyclists.
NaliniMalani (oneof four international

artists invited to make work as part of
LIGHTS OUT, a UK-wide First World
War centenary event) will use large-scale
projections to cover the full western and
southern façades of Playfair’s Scottish
National Gallery building, investigating
the pain and grief of war through the eyes
of a young woman. Also invading the
public space in Easter Road will be artist
and musician Yann Seznec’s Currents, de-
scribed as a “physical and sonic experi-
ence, drawing on real-time weather data

from around theworld tomove air around
the visitor”. In response to GENERA-
TION, the festival also has collaborated
with Talbot Rice Gallery to commission
works from younger, emerging artists
within a show titled Counterpoint — all
the works will be accompanied by a pro-
gramme of performance.
For the first time this year and looking

again to the Commonwealth Games, the
festival is also staging its own major exhi-
bition at the City Art Centre,Where do I
endandyoubegin, exploring thenotionof
what it means to join “common” with
“wealth” through the eyes of five curators
fromacross theCommonwealth, featuring
about 20 artists. Be sure to catch a few of
the off-site projects from this show too,
particularly Amar Kanwar’s installation
at theOldRoyalHigh School— if only for
the fact that this magnificent white ele-
phant, which was fully refurbished in the
1970s tohouse thenewlydevolvedScottish
Assemblyonly tobecome immediatelyde-
funct when the 1979 referendum failed to
achieveayes fordevolution,will beopento
the public for the first and probably last
time. Once the show’s over, it will be rede-
veloped as a luxury boutique hotel.
Edinburgh Art Festival, Thursday to
Aug 31; edinburghartfestival.com;
generationartscotland.org;
nationalgalleries.org

Every year
the festival
commissions
several
artists to
make works
throughout
the city

ALLAN POLLOK-MORRIS; NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCOTLAND; MILWAUKEE ART MUSEUM; NATIONAL GALLERIES OF SCOTLAND

Clockwise from above:
Edmund Tarbell’s Three
Sisters, American
impressionism at the
SNGMA; Marc Quinn’s
Love Bomb and Laura
Ford’s Weeping Girls,
both at Jupiter Artland;
Portrait of He Bin, part
of the Ming exhibition,
National Museum of
Scotland
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the conversation

‘If I’ve got more than ten in the
audience I think there’s a mistake’
When you’re as self-effacing as Bridget Christie it can be hard to learn you’re the hottest property in comedy.
She tells Sathnam Sanghera why she hates fuss, avoids TVpanel shows and could talk about feminism for ever

he first time Imeet Bridget Christie is over
lunch at last year’s South Bank Sky Arts
Awards at the Dorchester hotel when
we’re both up for prizes, me in the litera-
ture category, she in comedy. We’ve not
come across each other’s work, but we
have a lovely chat, discussing, among
other things, social networking (she likes
Facebook, fears Twitter), journalism (she
used to work at theDaily Mail as a PA and
talks about the surrealness of walking past
former colleagues on the red carpet),
lunchtime drinking (she’d like to, but has
two kids, aged 3 and 7, to go back to), and
the agony of forever losing awards.
But then, just after I’ve predictably fail-

ed to win, pretending for the TV cameras
to look like I don’t care, Christie is walking
on stage to collect her trophy.
Andas shemakes a funny and charming

acceptance speech, I feel like a prat. Not
only have I not worked out that Stewart
Lee, whom she thanks and who is sitting
on my left, is her husband, but that she is
the hottest property in comedy, with The
Times callingABic for Her, her Edinburgh
show last year, “ironic, impassioned, terrif-
ically funny”. She also trotted off with
nothing less than the Foster’s Edinburgh
Comedy Award, an honour previously be-
stowed on Frank Skinner, Steve Coogan
and Dylan Moran. She is only the third
woman to win it since it began in 1981.

I’m still feel-
ing pretty
foolish about

my ignorance
when we meet

several months later,
in a café in StokeNewing-
ton, north London, but
the feeling subsides as I
listen to Christie talk. For
it turns out that not only
does the 42-year-old
have a policy of gener-
ally avoiding TV panel
shows, meaning that
lots of people have
probably not come

acrossherwork, but
she is so patho-
logically self-
effacing that she
seems to want
not to be no-
ticed. About her
award-winning
show, she says:
“I thought it
would be the
end of me. I did
previews to two
people.” About
the offers that
have come her
way since: “I’ll

neverbeamainstreamsuccess . . . if I’ve got
more than ten people in an audience I
think there’s some sort of mistake.” About
all the prizes she has won: “It’s nice to be
endorsed, but you can’t let it affect theway
that you see yourself.”
Eventually she notices what she’s doing,

puts down her cappuccino and apologies.
“It’s annoying isn’t it when people keep
going on about how they don’t think
they’re very good?” She whispers this
across the table, in case anyone hears her
talking about herself, even though it’s a
Monday morning and there are only two
other people in the garden area and
they’re 20ft away. It all comes down, she
says, to her allergy to “any fuss”.And, look-
ing physically pained, she forces herself to
concede some positive points. “The show
did well when it ran at Soho after Edin-
burgh. And then I got a few other, ahem,
awards as well.” She pats my hand sympa-
thetically. “And more people seem to be
coming to see me now.”
This is still something of an understate-

ment. For her show, inwhichChristie con-
structed an elaborate fantasy about the
fate of Sir StirlingMosswho famously sug-
gested that women “lack the mental apti-
tude” for Formula 1, and explored why
Beyoncé might be more popular than
Pakistani schoolgirl campaigner Malala
Yousafzai, hasbeendeemed that rare thing
for a comedy show: important. Coming a
few years after hideous rape “jokes” be-
came fashionable among male comics, it
not only signalled the moment that
comedy discovered feminism, but has
beencitedasamilestone in the increasing-
ly high-profile battle for sexual equality.
And if thepreview Iwent to see is anything
to go by, her new Edinburgh show, Bridget

Christie: An Ungrateful Woman, will con-
tinue where she left off, with routines on
the invention of anti-rape pants, female
genital mutilation (FGM), and the way
women are depicted in advertising.
InherwarmGloucestershire accent, she

says that she wanted to do something
about how women are either portrayed as
passive or sexual, with actors in some ads
for household cleaners seeming to be on
the verge of orgasm. “In September, after
I’d only just done the show, some journal-
ists were asking ‘You’ve done feminism,
what’s next?’ Feminism is not a single
issue, or a single theme. It’s huge! I could

was a laugh atme, not withme. They basi-
cally introducedmeas apair of tits. I’mnot
doing it again.”
Not many comedians have the courage

to decline invitations from important TV
shows, but courage seems as much of a
running theme in Christie’s life as the self-
effacement. Several years ago she had her
front teeth punched out in a mugging in
Brixton, after refusing to hand over £5
(“The caps cost me much more than that.
I think I’ve got an attitude. I was bullied
quite a lot when I was little”).
In A Bic for Her, she confessed to so-

called “ethical filing”, taking misogynistic
magazines off shop shelves and dumping
them in bins. And she talks about how if
she is on a bill at a comedy show she will
“quite often kill the night” (“Because
they’ve not come out to see me. I had a
very bad gig in Glasgow not that long ago
. . . I was pretty much booed off”).
Though, needless to say, she makes her

position as a pioneer sound like an
accident. She credits her decision to go in-
to comedy to being the ninth and final
child inher family—“if youare theyoung-
est, you have to shout louder, don’t you.”
She credits the nature of her comedy on
her parents’ Irishness (though she grewup
inGloucester). “Storytelling is a big part of
Irish culture and, when we were little, my
dad used to terrify us with ghost stories.
I’ve got a really vivid imagination because
of it.” But it took many years of drifting
before she found her voice. She worked in
menial jobs frommilking cows to working
in a card factory while she performed fair-
ly whimsical comedy shows that involved
her, at times, dressing up as animals and
historical characters.
But then she had kids and realised that,

with babysitting factored in, shewas out of
pocket. “I suddenly thought, I’m missing
my kids, they don’t want me to go, I’m 40
and losing money. Suddenly, there had to
be a real point to the shows.”
I ask her about one of the jobs she did

during that time: working on the diary
desk at the Daily Mail for five years, whe-
ther she feels that it compromises her
comedy. (She turned the experience into a
stand-up showMyDailyMailHell, in 2009,
andwasquotedat the time saying: “I’mnot
political, I’m silly.”) “No,” comes the imme-
diate reply. “They’d send me to parties if
there wasn’t anyone around. I was just
temping, a PA to Nigel Dempster, then he
got really ill so I stayed. I wrotemaybe one
story in my time there— a plug for some-
body.” But the paperwas one of her targets
in the preview for her new show.
Does she worry about becoming the

subject of celebrity gossip columnists her-
self, given she is half of a high-profile
comedy couple? Though the days where
she was continually referred to as Stewart

funny face Bridget
Christie indulges in
donkey business; right,
with Ian Hislop in Have
I Got News For You

The days she was
continually referred
to as Stewart Lee’s
wife seem to be over
talk about it for the next 25 years if I
wanted to.” In the preview, Christie also
discusses her experience of appearing on
Have I Got News For You, which she did
reluctantly because she says she “just
doesn’t have the right skills set for it”, and
which involved her getting online abuse
for wearing an End FGMbadge (“stagger-
ing”), and being introduced by host Jack
Dee with the line that she was a comedian
who accepted her Foster’s Award wearing
a No More Page 3 T-shirt who “actually
got a bigger round of applause when she
took it off”.
She asked the producers to cut the line,

but they refused. “They said it was
‘obviously ironic’. It was not obviously
ironic because the British public don’t
know who I am. And the audience laugh
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Lee’s wife seem to be over. “Yeah, that was
a nightmare.”
Sodoes famebotherher? “Sometimes. It

canbedisruptiveand justweird.Therewas
a time when I was heavily pregnant and
Stewart and Iwere having quite an intense
conversation at a bus stop, and someone
physically gotmeoutof theway to sayhow
goodhe [Stewart] is.” Shepushesher coffee
away. “I’m going to look like a hypocrite
because I need to sell tickets and so I do a
certain amount of press. But it’s uncom-
fortable and slightly nerve-racking. I have
noticed this year that I’ve been criticised
for things that I haven’t even said.”

Would she work with Lee? “I wouldn’t
rule it out; in 15 or 20 years itmight be fun-
ny to do something together. We had a
really bad honeymoon where we went to
the Shetlands in December. But he hadn’t
seen my Edinburgh show till the end of
March this year.” Do they discuss comedy
at home? “Something might happen and
we’ll say ‘Do you want that or can I have
it?’ but we try to keep work life separate.”
And how do the kids feel about their jobs?
“They’re not really aware of what we do.
Thoughwhen our sonwas about 2 or 3, he
heard a performance over a tannoy in a
dressing room, and said: ‘Daddy’s onstage
talking, and no one’s laughing.’ ”
She laughs.And thementionof thechild

reminds her that she’s nearly out of time.
Before she heads off on the bike on which
she arrived, child seat on the back, I ask
about what she is working on besides the
Edinburgh show. She mentions a new
book (A Book for Her), another series of
her Radio 4 show Mind the Gap, and a
nationwide tour, which will combine her
two feminism shows. But she can’t help
adding: “I’m still finding my voice, which
sounds terrible because I’ve been doing
stand-up for tenyears. You can’t ever think
you’ve cracked it, you never will.”
Bridget Christie, the Stand, Edinburgh,
Aug 2-25, and touring from Sept 10;
bridgetchristie.co.uk

‘I think I’ve an
attitude. I was
bullied quite a lot
when I was little’

winning performance Bridget
Christie with Lenny Henry at last
year’s South Bank Sky Arts Awards

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, KI PRICE; BRIDGET WEARS WAISTCOAT, ZADIG & VOLTAIRE; SHIRT AND LEATHER SKIRT BOTH RED VALENTINO
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music

Making a song and
dance at the Proms

G
uilty pleasures confes-
sion time. This year’s
Proms contains all
mannerofprofoundde-
lights, from the Bach
Passions to a celebra-
tion of the crunchingly

dissonant Harrison Birtwistle. Yet if you
askedme toname thePromtowhich Iam
most looking forward, I would have to
reply: “Kiss Me, Kate played by the
John Wilson Orchestra”.
Wilson and his fabulous all-

star band have been fixtures of
the Proms since 2009, when
their re-creation of classic
scores from MGM musicals
brought the house down.
Even better, to my mind, was
the semi-staged My Fair Lady
twoyearsago. In fact thewords
“semi-staged” are almost in-
sulting. This was an all-singing,
all-dancing production that could
have graced any West End stage –
except with an orchestral sound ten
times lusher than anything you would
hear in the commercial theatre.
Kiss Me, Kate – Cole Porter’s adaptation

of Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew
— is being presented at the Proms next
weekend to mark the 50th anniversary of
the composer’s death. Will it be similarly
spectacular? “Let’s just say thatyouwill get
your money’s worth,” Wilson says. “The
cast are working really hard to memorise
it, and dancing will be a big element. And
I think the audiencewill enjoy the original
script, which ismuchmore risqué than the
cleaned-up movie version.”
Wilson promises other revelations too.

He approaches these Golden Age Broad-
way and Hollywood musicals with the
scrupulous musicological reverence more
often lavished on Monteverdi or Mozart.
Kiss Me, Kate, for instance, will be per-
formed from an edition that incorporates
all the source material from the first
Broadway production of 1948 and the first
London production a year later, as well as
changesmade early in the production. “So
what we’ve got is the final thoughts of
Porter and Robert Russell Bennett, the
main orchestrator — before other people
started meddling,” Wilson says.
Is that authenticity important? Wilson

thinks so. “More than most musicals, Kiss
Me, Kate has been tamperedwith out of all
recognition. The film is totally different,
because MGM would ruthlessly tailor
material to fit their stars. If they were pay-
ing Howard Keel $5,000 a week they
wanted to make sure he had a lot to sing.”
The biggest surprise, however, may be

hearing this musical delivered byWilson’s
40-strong orchestra. “People have lost
sight of the fact that the large theatre
orchestrasof the 1940swere theemotional
centres of these pieces,”Wilson says. “The
big Broadway musicals are really operatic
in their orchestral demands.”

Was it necessary, however, to import
three of the four main singers for the
Proms from the United States? Wilson
says the answer, sadly, is yes. “American
singers somehow have the style in their
DNA. They hark back to 1940s vocal tech-
niques. In theWest End these days there’s
a style of singing that’s just horrible: it’s
nasal and unsupported and nasty.”

The 42-year-oldWilson and his or-
chestra have achieved their huge
success through hard graft and by
taking this music very seriously.
“Concerts of light orchestral
music used to be thrown to-
gether,” he says. “There was a
tradition that if an orchestra
was doing a pops concert the
front-stand players could
have thenight off. TheB-team
would do. Whereas actually
what you need for this music is
the super-A team! All those Hol-

lywood movie-orchestras in the
golden age were full of soloists and

concertmasters who had fled from bad
political regimes in Central Europe. They
were phenomenal players.”
DoWilson and his players model them-

selves on those old recordings? “Absolute-
ly!” he says. “Everybody is really familiar
with the idiom. And we rehearse a lot. We
are always trying to get to the next level.”
He admits he’s a stickler. “I don’t let much
go in rehearsal . . . The players probably
think I’m a pain in the arse — but that’s
because there is a lot of detail in thismusic
and I don’t want the audience to miss it.”
Wilson’s love ofmid-20th centurymusi-

cals dates back to his Gateshead boyhood.
“When itwas rainingonaSaturdayandwe
couldn’t go out, I used to watch those old
MGM musicals on BBC Two. And I re-
member, when I was about 11, thinking:
‘God, that horn player is making a really
gorgeous noise.’ I was never interested in
the story, just the music.

“Then I got involved in amateur opera
which, growing up on Tyneside, was
almost like a religion. I was largely self-
taught as a musician, and because of that
there was nobody to tell me what was
proper music and what wasn’t. So I
thought that a performance of Oklahoma!
should be given as much care and atten-
tion as a Brahms symphony.”
It was while studying percussion at the

Royal College ofMusic in London that the
seeds of the John Wilson Orchestra were
sown. “At the college I had friends who
were all basically string players, but I used
to play jazz piano with some other friends
who were on the jazz course at the Royal
Academy of Music. It was the drummer
Matt Skelton — still our drummer in the

orchestra — who suggested that I put to-
gether these two groups of friends to play
high-class popular music. We did a gig at
the old Pizza on the Park, and it was a re-
view of that by Clive Davis [The Times’s
jazz critic] that brought us to the attention
of the wider world.”
That was 20 years ago, but the raison

d’être of the orchestra hasn’t changed.
“This sort of music has to have a jazz
bounce, and that’s why I’ve always had a
proper hardcore jazz rhythm section,”
Wilson says. “And the wind players are
old-fashioned dance band musicians. But
the strings, too, play in a certain style,
because the leader from the very start has
been Andrew Haveron. He can play won-
derfully in that highly polished, Heifetz
café style, and that style has spread
through the whole band.”
The orchestra is still run, entirely with-

out subsidy, by two people: Wilson and
Tom Croxon, a former double bass player
turned manager. Yet it tours for ten weeks
a year, has two albums out on Warner
Music and a third (of Cole Porter songs,
unsurprisingly) scheduled for autumn re-
lease. And last year it made its American
debut in Los Angeles. A nerve-racking
night? “Yes,” Wilson laughs. “Before the
encore I told the audience that wewere all
terrified of bringing coals to Newcastle.
Loads of movie stars were there, and John
Williams [the legendary Hollywood com-
poser] was sitting in the front row. Yet the
orchestra played better than ever, and the
audience went wild. The players are
always on the edge of their seats, but they
almost fell off that night.”
Kiss Me, Kate, Albert Hall, London SW7
(0845 4015040) on Aug 2. Cole Porter in
Hollywood is available to pre-order now

JohnWilson and his orchestra are returning with a spectacular
Kiss Me, Kate. He tells RichardMorrison why nostalgia rules

‘The film
is totally
different
because MGM
ruthlessly
tailored
material to fit
their stars’

like the west end, but better John Wilson’s My Fair Lady at the Proms in 2012

CHRIS CHRISTODOULOU/BBC; TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, CHRIS MCANDREW

period performanceRehearsals for Kiss Me, Kate, which JohnWilson, above, has kept true to Cole Porter’s ideas
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Father who made Alexander great

world-beater Colin Farrell goes empire-building as Alexander in Oliver Stone’s film; below, his father Philip II

Alexander III has
gone down in history
as conqueror of the
world. This revisionist
account shows that
his overlooked father
was the greater ruler,
says Gerard DeGroot

P
hilip II, father of Alex-
ander the Great, was blind in
one eye, the result of a battle
wound.According toPlutarch,
thewoundwaspunishment for
spying on Zeus while the god,
disguised as a snake, had sex

with Olympias, Philip’s wife. Impregnated
by the Zeus-snake, she subsequently gave
birth to Alexander. From that legend,
characterisations have arisen that remain
durable to this day: Philip— the one-eyed,
ugly voyeur; and Alexander — the son
of Zeus.
History has been kind to Alexander. He

is commonly seen as one of the greatest
military strategists ever to have lived; the
perfect hero for romantic novels and
Hollywood films. In Oliver Stone’s epony-
mous epic, released in 2004, Alexander
was played by hunky Colin Farrell. That’s
rather funny given that, according to Ian
Worthington, “He was said to have a lop-
sided face . . . a roundchin; a long thinnose;
a bulging forehead above watery eyes . . .
very sharp, pointed teeth; a high-pitched
voice; and a thick, tousled mane of blond
hair.” Aside from the nose and hair, I’m
seeing Wayne Rooney. He was also short
— when he sat triumphantly on the royal
throne in the palace of Susa, great conster-
nation arose because his feet could not
reach the ground.
Worthington sets out to rehabilitate

Philip, while subjecting Alexander to a
heavy dose of scholarly objectivity. As he
points out, contemporary commentators
thought more of father than son. The first
attested reference to Alexander as
“great” did not come until some
400 years after his death.
Without Philip, Wor-
thington argues, there
would have been no
Alexander. Before
him,Macedonia was
a dark and back-
ward place dis-
missed by Atheni-
ans as the barbarian
north, rather in the
way that Londoners
ridicule the heathen
lands beyond the Wat-
fordGap.TheAthenianora-
torDemosthenesdismissedPhi-
lip as “a miserableMacedonian, from a
land fromwhich . . . youcouldnot evenbuy
a decent slave”.
Yet Philip, king from 359 BC to 336 BC,

conquered those who mocked him, estab-
lishing the “greatest empire in the Greek
world” and turning Macedonia into a
superpower. He did so in part through
brilliant military command, but also

because of his skill as a politician and dip-
lomat. As an absolute ruler, he sensed how
to take advantage of the Greeks and their
cumbersome democracy. While they de-
bated what to do, he conquered them.

Greek attitudes towardMace-
donians were probably justi-

fied. Worthington in-
cludes a revealing de-
scription of Greek
symposia,wherepar-
ticipants discussed
philosophy, litera-
ture or government
while they nibbled
grapes and sipped
watered-down wine.
In contrast, Macedo-

nian symposia were
more like aSaturdaynight

in Sunderland. Warriors
tried to outdo each other with

stories of valour made more grandiose by
copious quantities of undiluted wine.
Fights inevitably erupted, with stabbings
not uncommon. The evenings ended with
Macedonians passed out, reeking of urine
and vomit. No wonder, then, that these
binge-drinking brutes found the effete
Athenians easy prey.
The contrast between his coarse Mace-

donian roots and the civilised ways of the
people he conquered caused Alexander to
develop a somewhat schizophrenic per-
sonality. He was, by all accounts, a prodi-
gious drinker who died, at the age of 32 in
323BC, after consuming a colossal amount
of wine at a bacchanalian banquet not un-
like a stag party in Prague. A few years
earlier, Alexander had murdered his
general Cleitus after an alcohol-fuelled
argument. Yet hewas also very civilised—
a student of Aristotle, a lover of literature
andamanwhoadored the refinedcultures
of Greece, Egypt, Persia and India.
After crowning himself King of Asia, he

took on an air of Orientalism that his
fellow Macedonians found offensive. He
wore Persian dress, appointed locals to
head his new provinces and gathered a
haremof 365women—one for eachnight
of the year. This might have been an
attempt at assimilation or might simply
have reflected Alexander’s admiration for
cultures superior tohis own.Whatever the
explanation, the transformation proved
costly because, as Worthington shows, it
annoyed Macedonians and insulted the
people he ruled. Both groups grew tired of
what his biographer Quintus Curtius
called his “insatiable lust for reputation”.
As contempt spread, plots percolated.

By the Spear: Philip
II, Alexander the
Great, and the Rise
and Fall of the
Macedonian Empire
by Ian Worthington
OUP, 416pp
£25 ** £21; ebook £25

By th Sp Ph

Book of the week

The Times Bookshop* Most books reviewed on these
pages are available at discounted prices.
To order , call 0845 2712134 or visit
thetimes.co.uk/bookshop
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Olympias, Alexander’s mother, below,
was an extraordinarily powerful
woman who seems to have taken
seriously the idea that she had been
singled out for godly favour. One
version of Alexander’s conception
was that, during a thunderstorm, a
blinding flash of lightning struck her
stomach, impregnating her.
Unlike Philip II’s other six wives,

who lived together in equal status
and relative harmony, Olympias
interfered blatantly in political affairs,
partly in order to pave the way for her
son and heir. Her interference
annoyed Philip, to the extent that
they came to despise each other. She
might have been involved in the
assassination of Philip, in the interests

of cementing
Alexander’s
succession.
She continued
her meddling,
becoming
one of her
son’s most

trusted
confidants

and advisers.

But what about
the women?

By the Spear is an impressive book, but
mainly because of its intriguing subject.
Worthington, a British classicist de-
camped to an American university,
tries too hard to resist the cult of drama
that surrounds Alexander, with the result
that the story is more po-faced than it
needs to be. Both Philip and Alexander
were extraordinary individuals whose
lives can be told with appropriate vitality
without descending to the gratuitous
embellishment typical of Hollywood. By
the Spear is good history, but falls short of
being a great story.

Worthington nevertheless deserves
praise for prising Philip from behind the
massive shadow cast by Alexander. We
cannot question Alexander’s success as a
military strategist who achieved stunning
victories, usually when his army was
seriously outnumbered. But his empire
was quickly ripped apart shortly after his
death because itwas built on conquest, not
administration. “A great conqueror does
not necessarily make a great king,”
Worthington rightly argues. Alexander
was the former, Philip the latter. Alexan-
der had no solution to a problem painfully
evident today, namely that victory in bat-
tle is no substitute for statecraft.

Macedonian symposia
were like a Saturday
night in Sunderland;
wine, urine and vomit
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S
eventy years ago this month, with
the end of the Second World War
in sight, 750 of theworld’s foremost
intellectuals and policymakers
gathered at BrettonWoods inNew

Hampshire with one singularly ambitious
aim. Their goal was to prevent a repeat of
the Great Depression and beggar-thy-
neighbour policies of the 1920s and 1930s
by rebooting the international financial
system.
They decided two new institutions were

needed: one tohelpwar-ravaged countries
rehabilitate themselves, the other to stop
parochial, inward-looking responses to
economic crises. The first institution end-
ed up as theWorld Bank, the second as the
International Monetary Fund.
Ed Conway in this anniversary year has

told the lively tale of the Bretton Woods
meeting in The Summit. Liaquat Ahamed,
whowonaPulitzerPrize forhisLords of Fi-
nance, a history of the interwar crisis, takes
a different tack.Money and Tough Love is a
modernupdate, a picture of the IMF today.
He follows the staff round the headquar-
ters in Washington and trails them to
Japan, Ireland and Mozambique. It’s re-
portage rather than history. “I wanted to
capture how the place worked on a day to
day basis. This was to be a piece about the
troops, not the generals,” he writes.
Today, the IMF ismore relevant than for

years, playing a pivotal role in the bailouts
ofGreece, IrelandandPortugal.Ahamed’s
book is a love letter to the fund, which is
where he met his wife Meena while work-
ing across the road at theWorld Bank, and
he clearly admires its sense of doingwhat’s
necessary, a sort of benevolent bogeyman.

nonfiction

How I fell in love with the IMF
This fan letter helps
to humanise a
faceless institution,
says Philip Aldrick

The bailouts are the “money and tough
love” of the title. The quid pro quo for an
IMF loan is always painful reform. It is not
a popular message, but it is one politicians
can hide behind. The IMF technocrats
knowwhat their job is, he writes, and treat
unpopularity “almost as a badge of hon-
our”. For the staff on the ground, though,
playing the role of scapegoat is not easy.
TheDublinmission team“didnot like to

advertise who they were when out in
public”, he writes. One confessed that,
when asked what he did for living, he
claimed to be an auditor. Another more
flamboyant member liked to say he was “a
professor of French literature”.
In Mozambique, we see the fund’s

friendly side. The team inMaputo is help-
ing tobuild the institutionsofgovernment,
such as tax collection. Their office is a
bungalowwith a corrugated iron roof, and

rent is paid to a former Marxist guerilla
who is now living the high life in the city
centre.
Again there is among the staff an iron-

willed belief in what they are doing, even
as they tell stories of how their efforts else-
where have been undermined by klepto-
crats. The troops press ahead with their
mission as Ahamed wonders whether
there was “any point to conducting semi-
nars for mid-level government officials” if
the president and his cronies could unpick
it all at their whim.
The second in the Visual Editions pub-

lishing roster, thebook is liberally illustrat-
ed with Eli Reed’s photo-journalism. The
picturesburnish the senseof reportagebut
could often dowith captions to knowwhat
we’re looking at.
Much of the book is a quick dash

through recent IMF history. There are

some fun tales, particularly when the fund
got in bed with the bankers during the ex-
cess of the 1980s. Briefly, its stolid annual
meetings turned into opulent parties —
bankers threw events themed on the Ori-
ent Express which served up local cuisine
from every stop on the route.
Inevitably, its vision for a new world or-

der has been manna for conspiracy theo-
rists. Themost improbable is that the IMF
is running the planet in cahoots with the
Illuminati, the Freemasons, the Vatican,
HSBC and— bizarrely — a Yale Univers-
ity undergraduate society.
The truth, as Ahamed points out, is

rather more prosaic. As the global finan-
cial system has mushroomed, the IMF’s
power has waned. What remains of the
founding vision is “an international credit
union for countries, famous for the loans it
makes”.
That sense of fading glory is one of the

themes that knits the stories together.
Ahamed paints a picture of an organisa-
tion set up with the most worthy of inten-
tions that has lost its way a little. Like the
staff in Dublin, it is not quite sure of itself,
despite the recent crisis.
The book’smain problem is that it’s hard

to imagine many people outside the IMF
being particularly interested. Unlike Lords
of Finance, Ahamed does not seek out the
best stories and anecdotes, he simply
weaves a tale from his months inside the
fund.It is a modest ambition, to capture a
patch of life inside one of the world’s most
powerful institutions, a life that turns out
to be rather mundane, but Ahamed han-
dles it deftly. His gentle prose reads easily,
even in some of the more technical sec-
tions, and the book is short enough to fin-
ish within a couple of hours.
Whathe setout todo ishumanisea face-

less institution, of which he is rather fond,
and teach a little economic history along
theway.As such, it’s a good introduction to
the IMF.
Philip Aldrick is economics editor

cutting crew The IMF takes the blame for Greece’s austerity measures, which can be convenient for local politicians

Dirty Northern
B*st*rds! and other
Tales from the
Terraces: The Story
of Britain’s Football
Chants
by Tim Marshall
Elliott & Thompson, 224pp
£8.99 ** £8.54; ebook £7.56

Dirty Northe

Sing when you’re losing

I
love football chants, and TimMarshall
has done an excellent job of assem-
bling and analysing some of the best
ones. In a sense, however, his book is
misleading. Any non-fan who, having

enjoyedMarshall’s account, then attends a
game expecting to encounter the wit and
warmth he describes is destined to be dis-
appointed. The average fixture tends to
yield a “who are ya”, a “she fell over”, poss-
ibly a “back to yer s***hole, yer going back
to yer s***hole” or something of that
nature. Rudimentary wit, let alone the
near-Wildean flashes Marshall relates, is
in short supply. I should imagine the expe-
rience would be akin to hearing a greatest
hits collection, then going to see the band
in question and them insisting on playing
all the tuneless dross from their experi-
mental new album.
Still, can’t blameMarshall for sticking to

the good stuff. And who could fail to be
tickled by such classics as “your teeth are
offside” (directed at Luis Suárez), “big
f***ing pylon, it’s just a big f***ing pylon”
(sung under the Eiffel Tower by fans
following their team in Paris), “you’re s***
and you’re nearly Welsh” (an accusation

levelled by away fans at either Bristol
club) or the inspired Huddersfield
Town hymn to striker Lee Novak:
“We’ve got Novak, we’ve got Nova-a-
ak, our carpets are filthy, we’ve got
Novak.” Think about it.
As Marshall says, this is the stuff of

pantomime, onlywith lotsmore swear-
ing. And both panto and swearing are
very funny. As are civic, regional and
national stereotypes — well, up to a point
anyway, and Marshall does a good job of
identifying where banter (rough, crude,
occasionally brutal but banter nonethe-
less) ends and outright abuse begins. He’s
also good on the self-deprecating, verging
on poignant, nature of many chants. “We
lose every week, we lose every week,
you’re nothing special, we lose every
week” is not only funny, but also sad, and
somehow quintessentially British. He
should have put in that one from the Sta-
dium of Light when a high-flyingNewcas-
tle were taunting struggling Sunderland
with “going down, going down, going
down” and the mackems hit back with “so
are we, so are we, so are we”.
If that comes close to collective genius,

I’d have liked to read more about those
chants that, despite remaining popular
with certain clubs, are so naff they make
any sentient fan’s toes curl up with shame.
I offer one (infrequently, for obvious rea-
sons) heard at my own team’s ground, the
KCstadium,homeof themightyHullCity.
If ever City are two or more goals up, half
the crowd insists on singing “mauled by
the Tigers, you’re getting mauled by the

Tigers” to the accompaniment of a rather
effeminate scratchingmime.The rest of us
look at our shoes and hope it’ll stop.
I’d have liked it too ifMarshall, a veteran

reporter on Sky TV, had employed his in-
vestigative skills to trackdownoneof the
individuals who actually invents these
chants. To be fair, though, as with find-
ing out who wrote traditional folk
songs, or came up with certain jokes,
that’s probably an impossible task.
What isn’t impossible, however, is
avoiding themistake of saying the 1974
World Cup took place in Argentina,
when it was inWest Germany that year.

Argentina hosted in 1978.
If that was a slip of the pen, the error on

pages 43-44, when Marshall is writing
about how many chants are fuelled by
longstanding political and economic local
rivalries, is plain egregious. “Twenty years
after the miners’ strike of 1982,” he relates,
“fans fromYorkshire clubswere still taunt-
ing Nottingham Forest and Notts County
fans with ‘Who let the miners down? —
Nottingham — Nottingham!’ ” Marshall,
as a northerner, and as a senior journalist,
should know that the miners’ strike began
in 1984 and ended in 1985.
One for the second edition, that — a

second edition which, on balance, would
be well-deserved.

Robert Crampton

voice of the people If you’ve run out
of witty chants, you can always point

Money and Tough
Love: On Tour with
the IMF
by Liaquat Ahamed
Visual Editions, 208pp
£25 ** £22.50
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E
lvis Presley’s death in 1977 was a
last-days-of-Rome moment that
punk rock, then riding high,
sought to cleanse. Presleywas the
first entertainer of the pop age to

take on the significance of a religious icon
—a kingwho had to be destroyed in order
to be deified. No wonder his death at 42,
which Dylan Jones seeks to make cultural
sense of, had such an impact. “It was the
idea of Elvis that we were mourning,”
writes Jones, “asmuchas themanhimself.”
Jones has set himself a difficult task in

constructing a book about Presley’s death
that incorporates the rise of punk and the
significance of both. While Elvis Has Left
the Building slips between historical fact,
anecdote and conjecture in an easy style it
is a struggle to find the narrative. The
result is a study on the death of Elvis Pres-
ley that falls short of being fleshed out and

The Rotten end
of King Elvis
Elvis Presley and the
rise of punk rock prove
an unwieldy double act,
saysWill Hodgkinson

shaped into a complete work. A tough edi-
tor would have been needed to impose
order on the mass of personal reflection,
period detail and outright fantasy. In the
clear absenceof that,we’re leftwith a good
idea that never takes off and a lingering
suspicion that this was a pet project for
Jones, a style writer whomaybe wanted to
reburnish his pop-cultural credentials
after going so mainstream that he pub-
lished a book of interviews with David
Cameron.
The Elvis Presley of 1977 gave the punks

a lot to rail against. The goldenboyof 1954,
who took Arthur Crudup’s blues That’s All
Right into Sun Studios in Memphis and
introduced thewhiteworld toblackAmer-
ican music through his version of it, was
long gone, corrupted bymoney and excess
and castrated by a decade of starring in
terriblemovies at the behest of hismoney-
mad manager “Colonel” Tom Parker.
“As he swelled, so did his music,” wrote

one Elvis fan, and by the mid-Seventies,
when Presley was ensconced in Las
Vegas, his youthful sex appeal swelled in-
tomiddle-aged lasciviousness. By the end
well-heeled housewives were piling into
the Showroom Internationale to watch
Presley “grind like some hen-night strip-
per”. This was all a long way from Heart-
break Hotel.
Life was even more depraved offstage.

Alice Cooper recalls meeting Presley in
Las Vegas in 1971, alongside Liza Minnelli
and the porn actress Linda Lovelace. All
were awed at the chance of an audience
with the singer, but on their arrival at his
penthouse suite Presley took out a loaded
gun and ordered Cooper to hold it to the
King’s head. Then he did a flying kick,
pinned Cooper to the ground by his neck,

and said: “That’s how you stop aman with
a gun.”
There was also the massive intake of

food andnarcotics. Three batches of drugs
a day were administered by Presley’s
bodyguards, alongside meals of two or
three cheeseburgers, five or six banana
splits and, as a snack, a Fool’s Gold: a
hollow loaf filled with a jar of peanut
butter, a jar of grape jam and a pound of
bacon. With the drugs destabilising his
bladderand sphinctermusclesPresleywas
soiling himself regularly. It was either that
or constipation. Nowonder he died on the
toilet.
The flipside of this is the rise of punk

rock, an oddly puritanical movement
despite its anarchic intent. “I didn’t asso-
ciate Elvis with Sid Vicious’s gold lamé
jacket or John Lydon’s red Robot shoes,”
writes Jones, implicitly acknowledging the
styledebtpunkowed toPresley. “I sawhim
as an old fart listened to by taxi drivers,
grandmothers and ageing Teds.”
Punk rock was all about connecting,

with Joe Strummer of theClash shrugging
off a public school past to reposition him-
self as amanof thepeople, andPresleywas
the apotheosis of the cut-off superstar,
cocooned within a bubble of money and
celebrity and accessible to nobody. Jones
recalls seeing the Ramones at the tiny
Friars Club in Aylesbury in 1977, a few
months before Presley died, and feeling
thathewas inside “aphysical environment
of noise”. Presley could only have ever un-
derstood the sound of the Ramones as just
that: noise.
There are lengthy digressions in which

Jones imagines what might have hap-
pened had Presley lived — such as per-
forming cover versions of David Bowie
songs in the earlyEighties— that serve no
clear purpose. The link between punk and
Presley is tenuous too; beyond the timing
of Presley’s death it’s mostly down to the
rock’n’roll fashions the punks appropriat-
ed. As interesting and as colourful as
Dylan Jones’s observations are, Elvis Has
Left The Building doesn’t hang together.

the king and her Elvis Presley and girlfriend Linda Thompson leave a concert in 1976, the year before his death
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Deutschland über Allah

A
fghanistan has been a thorn in
the flesh of the British, Russian
and American empires. Each
has invaded the country and,
through bullying and back-

handers, attempted to subdue its people
andsuborn its rulers.The resulthasalways
been defeat and humiliation.
It was the same for theGermanswho, in

1915, tried to enlist Afghanistan as an ally
against Britain. A handful of Germans
travelled to Kabul armed only with
presents and promises. The presiding gen-
ius behind this ambitious venture was
KaiserWilhelmII,who just before theout-
break of war had been hatching a plot “to
inflame thewholeMohammedanworld to
wild revolt” against Britain. Always a man
to think big, he dreamt of a global jihad,
fomented and funded by Germany, that
woulddrive theBritishoutof Indiaand, for
thatmatter, Russia out ofCentralAsia and
France out of North Africa. Muslim sol-
diers would mutiny and British and
French troops would be pulled out of the
trenches to save tottering empires. Need-
less to say, the German empire had few
Muslim subjects.

Germany’s ally Turkey obliged and in
November 1915 the Sultan Mehmed V,
speaking as Caliph, called on all Sunni
Muslims to fight a jihad against the Allies.
Thereafter, and in the interests of efficien-
cy, German diplomats and agents took
control of operations. The sidelined Turks
muttered about “DeutschlandüberAllah”.
German propagandists fanned jihadic
passion across the Middle East and Ger-
man gold tempted Muslim grandees.
We are in the world of John Buchan’s

Greenmantle, a universe inhabited by
audacious and resourceful adventurers
who intrigued under cover in wild, remote
regions and decided the fate of empires.
Germany had its own Richard Hannays
and Sandy Arbuthnots, plucky chaps who
knew the languages and the wiles of the
Orient. This fascinating book follows the
fortunes of two: Oskar von Niedermayer
and Otto von Hentig, who led a party of
diplomats and agitators from Damascus
across over the deserts of northern Persia
to Kabul. It was tough-going, with intense
heat, dust storms, foul water, local distem-
pers, venomous nocturnal snakes and
Cossack patrols.

The objective was to persuade Habibul-
lah the Amir of Afghanistan to transform
his country into a springboard for political
and religious uprisings throughout India
that would destabilise the British Raj.
Inducements included a cinema projector
and pledges of artillery and machine-
guns. TheAmir listened courteously,wrig-

gled, and, after sixmonths of negotiations,
Niedermayer concluded that he was not
“the type of black chieftain who could be
induced by a gift of a few glass beads to
undertake a fanatical war against our
enemies”.
Geography and the Amir’s canniness

had scuppered theGermanmission. It had
had great difficulty in reaching Kabul and
there was no reason to believe that
consignments of arms and ammunition
would make the same journey unhin-
dered. Furthermore, Habbibullah was a
downy bird who preferred to stay neutral
until it was clear which side would win. To
antagonise Britain and his northern
neighbour Russia simultaneously was
foolhardy for his dynasty and his country.
In May 1916 the Germans began their

perilous journey home, much to the relief
of the British and Indian intelligence
agencies which had kept a close eye on
events in Kabul. Meanwhile, in Arabia,
another daring young intelligence officer,
TE Lawrence, was arranging gold and
guns for Arab nationalist insurgents.
Jules Stewart, a freelance journalist, has

uncovered the amazing details of one of
the greatmight-have-beens of history and
written an exciting story. It would make a
wonderful and spectacular adventure film.
Steven Spielberg take note.

Lawrence James

a german jihad Sultan Mehmet
meets Kaiser Wilhelm in Istanbul
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Britain’s youngest head chef: ‘I
started working in a kitchen at 12’
Chef Luke Thomas,
now 20, has a
cookery book out
and is about to
take on a third
restaurant. Lydia
Slater meets him

home in Connah’s Quay, north Wales.
While his mother was at work, his
grandmother taught him her repertoire
of traditional British comfort food; they
also grew their own vegetables in the
back garden. “We didn’t have lots of
money to buy nice food; it was things
like liver and bacon chops. I’d always try
everything — I remember buying just
one oyster from the supermarket when
I was about 11. I spat it straight out.”
Another early inspiration was Jamie

Oliver, who was then starring in The
Naked Chef. Thomas had to watch in
secret (his grandmother assumed from
the title that the show would be
unsuitable) and became fascinated by

Oliver’s relaxed approach to
cooking. “He wasn’t

measuring out little bits of
flour and salt, he was
more — ‘Let’s just
throw it in and it needs
a bit of lemon.’
I just loved watching
Jamie every day.”
Consequently, before

Thomas even arrived at
Connor’s Quay high

school, he had decided
to be a chef. His uncle

arranged work experience at a
local butcher’s, where he learnt to

break down carcasses into their
constituent parts. And from the age of
12 he would head off after school to a
boutique hotel, Soughton Hall, where he
worked unpaid, peeling carrots, just for
the sheer joy of it.
One half term he went to work at

Heston Blumenthal’s Fat Duck. Didn’t
his fellow classmates think he was a bit
weird? “I was ‘That cooking boy’,” he
agrees. “It was probably a bit abnormal.
But food was my thing, it was all I
wanted to do.” By his third year he had

negotiated Fridays off so he could go to
his local college to take his City & Guilds
qualifications. Having appeared on
Junior MasterChef and Market Kitchen,
he was approached aged 18 by
restaurateur and hotelier Fuller to run
the restaurant in his Berkshire hotel.
The takeover was filmed for a BBC

Three documentary, Britain’s Youngest
Head Chef, in which Fuller revealed that
he had teamed up with Thomas without
tasting any of his food, having spotted
a PR opportunity. Inevitably, there was
something of a backlash against this
precocious teen. It’s been suggested by
some in the industry that Thomas hasn’t
paid sufficient dues to be a really great
chef; he should have learnt his craft at
the apron strings of a Ramsay or a Pierre
White. “There are no criteria to be a
chef,” Thomas says. “It just so happened
that my route was the route I took.”
A couple of years ago, when asked for

his ambition, he declared that he wanted
his first Michelin star by the time he was
21. Age, ahem, seems to have mellowed
him somewhat. “If it happens, great, but
it’s at the back of my list now.”
At any rate, Luke’s Cookbook has few

pretensions to Michelin fanciness. His
favourite recipe in it is for cheese and
pineapple sticks, but instead of cheddar
and tinned fruit, Thomas’s version
involves goat’s cheese and caramelising
fresh pineapple. “It’s so delicious and
moreish, but simple. My style is refined
comfort food, an old-school favourite
that everyone will recognise, stripped
down and reinvented.”
Thomas still lives at home with

his mum in north Wales, and divides
his time between the restaurants in
Berkshire and Oxfordshire. “I’m quite
sad, I don’t really have a life outside
food,” he says. Well, he’s got plenty of
time to change that.

W
hat’s on the menu
when the nation’s
youngest head
chef is manning
the stoves? Beans
on toast? Jelly
and ice cream?

Well, yes. Those are indeed two of the
recipes in 20-year-old Luke Thomas’s
first cookbook. Although they’re more
sophisticated than you might assume:
the beans recipe, for instance, calls for
podded broad beans, ricotta and fresh
mint to be piled on to sourdough. Heinz
and sliced white it ain’t.
Meeting Thomas in the Sanctum Soho

Hotel in London, I am introduced to
a youth who looks even younger than
his tender years. Only the gold Rolex
on his wrist and his disconcerting
self-confidence give a clue to his status.
At 12, Thomas was doing work

experience in a restaurant kitchen; at 15,
he beat 7,500 competitors to win the
FutureChef competition; at 18 he was the
youngest competitor to appear on the
Great British Menu. In the same year, he
became Britain’s youngest head chef
when he took over the restaurant at
Mark Fuller’s boutique Berkshire hotel
Sanctum on the Green. Now, as well as
Luke’s Dining Room, he is chef-patron of
a bistro called Luke’s Broadway at
the famous Cotswolds pub,
the Lygon Arms.
A third restaurant, to
be called Luke’s
something else (he
hasn’t decided what
yet) opens in Chester
this autumn.
Does he ever

wonder how he’s come
so far, so fast? “No, not
really,” he says, which I
suppose is how he has
managed it. “[Chef] Brian
Turner said to me, when I opened the
first restaurant, ‘The problem is that
you’re on a rollercoaster now. You can’t
say can we slow down, you have to ride
it and enjoy every moment.’
“Even from the age of 12, working in

my first restaurant, I remember on my
first night 150 people came in for dinner.
I thought: ‘Oh my word!’ But you just go
with it and it becomes part of the buzz.”
Fortunately, Thomas has always been

absolutely sure of what he wanted to do.
He recalls, as a little boy, “cooking”
brussels sprouts on a pretend stove at

Makes 12
Ingredients
100g goat’s cheese
¼ fresh pineapple, peeled
50g plain flour
1 egg, beaten
100g fine breadcrumbs
1 tbsp vegetable oil
1 tsp coriander seeds
1 tbsp icing sugar
12 cocktail sticks

Method
1 Mould the goat’s cheese into 12
small balls the size of a cherry
tomato, and the pineapple into
pieces the same size.
2 Tip the flour into a shallow
bowl, the egg into another bowl
and the breadcrumbs into a
third. Roll the cheese balls first in
the flour, then the egg and finally
in the breadcrumbs.
3 Heat the oil in a frying pan and
cook the breaded cheese balls
for 3-4 min, until they brown and
crisp up all over. Drain on some
kitchen roll.
4 Preheat the grill to hot. Crush
the coriander seeds in a pestle
and mortar. Arrange the
pineapple pieces on a baking
tray, dust with the icing sugar
and sprinkle over the coriander
seeds. Grill for 2 min, then
skewer a piece of pineapple then
a piece of cheese on to cocktail
sticks. Serve while still warm.

Luke’s cheese
and pineapple
on sticks

Lobster fish
finger sandwich
Makes 4
Ingredients
450g Désirée potatoes, peeled
and cut into even-sized pieces
25g butter
200g cooked lobster meat
1 tbsp Dijon mustard
1 tbsp chopped fresh chives
Juice of ½ lemon
100g plain flour, seasoned with
salt and pepper
2 eggs, beaten
100g breadcrumbs
Vegetable oil, for frying
4 English muffins
8 Little Gem lettuce leaves
For the cucumber relish
Half a cucumber (seeds
removed)
50ml olive oil
1 tbsp of wholegrain mustard
1 tbsp white wine vinegar
Juice of half a lemon

Method
1 First, bring the potatoes to the
boil over a medium heat and
cook for about 15-20 min, until
tender. Drain thoroughly, then
return to the hot pan. Mash with
the butter until smooth, but don’t
use any milk. Leave to cool.
2 When the potatoes are cool
enough to handle, gently mix
them in a bowl with the flaked
lobster, Dijon mustard, chives
and lemon juice and season with
salt and pepper.
3 Take a small handful of the
lobster mixture and shape into a
large “finger”. Repeat so you end
up with eight lobster fingers.
Place them on a plate and chill in
the fridge for an hour. While they
are chilling, make the cucumber
relish by combining all
ingredients together.
4 When you’re ready to cook the
lobster fingers, line up three
shallow bowls — one with flour,
one with beaten eggs, one with
breadcrumbs. Dip each lobster
finger first in the flour, shaking
off the excess, then in the egg
and finally the breadcrumbs, so
they are fully coated on all sides.
5 Shallow-fry the fingers in a
little oil for a couple of minutes
on each side, until golden brown.
Meanwhile, split open the
muffins and toast them under
the grill or in a toaster.
6 To serve, spread a little butter
on each muffin, and top with
two lettuce leaves, two lobster
fingers and a generous dollop
of cucumber relish.
Luke’s Cookbook by Luke
Thomas, Penguin, 256pp, £20.
To buy this book for £18, visit
thetimes.co.uk/bookshop or
call 0845 2712134

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, AMIT LENNON

Luke Thomas

Lobster fish finger
sandwich
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From Michel Roux Jr to Angela Hartnett and Giorgio Locatelli, top
chefs reveal where they go for a gourmet break. Fiona Sims

France
1 L’Herbe Rouge
Valaire, Loire
Recommended by Ed Wilson
(Terroirs, London)
Just 15 minutes drive from Blois, this
gem of a restaurant with rooms is the
kind of place you dream still exists all
over France but in reality doesn’t.
Owned by natural winemaker Thierry
Puzelat and his wife Cécile, the
restaurant with rooms (three two-
bedroom apartments) in tiny Valaire
offers delicious bourgeois cooking and
a thrilling wine list, Wilson says. “The
charcuterie is always good and the

cooking precisely in season. The wine
list is driven by local producers in
Touraine and the surrounding areas
as well as some obscurities from
further afield.”
Details Rooms cost from £150 for the
weekend (00 33 02 54 44 98 14,
restaurant-herberouge.com). Dinner
costs £20 for three courses

2 La Bastide Saint
Antoine
Recommended by Raymond Blanc
(Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’
Saisons, Oxfordshire)
“I really enjoy eating at the restaurant in
the Bastide Saint Antoine, run by my old

friend Jacques Chibois. He is a great
master — one time I had a particularly
wonderful camembert with a farci of
truffle — and his cellar holds some
special Provençal wines too. The
rooms in the 18th-century building
are either in Provençal style or
contemporary and I always feel
rested there. If you stay there, go
to St Paul de Vence and eat at the
Colombe d’Or. The food is good
and simple and the works of great
artists, who over the decades have
paid for their meals in paintings, are
scattered around the room. It had a huge
impact on me at the Manoir.”
Details Rooms cost from £316 a night,
breakfast £24pp (00 33 4 93 70 94 94,

jacqueschibois.com). Dinner costs £146
for a five-course menu

3 Château ‘Flash’
Melle, Poitou-Charentes
Recommended by Henry Harris
(Racine, London)
“This is one I recommend with my
motorcycling helmet on (it’s only for
motorcyclists),” Harris says. “In the
medieval town of Melle, this is more
pension than hotel — it’s basically three
days of stunning guided motorcycling,
with a great French dinner every night
and the opportunity to talk into the wee
hours about all manner of bike nerdery.
For confident motorcyclists, this really is
a dream weekend away.” There are seven
bedrooms, though none are en-suite.
Details A four-night stay, including
breakfast, dinner and wine, and the
guided motorcycling, costs £430
per rider, based on two sharing
(flashtours.co.uk) W

‘We watched, entranced. That
magical sight of whales alone
made the trip worthwhile’
Martin Fletcher goes fishing in northern Norway
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The chefs’ favourite foodie hotels

Raymond Blanc

La Bastide Saint
Antoine (2);
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Villa La Massa dates back to Medici
times and was converted into a hotel in
1948, so expect traditional Florentine
style. The restaurant, with its views over
the Arno river to the Rufina Hills
beyond, is overseen by chef Andrea
Quagliarella. “The food and service is
exemplary and it’s so romantic,” says
Atkins, whose second favourite thing is
to head out to a local osteria near by for
supper, Vini e Vecchi Sapori (Via dei
Magazzini 3, 00 39 055 29 30 45). “A
wonderful basket of fresh porcini greets
you as you walk in, which says
everything about this fab and
unpretentious restaurant.”
Details Rooms cost from £350, B&B (00
39 05 56 26 11, villalamassa.com). Dinner
at Osteria Vini e Vecchi Sapori costs
about £25 for three courses

hides a luxury find — Relais La
Sommita, with its 15 smart suites and
bedrooms. “It’s a lovely historic boutique
hotel in an ancient city. The food is
totally southern Italian — simple, fresh
and amazing, from sparkling raw seafood
to handmade pasta to die for. A real
gem,” Garrett says. Chef Sebastiano
Lombardi recently won a Michelin star.
Details Rooms cost from £140 (00 39
08 31 30 59 25, lasommita.it). Dinner
costs from £35 for three courses

8 Hotel Tornabuoni
Beacci Florence
Recommended by Skye Gyngell
(Spring at Somerset House, London)
On the Via de Tornabuoni, near the
River Arno, this is one of Gyngell’s
favourite hotels. “The rooms are very
simple, beautiful and elegant,” she says,
“and it has the most lovely rooftop bar. It
has sweeping views across Florence
rooftops all the way up to Fiesole. The
food is good here, but I prefer to go
around the corner to Trattoria Coco
Lezzone, in Via del Parioncino, for
bistecca Fiorentina, and then on to
Vivoli, in Via dell’Isola delle Stinche,
for gelato.”
Details Rooms cost from £100
a night (00 39 0 55 21 26 45,
tornabuonihotels.com). Dinner at
Coco Lezzone costs from £30 for
three courses

9 The Villa La Massa
Florence
Recommended by Frances Atkins (The
Yorke Arms, Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire)

local wines — the wife of the owner is
particularly knowledgeable, and chef
Charlie Mozley serves up good value
food on a daily changing menu that
makes the best of local produce. The best
time to come here, though, is when we
do — in white truffle season, in the
autumn. We eat out in some very good
neighbourhood restaurants too.”
Details Rooms cost from £155, B&B (00
39 01 41 79 38 90, lavillahotel.net).
Dinner costs £45 for four courses

6 Da Vittorio
Portopalo di Menfi, Sicily
Recommended by Giorgio Locatelli
(Locanda Locatelli, London)
“This is my favourite foodie hotel. It’s a
great place with a stunning view and
spectacular food, although there isn’t a
menu, as such. Someone will come to the
table and tell you what is available so it
may not be what you had in mind but

there is no doubt that it will be the
best of what was fished, hunted or
picked that day.”
Details B&B rooms cost from £71
(00 39 0925 78381,
ristorantevittorio.it). Dinner costs

from £40 for six courses

7 La Sommita
Ostuni, Puglia
Recommended by
Andre Garrett
(Cliveden House,
Berkshire)
The picturesque
whitewashed

hilltop town of Ostuni

4 Hotel Thoumieux Paris
Recommended by Michel Roux Jr
(Le Gavroche, London)
“This is my favourite hotel with food.
The hotel is small, well fitted out and
very Parisienne. It’s by no means a
palace but it has the added value of not
one but two great restaurants run by the
inimitable star chef Jean-François Piège.
The brasserie on the ground floor is busy
and revisits great classic dishes to give
them a contemporary twist. The first
floor is the gastronomic dining room. It
seats a maximum of 20 and looks more
like a living room than a traditional
restaurant. The food is firmly based on
classic skill and technique yet it is light,
innovative and has a sense of love that
food should have.”
Details Rooms from £158 (00 33 1 47 05
49 75, thoumieux.fr). Dinner in the
brasserie costs from £34 for three
courses

Italy
5 La Villa Hotel
Mombaruzzo,
Piedmont
Recommended by Eddie Hart
(Quo Vadis, London)
“I would not hesitate to
recommend this place
near Asti for foodies.
The hotel is run by an
incredibly charming
English couple, and
offers tastefully done
up rooms. Its La Vie
restaurant sells great

18 11 9

Michel Roux Jr
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Details Dinner and room costs from
£330 a night for two (00 34 9 27
24 29 28, restauranteatrio.com)

Portugal
18 Aquapura
Douro Valley
Recommended by Matt Tebbutt
(The Foxhunter, Nantyderry,
Monmouthshire)
In eight hectares of land on the banks of
the Douro River, Aquapura has 50
rooms and suites, and 21 villas. “We
stayed here while visiting Graham’s port
lodge and vineyards. It has stunning
views of the Douro. The restaurant

serves a modern take on traditional
Portuguese dishes and provides

a great opportunity to drink
all the styles of port,”
Tebbutt says.
Details Rooms cost
from £155, B&B (00 35
12 54 66 06 00,
aquapurahotels.com).
Dinner costs from £35
for three courses

Republic
of Ireland

19 Park Hotel Kenmare
Kenmare, Co Kerry
Recommended by Rowley Leigh
(Le Café Anglais, London)
This Victorian landmark dating back to
1897 boasts views over Kenmare Bay, and
the Cork and Kerry mountains beyond,
and has an 18-hole golf course and spa.
“Everything is beautiful, with a
wonderful wine cellar and a true sense of
conviviality,” Leigh says. Chef James
Coffey makes the best of local produce.
The 46 bedrooms offer old-school
splendour, with antiques and objets d’art.
Details Rooms cost from £150 (00 35 36
46 64 12 00, parkkenmare.com). Dinner
costs £58 for three courses

20 The Tannery
Dungarvan, Co Waterford
Recommended by Richard Corrigan
(Corrigan Restaurants, London)
In a friendly seaside resort beneath the
Comeragh Mountains of Co Waterford,
The Tannery offers modern Irish
cooking at its best. Owned by Paul and
Marie Flynn, it opened in 1997 in a
disused leather warehouse. Paul is well
known to Irish TV viewers and signature
dishes include crab crème brûlée. “I
particularly love the food and the decor,
and the style of building too,” Corrigan
says. The Flynns also operate a small
hotel just around the corner, Tannery
Townhouse, with 14 smart bedrooms.
Details £45 per person for a double
room, including pastries (00 353 584
5420, tannery.ie). Dinner costs from £25
for three courses

B&B (01263 832010,
theguntonarms.co.uk). Dinner costs
from £28 for three courses

15 The Three Chimneys
Isle of Skye, Scotland
Recommended by Angela Hartnett
(Murano and Hartnett Holder & Co)
“The Three Chimneys sits in the middle of
nowhere on the Isle of Skye — the setting
is truly beautiful. When I first visited, it
was in the middle of the winter with snow
so white covering the landscape, the
beauty almost made you cry. The food is
fantastic. I love the chef/director Michael
Smith’s food and his style — he is a true
master of Scottish gastronomy. There is an
amazing array of Scottish
ingredients, from lobsters to
Black Isle beef. Their six
bedrooms have sea views.”
Details Rooms are from
£345 per night
(01470 511258,
threechimneys.co.uk).
Dinner costs £60 for
three courses

Spain
16 Sa Plana
Estellencs, Majorca
Recommended by Eddie Hart
(Quo Vadis, London)
Estellencs is a picturesque village with
streets that tumble down the hillside
from the Serra de Tramuntana mountain
behind. Sa Plana is a traditional stone-
built house with four bedrooms and a
larger suite with views over the
mountain and the sea, and also has a
swimming pool. It offers traditional local
cooking and their own wines. “Sa Plana
is a charming hotel,” Hart says.
Details Rooms cost from £78, B&B (00
34 9 71 61 86 66, saplana.com). Dinner
costs from £25 for three courses

17 Hotel Atrio
Caceres, Extremadura
Recommended by José Pizarro

(Pizarro Restaurant, London)
“What I love about this hotel is the
location — right within the old
walls of Cáceres. The town is a
Unesco World Heritage site, and
there is a peacefulness that makes
it a perfect weekend destination.
Then there’s the food, of course,

which is the main attraction
for me, not to mention
the views from the
restaurant,” Pizarro says.
Chefs José Polo and
Toño Perez have won
two Michelin stars for
their cooking, and for
their wine cellar. Pizarro
says the squid with pig’s

ear is a dish he will never
forget.

This is Exeter’s quirkiest boutique hotel,
its 59 rooms kitted out in mid-century
furniture and contemporary artwork
housed in what used to be The West of
England Eye Hospital. “I love the
style of the place, but it’s chef Ben
Bulger’s cooking, made with fresh,
local ingredients and offering a menu
of crowd-pleasers, which makes you
want to go back again and again,”
Outlaw says. Dishes include grilled
quail, smoked aubergine and
pomegranate, accompanied by an
interesting selection of wines.
Details Rooms cost from £160,
B&B (01392 281000,
themagdalenchapter.com). Dinner costs
from £26 for three courses

13 The Gallivant
Camber Sands, East Sussex
Recommended by Henry Harris
(Racine, London)
New England meets Old (1950s) England
at this 20-bedroom hotel, a shell’s throw
across the dunes to one of Britain’s best
beaches and a short drive from Rye.
The wild Romney salt marshes provide
chef Ben Fisher with some of his
produce. “It’s good local produce cooked
by an enthusiastic young chef, who has
worked at The French Laundry among
other great dining spots,” Harris says.
Expect dishes such as Rye frito misto,
roast turbot with Jerusalem artichoke

and lemon, and
Winchelsea salt

marsh lamb with
garlic aubergine
and buttery
mash.

Details Rooms
cost from £125

(01797 225057,
thegallivanthotel.com). Dinner costs
from £32 for three courses

14 The Gunton Arms
Thorpe Market, Norfolk
Recommended by Kevin Mangeolles
(The Neptune, Old Hunstanton,
Norfolk)
An old hunting lodge in the middle
of a deer park, the Gunton Arms
was taken over in 2009 by
an art dealer, Ivor Braka, so
there is original artwork
everywhere. “It might sound
and look rather grand but it has
a very relaxed feel — it’s almost
like staying at a friend’s house,”
Mangeolles says. “The
restaurant is also casual
— chef Stuart Tattersall,
who is ex-Mark Hix,
cooks in an open
kitchen, serving up
great rustic food. A
highlight is the duck
hearts on toast.”
Details Rooms cost
from £95 a night,

UK
10 Monachyle Mhor
Hotel Lochearnhead,
Perthshire
Recommended by Tom Kitchin
(The Kitchin Restaurant, Edinburgh)
With 14 bedrooms, this hotel is run by
chef Tom Lewis and his wife Lisa May,
with Tom’s brother Dick. “This is a
Scottish hidden gem in an idyllic spot
overlooking the Lochs Daine and Voile,”
Kitchin says. “It’s a real family-run
business and some of the
produce is sourced
right on their
doorstep.”
Details Rooms cost
from £235 a night,
B&B (01877 384622,
mhor.net). Dinner costs
£55 for three courses

11 The Pig Brockenhurst,
Hampshire
Recommended by Mark Hix
(Hix Restaurants, London)
Even the cancellation list is long here,
such is the success of Robin and Judy
Hutson’s New Forest gem, the first of
four Pig hotels. “The Hutsons have
created fantastic and stylish affordable
rooms that make you want to go back,”
Hix says. “The chef James Golding used
to work for me and has worked his
magic on local and foraged produce
from the forest. They also grow their
own fruit, vegetables and herbs. James
does his own smoking and curing too,
which makes the menu unique.”
Details Rooms cost from £139 (0845
0779494, thepighotel.com). Dinner costs
about £34 for three courses

12 The Magdelan
Chapter Exeter, Devon
Recommended by Nathan Outlaw
(St Enodoc Hotel, Cornwall)
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Three men in a boat — fishing
They may not have
caught many cod
or halibut, but
Martin Fletcher and
friends relished the
scenery and wildlife
in the Arctic Circle

T
he early morning was
already sublime—amirror-
smooth Norwegian fjord
flanked by snowcapped
mountains beneath a per-
fect sky, all painted in shades
of ethereal blue, with not

another boat in sight. That was when we
spotted the first sleek dorsal fin and
smooth black back of awhale breaking the
surface of thewater a hundred yards away.
Then another appeared, and another.

Within minutes the fjord was alive with
long-finned pilot whales — a pod here, a
pod there, dozens of them, scores of them,
a hundred or more, all heading up the
fjord, the silence broken by the sound of
the two-tonnemammals arcing gracefully
through the water.
Soon they were all around us, so close

that we could hear the clickingwithwhich
they talk to each other. They were swim-
ming right up to our boat before diving
beneath it. We watched their 15-foot
bodies sliding through the water a mere
yard or two below the surface. “Oh my
God,” our guide cried in delight as we
watched, amazed, a spectacular perform-
ance seemingly staged for us alone. “I’ve
never seen anything like this.”
I had anticipated no such drama a few

days earlier when Matthew, an old school
friend, had proposed a fishing trip to
northern Norway with him and his son,
Simon. Threemen in a boat, he had said. A
sea heaving with fish, he had promised. I
was dubious. Angling is hardly my forte,
and it seemed a long way to go for a three-
day weekend. Having no other plans, I
swallowed the bait.
A two-hour flight took us to grey and

rainy Oslo. Another 90-minute hop
carried us well above the Arctic Circle’s
line of latitude to the town of Bodo.
As we flew, the clouds cleared to reveal

the fractured coast in all its fabled glory—
a Tolkienesque world of jagged moun-
tains, glacier-scoured fjords and a glisten-
ing, island-studded sea. From Bodo we
drove30minutes toa scatteringofbrightly
painted summer homes at Saltstraumen,
which overlooks a narrow channel linking
Saltfjord and Skjerstadfjord. There we
admiredanother great spectacle. Every six
hours, 400 million cubic metres of water
are forced through that channel by tides,
creating raging currents and fearsome
whirlpools that together form the biggest
maelstrom in the world. The maelstrom
oxygenates the water, attracting the krill
and the herrings that attract the giant cod
and halibut that attract fishermen.

We checked into a clean but basic self-
catering apartment in one of the two-
storey wooden buildings of the Saltstrau-
men Brygge fishing lodge. We booked a
boat andguide, expecting anold, leathery-
skinned Norwegian male. Instead we got
Matilda, a 17-year-old and inevitably
blonde Swede who won the Nordic junior
women’s ice-fishing championship last
winter by hauling 12 pounds of perch from
a frozen lake in a mere four hours. In high
spirits, we drank beer and barbecued rein-
deer sausages while watching the summer
sun descend to kiss the mountains to the
north without ever actually setting.
Early the next morning, we nosed gin-

gerly through the channel then sped down
the fjord towards the sea, which is where

we encountered thewhales. For a full hour
wewatched, entranced.Thatmagical sight
alone made the trip worthwhile, which
was just as well because the great hauls of
enormous fish that we had so confidently
expected proved inexplicably elusive.
We spent all Saturday on the water,

catching nothing, and returned to the
camp that evening to find a group of Aus-
trian men gutting and filleting industrial
quantities of cod. “I’ve never known any-
one come here and not catch a fish,” Kurt
Jeppesen, the camp manager, exclaimed.
Our pride hurt, we went out again after

dinner to fish beneath themidnight sun—
“You can sleep when you’re dead,” Matt
said. We caught a few small coalfish, but
only one cod big enough to eat. We

The clouds
cleared to
reveal the
fractured
coast in all its
fabled glory

2 miles

NORWAY

Arctic
Circle

Saltfjord

SkjerstadfjorSkjerstjerstadfjord
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Once again the Austrians appeared to
have caught every last one.
Yet it hardlymattered. The weather was

gorgeous, the air pure, the light crystal
clear. To glide through the empty fjords
and between the islands of that still and
silent sea; to watch porpoises frolicking in
thewater and sea eagles circling overhead;
to spot moose on a forest edge or to clam-
ber up amountainside for another stupen-
dous view — all that was reward enough.
It seemed hard to believe that you could

reach thismagical, pristine world in a long
weekend from London, and the 24-hour
daylightmade it seemavery longweekend
indeed. The codmay not have bitten, but I
flew home at 7am that Monday morning
well and truly hooked.

returned shortly before 1am to find the
Austrians busily processing another boat-
load of those coveted fish.
Sunday was little better. Kurt told us

precisely where to go. A fellow guest who
worked for Denmark’s Angling Times lent
us different tackle. Our boat’s radar
showed shoals of fish swimming blithely
beneath our craft. We tried the sea, the
fjord, the fringes of the maelstrom itself.
However, my suspicion that Matilda’s real
expertise was confined to ice-fishing was
confirmed by our failure to catch even
herring to use as bait for bigger fish.
Onceagainwestayedoutpastmidnight.

Once again we caught coalfish until we
tired of them, but returned halibut-less
and with just three cod big enough to eat.

the fjords of northern Norway

Getting there
Norwegian Air (norwegian.com) has
flights to Bodo via Oslo in August from
about £250. It is a two-hour flight to
Oslo, then a 90-minute flight to Bodo.
Where to stay
An apartment and boat for four people
at Saltstraumen Brygge costs about
8,100 Norwegian krone or £770 for
three nights (sfc.no) in the summer.
You must be 34 or older to drive the
boat without a licence.

Need to
know

The quiet art of fly-fishing — with
children in tow — in north Devon
Who do you call when you want
to drag your children away from
their iPads to stand in the middle
of a river in deepest Devon and
learn the quiet art of fly-fishing?
If you’ve any sense you call Tim
Huish, local B&B owner, demon
ghillie — and teen wrangler.
In the past five years, there

has been something like a 50
per cent drop in the number of
children picking up fishing rods,
but if anyone can reverse that
trend it’s Huish, thanks to his
short-trousered enthusiasm and
endless patience. The appeal
of fly-fishing for children, he
explains, is that they can keep
moving — “it’s not like sitting by
a canal under an umbrella” — so
they don’t get bored.
With my somewhat mutinous

14 and 11-year-olds kitted out in
waders, we head for the
stretch of the river
Mole that belongs
to our hotel,
Highbullen,
crossing
private
gardens and
bounding
over an
electric fence
to reach the
beat. It’s a good
day for it — warm
and calm. “Fly-fishing
is a delicate art — the only
thing that can destroy it is a
strong wind,” Huish says.
First they learn to cast on

grass (see above). It is as poetic
as it sounds. The rod may look
like a wand, he says, but they
can’t wave it around like Harry
Potter if they’re to grasp the
technique. Half an hour of
rhythmic swishing and oodles of
encouragement later — “Yes, I
know it’s very boring but you will
get it right in the end” — they’ve
got the hang of it (all that wrist
action with a Wii remote had to
pay off sometime) and are itch-
ing to have a proper go.
After a theatrical rummage,

Huish produces his box of trout
tempters — a small case of gold-
beaded flies. He explains the
difference between nymphs and
bushy hackles (wet flies that sit
underwater and dry flies that sit
on the surface) and where the
skill is in enticing your quarry to
choose it from the alternatives
floating by. “There’s a lot to learn,
but if you get really involved you
can learn to tie your own flies
and dream of the river during
the close season,” Huish says,

hopefully, holding up a fetching
gold-ribbed hare’s ear nymph for
inspection. My two look slightly
bemused, but after soaking up
his tales of bagging two or three
salmon trout in a day, and how
the joy of spending the day on
the river, where spotting king-
fishers, otters and dippers is
almost — but not quite — as
important as catching fish, their
hopes are high. And when Huish
catches a brown trout during his
demo (but throws it back) they’re
all set for a bumper haul.
Sadly, despite several hours in

the middle of the river patiently
wading about and casting and a
lot of near misses, the only thing
they catch is a branch on the
opposite bank. We have nothing
to take back to Highbullen for
the chef to cook, but no matter —

much to my surprise, the
morning has been a

storming success.
“It was unique
and I’d love to
have another
go,” my 14-
year-old says.
The 11-year-
old’s verdict:
“Cool.” Yes,
they’re hooked.
Fly-fishing is

just one of the
activities we try at the

hotel, a restored Arts and
Crafts-movement mansion plus
cottages that sits in 125 acres of
bucolic loveliness between the
Exmoor and Dartmoor National
Parks. There’s also clay-pigeon
shooting, tennis coaching, golf
and swimming in indoor and
outdoor pools. However, it’s the
fishing that’s been the highlight
and, as we tuck into grilled brill
in the Devon View restaurant, we
wistfully imagine how it would
have been even better to wolf
down the one that got away . . .
Julia Brookes

Need to know
Julia Brookes was a guest of
the Highbullen Hotel (01769
540561, highbullen.co.uk) in
Chittlehamholt in North Devon.
Double rooms start at £129 B&B
in July and August. Family rooms
start at £204 B&B. Fishing costs
£30 per day (to use Highbullen’s
stretch of river). The cost
of a ghillie per day is £100.
Highbullen also has a two-night
fishing package costing £309 for
two people including half board.
The salmon and trout season
runs until the end of September.

Saltstraumen in
northern Norway,
and below from left,
Martin Fletcher’s
guide Matilda; Bodo;
and the tidal current
in Saltstraumen

PATRICIA HAMILTON/GETTY IMAGES; ALAMY
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Barcelos on the Portuguese
Coastal Way; at a milestone,
left; Cappela de Boa Nova, a
church en route; a beach by
Baiona; Clérigos Tower, Porto

Walking holiday

From Portugal to Santiago on a
Hitting the Portuguese Coastal Way,
Lizzie Enfield and family find a land that’s
a world away from the tourist hotspots

“C
aminho com crian-
ças?” the waiter asks,
and I wonder if his
question has to do
with our order.We are
seated in a rough-
hewn, rustic restau-

rant right on the coast in the resort of
Apúlia. It’s busy, even though it’s out of
season, suggesting thatACabana’s reputa-
tion as one of Portugal’s top 50 restaurants
is deserved. To be honest, whatever we ate
would be manna from heaven. My two
children (14 and 11) and I have just walked
16km and we’re starving.
I pull outmy phrase book, hoping that it

will shed light onwhat thewaiter is saying,
anddiscover it’s “Caminhowith children?”
I nod and he smiles, disappears and re-
turns almost immediatelywith bread, oliv-
es and a plate of smoked Portuguese sau-
sage, an entrée to the grilled sardines
which will follow.
“Muito resistentes,” he says and claps.
I think he’s applauding the children’s

“great resilience,” rather than the food,
which isequally ifnotmoredeservingofac-
clamation, and which we fall on, ravenous.
His reaction is typical of our reception

along the route dubbed the “friendlyCam-
inho” — the Portuguese Coastal Way,
which leads to the pilgrimage site of Santi-
ago de Compostela. Not all, but a great
number of roads lead to Santiago and
some are a bit like the summit of Mount
Everest: clogged with tourists, wearily
making their way towards its pinnacle, the
magnificent Romanesque cathedral,
where the bones of St James are interned.

More crowded today than it was in
medieval times, the route has become a
magnet for pilgrims of all persuasions;
some on religious journeys, others on per-
sonal spiritual or physical quests. Join it
fromFranceorSpainandyou’remore like-
ly to spend your time greeting fellow trav-
ellers than in quiet reflection.
Yet the Portuguese Coastal Caminho

(CaminhodaSendaLitoral),which starts in
Porto and winds north along the Atlantic
coast, isaquieter,morepeacefulalternative.
It is the route favoured by the writer Paulo
Coelho and used byQueen Isabella of Por-
tugal in the 13th century and is shorter than
any of the others; possible to complete in 11
days, comparedwith the fiveweeks needed
to hike fromSt Jean Pied de Port in France.
We walked just the first leg: five days

fromPorto to Baiona in Galicia, an appeal-
ing resort with castellated medieval walls,
where Columbus landed in 1493, after
reaching America. There’s a replica of the
Pinta, the surprisingly small ship in which
he made the voyage, in the harbour not far
from a tempting line up of tapas bars.
However, this trail is not just a fast track

to Santiago, it is more a passage though a
Portugal which is a world away from the
touristy Algarve and the bustle of Lisbon;
a placewhere little English is spoken, agri-
culture is predominant and history is in
evidence on every winding cobbled street
and coastal track.
Before setting out we explored the Un-

esco heritage site of Porto, with its colour-
ful tiled buildings, wide waterfront and
eponymous fortified wines. The city is

stuffed with architectural gems from the
iconic Clérigos Tower, which dominates
the skyline, themodernist Casa daMúsica
and Gustave Eiffel’s precursor to Paris —
the metal arched Dom Luis Bridge. The
highlight for the children was the Livraria
Lello bookshop, with its neogothic façade
andcurvaceousdual staircase—the inspi-
ration for Hogwarts’ moving ones.
Onour first day’swalkingwehugged the

coast, bouncing through dunes, along an
impressive network of wooden board-
walks, skirting the edges of rugged Atlan-
tic beaches. We discovered the remains of
stone tanks, used by the Romans to make
the fermented fish sauce, garum,while far-
ther out to sea lay the remains of the En-
glish steamer Veronese, wrecked in 1913
and a SecondWorldWar German subma-
rine, Alemão — enough evidence of car-
nage to put a smile on the face of a weary
11-year-old boy.
His sister tookmore delight in the sight-

ing of an egret as we passed through the
Mindelo bird reserve on the outskirts of
Vila do Conde. This medieval shipyard,
dominated by the imposing 14th-century
monastery of Santa Clara, eventually
morphs into the busier resort of Póvoa de
Varzim, home, among other things, to one
of Portugal’s most famous bullrings.
Half an hour’s walk from our hotel,

opposite Póvoa de Varzim’s imposing art
deco casino, and we are heading through
eucalyptus forests and out-of-season de-
serted tourist villages into an agricultural
area. Potato pickers on their hands and
knees wish us “Bom Caminho” cheerily,

Lizzie Enfield and two of
her children travelled as
guests of Camino Ways
(caminoways.com). To
walk the Portuguese
coastal route from Porto
to Baiona takes six days
and costs from £498pp
for accommodation,
luggage transportation
and guided walking
notes and route maps.

How to get there
TAP Portugal (0345 601
0932, flytap.com) flies
from Gatwick to Porto
from £121 return.
Lizzie Enfield’s latest
novel Living With It is
published by Myriad
Editions (£8.99)

Need to
know

Porto

Barcelos

Pontevedra

Ponte de
Lima

Vigo

Baiona

Santiago de
Compostela

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

25 miles

PORTUGAL

SPAIN
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“And are we going all that way?” my
daughter wonders.
This has been a trip outside their usual

comfort zone.Yet they’ve risen to the chal-
lenge of walking 25-30km each day and
foundways to copewith the hardships and
boredom that balance the excitement.
Theychat, theysingand theypretend tobe
making video blogs. “We’ve basically been
walking all day, and tomorrow we are
going to walk all day.”
They also look out for each other.
“Kitty, what size are your walking

boots?” my son asks.
Hisolder sisterhas terribleblisters. “Per-

haps we could swap?”
This sort of solicitousness is unheard of

back home.
As we remove our boots for the final

time, having reached the spot where Co-
lumbus docked with his world-changing
news, we feel someof the sense of achieve-
ment the explorermust have experienced.
“Porto seems such a long time ago,” both
children agree, as we look out from the
grounds of the parador towards the Cíes
Islands, bathed in a spectacular sunset.
And it’s true. We may not have crossed

oceans and continents butwe’ve covered a
variety of terrains and pushed through
enough personal barriers to feel pleased
withourselves.And,asever,wearehungry.
Heading for a table outside the superb

Gastrobar El Gordo, we soak up the last of
the evening sun, then tuck into a selection
ofmouthwatering tapas brought to us by a
smilingwaiter, before toasting the “friend-
ly Caminho” and all who walk on it.

walking trail along the coast
Last-minute family breaks
Cornwall
Stay in a remote wooden cabin set
within a pine forest on a break
offered by Forest Holidays (03330
110495, forestholidays.co.uk). The
cabins at Deerpark are dotted
around an ancient millpond —
all with terraces and some in
treehouses. The price for a week
for four staying in a Silver Birch
cabin with a hot tub is from £1,547
in August, down from £1,820; enter
the promotional code SUMMER15
when booking online.

Dorset
Perfectly located for walks along
the Jurassic Coast and close to the
Regency seaside town of Sidmouth,
the characterful Core House
Cottages, each sleeping four, still
have availability in August. The two
cosy red-brick cottages are on a hill
with sweeping coutryside views. A
week departing on August 8 is
from £800 — a £244 saving (01395
519009, premiercottages.co.uk).

Pembrokeshire
Llangwm is a quiet village with a
shop and a pub, the Cottage Inn,
which is in easy walking distance of
Westland, a mid-terrace stone

cottage with two double
bedrooms sleeping four. Coastal
Cottages (01437 772760,
coastalcottages.co.uk) still has
availability in August for a week,
with the price starting at £595 (a
saving of £105). The cottage has
cosy, modern rooms, a wood-
burning fire and a barbecue patio.

Costa Brava, Spain
Stay in a fully-equipped Espace tent
by a beach on the Costa Brava on a
12-night break arriving on August 17
and save 30 per cent on the usual
price. It’s now £605 for 12 nights for
two adults and up to four children
at Camping Playa Brava at Playa de
Pals with Venue Holidays (01233
629950, venueholidays.co.uk). The
tents have air-conditioning, mini
kitchens and two double
bedrooms, plus a “quad room” with
four beds. Ferry crossings can be
arranged on request and cost from
£118 a Dover-Calais return.

Tenerife, Spain
Rooms at the Barcelo Santiago
hotel are from £41pp per night,
based on two sharing in August —
10 per cent off the usual rate, with
breakfast included (barcelo.com).

The hotel is close to a beach and
has pools and a spa. Decoration is
modern and many rooms look out
across La Gomera island and the
dramatic Los Gigantes cliffs. Fly to
Tenerife with Ryanair, Monarch and
easyJet from £104 return.

Fethiye, Turkey
Anatolian Sky (0844 2733586,
anatoliansky.co.uk) has knocked 25
per cent off the price of a week-long
stay at the minimalist Yacht Classic
Hotel in Fethiye next month. The
price for a family of four staying on
a B&Bbasis for a week is now from
£2,208 including return flights and
transfers departing from Gatwick on
August 11 — a saving of £732.

Rhodes, Greece
Superb tennis and watersports
facilities make Mark Warner’s
Levante Beach Resort a great choice
for sporty families (0844 2736796,
markwarner.co.uk). The resort is on
Rhodes’s longest beach, Afandou. A
seven-night stay with a full-board
upgrade, six half days’ child care
and return BA flights is from £1,095
per adult and £787 per child.

Prices available as we went to press

from a landscape dominated by polytun-
nels and beet-laden tractors, before our
route heads back to the coast.
On the night we arrive in the elegant

golden sand resort of Esponsende the fog-
horn on the lighthouse is broken and has
taken on a life of its own. That means that
our meal of grilled hake with roasted pi-
mentos washed down with wine from the
nearby Douro Valley is accompanied by a
blast of sound every few minutes rather
than the gentle soundtrack of waves lap-
ping a few feet from our table. The blasts
continue long into the night.
Nevertheless, we probably sleep better

than the folk who passed through the old
pilgrims’ hospice in the former Roman
town of Viana do Castelo. The building
used for shelter in the 15th and 16th centu-
ries now houses the tourist office and is
surroundedbyopulentManueline andba-
roque buildings. These are reward enough
after several dayswalking, but a rideon the
funicular railway to themagnificent 20th-
century Basílica de Santa Luzia on the hill
above Viana delivers a view which
National Geographic magazine described
as “one of the world’s finest panoramas”.
On a clear day you can see exactly

where the Caminho has taken you: beside
miles of wild Atlantic beaches, fringed
with coastal forests anddottedwithhistor-
ic towns and fishing villages. Ahead, the
route crosses theMinhoRiver intoGalicia
andAGuarda, a seaside town and “lobster
capital”, beforeheadingnorthat the footof
the Argallos and Groba mountain ranges.
“Didwewalk all thatway?”my son asks.

FRANCISCO CARAVANA/GETTY IMAGES; GÜNTER GRÄFENHAIN/4CORNERS;
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Games
Samurai Sudoku No 413 — Difficult
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Yesterday’s solutions
Su Doku No 6697

Killer No 3828

The Listener solution
No 4301

Sudoku No 6702 - Fiendish Killler No 3829 - Deadly (54min)

Our five-grid Su Doku will test your powers of logic and
elimination — against the clock.
Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box

contains the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and
columns do not go beyond their usual length but the interlocking
boxes give you more clues — and more complexity!
Remember — don’t try to solve each Su Doku grid in turn, the

puzzle has to be tackled as a whole.

Stuck?
Call 0901 322 5005 to receive four
clues for any of today’s puzzles.
Calls cost 77p from BT landlines.

Time to solve

56 min

Stuck on Su Doku or Killer
Call 0901 322 5005 to receive four clues for any of today’s
puzzles. Calls cost 77p from BT landlines.

Su Doku/Killer ©Puzzler Media
Puzzle content © 2008 Gakken Co. Ltd.

Follow standard Su Doku rules,
but digits within the cells joined
by dotted lines should add up to
the printed top left-hand figure.
Within each dotted-line “shape”,
a digit CANNOT be repeated.

For solutions to SuDoku&Killer seeMonday’s newspaper

Solution to last week’s Samurai Sudoku

It’s Over Here! by Jago

This puzzle marked the first stage of
the 2014 Tour de France, which took
place in Yorkshire.
More details at
listenercrossword.com.
The winners are SC Millar of Alton,
Hampshire, Mrs B Daly of Banchory,
Aberdeenshire, and RG Frewin of
Dursley, Gloucestershire.
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Today is the free day in the
British Championship at Aber-
ystwyth. The event continues
tomorrow and concludes on
Wednesday when we will know
if there is a new champion or
whether the incumbent, grand-
master David Howell, has suc-
ceeded in defending his title.
Games can be followed in real
time via the 2seeitlive link on
the header of The Times twitter
feed @times_chess. For regular
updates direct to your twitter
account just click on the “fol-
low” button.

A game from the champi-
onship which really impressed
me was the following win by
defending champion David
Howell. The subtly refined
tactics in support of the overall
strategic theme of destroying
Black’s queenside with the aid
of the fianchettoed white
bishop operating from g2, re-
minded me strongly of the
harmonious blend of tactics
and strategy which was the
hallmark of the former world
champion Vassily Smyslov.

White: David Howell
Black: James Jackson
British Championship,
Aberystwyth 2014
Catalan Opening

1 g3 Nf6 2 Bg2 d5 3 Nf3 c5 4
0-0 Nc6 5 d4 e6 6 c4 Be7 7
dxc5 Bxc5 8 a3

Black’s next move launches
a premature, unwarranted and
transparent attack against f2.
Since White can easily repulse
this ill-considered gesture, it
would be more sensible to play
8 ... 0-0 as in Bogolyubov-
Barden, Southsea 1950 which
continued 9 Nbd2 a5 10 cxd5
Nxd5 and was soon drawn.
8 ... Ne4 9 Qc2 Qb6

Safer is 9 ... a5.
10 e3

Deftly parrying Black’s bu-
colic accumulation of threats
against f2.
10 ... 0-0 11 Rd1 Rd8 12 b4

Black’s omission of the pre-
caution ... a5 has permitted
White to gain space and time.
12 ... Be7 13 Bb2 Bf6 14 Bxf6
Nxf6 15 Nc3 dxc4

Black may have thought
this central clearance would
solve all his problems. If so, he
was in for a rude shock.
16 Nd2 Ne5
________

árDb4 DkD]
à0pD Dp0p]
ß 1 Dph D]
ÞD D h D ]
Ý )pD D D]
Ü) H ) ) ]
Û DQH )B)]
Ú$ DRD I ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

17 Nxc4
Introducing a brilliant series

of tactics which leaves White
dominating all important ter-
rain on the queenside.
17 ... Nxc4

Interpolating 17 ... Rxd1+ 18
Rxd1 makes no difference to
White’s coming combination.

18 Na4 Rxd1+
If 18 ... Qc7 then White still

continues 19 Qxc4.
19 Rxd1 Qc7 20 Qxc4

This is the brilliant point of
White’s play. Black cannot
accept the pseudo queen sacri-
fice because of the weakness of
his back rank.
20 ... Qe7 21 Qc5 Qe8

This leaves White in com-
plete command. However, after
21 ... Qxc5 22 Nxc5 White still
threatens Rd8+ as well as Nxb7.
22 Nc3 e5 23 h3 h6 24 Qc7

Here White should have
played the terminal 24 Nb5! as
pointed out by David Howell’s
former tutor Julian Simpole.
24 ... Bg4

Played with an ingenuity
born of desperation. At least
Black now succeeds in devel-
oping his dormant rook.
25 hxg4 Rc8 26 Qxb7 Rxc3 27
Qxa7 Qe6 28 b5 Qb3 29 Qb8+
Kh7 30 Rf1 e4 31 Qe5 Rc4 32
a4 Rxa4 33 Rc1 Rc4 34 Ra1
Ra4 35 Rc1 Rc4 36 Rxc4
Qxc4 37 b6

The passed b-pawn guaran-
tees victory.
37 ... Qb4 38 Qf5+ Kg8 39
Qc8+ Kh7 40 b7 Qe1+ 41 Bf1
Black resigns

Winning move
Black to play. This position is
from Horton-Zhou, Aberyst-
wyth 2014. Can you spot
Black’s neat finish?
________

á D D D D]
àD D D D ]
ß D 0 i D]
ÞD DPDpg ]
ÝbDBD D 0]
Ü0 D DNDK]
Û D D D )]
ÚD D D D ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

The first correct entry drawn
on Thursday will win a copy
of The Collins Concise Eng-
lish Dictionary, also available
from The Times Bookshop on
0845 271 2134. The two run-
ners-up will receive a book
prize. Answers on a postcard
to: Winning Move, The Times,
1 London Bridge Street, Lon-
don, SE1 9GF, or email to:
winningmove@thetimes.co.uk.
The answer will be published
next Saturday.

Solution to last week’s puzzle:
1 ... Qxf3+! 2 Kxf3 Nd2+ and 3 ...
Nxb3 leaves Black a piece up.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

The prestigious UK Masters
event takes place this weekend
with the top 16 qualifiers
based on ratings playing 17
games for the title. I expect
there’ll be some great plays
from the event to report on
next week. Meanwhile, here
are some delightful plays to
marvel at by the world’s
number one, New Zealander
Nigel Richards, taken from
the recent Thailand King’s
Cup international event.

In the first example
Richards finds himself adrift
after his opponent’s early
uNVERSeD bonus for 99
points. Several moves later, he
remains behind by 40 with the
following rack and position.
What would you play?

DILMSUX

Richards is fond of exploiting
opportunities for setting up
power-tile hotspots. One
reason that he can take
chances with such moves is
that his word power can keep
him in the game if the set-up
fails. In this first example, he
opts for DIM E11d (20) instead
of a more obvious MUX or
DUX E11d (34/30). The beauty
of DIM lies not just in setting
up XU F10d (54) but also in
the fact that DON takes a U
front-hook giving scope for
LUX D10d (56), or greater
scores with the right pickup.

The second example, against
top Thai player Panupol, is
less obvious. The moves
leading to the position shown
below were:
Richards: CIRRRWY

WIRY G8d 20 20
Panupol:

INSISTEd H8a 74 74
R: CRRGINO

CRY J6a 14 34
P: EMPALED H14d 36 110
R: RGINOLO

GIRON K15d 32 66
P: KIDULT C13d 24 134

LOITVXZ
Richards then played a
creative opening play with this
rack. See solutions for the best
scoring options and his choice.

Definitions
FROWIE soft and brittle (of wood)
GUNYAH bush hut or shelter
QUOP to throb

Letter
values
1 point:

AEIOU

LNRST
2 points:

DG
3 points:

BCMP
4 points:

FHVWY

K = 5

JX = 8

QZ = 10

Collins Scrabble Words is the word authority used.
Word positions use the grid reference plus (a)cross or (d)own.

SCRABBLE® is a registered trademark of J. W. Spear & Sons Ltd ©Mattel 2014

3W2L 3L 2Wdouble letter
square (dl)

double word
square (dw)

triple letter
square (tl)

triple word
square (tw)
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Chess Raymond Keene Twitter: @times_chessScrabble ® Allan SimmonsWin a Collins English Dictionary
For your chance to win, call
0901 292 5274 (ROI 1516 500 509) and
leave your answer (the 3 numbers in the
pink cells) and details or text the 3
numbers to TIMES followed by a space
and then your answer and your contact
details to 83080 (ROI 57601) by midnight
tonight. You can leave your answer
numbers in any order.
6Winners will receive a Collins English
Dictionary & Thesaurus

Calls cost £1.02 from BT landlines (ROI € 1.50).
Other networks and mobiles will cost more.
Texts cost £1 (ROI € 1.50) plus your standard
network charge. Winners will be picked at
random from all correct answers received. One
draw per week. Lines close at midnight tonight.
If you call or text after this time you will not be
entered but will still be charged. Terms and
conditions thetimes.co.uk/sudoku-comp. SP:
Spoke, W1B 2AG. 0333 202 3390 / 01437 8815
(Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and every
3x2 box contains the digits 1 to 6.
Developed by Sudoku Syndication

Solution to Cryptic
Jumbo 1100
The winner is
Peter Larman of
Pyecombe,
East Sussex

M O N O C L E A N A T H E M A W A L R U S

O U A L P P U I L E L

U N D E R D E V E L O P M E N T F L A M B E

S I T C X C M C Y E O N

S A T U R A T E S A R I E L O N G A T E D

E Y I R H L N M U O E E

A D V I S O R Y G R E E N G R O C E R

P C G C R P B A G Y O

A T H L E T I C S T H I R T E E N O N U S

R A A E I R S B T C

A E R O D Y N A M I C D O W N T O E A R T H

K A U A E T O N

E X C R E S C E N C E P A S S A C A G L I A

E T T I X R T P L P

T R E K I N C R E A S E W A I S T D E E P

R M N E G E A G R D S

S T I M U L A T I N G M A R Z I P A N

L S T M N E I D N V M L

U N A N I M O U S R A N K K A L E V A L A

M T L N T A E B P R K S

B R I D A L C A N T A N K E R O U S N E S S

E O T T E C E K A U I

R U N N E R D E A D B E A T E C L I P S E

Solution to Quick
Jumbo 1100
The winner is Alan
Potter of Woodley,
Reading, Berks

Solution to Friday’s Codeword
J O G T R O T C O L O N
O R I O A E I
E G O S Q U A T T I N G
Y V E P A H
S L E W K E E P A T I T

L M E U I L
K I L L E R F L I N T Y
N E A U T D
I R R I T A N T D E R V
G B F I R O
H A P H A Z A R D B A T
T R L I O O E
S P O I L R E L A X E D

Word Watching: Maiden (3) A
tree less than two years old. First
recorded in the OED 1894.
Climacteric (1) 16th-century,
ultimately from Greek klimakter,
the rung of a ladder.
Stycomithia (1) A technique in
verse drama in which different
characters are given alternating
single lines. Theremin (1)
Named after Leon Theremin
(1896-1993), Russian scientist
who invented it. Polygon
agony, androgyny, angry, annoy,
dory, dray, dyno, gory, granny,

Polygon Roger Phillips

Using the given letters no more than
once, make as many words as possible of
four or more letters, always including
the central letter. Capitalised words,
plurals, conjugated verbs (past tense
etc), adverbs ending in LY, comparatives
and superlatives are disallowed.
How you rate: 18 words average; 25,
good; 32, very good; 40, excellent.
Answers to Friday’s Polygon are to the
left. Today’s answers will be pub,lished in
Monday’s newspaper

Thewinner isDTruesdale ofBelfast,
Northern Ireland

gray, gyro, gyron, gyronny, nary,
orangy, organdy, orgy, randy,
rangy, rayon, yang, yard, yarn,
yoga. Two Brains 1 Friday
03/02/2017 2 Saturday
03/01/2015. Scrabble Best scores
are: XI D12d (39), TIX or LOX
D12d (36), and for 32: LUZ F12a,
ZIT B14d, SOZ H10d, ZOS F10d.
But these keep the awkward V
which handicaps subsequent
scoring with the remaining X or
Z. Richards plays OLIVER M10a
(18) to create powerful scoring
hotspots for the X or Z, using
four letters for a fair chance of
another couple of vowels from
the bag. Also, if the opponent
replies along row N it is likely to
give equally attractive O8 triple-
word scores. Computer
simulation also supports this as
the best play. Literary quiz 1 The
Napoleon of Notting Hill. 2 NW.
3 The Wimbledon Poisoner by
Nigel Williams. 4William
Wordsworth on Westminster
Bridge.

J A C K A S S S Y C A M O R E K N O C K S
U L N T O O A E E O L
G R A N D F A T H E R C L O C K P O U N C E
G M A N O N I H C P T I
L E M O N A D E K E E N E A R T H L I N G
E Y T O A R G R E Y N H

P I T F A L L S E N C H A N T M E N T
C I N F L T R H M E N
R A N D O M I S E O P E N E Y E D E T N A
O T S L N R R M A A
S C H O O L H O U S E S T O R Y T E L L E R
S E D I V G D D
C O P P E R P L A T E W H E E L B A R R O W
U U R A L I R E I O
T I D Y D R Y C L E A N R E G R E T F U L

D O E H C N I I W T F
S T I C K I N S E C T I M P R O P E R
U N E T E R N E N N L F
P I G G Y B A N K I A G O I N T E R I O R
P C D L B C P I A C N I
L O L L O P C O M E T O A S T I C K Y E N D
E U K N E S I R E A A
R U B B E R N E O L I T H S E L D E R L Y

Puzzles
online
For more
of your
favourite
puzzles and
crosswords
go to
thetimes.co.uk/puzzles
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The Times Crossword is on the back page

Codeword No 2147

A

A

W

W

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

13 3 20 25 24 2 10 9 12 16

12 12 24 12 3 14 16 3 19

15 19 13 16 14 13 9 13 10 16

26 11 10 4 1 15 3 11 19 14

13 6 20 12 14 19 16

21 10 13 3 15 25 23 10 4 1 14 22

5 10 21 1

22 14 13 3 22 14 11 19 4 14 15 16

22 20 15 8 10 10 14

12 15 19 17 16 7 14 13 9 15

21 19 4 1 14 3 8 12 1 16

11 3 15 14 1 15 14 17 10

23 19 21 10 18 25 10 17 10 13

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the
key with some letters solved. Completing the first word or phrase will give clues
to more letters. Enter them in the key and main grid and check the letters on
the alphabet list as you complete them. Yesterday’s solution on page 57
Stuck on Codeword? To receive 4 random clues call 0901 322 5000 or text
TIMESCODE to 85088. Calls cost 77p from BT landlines plus network extras. Texts
cost £1 plus your standard network charge. For the full solution call 0907 181 1055.
Calls cost 77ppm from BT landlines. Other networks and mobiles may vary. SP: Spoke,
W1B 2AG, 0333 202 3390 / 01437 8815 (Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

Quick Crossword No 6463

Across
1 Capital of Canada (6)
4 Insect; dice game (6)
8 Dull light brown colour (4)
9 One aiding police (8)
10 Citrus drink (9)
13 Potentially dangerous (5)
15 Sign of the zodiac (5)
16 Velocity (5)
18 Furthest point (9)
21 Dependence (8)

22 Welsh or Irish term of
address (4)

23 Capital of Croatia (6)
24 — Onegin, opera (6)

Down
1 Opponent of Bond in
Goldfinger (6)

2 Afternoon function (3,5)
3 Become apparent (5)
5 Absolve from blame (9)
6 Burial place (4)
7 Suggestive of soil (6)
11 Imaginary idyllic period in

the past (6,3)
12 Scope, extent (5)
14 Synthetic resin (8)
16 Variety of red wine (6)
17 Belonging to an earlier

time (6)
19 Anglo-Saxon magistrate (5)
20 Use clever talk to obtain

something (4)

Solution to Crossword 6462

1 2 3 4 765

8 9

10 11 12

1413

15

16 17

18 19

20

21 22

23 24

C R O S S I N G O V E R
R D M U A U
A U D I O G R I L L E D
C L K G M I D
K E Y E X E M P L A R Y
E S T R N
D E P I C T H E C T I C

U R M G R
P O R C E L A I N C U E
E I E K A O A
R E T I N U E B L A S T
T A D L C O
H A N G T O G E T H E R

Need help with today’s puzzle? Call 0906 757 7188 to check the answers. For help with
possible words to fit a specific clue text TIMESCROSS followed by a space and the
letters that you know, replacing the unknown letters with full stops, to 85088 to receive
a list, eg, TIMESCROSS P.P..R to 85088. Calls cost 77ppm from BT landlines. Other
networks and mobiles may vary. Texts cost £1 plus your standard network charge. SP:
Spoke, W1B 2AG, 0333 202 3390 (Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm).

The Listener Crossword No 4304Warning! by Ozzie
Senders of the first
three correct
entries drawn will
each receive a copy
of Brewer’s
Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable. Write
your name and
contact details in
the space provided
and send to:
Listener Crossword
No 4304, 63 Green
Lane, St Albans,
Hertfordshire AL3
6HE, to arrive by
August 7.

Solution to Listener
Crossword No 4301
on page 55

listener
crossword.com

More information
about Chambers
books can be found
at chambers.co.uk

BridgeAndrewRobson
Frisky bidding so often pays.
Take North on this week’s deal
from the opening match of the
52nd European Championships
in Opatija, Croatia.

The standard result around
the – very large – room was 5♠
down one by East-West (some-
times doubled). South quickly
won two clubs and the ace of
diamonds. Some Easts opened
a thinnishWeak Two in spades,
but the final contract did not
change, merely the way of get-
ting there: Pass - 2♠ - Dbl - 4♠
- Pass - Pass - 5♣ - 5♠ - end.
One North decided to stamp

his presenceon the fineoccasion...

An opening diamond lead
would have killed 6♣, but
West hopefully tried the ace of
spades. “I hope you have a
sense of humour”, said North
apologetically as he tabled his
meagre wares. Declarer ruffed
the spade, drew trumps and
had to tackle hearts. How
would you begin? You can
assume West holds the ace for
his tell-tale pause over 6♣.
You should lead a low heart

(key play), catering to West
holding a singleton ace. West’s
ace “beats air” and you can
win his (say) belated diamond
retun with the ace, cash the
king of hearts, cross to the
queen (felling East’s jack) and
run winning hearts. Away go
your diamonds and that’s 12
tricks and slam made.
Erroneously lead the king of

hearts and you have promoted
East’s jack. “What if West
holds ♥AJx? Am I not better
leading the king first?” do I
hear you say? No – because in
that case West will simply
duck the first two hearts and
you will be severed from
dummy. Leading a low heart
succeeds whenever success is
possible – on a 2-2 split or
when West has a singleton ace.
I’m not recommending

opening 2♥ as North, but
given that you’ll almost cer-
tainly have to remain silent
throughout if you don’t, there
is a small temptation.
andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

♠ A K 8 4 2

♥ A

♦ K J 8 5 2

♣ 6 3 ♠ -

♥ K 7 2

♦ A 7 3

♣ A K Q J 10 7 2

♠ 10 3

♥ Q 10 8 5 4 3

♦ 9 6 4

♣ 9 8

♠ Q J 9 7 6 5

♥ J 9 6

♦ Q 10

♣ 5 4

S
E

N
W

Dealer North Both Vul

S W N E
Pass Pass

1♣ 1♠ Pass 4♠
5♣ 5♠ end

Table 57

Most Tables

S W N E
2♥(1) Pass

6♣(2) end(3)
(1) Weak Two – in fact for “weak”
read “positively miniscule”. Normally
you’d have 5-10 points; you might
shade things slightly if not vulnera-
ble, but hardly here.
(2) Will be easy facing ♥AQxxxx (in
fact 7♣will be on) and may make (on
a non diamond lead or heart ruff)
facing♥QJxxxx. South does not want
to mess about, enabling East-West to
find their clearly huge spade fit.
(3) After consideration inWest’s case.

©
PU
ZZ
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R
M
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Two Brains
Raymond Keene

WordWatching
Paul Dunn

Literary Quiz
Paul Dunn

Question 1
On 29/11/2011 all the numbers
making up the date are
different primes. When will this
occur next?
Question 2
What is the next occasion when
the date will be made up of
different odd numbers?
Answers on page 57

Thanks to email correspondent
Peter Rees for this week’s questions.
Please send your puzzles to
keenebrain@aol.com. All readers who
have contributed to this column receive a
special mention.

Maiden
1 First-year pupil. 2 Initiate in the
Piers Gaveston Society. 3 A
young tree.
Climacteric
1 A critical period. 2 Of the
process of climate change.
3 Reaching a climax.
Stycomithia
1 Rapid dialogue. 2 A drug-
resistant bacterium. 3 A form of
limestone.
Theremin
1 A musical instrument. 2 A
vitamin. 3 Conductor of heat.
Answers on page 57

London calling
1. How is AdamWayne better
known in the novel by GK
Chesterton?
2.Which postal district is used in
the title of a Zadie Smith novel?
3. Henry Farr, a mild-mannered
solicitor, wants to be rid of his
wife and decides to follow in the
footsteps of a local anti-hero.
Which novel?
4. “Ships, towers, domes, theatres,
and temples lie. Open unto the
fields, and to the sky.” Who is
standing where?
Answers on page 57

A warning relates to tampering (sometimes with changed capitalisation) in ten clues, and should be heeded
when entering their answers; two clues and their entries are affected twice. In the initial grid all bars must be
omitted, then the warning’s ten letters inserted. Solvers must then add 73 bars so that the grid has 180-degree
symmetry and 44 entries, all of three or more letters, including two phrases, three personal names and two
place names. Two singularities must be made clear (so the warning still applies). The Chambers Dictionary
(2011) is the primary reference but does not have 32.

Name .....................................................................................................................................................................................

Address ................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................... Postcode ....................................... Phone number..............................................................

Across
1 Four roods occupy a position about entrance to
chancel (4)

7 Last set out? Not if stock is rotated properly! (7)
14 The kind of river an earl enters later (10)
15 Unending relaxation in Navajo land? (3)
16 Thirty races — Avon Lad’s lost, backed as

outsider — that’ll get the blood flowing! (10)
17 Dismissing opener of Imran Khan’s bloody

saps! (4)
18 Drive east from Ireland? (3)
19 Part of The Castle, second to Der Prozess’s

start, follows their protagonist, one at mercy
of state? (4)

20 Qui-hi’s state address with occupation? Not
always (6)

23 State answer (geological feature) (3)
25 Linger behind — fall back lost in disused

fountain (5)
27 Miss on ship’s dropped from force in cove (5)
28 Hearing and partly hearing (3)
29 Upright in seat, make soft sound (5)
30 Humanist? The Northern one sets limits (7)
32 Sanguine group among arty people (5, two words)
34 Harrow? One of 38, where Winchester or Rugby

has it (4)
37 Specifying cholesterol buster — good (7)
39 Current swelled around island in French gulf (6)
40 I sprinted twice, losing later run, getting second in

race? (8)
41 Scot’s thrawn fit on awareness programme (5)
42 King and nobleman bringing up the rear (4)
43 Start game off (2)

Down
2 Dear one —more sexy, extremely thrilling: the
fruits of SA! (11)

3 Again takes up research on time cycles (7)
4 What’s next on EastEnders, or before? (3)
5 At this stage, remain faithful, but not after date (4)
6 God I set by divinity researcher (3)
7 With raw Italian food outlets, get kin led
successfully? (5)

8 Livings on dispute about home rule? It involves
con rolling budget (6)

9 It’s excellent finding Republican wit in Onassis,
say (3)

10 Couched in heartless language (4)
11 Left Left’s left, forgotten again (3)
12 Phoney transactions perhaps converted bani and

lek into $10,000 (11)
13 Rugger man gets tries easily at first fumbling what

players often handle (10)
14 Curve to reduce inclination or possibly restrict by

nine (10)
17 Stalk section head (5)
19 One of two dozen on staff in island crib (3)
21 Indian cat ring might include these in the guise

of cuddling facilities (5)
22 Genet’s relatives using a bit of radon qua gas,

etc (6)
24 Arterial flat road shifting car pace upward (6)
25 Vaulting intersection, German car entered Iron (5)
26 Large shot, 50 rupees: no Indian fires without it (7)
31 One in a thousand is raised in a euphoric state (5)
33 American dug being occupied (4, two words)
35 Fate uses this name and not, briefly, Point (3)
36 Perhaps Fulham’s fast winger has come off (3)
38 There are three in primary instruction (3)
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Across
1 Assertively meddling (9)
6 Non-communicative (5)
9 Japanese hostesses (7)
13 Very proficient (5)
14 French port (2,5)
15 Hooped petticoat (9)
16 Compound such as found in

petroleum (11)
17 Clear (11)
18 Axilla (6)
19 Edible crustacean (8)
21 Annoy; indicator (6)
25 Easily magnetisable metal (4,4)
26 Take dishonestly (14)
28 Surrey town near Runnymede (5)
29 Of poor quality (6)
30 Complaining person (10)
33 Capture sounds on a moving

ribbon (4-6)
35 Physical strength (6)
36 Sloping channel (5)
38 Superficial (3-11)
40 Large-beaked bird (8)

42 Particular feature (6)
43 Outside (8)
44 Persistently annoy (6)
47 Within one type of blood

vessel (11)
50 Charm, allure (11)
52 Substance destroying harmful

microorganisms (9)
53 Hazard of polar seas (7)
54 Surrounded by (5)
55 Theft (7)
56 Fish of the salmon family (5)
57 Submit (to an opponent) (9)

Down
1 Town in Northern Ireland (5)
2 The right to publish without
government interference (7,2,3,5)

3 Religion based in Rome (11)
4 Lubricant container (6)
5 Franz —, Viennese composer (8)
6 Old gramophone record (7-5)
7 Excessively dramatic (10)
8 Holiest city of Islam (5)

9 Sliding note (9)
10 Twenty-faced solid (11)
11 Heinrich —, German poet (5)
12 Afternoon nap (6)
18 Act of declining to vote (10)
20 Seven-sided figure (8)
22 Neglect, ignore (5,3,2,3,4)
23 Imaginative; like verse (6)
24 Very popular book (4,6)
27 Team game (8)
31 Element in diamonds (6)
32 Difference of opinion (12)
34 Repeating (11)
36 Focus one’s thoughts (11)
37 Very loud (10)
39 Furthest limit (9)
41 Gland secreting digestive

enzymes (8)
45 Digit (6)
46 Peril (6)
48 Pulsate (5)
49 Openly shown (5)
51 Ferocious cat (5)

Quick clues

For more crosswords and your favourite
puzzles go to thetimes.co.uk/puzzles
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52 53 54

55 56 57

Cryptic clues

Across
1 Wet and disconnected staff
rebuked (9)

6 Northern woman Head of Roedean?
Surely not! (5)

9 In time a minister turns mean
maybe (7)

13 Kind to offer information of
no use (5)

14 River soon overwhelming end of
plain, quiet at first (7)

15 Writer has to shout for us to hear
idea (9)

16 Scary object seen across river
disposed of (11)

17 This month’s disturbance resulting in
summons? (11)

18 Something tatty dumped by road,
short garment (6)

19 Usual thing seen looking down The
Mall? (8)

21 Is old pub a feature on some
maps? (6)

25 Most stylish sort of retreat, a dry one
for sheltering (8)

26 Book accommodation that offers
pleasant outlook (1,4,4,1,4)

28 Pass out before long, having grabbed
wife (5)

29 At far side of washroom note
something by bath? (6)

30 Ineffective rule of the old man,
character without energy (4,6)

33 Restaurants in a row with frontal
supports (10)

35 Catch Lot’s wife for one, falling short,
looking back (6)

36 Prime requirement for person in
race? (5)

38 County site here with relics
abandoned (14)

40 Horse almost worn out, being
pursued by wild beast (8)

42 Bones of bird buried in South
Africa (6)

43 Younger relation may find nan slow,
I fancy (3-2-3)

44 Youngster takes short run across
island (6)

47 Torn up lace I recycled as item of
furnishing (7,4)

50 Popular books may go through
several of these opinions (11)

52 Cleared up as something might be
after the evening session? (6,3)

53 Some feel it is terrible to be favouring
the chosen few (7)

54 Decorated again with identification
provided by colour (5)

55 Failed to gain university admission,
being treated badly (7)

56 Modest when collecting second
prize (5)

57 Residents being disturbed? That’s
liable to occur at midnight (9)

Down
1 Power of aeroplane gaining
height (5)

2 Member of church certain a lot’s
going wrong (17)

3 A friar involved with Satan who
follows African religion? (11)

4 One experimenting with the
chemical compound — he passes
out (6)

5 They must find somewhere to store
logs (8)

6 One who has got to “excel” from
what we hear! (12)

7 One with successful defence
resulting from very small sign (10)

8 Transport again creating
problem (5)

9 Go across the Channel to meet heart
expert at medical centre? (9)

10 Think it likely discourse will get one
to cough up (11)

11 A sort of desire to abandon party —
excuse given (5)

12 Size of shelter that’s been blown to
shreds? (6)

18 What the town crier does stirs up
memories (5,1,4)

20 Fruit brewery mashed beneath foot
of mound (8)

22 I received the news in confidence.
Robin was my informant maybe?
(1,6,4,4,2)

23 Bird losing tail trapped under wood
and stone (6)

24 Tripping over the edge? (5,5)
27 Not all of the members getting kits

out for battle (8)
31 Assistant you had briefly set up to

protect place (6)
32 Passing on the writer’s description of

many verbs (12)
34 There’s straw here, as prepared for

birds (11)
36 Troubled lass refused to be confident

of own ability (4-7)
37 Put on new clothes — do this in the

car (6,4)
39 Moving stuff conveyed by a line (9)
41 Distortion isn’t visible when you’ve

got cosmetics (3,5)
45 Second church is made initially as

result of this? (6)
46 King’s son, the man coming to court

with other men (6)
48 Criminals, caught out in castles (5)
49 Where you may see H or C

available (2,3)
51 Lines from ship catching fish (5)

Prizes
The prize for each
of the first correct
solutions to the
Cryptic and times2
Jumbo clues to be opened will be a collection of
Times reference books — including The Times
Universal Atlas of the World, The Collins English
Dictionary & Thesaurus, and Bradford’s
Crossword Solver’s Dictionary published by
HarperCollins — worth £110. Entries should be
marked “Cryptic” or “times2” and sent to: Jumbo
1102, The Times, 1 London Bridge Street, London
SE1 9GF, to arrive by August 7. The winners and
the solutions will be published on August 9.

Name.........................................................................................................

Address.....................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

............................................................ Postcode.....................................

Phone number......................................................................................

Jumbo crossword No 1102
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Orchestra strike throws revival of
Rome Opera House into turmoil

Lord of the dance lures Catholics back

Muslim attacks on Jews revive pogrom fears

As worshippers desert the Roman
Catholic church indroves, oneSpan-
ish priest has found a way to bring
back the faithful.
Father Pepe, whose real name is

José Planas Moreno, has dispensed
with the traditional solemnity of the
CatholicMass and instead dances—
to the delight of believers. Pulling up
his white cassock and throwing back
his head, he circles a female dancing
partner while the congregation
claps.
The priest’s regular sevillanas— a

flamboyant dance style linked to fla-
menco—have brought parishioners
back to the Nuestra Señora del Car-
men church in Malaga, southern
Spain.
But Father Pepe’s congregation

have been saddened by the Bishop of
Malaga’s decision to move the priest
to another parish in September after
15 years serving the area.

Father Pepé, 66, insists that danc-
ing brings him closer to God. “Now
they think it is strange if I don't
dance,” he said. “It is something
which brings me closer to the Lord.
All the women are waiting to have a
dance with me.”

Father Pepe even showed off his
dance moves to the late Pope John
Paul II at the Vatican.
In 1997 the priest, whose mother

was a gypsy, joined around 3,000
gypsies in a spontaneous dance to
celebrate thebeatificationof the first
Romany saint, Ceferino Giménez
Malla, who was shot by a Leftist exe-
cution squad in 1936 during the
Spanish civil war because he defend-
ed a priest.
Videos of Father Pepe dancing at

the Malaga church’s recent Festival
of the Virgin of Carmen, a normally
austere ceremony, went viral on
social networking sites.
A 2012 survey for Spain’s

Sociological Investigation Centre
found that the number of Spaniards
whodefined themselves asCatholics
was 72 per cent — down eight per
cent from 2002.
The survey also found that those

who said that they never went to
church rose from 7.5 per cent in 2002
to 48.6 per cent in 2012.

Spain
Graham Keeley Madrid

Father Pepe circles a partner while
the Malaga congregation claps

Diners were tucking into their falafels
inPitzman, a celebratedKosher restau-
rant in the Jewish district of Paris when
the owner got a call to say a mob of
youthswasheadinghisway.He justhad
time to pull down the metal shutters
before 30 or so gathered outside,
screaming “Hamas resistance”, “Israel
assassin”, “Death to Jews” and “We’re
going to slit your throats”. Inside, cus-
tomers cowered in fear for 20 minutes
before police intervened to break up
the mob.
The incident, onWednesday, cameat

the height of the most traumatic week
for Europe’s Jews in recent times. In the
past few days, at least eight synagogues
were attacked in France; like Germany,
the country is struggling to keep the
Middle East conflict off its streets.
As France’s 500,000-strong Jewish

community looked at the headlines in
horror, the media grappled with the
question of who is responsible for the
upsurge of anti-Semitic violence in a
country still scarred by the memory of
the Nazi occupation.
Crucially, it is very different from the

anti-Semitism of the past. Gone, most-
ly, is the threat of the old-fashioned,

tattooed, neo-Nazi skinheads. They
have been replaced by second- or third-
generation immigrants from France’s
former colonies in north and west
Africa.
Amongthe 15,000or sopro-Palestin-

ian protesters who marched through
Paris to denounce Israel’s raids on
Gaza, most came from the impoverish-
ed, crime-ridden suburbs where their
families have lived since their arrival in
France, and where almost every bal-
conyhas a satellite dish to captureArab
television channels.
Some reports described them as

Muslim radicals, but this is simplistic.
Their influences are a patchwork con-
sisting of Islamist propaganda, the
French far right, the extreme left and a
sense of social disgruntlement nour-
ished by unemployment.
Take, for instance,Ahmed, a29-year-

old youth worker who is a member of a
gang calling itself theGazaFirm,which
consists mainly of supporters of Paris
Saint-Germain (PSG), the capital’s
football club.
He said 30 or somembers of the firm,

mostwearingblackT-shirts, had joined
the march to protect anti-Israeli pro-
testers from the Ligue deDéfense Juive
(Jewish Defence League), an extremist
organisation of Jews involved in nu-

merous violent incidents. Ahmed gave
the impression thathewouldhavebeen
quite happy to meet the league for a
punch-up in the same way that PSG
fans regularly clash with supporters of
Olympique de Marseille.
He took out his mobile phone to play

a video of a fight between his gang and
its Jewish rival in the Jewish district of

Paris last week. Punches flew, along
with chairs and tables from a nearby
café, before riot police intervened with
tear gas to separate the two sides.
The intervention appeared intended

to restore peace to an affluent neigh-
bourhood, butAhmeddid not see it that
way. “Look, the police are protecting the
JewishDefenceLeague,”hesaidasa line

of officers formed in the middle of the
road. “They’re protecting the Zionists.”
He took the video as proof that

France was under the control of Jewish
organisations, saying in a knowing
tone: “They’ve got the banks and
they’ve got the government.”
Karim, 20, a student, was on the pro-

test with another group, the Collectif
Cheikh Yassine, named after the
Hamas founder killed by the Israeli ar-
my in 2004.
He accused Israel of carrying out

massacres inGaza, but saidhewas anti-
Zionist rather thananti-Semitic. Yet, he
was soon talking about the “Jewish
lobby”, which he said influenced west-
ernnations, andnotablyPresidentHol-
lande’s government in France.
Karim appeared unaware that his

wordsechoed thoseof theFrenchrulers
whocollaboratedwithHitler during the
Second World War. Then, such beliefs
led topogroms.Now, theyare leading to
violence on a lower scale, but which is
nevertheless causing deep concern.
Michel Kalifa, the owner of a Jewish

delicatessen and chairman of the local
association of shopkeepers in the dis-
trictwherePitzman is located, said: “It’s
extremely serious. Our lives our under
threat. We no longer feel safe to take
our children out into the streets.”

France
Adam Sage Paris

Attacks against Jews in Europe have revived memories their persecution in 1943

It was the moment Italy’s dysfunc-
tional politics came up against some
of its most revered culture — and
politics won.
The upshot is that when Puccini’s

opera La bohème is staged this even-
ing against the spectacular backdrop
of the ancient Baths of Caracalla in
Rome, it will be without an orchestra
— for the third time — because the
players are on strike.
In their place will be a single piano,

and operagoers will be entitled to a
refund of their tickets.
Not only has the industrial action

damaged the image of one of Italy’s
most iconic cultural traditions, it is
also threatening the survival of the
RomeOperaHouse. Boardmembers

of the firm,which opened in 1880 and
normally operates from a 1,600-seat
theatre, willmeet to consider liquida-
tion—the first timeany Italianopera
company will have failed since the
war.
Ignazio Marino, the mayor of

Rome, who subsidises the firm with
the culture ministry and regional
government, said it was being held
hostage by a minority of staff who
have refused to sign a management
plan to reduce the orchestra’s size.
“In the face of an attempt to sabo-

tage the revival of the Rome Opera
House, it’s time everyone assumed
their own responsibilities,” he said.
“Without signatures on the agree-
ment, the only option is liquidation.”
The crisis comes against a back-

ground of growing ticket sales and
reduced losses, and a business plan

reducing staff through attrition
rather than layoffs.
The Corriere della Sera newspaper

described the dispute as “an anachro-
nistic power strugglewagedat the ex-
penseofall theworkersand theentire
city in a theatre where the unions
were until recently the real bosses”.
Vincenzo Bolognese, the first

violin and one of the strike leaders,
however, insists the dispute is about
artistic integrity. “Going on strike is
like committing suicide. If I have
reached this point, it is only because I
want to work with dignity,” he said.
Mr Bolognese said the rebel musi-

cianswanted theorchestra reinstated
to 117 members, as had been agreed,
from the proposed cut to 92. “They
call us irresponsible, but we only
want to work in normal conditions,
worthy of a great theatre,” he said.

Italy
Philip Willan Rome
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Can’t attend the
game? Koreans
send their robot
South Korea
Leo Lewis

They cheer, chant, and electrify the
stands even when their team is 7-0
down.
They do not drink, riot or scream

abuse at the referee; team loyalty is
unshakeable — and they only know
clean versions of all the songs.
For South Korea’s struggling

Hanwha Eagles baseball team, the new
brigade of fans would be perfect in
every way— if only they were human.
Unfortunately, they are robots: a

gleaming, hi-tech assembly of servos
and solenoids designed to ignite the
flesh-and-blood audience with their
mechanical handclaps and to stand in
for fans who are too busy to make it to
the stadium.
South Korean media reports on

the Hanwha Eagles’ desperate-looking
innovation suggest that the automaton
throng will occupy three ranks of the
home stadium in Daejeon city.
The duties of Fanbot, according to an

unwittingly sinister promotional
video for the technology that has
appeared on the internet, include rous-
ing human supporters to a frenzy of
group cheering at key moments of the

game and displaying — presumably
after judicious censorship —messages
sent from fans via their mobile phones.
The robots — billed as the “world’s

first digital cheerleaders” — can also
raise their arms to instigate a Mexican
wave, or, as the makers call it, a “slow
wave”.
To complete the creepiness, the

heads of the robots are blank screens,
allowing fans who are unable to attend
the game to send images of their faces
to Hanwha and make the machines
their personal avatars.
The promotional video describes the

imperfect world of sports fandom into
which the mechanical army has been
dispatched.
“Those fans who cannot come to the

stadium, watch the game on the web or
on their phones,” it says, adding thepre-
viously unasked question: “What if
there was a robot cheering for those
fans?”
Andrew Albers, the Hanwha’s Cana-

dianpitcher, said: “It’s a pretty neat idea
— it gets the crowd into it and really
helps them get involved.”
They may need the encouragement.

Despite backing from one of South
Korea’s largest companies, the teamhas
a decidedly poor record, having suf-
fered 400 losses in the last five years.
Opposition fans have been known to
taunt them with the label Hanwha
chickens.
Alongwith Japan, SouthKorea is one

of theworld leaders indeveloping robot
technology. In 2010, the government in
Seoul introduced robot teaching assist-
ants and two years ago also started
using robots as prison guards.
The promotional advert — which

includes footage of the robots being
machine-tooled to perfection —
implies that any team on the planet
struggling to attract real-life support
can also buy them.
It is not clear, however, whether

orders have yet been placed by theBra-
zilian national football team since their
dismal thrashing byGermany, and sub-
sequent ridicule, at the World Cup.

Iran urged to free American journalists
Iran
Devika Bhat Washington

A journalist for The Washington Post is
among three Americans believed to
have been detained in Iran, according
to the newspaper.
There were “credible reports” that

Jason Rezaian, the newspaper’s Tehran
bureau chief, and his wife, Yeganeh
Salehi, had been held since Tuesday
evening, the Post said. It was not clear
yesterday who had detained them.
The other US citizens, who had not

been named, work as freelance photo-
journalists.

“We have received credible reports
that Jason Rezaian of The Washington
Post and his wife Yeganeh Salehi were
detained on Tuesday evening in
Tehran,” the Post’s foreign editor,
Douglas Jehl, said in a statement.
Mr Rezaian, 38, is an American and

Iranian citizen. His wife, who works as
a correspondent for the United Arab
Emirates-based newspaper The
National, has Iranian citizenship but
has applied for permanent residency in
the US.
“We are deeply troubled by this news

and are concerned for the welfare of
Jason, Yeganeh and two others said to

have been detained with them. As the
Post’s correspondent inTehran, Jason is
an experienced, knowledgeable repor-
ter who deserves protection andwhose
work merits respect,” said Mr Jehl.
SherifMansour, of the Committee to

Protect Journalists, called on Iran to
immediately release the four.
“Iran has a dismal recordwith regard

to its treatment of imprisoned journal-
ists. We hold the Iranian government
responsible for the safety of these four,”
he said.
The State Department said it was

awareof the reports, but couldnotcom-
ment.

Celestial majesty One of the Ottoman mosques of Istanbul, Turkey, is bathed in the light of a Ramadan full moon

MEHMET CETIN / CIHAN / BARCROFT MEDIA

The Hanwha Eagles robots can also
raise their arms for a Mexican wave
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Fraud office humbled
by Tchenguiz payout
Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

Vincent Tchenguiz has unexpectedly
accepted £3 million from the Serious
Fraud Office after originally demand-
ing £200 million for being wrongfully
arrested and investigated in 2011.
The settlementmeans that the prop-

erty tycoon will not now go to court in
October, but his brotherRobert Tchen-
guiz will continue to pursue his case
against the SFO. He is claiming more
than £100 million.
Ina surpriseannouncement,Vincent

Tchenguiz said that, while he and his
company suffered “serious and signifi-
cant” damage at the hands of the SFO,
it had become apparent that the in-
vestigationwas influencedby thirdpar-
ties acting in their own commercial in-
terests. “Itwouldnot be fair for the SFO
or indeed the public purse to bear sole
responsibility for the actions of those
third parties,”Mr Tchenguiz, chairman
of Consensus Business Group, said.
His claims against the SFO were for

misfeasance in public office, trespass to
land, wrongful arrest and false impris-
onment, breachof thehuman rights act
and malicious prosecution. It is under-
stood that he will consider legal action
against several third parties, including
GrantThornton, the accountancy firm.

Robert Tchenguiz said: “The arrests
had an immediate and devastating im-
pact on my family, my business inter-
ests andmy reputation. I intend to con-
tinue to pursue this claim through the
courts.”
The brothers, who were born in Iran

and control a multimillion-pound
property empire, were arrested by the
SFO in March 2011 in connection with
an investigation into suspected fraud at
Kaupthing, the failed Icelandic bank.
The arrests, made in London on the

eve of the Mipim property conference
that is held annually in Cannes, sent
shock waves around the City and
forced Vincent Tchenguiz to cancel his
annual party on his yacht.
However, the SFO was forced to

abandon its inquiryafteradmitting that
seriousmistakesweremade and aHigh
Court judge ruled that the ar-
rests and searches were un-
lawful.
In 2012, Lord Goldsmith,

the former attorney-general,
who was representing
Vincent Tchenguiz in
the High Court, said
Grant Thornton had
used the SFO for its

own ends when it passed information
about Vincent Tchenguiz’s financial
affairs to the agency.
As well as the £3 million settlement,

the SFOwill coverVincentTchenguiz’s
legal costs.TheSFOhaspreviously said
that if both brothers went to court its
legal costs would top £18 million.
The settlementwill be subject to final

assessment and payment will be made
within 14 days. The SFO has agreed to
make an interim payment of £3 million
towards the costs within 21 days.
DavidGreen, thedirectorof theSFO,

said: “I ampleasedwehave been able to
resolve thismatterwithout theneed for
a costly trial. The SFO deeply regrets
the errors for which we were criticised
by the High Court in July 2012. On be-
half of the SFO, I apologise to Mr
Tchenguiz for what happened to him.”
The settlement under Mr Green,

who joined theSFO in 2012, is regarded
asdrawinga lineunder the ruleofRich-
ard Alderman, who ran the agen-

cy from 2008
to 2012.MrAl-
derman was
criticised last
year by MPs on
the Public Ac-
counts Com-
mittee for his

“shocking” stewardship.

Place in the sun Club Med, the French travel group, looks set to fall into the hands of an Italian billionaire after a €790million
bid was recommended by the board. Andrea Bonomi is working with Sol Kerzner, the gaming tycoon, and GP Investments

Would a new BBC
dig out Balfour?

W
hen the jumped-up
caterers of
Granada, Gerry
Robinson and
Charles Allen, came

a-hostile hunting for the Forte
Group all those years ago, the battle
was all but won on the first day
when it emerged Sir Rocco Forte
wasn’t taking calls because he was
shooting things on a Yorkshire
grouse moor.
In a twist on this, when news of

the proposed BBC merger —
Balfour Beatty-Carillion — leaked
on Thursday night, there wasn’t a
chief executive in sight on either
side. Carillion’s Richard Howson
was on a manly pursuit up an Alp,
while Balfour Beatty had sacked
theirs back in May (report, page 53).
That parting with Andrew

McNaughton and the subsequent
spiralling of Balfour’s share price to
11-year lows is the reason why these
giants of the British construction
industry are talking a £3 billion deal.
Mr Howson counts Mr

McNaughton as a friend, but is of the
opinion that Balfour did not right-
size during the recession, has chased
the wrong contracts and generally is
foolish for not following the Carillion
way of getting most of its income
from long-term services contracts.
That’s the pitch to shake up silly

old Balfour that Mr Howson will be
making when he gets back from his
hols — which, for proud Balfour
lifers, is going down like a bucket of
wet cement.
Shareholders, as always, will settle

this one. Forget the sucking of the
teeth and the workings-out on the
back of a fag packet, the calculations
to be made on this are simple: can
Balfour’s chairman, Steve Marshall,
rescue the company from its current
bind, and if Carillion doesn’t deliver
the Marshall rescue plan, will
someone else?

Runway danger

John Holland-Kaye is a very nice
chap, even if the new chief
executive of Heathrow spends

all his time bad-mouthing the
opposition. But he’s not too beastly.
Gatwick, he says, “talk a good
game”. The French with all their
flights a day to China are “eating
our noodles” (report, page 53).
Even with all that competition,

Heathrow, with its two new shiny
terminals, isn’t being put out of
business yet. Latest figures show it is
taking £35 for every passenger going
past check-in, on which it is making
£3.50 profit — the sort of margin
which has sparked an inquiry into
the big six energy companies.
Furthermore, though Heathrow

can squeeze in another 7 million
passengers a year, the “full” sign at
80 million will appear soon. And
that is the reason why it needs
another runway. So what is the plan
B if the Davies airports commission
does not give the go-ahead? There

is no plan B, insists Mr H-K. Which
inadvertently gets to the nub of the
issue: Heathrow has assumed all
along it will get another runway;
and we still have little credible,
independent analysis of what would
happen to Heathrow if it does not.

Brydon’s dilemma

The complete lack of interest in
Moya Greene’s £1.2 million
annual pay package among

Royal Mail shareholders at their
annual meeting may prompt her
chairman, Donald Brydon, to have a
go at hiking it up in line with other
FTSE 100 chief executives. It is a
differential which he has bemoaned
in the past.
That could be a mistake. There

was no revolt over the Royal Mail
chief executive’s pay precisely
because there was no attempt to
ramp it up.
With it appearing pretty clear

now that the 30 per cent of Royal
Mail owned by the taxpayer will
remain in government hands until
the end of the parliament, any
attempt to get Ms Greene a pay rise
next spring will heat up a political
hot potato right in the middle of a
general election campaign.
Which is a problem. Because if

her chairman can’t get her pay in
line with the millions a year paid to
her peers, why would the uniquely
experienced Ms Greene, the only
FTSE boss who has handled a major
privatisation, hang around at Royal
Mail? Mr Brydon would like
answers on a postcard — if only to
give a boost to the sale of stamps.

Model rivalry

F irst prangs stay in the memory.
Mine was in a Ford Fiesta. My
mum wasn’t pleased. It was her

car. I wasn’t pleased, because the
officer attending wondered why I
was driving an old lady’s car.
Like a million other families, we

have played a part in helping the
Fiesta, at best just another
humdrum hatchback, become the
best-selling car in Britain ever,
overtaking another Ford, the Escort.
The Fiesta’s 4.1 million record ain’t

going to be beaten any time soon.
But it may get a challenge to its
position as the No 1 yearly UK
bestseller sooner rather than later.
This autumn, Vauxhall launches

its redesigned and, more
importantly, re-engineered Corsa.
Though just another everyday
hatchback, the next Corsa, along
with the successes of the Mokka
and the Insignia, will define whether
Vauxhall can end nearly 40 years of
hurt and overtake Ford as Britain’s
No 1 car brand. Given the dire need
for some good news at its US parent
General Motors, it would be as good
a present as a pair of furry dice.

robert.lea@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Robert Lea
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Vincent Tchenguiz
had sought £200m
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UKGDP: Britain’s economy
has finally surpassed its pre-
crisis peak achieved six years
ago, but it might be some time
until it is felt by workers. The
economy expanded by 0.8 per
cent between April and June,
the same as the previous three
months, according to the
Office for National Statistics.
This meant that it is now
0.2 per cent higher than it was
in the first quarter of
2008. Economists pointed out
that because of population
growth, gross domestic
product per capita was still
4 per cent below its previous
peak at the end of 2007. A
breakdown of the figures
showed that growth had been
buoyed by a strong services
sector, which grew by 1 per
cent. Production also increased
by 0.4 per cent, but
construction, which had
started to recover after being
hit hard during downturn,
decreased by 0.5 per cent in
the second quarter.

banking & finance
0.91%

Royal Bank of Scotland: The
taxpayer-owned bank’s shares
rose by 11 per cent after it said
that the economic recovery
had dramatically improved its
first-half numbers. The
announcement was brought
forward by a week because
keeping quiet over the strong
results risked creating a false
market in the shares. Page 65
Lloyds: Evidence uncovered by
American and British
regulators is expected to show
that HBOS, the defunct lender,
lowballed its Libor submissions
during the financial crisis in an
apparent attempt to disguise
the extent of its problems. The
revelation is understood to
form part of the findings of a
settlement agreed by Lloyds
Banking Group, created
through the merger between
Lloyds TSB and HBOS, that
will mean that Britain’s largest
retail bank will pay penalties of
about £300million to close a
transatlantic investigation into
its involvement in the rate-
rigging scandal. Page 68
Virgin Money: The Treasury
has sold nearly £155 million of
bonds handed to the state after
Virgin Money bought the
“good bank” portion of defunct
Northern Rock from the
taxpayer, with Virgin financing
the deal through the issue of
debt that can transform itself
into equity in the event of
financial problems. Northern
Rock was bought by Virgin in
2012 for £970 million. The
Treasury retains an option that
will pay the taxpayer more
than £10 million if the business
is floated before 2017.

construction &
property

0.19%

Balfour Beatty/Carillion:
Shares in the builders soared
after it emerged that the two
groups were in takeover talks.
Balfour Beatty closed up by
nearly 10 per cent at 232p and

Carillion closed up by more
than 7 per cent at 362¾p. After
the share price gains, the
combined companies would be
worth about £3.4 billion and be
the largest construction group
in Britain with the scale to
operate more effectively on a
global basis. Page 67

consumer goods
1.25%

Danone: Operating profit at
the French yoghurt and baby
food maker fell 20 per cent to
€1.18 billion in the first half
after being hit by high milk
prices, adverse currency
movements and a continuing
fallout from its baby food recall
in Asia. The group is the
world’s largest yoghurt maker
by revenue and its earnings
missed analysts’ expectations
of €1.2 billion.
AG Barr: Strong sales of Irn-
Bru, which is among the
Commonwealth Games
sponsors, helped the soft
drinks group to deliver a
5.6 per cent jump in revenues
to about £135 million in the
first half. It predicted “another
year of good growth” next year
despite having set a high
standard to follow.
Page 68
Beer: Citing the positive
impact of the cuts in beer duty
in each of the past two
budgets, the British Beer &
Pub Association reported a
9.5 per cent jump in volumes
in the second quarter. The
BBPA, which represents 96 per
cent of beer brewed and about
20,000 pubs, said it was the
highest rate of increase since it
launched its Quarterly Beer
Barometer in 1997. Page 65

engineering
0.01%

Spectris: The maker of
controls and instrumentation
missed market forecasts for its
halfway figures, the £10 million
shortfall leaving profits 12 per
cent lower at £70.1 million. It
blamed the continuing lack of
investment by mining and
minerals companies.
Tempus, page 70
Alstom: Several former
employees of the French
engineering company could
face criminal charges from the
Serious Fraud Office after the
agency this week charged a
UK subsidiary of Alstom with
three counts of corruption and
three of conspiracy to corrupt.
The charges relate to alleged
wrongdoing on transport
projects in India, Tunisia and
Poland between 2000 and
2006. The SFOsaid: “We are
still considering charges
against certain individuals.
There is no guarantee that
charges will be brought.”

leisure
0.53%

D&D London: Toby Harris,
formerly chief operating officer
of Zeta Interactive, a data
marketing group, and finance
executive of Hilton Worldwide,
has been named chief financial
officer of the former Conran
Restaurants group.

media
1.18%

21st Century Fox: Speculation
about whether the
entertainment giant run by
Rupert Murdoch will raise its
$86-a-share offer is likely to
increase after it agreed to sell
Sky Italia and its 57 per cent
stake in Sky Deutschland to
BSkyB £5.4 billion.Page 66
Pearson: Slow education
earnings in America and
Britain hit the publishing
company, which revealed a
45 per cent drop in operating
profit to £75 million for the
first half of the year. After one-
off items, the owner of the
Financial Times made a pre-tax
loss of £36 million. The figures
were in line with guidance in a
profit warning earlier in the
year. Page 66
London Live: The TV channel
owned by the Lebedev family
has asked the broadcasting
regulator for permission to
slash the amount of local
programmes it shows after
poor ratings in its first four
months. Page 69

natural resources
0.40%

African Barrick Gold: The
miner celebrated a return to
profit after its seventh
consecutive quarter of cutting
costs. Revenue for the six
months to June 30 dipped
9 per cent to $446 million, but
it swung to a $62 million profit
in the six months, compared
with a $857 million loss in the
same period last year, when big
writedowns took their toll.
Lonmin: Production will
return to 80 per cent of
normal levels by the end of the
miner’s financial year in
September as it recovers from
a five-month platinum strike.
The strike has already cost
Lonmin $322 million in lost
production, security costs and
forfeited contracts, the
company said.

professional &
support services

0.50%

Serious Fraud Office: Vincent
Tchenguiz has unexpectedly
accepted £3 million after
originally demanding
£200 million for being
wrongfully arrested and
investigated by the SFOin
2011. The settlement means
that the property tycoon will
not now go to court in October
but his brother, Robert
Tchenguiz, will continue to
pursue his case against the
SFO. He is claiming more than
£100 million. Page 63
Deloitte: Vince Cable has
called on the accountancy
regulator to consider
disciplining Deloitte over its
role in the 2012 collapse of the
electrical goods retailer, which
will cost the taxpayer up to £70
million. There was controversy
because OpCapita, the owner
of Comet, had appointed
Deloitte as an adviser before
the administration and had
cushioned itself from the
retailer’s demise by loading the
company with secured debt.

Deloitte was then called in as
administrator and earned
£8.3 mllion in fees. Page 65

retailing
0.78%

Mothercare: Destination
Maternity has abandoned its
bid for the mother-and-baby
retailer, saying it could not
drum up sufficient support
among shareholders to justify
a third offer for the business.
The American retailer said
that it would not be increasing
its £266 million offer for the
company after investors told
its advisers they would only
accept a bid that represented a
“very significant increase” on
its previous one of 300p a
share.Page 67

technology
0.67%

Amazon: Investors in the
omnipresent online seller were
given a nasty surprise when it
posted a second-quarter net
loss of $126 million, about
double what was expected. The
company also warned of a
third-quarter operating loss of
up to $810 million. Page 69

telecoms
1.90%

EE: The mobile phone group
formerly known as Everything
Everywhere said the number
of customers taking 4G, the
most advanced service, had
doubled over the first half of
the year to 4.1 million and
should reach 6 million by the
end of the year. The joint
venture between Orange
of France and Deutsche
Telekom saw revenues flat at
£2.99 billion and adjusted
ebitda of £760 million, a rise of
1.9 per cent.
Vodafone: The mobile phone
group has rolled out its 4G
network to cover more than
half the population of Europe,
as part of its strategy to
outperform rival telecom
operators. The company was
updating the market on its
first-quarter figures to the end
of June and on the progress of
“Project Spring”, its plan to
invest £19 billion over the next
two years on upgrading its
European operations. Page 68

transport
0.97%

Heathrow: Airlines paying
more in take-off and landing
charges and the introduction
of new long-haul services have
sent Heathrow to record half-
year revenues and trebled
profits.The second-busiest
international airport in the
world, after Dubai, managed a
7.4 per cent sales increase to
£1.23 billion, despite passenger
numbers rising by less than
2 per cent. Page 67
Hatts Coaches: A family-
owned bus and coach
company that transports war
veterans to war grave sites in
Europe fell into administration,
causing nearly 90 job losses
and leaving about 1,000 ticket
holders in the lurch. Page 70
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Graph of the day

The Netherlands, which suffered
by far the biggest death toll from
last week’s plane crash over
eastern Ukraine, is the
second-largest beneficiary of
foreign investment by Russians
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Switzerland

Brit Virgin Isles
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Cyprus 151.81

64.63

46.65

11.97

10.66

9.96

9.11
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$5.94 billion

Top destinations for Russian investment

Company Change

RBS Asurprise profit 10.8%
Balfour Beatty Confirms merger talks 9.1%
Carillion In discussions about a tie-up 7.2%
Lonmin An encouraging production update 4.9%
Pearson Doing better in America 2.8%
Tesco Bears build down bets -1.6%
Petrofac SocGen is bearish -2.2%
GSK UBSsays “sell” -3.2%
BSkyB A share sale -5.5%
Spectris Hit by the strong pound -7.7%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

African Barrick Gold (resources HY) $62.2m (-$857m) 1.4c p Sept 22
Anglo American (resources HY) $2.95bn ($1.99bn) 32c p Sept 18
BSkyB (media FY) £1.2bn (£1.3bn) 32p f 20p p Dec 5
Goodwin (engineering FY) £24.1m (£20.3m) 42.348p p Oct 10
Spectris (engineering HY) £58.6m (£154.8m) 16p p Nov 12

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief

“Philip’s had a great
three years. But this
is a board doing its
job —managing
leadership’

Sir Richard Broadbent, Tesco
chairman, on Philip Clarke’s
departure as chief executive
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RBSrevival gives taxpayer early boost
Patrick Hosking, Miles Costello

The government’s books were given a
£3.2 billion boost in amatter of seconds
yesterday as the state-controlled Royal
Bankof Scotland surprised themarkets
by reporting half-year figures thatwere
much better than expected.
Shares in the bank, which is 80 per

cent owned by taxpayers, soared by
11percent after RBS said that the
economic recovery had dramatically
improved its first-half numbers.
The announcement was brought

forward by a week because keeping
quiet about the strong results risked
creating a false market in the shares.
Ross McEwan, the chief executive,

told investors that pre-tax profits for
the first sixmonthswereexpected tohit
£2.65billion, nearly double the £1.37bil-
lion of the same period last year.
The improved economy had slowed

the number of borrowers defaulting and
increased the appetite of hedge funds
and distressed debt investors for billions
of pounds of toxic assets in its so-called
bad bank — a ring-fenced division
chargedwithdisposingofproblemloans
and assets. “These results show that
underneath all the noise and huge
restructuring of recent years, RBS is a

fundamentally stronger bank that can
deliver good results for customers and
shareholders,” Mr McEwan said.
Forty per cent fewer struggling busi-

ness borrowerswere entering its recov-
ery unit than a year ago, and rising
property prices in Britain and Ireland
were improving collateral values and
reducing loan losses.
Impairment losses declined from

£1.88 billion in the first half of 2013 to
only £269 million. In the second quar-
ter to June, the swing was even more
pronounced, with RBS taking the rare
step of releasing previous provisions.
Mr McEwan denied overprovision-

ing six months ago when he set aside
billions of pounds, sending the bank to
an £8.2 billion full-year loss.
The improved picture revived specu-

lation that the Treasury could bring
forward plans to start to privatise some
of its80percent stake,whosevalue rose
from £29.8 billion to £33 billion yester-
day. A sell-off is still seen by officials as
some way off, after George Osborne
ruled out a sale in this parliament.
Sir Philip Hampton, the chairman,

said that the figures reflected “a tipping
point” for the bank, with investors
increasingly focused on its promise
rather than past problems. However, it

faced big bumps in the road in the form
of probable fines and compensation
payments for mis-sold mortgage-
backed securities and the industry-
wide investigation into alleged mani-
pulation of foreign exchange rates.
RBSwas rescued by taxpayers with a

£45.5 billion capital injection in 2008-
09 after it was brought down by the
ambitious acquisition of ABNAmro,
the Dutch bank, and other failings.
In addition, RBS cut its estimate of

the cost of winding down the bad bank
frombetween £4billion and £4.5 billion
to £2.5 billion and £3 billion. It set aside
an extra £150million to pay compensa-
tion to customers mis-sold payment
protection insurance and a further
£100million for redress to small busi-
nesses that were mis-sold products.
Philip Aldrick, page 67
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Beer sales leap as cut
in duty hits the spot
Dominic Walsh

Chancellors are not normally fêted by
the brewing industry, but glasses are
being raised to George Osborne after
beer sales recorded their biggest quar-
terly increase in more than 17 years.
Citing the positive impact of the cuts

in beer duty in eachof thepast twobud-
gets, theBritishBeer&PubAssociation
yesterday reported a 9.5 per cent jump
in volumes in the second quarter.
The BBPA, whose members account

for 96 per cent of beer brewed and

about 20,000 pubs, said it was the high-
est rate of increase since the launch of
its Quarterly Beer Barometer in 1997.
The survey shows that beer volumes

sold through pubs rose by 2.6 per cent,
the first positive quarter since the
0.8per cent rise in the last threemonths
of 2011, thanks to the duty cuts, a later
Easter and the World Cup.
However, pub sales were easily out-

pacedby the 16.9per cent surgeenjoyed
by supermarkets and off-licences, and
the BBPA said that the off-trade had
overtakenpubs in beer sales for the first

consecutive 12-month period. Al-
though the total volume sold of
7.54million barrels in the past three
months is well below the 9 million
barrels or more sold during the equiva-
lent period before the smoking ban and
the recession, the return to growth in
pubs is being seen as particularly
encouraging. Brigid Simmons, the
BBPA’s chief executive, said: “These
figures show in dramatic fashion the
continued impact of the government’s
decision to cut beer duty again to en-
courage consumers towards our low-
strength, British-made national drink.”
Aparticular gripe of the pub industry

was the so-called duty escalator, intro-
duced in 2008, under which tax was
increased annually by 2 per cent above
inflation. Until it was scrapped by Mr
Osborne lastyear, thehatedsystemhad
increased duty by a cumulative 42 per
cent since its introduction under
Labour.
Analysts said that beer sales through

pubs were also being driven by the
surge in the number of new craft brew-
eries springing up all over the country
on the back of the progressive duty
regime and consumer demand for
niche beerswith different taste profiles.
According to Camra’s Good Beer

Guide 2014, the number of new brewer-
ies opened last year grew by 14 per cent
to 187, lifting the total number to 1,147.
Inside the M25 alone, the number
doubled last year to 47.

Cable urges regulator to punish Deloitte over Comet’s failure
Marcus Leroux

The business secretary has called on
the accountancy regulator to consider
disciplining Deloitte over its role in the
collapse of Comet, which will cost the
taxpayer as much as £70million.
The failed electrical goods retailer

went intoadministration in2012, owing
HMRC £26million in unpaid taxes.
OpCapita, the owner of Comet, had

appointedDeloitte as an adviser before

the administration and had cushioned
itself from the retailer’s demise by load-
ing the company with secured debt.
Deloitte was then called in as adminis-
trator. The firm earned £8.3million in
fees from the insolvency.
The failure of Comet cost nearly

7,000workers their jobs. Lastmonth an
employment tribunal ruled that staff
had been inadequately consulted by
Deloitte before being made redundant.
Vince Cable, the business secretary,

has referred the threeDeloitte partners
who worked on the administration to
the Institute of Chartered Accountants
for England and Wales.
“There can be no excuse for failing to

comply with the law which is very clear
in this area,” he said. “It is vital that the
regulator establisheswhy thishappened
and whether disciplinary action against
the administrators is appropriate. There
are also important issues of possible
conflicts of interest.” The tribunal in

Junemade anawardof up to £26million
as a result of the failure to consult staff,
to be paid from the National Insurance
Fund. Added to £18million already paid
by the Insolvency Service to former em-
ployeesandthe£26millionCometowed
the government in VAT andPayAsYou
Earn receipts, the collapse means that
the taxpayer will potentially be £70mil-
lion out of pocket.
The administrators’ report showed

thatOpCapita and its backers recouped

£54million from the administration. A
spokesman for Deloitte said: “We
stronglydisagreewith the suggestionof
a conflict of interest. It is not unusual
for an administrator to be appointed to
an insolvent company following a
periodasanadviser. Indeed, theadmin-
istrator having knowledge of a com-
pany’s financial and commercial chal-
lenges is generally beneficial.”
Deloitte also denied that it had failed

to consult with Comet staff.

Troubles
still not
in the past
Analysis

B
anks are
geared bets
on the
economies
they operate

in. The sunnier
economic weather in
Britain has been
enough to boost the
numbers and morale
vastly at Royal Bank
of Scotland (Patrick
Hosking writes).
Provisions for

future bad debts have
dwindled close to
zero, and RBS is even
starting to release
past provisions, giving
profits an effortless
boost. With

£22billion of past
provisions sitting in
the profit and loss
account, there could
be scope for more of
this if the benign
conditions persist.
The surprise is that

the rushed-out profits
alert didn’t do more to
perk up the likes of
Lloyds and Barclays
yesterday, which
ought to feel similar
tailwinds. We will
learn more at their
results next week.
Although RBS’s core

operations look
much happier, the
uncertainty created
by past misconduct
looms larger than
ever. Analysts have
between £2billion and
£7 billion pencilled
into their spreadsheets
for future RBSfines
and compensation.
The precedents are

not good. On mis-sold
mortgage-backed
securities alone,
JPMorgan paid
$13billion to settle in
the US and Citigroup
$7billion. The
outcome from alleged
forex rigging is
unknowable.
Without those

uncertainties,
RBSshares would be
a good bit higher, a
return to dividend-
paying closer and
ministers more
confident of being
able to launch the
first tranche of
privatisation.
George Osborne

has ruled out a share
sale this side of the
general election. But
a share sale by the
next government, of
whatever hue, is
looking a bit more
feasible.
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Fox increases firepower with pay-TV deal
Alex Spence Media Editor

Exam crackdown puts
Pearson under pressure
Andrew Clark
Deputy Business Editor

A crackdown on schools that try to
“game” league tables has hurt Pearson
by reducing the number of pupils
taking their GCSEs early, the educa-
tional publishing company revealed.
A fall in revenue from Pearson’s

Edexcel division, which produces
school exam papers, and weak trading
in the United States, contributed to a
drop in thegroup’sunderlyinghalf-year
profit from £137million to £75million.
The group, best known as the pub-

lisher of the Financial Times, was hit by
substantial restructuring that has cost
4,000 jobs. However, the figures were
in line with guidance provided in a
profit warning in January. Relief in the
City at the absence of any further
setback sent the shares up 31p to £11.32.
John Fallon, the chief executive, ad-

mitted that it had been a “difficult year”
for Pearson but said: “We’re sustaining
a good, competitive performance
through a period of internal change.”
Pearson has been struggling with

difficulties in its American business,
which supplies textbooks, curriculums
and teaching aids. Revenue in North
America fell by 6 per cent to £1.16 bil-
lion, affected by a slowdown in college
enrolment.
Revenue in what the company de-

scribes as its core markets, including
Britain, France andAustralia, fell 12 per
cent to £540million. Mr Fallon said
that a policy change by Michael Gove,
the former education secretary, had
been costly. Mr Gove decided last year
that school league tables should in-
clude only scores from pupils’ first
attempt at an exam.
“Schools that may have entered

pupils in year 10, and then again in year
11, are not doing that,” Mr Fallon said.
“That’s having a bit more of an impact

than we thought.” Pearson has offload-
ed its Penguin publishing business into
a joint venture with Bertelsmann, of
Germany, through a merger with Ran-
dom House and sold Mergermarket, a
financial information provider. It used
the proceeds to buy English teaching
businesses in developing markets.
Including one-off charges, Pearson

madeapre-tax loss of £36million, com-
pared with £16million a year ago. The
group lifted its interim dividend by
6percent to 17p. Pearson said that the
FT’s circulation, for print and digital
editions,hadrisenby13percentyearon
year to 677,000 readers.

21st Century Fox is determined not to
overpay for Time Warner despite
agreeing to sell its European pay-TV
assets to BSkyB for £5.4 billion, sources
close to the company said.
Speculation about whether 21st

Century Fox, the entertainment giant
runbyRupertMurdochwhichwas split
last year from News Corporation,
parent companyofTheTimes, will raise
its $86-a-shareoffer forTimeWarner is
likely to increase after it agreed to sell
Sky Italia and its 57per cent stake inSky
Deutschland to BSkyB.

Thedeal brings theMurdoch family’s
long-held ambition to consolidate their
European satellite broadcasting inter-
ests a step closer. It also gives 21st
Century Fox additional firepower in its
pursuit of Time Warner, owner of the
HBO television channel and Warner
Brothers film studio.
However, 21st Century Fox, whose

net return from the Sky Europe deal
will be £4.2 billion, said yesterday that it
would press ahead with plans to return
money to investors through a share
buyback.
Thatwas taken as a signal that it does

not intend to return with a knockout

bid forTimeWarner. Reports have sug-
gested that TimeWarner will not settle
for less than $100 a share, which would
value the company at $88 billion.
Mr Murdoch said: “Our renewed

authorisation for our share buyback
programmewill be executed regardless
of any potential acquisition or invest-
ment by the company.”
21st Century Fox has returned

$12billion to investors through buy-
backs and dividends in the past three
years. A source close to the company
said: “There’s a message there and it’s
that people out there are talking some
silly numbers for Time Warner.”

JamesDix, aWedbushSecurities ana-
lyst, said that 21st Century Fox’s insist-
ence on a disciplined bidding strategy
did not necessarily mean it would not
come backwith a higher offer. “Another
bid could still be on the cards,” he said.
The Sky Europe combination will

create a company with revenues of
£11billionandallowBSkyB tobreakout
of a settled domestic market to target
52million homes inGermany and Italy
that do not have pay-TV.
Investors have been wary of the idea,

out of concern that it may help 21st
Century Fox but not improve BSkyB’s
position when it is facing greater
competition at home. Execu-
tives at BSkyB will now at-
tempt to woo shareholders,
with a vote expected in Octo-
ber. 21st Century Fox is not al-
lowed to vote because it owns
39 per cent of BSkyB.
Shares inBSkyB fell

50½p, down 5.5 per
cent, to close at
874½p.
BSkyB agreed to

pay 21st Century
Fox £2.5 billion for
Sky Italia, made up
of £2billion in cash
and BSkyB’s 21 per
cent stake in the
National Geo-
graphic Channel,
and£2.9billion for

its stake in Sky Deutschland. BSkyB
has offered €6.75 a share to the minor-
ity shareholders in the German busi-
ness but said that its plans were not
contingent on them selling.
BSkyB will fund the tie-up through a

mixture of cash, debt and a placing of
new shares amounting to 10 per cent of
its equity. Moody’s said that it had put
BSkyB’s credit rating under review and
that it could be downgraded because of
the amount of debt it plans to take on.
21st Century Fox will buy about

£530million of shares in the placing so
that its stake in the enlarged BSkyB re-
mains at just under 40 per cent. The
deal will have to be approved by the
European Commission.

Jeremy Darroch, BSkyB’s chief ex-
ecutive, said: “The transaction will
create a world-class, multinational
pay-TV business with enhanced

headroom for growth and im-
mediate benefits of scale.”

The tie-up is forecast to
achieve savings of
£200million annually by
the end of 2017. The an-
nouncement came as
BSkyB revealed a 7 per
cent increase in annual
revenues to £7.6 billion.
However, pre-tax

profits fell 14 per cent to
£1 billion,weigheddown
bynew investments and
thehighercostof rights

to Premier
League
games.

Jeremy Darroch:
“World-class pay-TV business”

Changes to school league tables hurt
revenue at Pearson’s exam division
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Markets give
backing to
builders in
merger talks
Deirdre Hipwell, Robert Lea

Balfour Beatty and Carillion could aim
for annual savings of as much as
£250million if negotiations about a
merger between the construction com-
panies prove successful.
The City reacted positively towards

the prospect of a deal, with shares in
both businesses surging and analysts
enthusing about the benefits of merg-
ing. Carillion, which recently refur-
bished the Royal Opera House, is
smaller than Balfour, with turnover of
£4 billion compared with £9 billion.
However, it is considered to be in the
driving seat because Balfour has suf-
fered a series of profit setbacks.
RichardHowson, the chief executive

of Carillion, said in a conference call
with analysts yesterday that there was
“obviously a huge overlap in the UK”.
He said: “I think the UK will be our

key area of focus initially in terms of
synergy savings and benefits for share-
holders. We are developing business
and integration plans, underpinned by
the detailed evaluation of synergies,
which we believe could be substantial.”
Industry experts believe that the two

companies will seek at least £120 mil-
lion of cost cuts. Joe Brent, a Liberum
Capital analyst, suggested that the
figure could be much higher —
£250million of savings. He described
the combination as the “deal of the
decade”, adding: “Sometimes the girl
next door is the right one to marry.”
It is understood that talks between

the groups, which between them em-
ploy 80,000 people worldwide, started
about eight weeks ago on the day that
AndrewMcNaughton, the chief execu-
tive, left Balfour.
Balfour Beatty’s shares closed up by

9percent at 253p, and Carillion’s stock
jumped by 7 per cent to 362¾p, making
a combination of the companies worth
about £3.4billion.
Many market analysts believe that

Balfour badly needs such a deal. One
broker said: “Balfour Beatty has got
great engineering experience and a lot
of core competence in its workforce.
The problem is they are a pride of lions
led by a bunchof donkeyswhohave put
outprofitwarningafterprofitwarning.”
It is expected that if the merger,

which needs support from both boards,
occurs,Carillion’sRichardHowsonand
Richard Adam would hold the same
roles as chief executive and chief finan-
cial officer in the combined group.

Philip Aldrick

Hooray. Britain is 0.2 per cent larger
than it has ever been, the
International Monetary Fund has
upgraded the UK for the fourth time
in a year and Royal Bank of Scotland
is cranking out profits again.
Of the three events this week, RBS

was the most significant. Critically, the
80 per cent taxpayer-owned bank
released a net £93million of provisions
taken against potential losses in the
three months to June. For the first
time since its collapse, the quality of
RBS’s loan book has improved.
The fact that RBS is writing back

provisions is hugely symbolic. Where
the weakening economy was causing
bank losses to escalate, the recovery is
now lifting profits. It means banks like

RBS are more likely to start taking
risks to support economic growth once
again. Banks and the economy move
together, amplifying recessions and
recoveries. Yesterday’s announcement
suggests that the vicious cycle has
turned into a virtuous circle.
Forget the ONS figures and the row

over GDP per head being 4 per cent
smaller than before the crisis. The
data will be revised in September to
show the economy recovered more
quickly, anyway. And forget the IMF,
with its mockery of forecasts. RBS’s
numbers are real. More households
and companies are paying their debts
than the bank had expected. That is
hard proof the economy has turned a
corner, and certainly worth cheering.

RBS offers hard proof of a recovery

Imagine an era of
almost unfettered
global trade, where
capital moves freely
across borders, and

London is the world’s undisputed
clearing house.
Banks on one side of the planet are

financing businesses on the other.
Emerging markets are producing
goods for wealthy consumers in the
West. Migrants are moving across
borders for work. In Britain, trade
amounts for a third of GDP.
And there has just been a US

financial crisis, followed by a series of
bank runs.
Sound familiar? It ought to, but it’s

not today. It was the situation 100
years ago —just before the First
World War.
In this internet age, we tend to

believe that we live in an era of
unmatched globalisation. In fact, we
are only slightly more interconnected
than in 1914. In terms of mobility of
finance and trade, the world was
playing catch-up for almost a century
(see graphs).
The comparison bears making

because regional conflicts and
terrorism today are on the rise, just
as they were a century ago. Before
the First World War, the tinderbox
was the Balkans. Today, there is
brushwood everywhere — from Syria,
Iraq, Gaza, Ukraine and Russia to the
East China Sea.
According to a recent Bank of

England survey, geopolitical risk now
poses the second-biggest threat to UK
financial stability when, six months
ago, it was an irrelevancy. This week
the International Monetary Fund
warned that diplomatic tensions may
cause an oil price spike that
punctures the global recovery.
So far, though, markets have been

entirely, and uncomfortably,
phlegmatic. Russian sanctions have
hit Moscow’s exchanges but the rest
of the world has barely flickered, even
as Beijing has cosied up to the
Kremlin on the UN Security Council.
The S&P 500 and the MSCI All

World indices are at record highs. On
Wall Street, the Dow recently made
history and, in London, the FTSE 100
is not far off its peak.
Investors are so sanguine that

junk bonds are priced at only 2.5
percentage points above ultra-safe US

government debt, almost as cheap as
the 2 percentage point spread during
the pre-financial crisis madness.
The still market waters are the

result of an unhealthy belief that
central banks will come to the rescue
in an emergency, and that economic

globalisation will keep political
tensions in check. Neither should
instil much confidence. Central banks
are out of tools, and globalisation did
not prevent the First World War.
Just this week, one top banker told

me they were unconcerned about

geopolitical risks because “the world
is so interconnected, it’s in China’s
interests that America prospers”.
In 1912, Norman Angell, the

academic and politician, made the
same observation to a parliamentary
inquiry on the implications of a war
between Britain and Germany,
drawing on his influential treatise,
The Great Illusion, then in its sixth
edition.
He argued that the worlds of global

finance and commerce were so
entwined that the price of war would
be so high as to make it inconceivable.
No one believed nations would
jettison half a century of unmatched
growth to dig trenches in the Somme.
I’m not trying to suggest that the

downing of Flight MH17 could be the
21st-century equivalent of Franz
Ferdinand’s assassination, just that
there is a dangerous complacency in
the markets.
In the decade before the First

World War, countries were beginning
to look inwards. Free trade
agreements were torn up and tariffs
erected. By the time the young
terrorist Gavrilo Princip shot Austria’s
Archduke in Sarajevo, nationalist
politics had reasserted itself.
According to Mark Carney, the

Bank’s governor, “globalisation is
again under threat”. Protectionism is
on the rise, he said this week, and
global leaders are on the “defensive”.
Moreover, the Baltic Dry Index, the
measure of shipping costs that is often
seen as a leading indicator for the
global economy, is in retreat, having
fallen by 68 per cent since the
beginning of this year.
The global recovery is fragile, we

are constantly told. A 20 per cent
jump in oil prices would shave a third
of a percentage point off UK growth,
according to official estimates. Yet
share prices, where risk should
register first, are soaring.
For now, markets appear to be

wilfully ignoring risk — be it
geopolitics, the fallout from looming
interest rate rises in the UKand the
US, eurozone deflation or an oil price
spike. It wasn’t very smart a century
ago and it doesn’t look very clever
today. Reality will
reassert itself at
some point. It’s
going to be a bumpy
ride.
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Complacent markets are ignoring
the rise of terrorism at their peril

Destination abandons Mothercare bid
Harry Wilson

Destination Maternity has abandoned
its bid for Mothercare, saying it could
not drum up sufficient support among
the struggling retailer’s shareholders to
justify a third offer for the business.
The American retailer said that it

would not be upping its £266million
offer for the company after investors
told its advisers that they would only
accept a bid that represented a “very
significant increase” on its previous
offer of 300p a share.
“We are disappointed that the share-

holders of Mothercare have not sup-
ported our proposal and that the board
ofMothercarewasunwilling toallowus
to conduct due diligence and engage in
discussions with us regarding our pro-
posal,” Ed Krell, the chief executive of

Destination Maternity, said. At Moth-
ercare’s closing share price on Friday of
258½p, theDestination offer represent-
ed a 16 per cent premium. Mothercare
haswarnedDestinationMaternity’s of-
fer carried “significant execution risk”.
If Destination Maternity’s bid had

been accepted, the combined company
wouldhavebeen listedontheNewYork
stock exchange but incorporated in the
UK to take advantage of Britain’s lower
corporate tax rate.
“Tax inversion” has become popular

among American companies and been
behind recent bids for UK businesses,
such as Pfizer’s failed attempt to buy
AstraZeneca.
Destination’s decision to abandon the

bid came just under a week before a
deadline to make a new approach was
due to elapse and hours after Mother-

care announced that it had lost its chief
financial officer.
Matt Smith joined Mothercare last

year on a salary and bonus package
worth up to £1.4million.
Mr Smith, who is on a 12-month

notice period, is understood to be
preparing to join Debenhams as the
replacement for Simon Herrick, its
chief financial officer, who resigned in
January.
A spokesman for Debenhams de-

clined to comment. Mothercare said in
a statement to themarket that ithadbe-
gun a search for Mr Smith’s replace-
ment. “Matt has strengthenedMother-
care’s financial position during his time
with the company and is leaving the
business ingoodshape,”MarkNewton-
Jones, the chief executive of Mother-
care, said.

Heathrow plays the long game
to record sharp rise in profits
Robert Lea

Airlines paying more in take-off and
landingchargesand the introductionof
new long-haul services have sent
Heathrow to record half-year revenues
and a trebling in profits.
The second-busiest international

airport in the world, after Dubai, man-
aged a 7.4 per cent increase in revenues
to £1.23 billion, despite passenger num-
bers rising by less than 2 per cent to
35.1million.
“Wehadourbusiest ever first half but

also had record passenger satisfaction
statistics and record punctuality,” said
John Holland-Kaye, the chief execu-
tive, who took over a couple of months
ago after the departure of Colin Matt-

hews. He said that the secret had been
increasing capacity on long-haul ser-
vices to India,Mexico andBrazil, intro-
ducing new services to Manila in the
Philippines, Chengdu in China and
Bogotá inColumbia, and increasing the
frequency of flights to Shanghai and
Guangzhou in China.
Airlines paid an extra £74 million in

fees, which rose to £767million. Heath-
row’s income from retailers increased
3.5per cent as the average spend per
passenger rose from £6.28 to £6.42.
Flights within Britain were up more

than 8per cent year on year to account
for 7 per cent of services. Continental
Europe accounts for two in five flights
at Heathrow, with 22 per cent of ser-
vices bound for North America.
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S
cotland’s most
famous alcoholic
tipple may be
whisky, but Irn-
Bru looks set to

steal an even bigger
share of the soft drinks
market after featuring in
the open ceremony of
the Commonwealth
Games (Dominic Walsh
writes).
Strong sales of the

fizzy orange drink,
which appeared in a
take on its old “made in
Scotland from girders”
advertising slogan, right,
helped AG Barr to
deliver a 5.6 per cent
jump in revenues to
about £135million in the
first half — ahead of a
market that was up by
only 1.6per cent.
The company, which

also owns the Rubicon,
Tizer and Strathmore
water brands, said: “Our
growth continues to be
well ahead of the total
soft drinks market.”
It added that, despite

“intense” promotional
price competition, its
margins remained in
line with expectations.
It said that although it
was up against strong
comparatives this
summer, the pleasant
weather would help it to
deliver “another year of
good growth”.
The company

confirmed that, as a
result of its investment
in carton packaging in
Milton Keynes, its plant
in Tredegar, in Wales,
would close next year.
Shares in AGBarr added
9p to 632p.

Steely Irn-Bru
stays ahead
of the game

HBOS ‘lowballed’
Libor during crisis,
regulators to reveal
Harry Wilson

Evidence uncovered by American and
British regulators is expected to show
that HBOS, the defunct lender, low-
balled its Libor submissions during the
financial crisis in an apparent attempt
to disguise the extent of its problems.
The revelation is understood to form

part of the findings of a settlement
agreed by Lloyds Banking Group —
which was created through the merger
betweenLloydsTSBandHBOS—that
will mean Britain’s largest retail bank
will next week pay penalties totalling
about £300million to close a
transatlantic investigation into its in-
volvement in the rate-rigging scandal.
Lloydscouldannounce its settlement

as early asMonday, before the publica-
tion of its second-quarter results on
Thursday, making it the third of
Britain’s big lenders, after Barclays and
Royal Bank of Scotland, to reach a deal
with prosecutors over Libormanipula-
tion.
Details of the investigation remain

confidential, but it is understood that in
addition to admitting that bank traders
attempted to rig benchmark borrowing
rates for profit between 2006 and 2009,
evidencewas found to showthatHBOS
artificially lowered its Libor submis-
sions at the height of the crisis amid
speculation over its financial health.
In a statement yesterday the bank

said that itwas in late-stagenegotiation
with “a number of agencies” over a

settlement. “The settlements remain to
be agreed and Lloyds Banking Group
expects they will include the payment
of penalties. LBG will update the
market on these issues as appropriate.”
Lloyds declined to comment on the

issue of Libor lowballing.
Barclays was the first bank to settle

over Liborwhen it signed a deal in June
2012 in which it paid £290million in
fines to US and British authorities. The
bank’s admission caused public and
political outrage and led to the depar-
tures of Bob Diamond, who was the
chief executive, and Marcus Agius, the
chairman, as well as several other
senior executives.
The investigation into Barclays also

found that the bank had lowballed its
Libor submissions, but investigatorsdid
not single out any senior managers for
blame. It is understood that the Lloyds
inquiry will follow a similar pattern.
Lloyds is understood to be consider-

ing taking action to claw back bonuses
fromup to 15 former employees alleged
to be involved in the scandal.
The Libor scandal led to the creation

by GeorgeOsborne of a Parliamentary
Commission on Banking Standards,
which recommended a series of indus-
try reforms, including tougher punish-
ments for errant bankers.
The first trial of traders alleged to

have manipulated Libor will come to
court next year as the Serious Fraud
Office pursues criminal cases linked to
the scandal.

Vodafone 4G springs forward
to overcome European decline
Martin Waller

Vodafone has expanded its 4Gnetwork
to cover more than half the population
of Europe as part of its strategy to out-
perform rival telecom operators.
Themobile phonegroupupdated the

market on its quarterly figures to the
end of June and on the progress of
“Project Spring”, its plan to invest
£19billion over the next two years on
upgrading its European operations.
At its heart is a 4G service, providing

customers with the next generation of
mobile phones. In Britain, where more
than 40 per cent of the population is
covered and there are already 900,000
users signed up, the average spend per
customer is up by 18 per cent, the com-
pany said.
Vodafone is facing falling revenue in

Europe because of regulatory changes,
price competition and more cautious
consumers.
In the first quarter of the financial

year, group service revenue, the meas-
ure normally tracked by analysts, fell
4.2 per cent on a comparable basis. The
worst performers were Italy, off 16.1 per
cent, and Spain, off 15.3 per cent.
Revenues in Europe were off by

7.9 per cent. In Africa, the Middle East
and Asia Pacific, where it operates in
high-growthmarkets such as India and
Turkey, they rose by 4.7 per cent. The
figures were in line with market expec-
tations, and shares rose 4p to 202p.
The company has confirmed its out-

look for the current financial year,
with earnings before interest, tax and
other one-offs to reach £11.4billion to
£11.9billion.
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Amazon investors
feel pain of putting
the customer first
James Dean
Technology Correspondent

“We seek to be Earth’s most customer-
centric company,” Amazon’s mission
statement says.And the retailer is stick-
ing rigidly to that mantra — much to
the dismay of its shareholders.
Once an online bookseller, Amazon

is now a three-headed beast that sells,
publishes and floats in the cloud. The
company is trying to kick off its next
growth spurt by spending billions of
dollars on technology and cutting
prices to bring in new customers.
Investors were given a nasty surprise

on Thursday when Amazon posted a
second-quarter net loss of $126million,
about double what was expected. The
company also warned of a third-quar-
ter operating loss of up to $810million.
Tom Szkutak, chief financial offi-

cer, told shareholders that the retail-
er would plough on with its invest-
ment programme, promising re-
turns in the long run. Amazon’s
shares, which trade at about 560
times earnings, plunged by nearly
12 per cent yesterday morning.
Nonetheless, Colin Sebastian

and Benjamin Gaither, analysts

at Baird Equity Research, believe that
Amazon still has “a trillion-dollar
market opportunity”.
When it comes to sales, Amazon be-

lieves, like the old-fashioned shopkeep-
er, that the customer is always right. If a
customerwants something delivered in
a matter of minutes rather than hours,
Amazon will build a drone to fly it to
them. This ethos can be traced back to
theone-click checkout, a patentedAm-
azon technology from 1999. When a
customer spots something theywant to
buy, they click on a single button to buy
it—there isnoneed to inputcredit card
or address details.
Six years later, Amazon had intro-

duced Prime, a paid-for
membership service
that gave regular shop-
pers two-day delivery
on most items. Mem-
bers were later given
free on-demand ac-
cess to thousands of
ebooks, films and tele-
vision programmes.
By 2011, the retailer

had installed the first
Amazon Locker, allow-
ing customers to pick up
parcels from storage holds
whenever they wanted.
Now, Jeff Bezos, Ama-

zon’s founder and chief executive, is
spending billions to upgrade distribu-
tion centres to ensure that it candeliver
its wares even faster. In the not too dis-
tant future, its delivery drone could
take to the skies.
The company is also taking a big bet

on cloud computing.AmazonWebSer-
vices is used by the CIA and Nasa,
among many others. However, it is an
area where Amazon competes directly
with the big boys of Silicon Valley. It
slashed its prices earlier this year to

undercut Google and Microsoft,
prompting a price war.
On the publishing side, Amazon last

week unveiled Kindle Unlimited, an
on-demandebooksubscriptionservice.
However, despite the bold moves,

not all of Amazon’s forays have been
successful: the Amazon Fire, its new
smartphone, was slated upon release
this week.
“By no means is the Fire a horrible

phone,” wrote Brad Molen, of Endgad-
get, “but it’s a forgettable one.”

Amazon is spending billions upgrading its distribution centres around the world

Jeff Bezos is taking a big
bet on cloud computing

London Live
asks to show
more repeats
Alex Spence Media Editor

LondonLive, theTV channel owned by
the Lebedev family, has asked the
broadcasting regulator for permission
to slash the amount of local program-
ming that it shows after poor ratings in
its first four months.
In a move that will add to doubts

about the viability of the government’s
ambition to have locally focused sta-
tions in cities around Britain, London
Live said that it needed more “flexibili-
ty” in its schedule to attract advertising.
The youth-oriented channel, which

is owned by the publishers of The Inde-
pendent and Evening Standard news-
papers, is obliged to show 18 hours of
programming a day that is focused on
the capital. Eight hours must be new or
“first run”, with three hours in the peak
hours of 6pm to 10.30pm.
However, those shows, including a

three-hour morning current affairs
programme, have struggled to attract
enough viewers to lure advertisers.
London Live has asked Ofcom to re-
move the requirement for ten hours of
local repeats a day and cut the peak-
time obligation to one hour a night.
Tim Kirkman, the chief operating

officer, said that London Live would
continue to showcase London. “I’m not
sayingwe’ll bring inCSIMiami,” he said.
London Live reaches fewer than

600,000 viewers a week, according to
industry figures from Barb, on which
advertisers base their decisions.

REX FEATURES
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MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Light at
the end of
the tunnel

B
y 2016 Anglo American
expects to be where it
wants to be, in terms of its
portfolio of mines and
commodities and of the

return on capital it foresees from
those assets. Mark Cutifani, who
joined as chief executive a bit more
than a year ago, is going through
that portfolio of about 70
mines one by one.
Ten have already been

sold or are earmarked to
be sold. These include
some platinum producers
in South Africa that were
affected by a damaging five-
month strike. Another dozen or
more will also go. Anglo is the most
diversified of the giant global
miners, and sees this diversity as a
strength, as various commodity
cycles move in different directions.
MrCutifani admits that some of

those mines had become lazy,
relying on the strength of their
deposits and the ease of extraction
rather than trying to get the best
performance. He also believesAnglo
has become top heavy with, in
places, ten layers of management,
twice what are needed.
This is the sort of root and branch

restructuring programme one would
expect when a new chief executive
arrives. Anglo has been very specific
in what it expects to achieve.The
return on capital, about 10 per cent
in the first half to the end of June,
should rise to 15 per cent by 2016,
with earnings having doubled.
Debt, $15 billion at its peak, will

fall to a targeted $10 billion to
$12 billion. The company is
committed to the huge Minas-Rio
iron ore mine in Brazil, which some
have described as a white elephant.
This is 95 per cent built, at a cost of
$8.8 billion, and the first ore will be
shipped by the end of this year.
Once production ramps up fully,

and it is no longer using up capital,
Anglo can start to think about
increasing the dividend, held at
32cents at the halfway stage.
Anglo weathered a 6 per cent fall

in average commodity prices to
raise profits before tax by 48 per

cent to $2,945 million, despite
the strike wiping out
earnings from platinum.
The good news taken
away by analysts was a
2per cent fall in costs in
real terms, and some

shuffling up of expected
production levels for 2014.

The shares therefore added 54½p
to £16.39½. They sell on about 16
times this year’s earnings. This does
not look a bad time to get back on
board, though immediate progress
may be limited.Certainly, a “buy” on
any further weakness.
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Miner flotation is a major
success as shares surge
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

A mining company debuted in
London for the first time in three
years, and the shares flew.
Bacanora Minerals, which mines

lithium and borate in Mexico, raised
nearly £4.8million by selling shares at
33p each through HD Capital
Partners, a corporate broking and
advisory firm. After a first day of
trading, the shares had surged to 85p
on AIM, valuing Bacanora at about
£67million.
In part, the stock was playing catch-

up with its price on the TSX-V,
Toronto’s junior exchange, which has
more than doubled since the share
placing in London was completed.
Even after the amount to be raised in
London was also more than doubled,
there was such demand that the shares
could have been sold twice over.
Encouraging, then, for other junior
miners that have struggled since the
financial crisis to raise the money upon
which their business models rest.
Behind Bacanora stands Colin Orr-

Ewing, who ran Royal Dutch
Shell’s pension fund for about
30 years and is a well-known
natural resources
entrepreneur in market
circles. Mr Orr-Ewing is
Bacanora’s biggest individual
shareholder, with 12.7 per
cent, and its chairman.
Another shareholder is Rare

Earth Minerals, one of a handful of
AIMcompanies whose chairman is
David Lenigas, the Australian
entrepreneur. REMowns a shade
under 10 per cent of Bacanora, a
30 per cent interest in one lithium
asset and a 10 per stake (with an
option to treble that) in another.
REMdipped 6.7 per cent to 1.82p.
The wider stock market drifted at

the end of a week when trouble in
Ukraine and the Middle East vied
with largely decent company earnings

in Britain and the United States to
determine sentiment towards shares.
The FTSE100 fluttered 29.9 points
lower to 6,791.6, but was still up by
more than 42 points on the week.
On another day dominated by

company updates, the main talking
point was the surprise profit update
from Royal Bank of Scotland, rushed
out a week early to inform the City
that profits would double to nearly
£2.7 billion in the first half of this year.
That lit a fire under RBS shares,
up by 10.8 per cent at 364¼p and
underpinned Lloyds Banking Group,
up ¾p at 74¾p.
Otherwise, Pearson is doing better

in America and Anglo American’s
coal and diamonds operations
exceeded expectations. The publisher
added 31p to £11.32 and the miner
advanced 54½p to £16.39½.
There was some rare good news

from another miner. Lonmin,
unsettled for most of this year by a
strike in South Africa, rallied a further

11¼p to 241p after reassuring that
production would be back to
80 per cent of its usual levels
by September.

Lonmin helped a FTSE
250 at 15,691.8 to limit its
loss to 56.9 points. So, too,
did Balfour Beatty and

Carillion, up 21p at 253p and
24¼p at 362¾p respectively on

confirmation of merger talks.
Back in the Footsie, tired

speculation of a Qatari bid lifted
J Sainsbury 3¼p to 320¼p, while
another supermarket, Tesco, lost 4½p
more to 270¼p, as data from Markit
showed bears building their bets
against it.
Vodafone’s quarterly trading

update was met with relief. Spain
remained weak, but Germany looked
better. Shares in the mobile phone
operator, 4¼p higher at 202p, were

back above 200p for the first time
since early June.
Meanwhile, BSkyB was marked

50½p lower to 874½p after selling
156 million new shares through
Morgan Stanley and Barclays to fund
its £5.3 billion acquisition of 21st
Century Fox’s German and Italian
satellite broadcasting interests.
Other shares moved on the say-so of

analysts. Société Générale raised
concerns about working capital at
Petrofac and the oil services company
retreated 25p to £11.27. A day after a
profit warning from GlaxoSmithKline,

UBStold clients to sell shares that lost
46½p more to £14.23 in response.
After LVMH’s earnings missed

forecasts, blamed by the French group
on waning Chinese demand, other
luxury goods companies were rattled.
Burberry, the purveyor of four-figure
macs, lost 23p to £14.20. Meanwhile,
Spectris, an engineer off 161p at £19.34,
became the latest British company to
take a hit from the strong pound.
For a second day, there was heavy

trading in Falanx shares. The security
specialist, which advises big companies
and governments on how to manage
risk, edged 2.3 per cent higher to 45p
amid whispers that a chunky seller has
disposed of his holding, now thought
to be in safe hands. City veterans were
believed to be stakebuilding in this one.
Prices by Proquote

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Wall Street report
Disappointing earnings from
Amazon and Visa dragged US stocks
lower in a broad sell-off. Amazon
tumbled by 10.3 per cent and Visa by
4.2 per cent. In early-afternoon
trade, the Dow Jones industrial
average was down 128.6 to 16,955.2.

A
family-owned
bus and coach
company that
transports war
veterans to war

gravesites in Europe fell
into administration
yesterday, causing nearly
90 job losses and leaving

about 1,000 ticket holders
in the lurch.
Staff at Hatts Coaches, a

Wiltshire company that
has been owned by the
Hillier family since 1928,
were told that the
company had brought in
administrators from

FRPAdvisory after
running out of cash.
Hatts, which ran a fleet

of 90 buses and coaches,
served Bath rugby club,
operated day trips to
destinations in Britain and
was popular with
pensioners.

Veterans’
coach tour
operator
calls a halt

Spectris has surprised the market
before. In May last year the
shares tumbled after a 9 per

cent fall in first-quarter revenues.
Yesterday they lost 7.7 per cent after
a second-quarter fall of 1 per cent
came in after a promising first-
quarter gain of 4 per cent.
The company makes controls and

instruments that go into industrial
production and research and
development. It is a good reflection
of how much various industries are
investing at any given time, and
there is almost no forward visibility
of earnings.
It has signalled before that the

investment in mining is at a low ebb.
This provided the main weakness in
the second quarter, but other parts
of the business also stumbled,

particularly in Asia as Chinese
manufacturers responded to mixed
economic signals.
Operating profits in the half-year

to the end of June were off by 12 per
cent to £70.1 million.This is a
£10 million undershoot on
expectations, and analysts were
taking this off their forecasts for the
year. Some also adjusted their
expectations for foreign exchange
effects, taking another £5 million off
their forecasts for 2014.
Profits will still be little changed

from last year, then. The shares lost
161p to £19.34.They sell on about
15 times earnings. The long-term
story is intact, but this suggests little
reason to chase at present.

spectris

Sales £539.8m Dividend 16p

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY Little visibility of
earnings; shares fully valued

PETER MACDIARMID/GETTY IMAGES
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AB Foods 390
Aberdeen Asset 3,598
Admiral 772
Aggreko 214
AMEC 1,152
Anglo Amer 7,629
Antofagasta 1,212
ARM Hldgs 2,937
AstraZeneca 1,640
Aviva 5,569
BAE SYS 3,553
Babcock 1,290
Barclays 49,980
BG 3,962
BHP Billiton 3,532
BP 21,310
Brt Am Tob 1,449
Br Land 2,439
BSkyB 14,732
BT Group 10,097
Bunzl 262
Burberry Group 1,127
Capita Group 1,067
Carnival 779
Centrica 6,307
Coca Cola HBC 211
Compass 1,885
CRH 2,267
Croda 413
Diageo 3,524
EasyJet 3,744
Experian 1,648
G4S 2,418
Fresnillo 632
Friends Life Gp 1,704
GKN 2,762
GlaxoSmKline 14,329
Glencre Xstrata 20,678
Hammerson 2,097
Hargreaves Lans 635
HSBC 22,896
IMI 331
Imperial Tob 1,174
InterCont Htls 487
Intl Cons Air 8,655
Intertek 237
ITV 13,431
Johnson Math 395
Kingfisher 9,244
Land Secs 2,007

Legal & Gen 7,619
Lloyds Bkg Gp 118,251
London Stock Exch 268
Marks Spr 3,477
Meggitt 943
Melrose 2,025
Mondi PLC 774
Morrison (W) 6,839
Natl Grid 3,944
Next 230
Old Mutual 5,097
Pearson 4,459
Petrofac 1,765
Persimmon 540
Prudential 3,012
Randgold Res 188
Reckitt Benck 636
Reed Elsevier 3,346
REXAM 1,931
Rio Tinto 3,060
Rolls-Royce 2,585
Ryl Bk Scot 51,562
Ryl Dtch Sh A 1,884
Ryl Dtch Sh B 1,405
RSA Ins 1,746
SABMiller 1,900
Sage Gp 2,498
Sainsbury 13,667
Schroders 248
Svrn Trent 755
Shire 2,314
Smith & Neph 1,198
Smiths 568
Sports Direct 764
SSE 1,399
Std Chartd 3,592
Standard Life 2,059
Tate & Lyle 1,262
Tesco 20,410
Travis Perkins 505
TUI Travel 2,101
Tullow Oil 3,227
Unilever 1,931
Utd Utilities 1,118
Vedanta Res 423
Vodafone 96,593
Weir 512
William Hill 3,726
Whitbread 277
Wolseley 694
WPP 2,933

FTSE volumes

European money
deposits %

Gold/precious
metals

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0633-1.0637
Canada 1.0816-1.0817
Denmark 5.5535-5.5551
Euro 0.7449-0.7449
Hong Kong 7.7500-7.7501
Japan 101.81-101.84
Malaysia 3.1740-3.1780
Norway 6.2213-6.2237
Singapore 1.2417-1.2419
Sweden 6.8181-6.8199
Switzerland 0.9049-0.9050

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.868-13.880

Australia dollar 1.8044-1.8054

Bahrain dinar 0.6360-0.6436

Brazil real 3.7732-3.7902

Euro 1.2638-1.2641

Hong Kong dollar 13.150-13.152

India rupee 101.80-102.00

Indonesia rupiah 19617-19668

Kuwait dinar KD 0.4789-0.4815

Malaysia ringgit 5.2958-5.4980

New Zealand dollar 1.9855-1.9859

Singapore dollar 2.1066-2.1078

S Africa rand 17.831-17.847

U A E dirham 6.2303-6.2366

Eurotop 100

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25

Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5

Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.37; 3 mth 0.43. Sell: 1 mth 0.33; 3 mth 0.40

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.4975 0.5240 0.5572 0.7150 1.0646

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Eurodollar Deps 0.13-0.23 0.17-0.27 0.24-0.34 0.35-0.45 0.60-0.70

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.06 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.32

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.3821-9.4311 9.4236-9.4260 43ds 130ds
Euro 1.2650-1.2607 1.2641-1.2637 3pr 9pr
Montreal 1.8237-1.8359 1.8354-1.8356 9pr 26pr
New York 1.6963-1.6997 1.6968-1.6969 4ds 13ds
Oslo 10.503-10.566 10.558-10.560 91pr 269pr
Stockholm 11.402-11.599 11.569-11.573 11ds 46ds
Tokyo 172.67-173.14 172.79-172.80 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5316-1.5367 1.5355-1.5357 7ds 23ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Major indices
New York
Dow Jones 16961.95 (-121.85)
Nasdaq Composite 4450.80 (-21.31)
S&P 500 1979.69 (-8.29)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15457.87 (+173.45)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 24216.01 (+74.51)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 404.84 (-5.14)

Sydney
AO 5574.20 (-2.60)

Frankfurt
DAX 9644.01 (-150.05)

Singapore
Straits 3350.17 (-3.72)

Brussels
BEL20 3167.27 (-28.26)

Paris
CAC-40 4330.55 (-80.10)

Zurich
SMI Index 8571.48 (-65.53)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3174.99 (-45.08)

London
FTSE 100 6791.55 (-29.91)
FTSE 250 15691.81 (-56.88)
FTSE 350 3685.04 (-15.80)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2775.37 (-21.54)
FTSE All-Shares 3619.34 (-15.10)
FTSE Non Financials 4262.52 (-27.57)
techMARK 100 3289.95 (-23.19)
Bargains 957622
US$ 1.6968 (-0.0019)
Euro 1.2638 (+0.0023)
£:SDR 1.10 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 88.6 (-0.1)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 128.30 Jun (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.30 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.80 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 929.54 (-2.41)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4569.43 (-10.40)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 6.00pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)
Brent Physical 106.60 +0.80
Brent 25 day (Jan) 107.55 +0.65
Brent 25 day (Feb) 108.10 +0.70
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 101.80 -0.50
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 100.55 -0.35

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)
Premium Unld 986.50 988.50 +5.50
Gasoil EEC 897.75 899.75 +6.25
3.5 Fuel Oil 566.00 568.00 +0.00
Naphtha 931.00 934.00 +5.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Aug 894.75-894.25 Nov 902.50-901.75
Sep 897.50-897.25 Dec 903.00-902.75
Oct 900.50-900.00 Volume: 302069

Brent (6.00pm)
Aug unq Nov 108.53-108.47
Sep 108.05-108.04 Dec 108.42-108.40
Oct 108.40-108.38 Volume: 809711

LIFFE

Cocoa
Jul unq Sep 1877 BID
Sep 1985-1983 Dec 1871 BID
Dec 1951-1949 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 1929-1928
May 1911-1898
Jul 1901-1900 Volume: 19845

RobustaCoffee
Jul 2185 SLR Mar 2049-2000
Sep 2016-2014 May 2100-2000
Nov 2013-2011
Jan 2011-2010 Volume: 7519

White Sugar (FOB)
Reuters Mar 483.60-480.90

May 493.40-486.00
Aug 480.00 SLR Aug 498.60-491.00
Oct 447.80-447.50 Oct 505.90-490.00
Dec 463.80-462.00 Volume: 6236

London Grain Futures
LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)
Nov 126.30 Jan 128.80 Mar 130.65
May 133.05 Jul 136.00 Volume: 790

Wall Street
Jul 25
midday

Jul 24
close

21st Century Fox 33.04 32.92
3M 144.98 145.13
Abbott Labs 42.89 42.89
AbbVie 53.62 54.08
Accenture 80.27 80.69
ACE 103.94 104.79
Actavis 217.53 218.68
Adobe Sys 72.39 72.80
Aetna Inc 82.99 84.16
Aflac 63.45 63.93
Agilent Tech 56.60 56.84
Air Prods & Chm 135.09 135.16
Alcoa 16.73 17.00
Alexion Pharmas 166.61 167.48
Allergan 170.22 170.57
Alliance Data Sys 269.22 271.71
Allstate 57.97 58.49
Altria 41.65 42.04
Amazon 319.35 358.61
Amer Elec Pwr 53.33 54.01
Amer Express 91.90 93.15
Amer Tower 92.66 92.37
American Int 54.37 55.17
Ameriprise 122.16 122.53
AmerisrceBerg 76.46 76.37
Amgen 122.11 122.26
Amphenol 97.21 97.71
Anadarko Petrlm 109.63 111.00
Analog Devices 50.21 51.30
Aon Corp 87.26 90.97
Apache 101.99 102.60
Apple 97.20 97.03
Applied Mats 21.23 21.76
Archer Daniels 48.06 48.43
AT&T 35.51 35.50
Auto Data Proc 82.20 82.43
Autozone 516.23 514.82
AVAGO TECHNOLOGIES Ltd.70.61 72.51
AvalonBay 148.28 149.15
Baker Hughes 74.00 73.96
Bank NY Mellon 39.37 39.60
Bank of America 15.58 15.62
Baxter Intl 76.51 77.00
BB&T 37.68 37.82
Becton Dickinsn 118.11 118.49
Berkshire Hath 127.80 128.35
Biogen Idec 334.00 336.79
Blackrock 314.64 317.36
Boeing 123.56 124.40
BorgWarner Inc 65.74 65.56
Boston Props 120.59 121.29
Boston Sci 13.10 13.26
Bristol-Myrs Sq 49.10 49.46
Broadcom 37.43 38.30
Cameron Intl 74.24 72.44
Capital One Fin 81.77 82.40
Cardinal Health 71.97 72.43
Carnival 36.71 37.21
Caterpillar 104.99 105.04
CBS Corp 57.98 58.51
Celgene 86.85 86.19
CenturyTel 37.62 37.68
Cerner 56.70 55.64
Chesapeake Engy 27.16 27.30
Chevron 133.40 134.85
Chipotle Mex Grill 667.51 660.20
Chubb 89.50 92.76
Cigna Corp 95.75 96.75
Cisco Systems 25.83 25.83
Citigroup 50.10 50.09
CME 75.52 75.36
Coca-Cola 40.99 40.97
Cognizant Tech 50.83 50.80
Colgate-Palm 67.83 68.11
Comcast 54.73 55.13
ConocoPhillips 85.87 86.25
Consd Edison 57.02 57.31
Constellation Brands86.36 87.25
Corning 22.03 22.09
Costco Whole 117.44 118.14
Covidien 88.24 88.78
Crown Castle 73.60 73.83
CSX 31.05 31.10
Cummins 150.69 150.80
CVS Caremark 78.89 78.89
Danaher 75.71 75.97
Davita 71.32 71.89
Deere&Co 86.20 86.98
Delphi Auto 68.51 68.62
Delta Air Lines 38.17 38.07
Devon Energy 78.33 79.03
DirecTV Grp 86.31 86.35
Discover Financial 62.61 63.26
Dollar General 55.75 56.04
Dominion Res 70.11 70.34
Dover 88.52 88.82
Dow Chemical 53.65 53.84
Du Pont 65.08 65.20
Duke Energy 73.32 74.03
Eaton 77.50 77.38

Jul 25
midday

Jul 24
close

eBay 52.89 53.23
Ecolab 110.14 110.39
Edison Intl 56.86 56.96
Eli Lilly 63.84 64.37
EMC Corp 29.03 28.89
Emerson Elec 67.42 67.05
EOG Res 114.83 116.20
EQT 100.10 104.18
Equity Res 65.25 65.84
Estee Lauder 75.40 75.91
Exelon 31.44 31.81
Express Scripts 65.78 66.52
Exxon Mobil 103.28 104.28
Facebook 75.40 74.98
Fedex 151.36 152.50
Fifth Third 21.13 21.09
FIS 56.56 56.58
Fiserv Inc 62.56 62.78
FMC Tech 63.12 62.62
Ford Motor 17.67 17.84
FOREST LABORATORIES99.00 99.77
Franklin Res 57.40 57.72
Freeport-Mcm 37.99 37.53
Gap 40.04 40.16
Gen Dynamics 121.67 121.48
Gen Electric 25.79 25.94
Gen Growth Props 24.01 24.08
General Mills 52.79 52.95
General Mtrs 34.99 35.74
Gilead Sciences 89.25 90.54
Goldman Sachs 174.95 176.26
GOOGLE Inc 588.10 593.35
GOOGLE Inc CLASS A597.21 603.01
Grainger (WW) 240.19 240.49
Halliburton 73.43 73.41
Hartford Financial 35.40 35.87
HCP 42.47 42.45
Health Care REIT 64.41 64.70
Hershey 91.69 92.34
Hess 100.10 100.74
Hewlett Packard 35.29 35.04
Home Depot 81.01 81.20
Honeywell Intl 95.83 96.01
Host Hotels 22.85 22.97
Humana 129.44 132.90
IBM 194.67 195.24
ICE Group 196.49 195.96
Illinois Tool 85.19 85.39
Ingersoll-Rand 63.09 63.07
Intel 34.08 34.25
Intl Paper 49.92 50.65
Intuit 82.45 82.59
Intuitive Surg 462.57 473.33
Invesco 38.42 38.55
Johnsn & Johnsn 101.95 102.20
Johnson Cont 48.50 48.61
JP Morgan Chase 59.00 59.17
Kellogg 65.29 65.68
KEURIG GREEN MOUNTAIN Inc120.54 121.00
Kimberly-Clark 108.91 109.49
Kinder Morgan 37.91 37.88
Kraft Foods 58.26 58.33
Kroger 50.81 51.00
L Brands 57.87 58.23
Lockheed Martin 170.44 169.97
Loews 43.59 43.85
Lorillard 60.60 60.83
Lowes Cos 47.87 48.00
LyondellBasell 106.98 102.42
Macy's 57.47 57.92
Marathon Oil 40.30 40.71
Marathon Pet 77.47 77.43
Marriott Intl 66.53 66.83
Marsh & McLenn 51.50 52.72
MasterCard 75.51 77.57
McDonald's 95.59 95.35
McGraw-Hill 81.70 81.63
McKesson 192.13 193.58
Mead Johnson 94.21 95.34
Medtronic 62.93 63.28
Merck & Co 58.17 58.21
Metlife 54.66 55.15
Michael Kors Hdgs 81.46 82.04
Micron 33.37 33.88
Microsoft 44.47 44.40
Mondelez 38.09 38.31
Monsanto 116.20 116.19
Moodys 91.20 92.48
Morgan Stanley 33.29 33.40
Mosaic 47.08 47.34
Motorola Sols 65.11 65.61
M&T Bank Corp 124.00 123.57
Mylan 51.57 51.90
Natl Oilwell 85.06 85.45
Netflix 423.48 425.38
NextEra Energy 98.53 98.72
Nielsen Holdings 48.40 48.39
Nike 77.90 78.60
Noble Energy 69.83 71.63
Norfolk Sthn 107.23 107.78

Jul 25
midday

Jul 24
close

Northeast Utilities 45.26 45.49
Northern Trust 67.08 67.11
Northrop Grum 128.14 127.92
Nucor 51.23 51.11
Occidental Petr 100.31 100.88
Omnicom 73.35 72.86
Oracle 40.46 40.47
O'Reilly 152.22 151.77
Paccar 65.00 65.55
Parker-Hannifin 123.04 123.33
Paychex 42.12 42.56
PENTAIR Inc 72.00 71.78
PepsiCo 91.73 91.91
Perrigo Company 155.93 157.07
Pfizer 30.16 30.34
PG&E 47.14 47.37
Philip Morris Intl 84.91 85.54
Phillips66 82.01 82.10
Pioneer Ntrl Rscs 230.61 232.28
PNC Finl 84.53 84.57
PPG Inds 208.96 210.02
PPL 33.42 33.78
Praxair 129.99 129.23
Precision Cast 233.02 236.21
Price T Rowe 79.89 80.33
Priceline.com 1228.08 1236.73
Principal Fin 51.87 51.78
Procter & Gmbl 79.73 80.26
Progressive Cp 24.21 24.32
Prologis 41.68 41.87
Prudential Finl 88.87 89.82
Public Serv Ent 37.12 37.30
Public Storage 174.99 175.15
QUALCOMM 76.20 76.17
Raytheon 92.69 93.55
Regeneron Pharm 301.85 304.44
Regions Financial 10.29 10.29
Reynolds Amer 56.74 57.29
Rockwell Auto 123.26 122.66
Roper Inds 142.71 142.96
Salesforce.com 54.55 54.06
SanDisk 92.57 93.74
Schlumberger 112.28 113.10
Schwab (Charles) 27.63 27.79
Seagate Tech 59.31 59.58
Sempra Energy 101.88 102.08
Sherwin-Williams 213.21 213.47
Simon Prop 169.71 171.31
Southern Co 44.74 44.78
Spectra Engy 42.65 42.85
St Jude Medical 66.59 67.03
Stan Blk & Dkr 90.50 85.02
Starbucks 78.63 80.45
Starwood 79.20 79.11
State Street 71.17 71.56
Sthwest Airlines 29.21 28.68
SthWest Engy 41.22 41.56
Stryker 80.35 80.79
SunTrust Banks 38.89 38.91
Symantec 23.64 23.87
Sysco 36.82 36.91
Target 60.34 60.99
TE Connectivity 63.03 63.31
Texas Insts 47.09 47.86
Thermo Fisher 124.88 125.51
Time Warner 85.00 84.01
Time Warner Cab 149.08 150.00
TJX 52.86 53.21
Transocean 42.33 42.03
Travelers 92.29 92.88
Tyco Intl 45.11 44.81
Union Pacific 102.06 101.77
UPS 103.84 104.09
US Bancorp 42.66 42.73
Utd Health 84.59 85.68
Utd Tech 108.62 108.95
Valero Energy 48.75 48.68
Ventas 64.59 64.68
Verizon Comm 51.28 51.05
Vertex Pharma 95.11 95.77
VF Corp 61.89 62.49
Viacom 86.03 85.62
Visa 212.54 222.74
Vornado Realty 107.64 108.60
Walgreen 73.09 73.08
Wal-Mart 76.01 76.35
Walt Disney 86.39 86.80
Waste Mgt 44.42 44.31
WellPoint 113.63 115.25
Wells Fargo 51.61 51.59
Western Digital 98.92 99.60
Weyerhaeuser 31.98 32.05
Williams Cos 58.47 58.57
Wynn Resorts 203.96 205.03
Xcel Energy 31.55 31.74
Xerox 13.22 12.84
Yahoo 35.98 36.17
Yum Brands 74.09 73.84
Zimmer Hldgs 99.99 99.82
Zoetis 32.77 32.89

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 110.81 111.25 110.73 111.17 128762 376604
Dec 14 111.17

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.370 99.380 99.360 99.375 22889 367491
Dec 14 99.170 99.190 99.160 99.180 29932 461237
Mar 15 98.940 98.970 98.930 98.955 29850 359159
Jun 15 98.710 98.740 98.690 98.730 27652 252681
Sep 15 98.480 98.510 98.460 98.505 24339 250693

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.780 99.790 99.780 99.785 46980 489732
Dec 14 99.795 99.805 99.795 99.805 34153 425029
Mar 15 99.805 99.820 99.805 99.820 26612 389635
Jun 15 99.805 99.820 99.805 99.820 33078 309629
Sep 15 99.790 99.810 99.785 99.805 22785 330109

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.990 100.00 99.990 100.00 4158 55804
Dec 14 100.01 100.02 100.01 100.02 3779 45570
Mar 15 100.03 100.04 100.03 100.04 6972 40824
Jun 15 100.04 100.05 100.03 100.04 5302 37991

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.28 111.31 111.28 111.30 2183 31379
Dec 14 111.30

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 126.19 126.33 126.16 126.32 431 7977
Dec 14 126.32

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 143.55 143.55 143.49 143.82 17 3785
Dec 14 143.82

FTSE100 Sep 14 6760.5 6786.0 6734.5 6741.5 65653 584613
Dec 14 6747.5 6747.5 6747.5 6715.5 1 13619

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4137.0 4137.0 4132.5 4179.5 200 350
Dec 14 4183.5

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication

Close +/- 12mthhigh 12mthlow Yield P/E

AP Moller-Maersk A Dn Kr 12700.00 -80.00 13800.00 12070.00 3.00 13.58
AP Moller-Maersk B Dn Kr 13240.00 -130.00 14520.00 12720.00 2.88 14.16
ABB Ltd S SF 21.57 -0.14 24.75 19.90 21.72
Air Liquide Fr ¤ 97.62 -1.78 106.85 92.89 2.69 19.43
Allianz G ¤ 128.85 -0.95 134.03 108.68 2.67 9.51
Anglo American UK p 1639.50 +54.50 1641.50 1226.50 3.12
Anheuser-Busch InBev B ¤ 82.53 -1.14 85.13 66.55 2.10 12.19
ASML Holding Nl ¤ 63.14 -1.30 14520.00 12720.00 0.83 21.13
Assicurazioni Generali SpA 15.36 -0.14 17.43 14.35 1.10 16.42
AstraZeneca UK p 4402.78 -21.72 4823.50 3113.00 3.77 35.69
Atlas Copco A Sw Kr 211.50 +0.10 211.50 188.20 2.63 21.29
Atlas Copco B Sw Kr 192.70 +0.90 211.50 188.20 2.89 19.39
AXA Fr ¤ 17.67 -0.24 20.50 16.49 4.28 8.99
Banco Santander Es ¤ 7.62 +0.02 7.88 5.35 6.59 18.13
BBVA Es ¤ 9.45 +0.03 9.93 6.95 2.80
Barclays UK p 219.20 +4.70 297.91 207.90 2.98 59.48
BASF G ¤ 80.37 -1.98 87.36 80.21 3.30 14.86
Bayer G ¤ 98.71 -2.24 106.60 98.71 23.14
BG Group UK p 1200.71 -11.29 1351.50 1008.50 1.35 32.64
BHP Billiton UK p 2081.50 -1.50 2083.00 1754.50 3.38 16.96
BMW G ¤ 94.30 -1.21 95.51 86.43 10.95
BNP Paribas Fr ¤ 49.58 -0.22 60.85 47.42 3.16 12.02
BP UK p 499.10 -4.70 523.90 432.30
British Am Tob UK p 3539.50 -17.50 3603.00 2881.00 3.89 17.30
BT Group UK p 383.00 -4.90 418.10 322.20 2.58 15.62
Centrica UK p 312.30 -0.70 402.20 304.50 5.35 17.04
Christian Dior Fr ¤ 136.65 -9.20 153.50 127.35 1.72 16.05
CS Group S SF 25.84 -0.09 30.29 25.07 1.80 123.96
Daimler G ¤ 65.15 -1.15 70.44 64.52 3.43 10.62
Danone Fr ¤ 55.06 -0.92 60.39 48.83 2.77 21.67
Deutsche Bank G ¤ 26.73 -0.17 39.95 25.45 275.20
Deutsche Post AG 24.84 -0.55 27.93 24.84 14.64
Deutsche Telekom G ¤ 12.14 -0.09 13.12 12.06 4.41 23.59
Diageo UK p 1797.50 -27.00 2136.50 1768.00 2.64 17.06
EON G ¤ 14.65 -0.27 15.31 12.01 5.67 37.25
EDF Fr ¤ 23.35 +0.01 29.73 20.23 5.63 11.70
Enel It ¤ 4.26 -0.04 4.46 2.48 2.94 11.65
ENI It ¤ 19.71 -0.31 20.40 16.25 4.65 13.70
Ericsson B Sw Kr 86.90 -0.20 3.50 19.94
EADS Fr ¤ 44.50 -0.86 55.91 0.00 1.41 19.91
GDF Suez Fr ¤ 19.80 -0.60 21.09 15.77 7.97
GlaxoSmKline UK p 1423.00 -46.50 1712.50 1423.00 5.55 14.67
Glencre Xstrata 377.50 +1.60 377.50 270.45 2.52
Heineken NV Nl ¤ 53.72 -0.85 56.04 44.96 1.53 21.58
Henkel KGaA G ¤ 73.54 -0.47 77.10 72.83 1.27 18.74
Henkel KGaA Pref G ¤ 83.56 -2.23 86.52 61.28 1.10 21.73
Hennes & Mauritz Sw Kr 287.30 -0.50 297.90 262.10 3.42 24.87
Hermes Intl SCA Fr ¤ 258.95 -6.05 271.60 226.90 1.01 32.68
HSBC UK p 621.70 +0.70 754.70 589.00 4.65 12.88
Iberdrola Es ¤ 5.61 -0.01 5.62 4.01 2.22 14.61
Imperial Tobacco UK p 2605.00 -13.00 2740.00 2120.00 4.47 36.41
Inditex Es ¤ 111.45 +0.35 121.00 99.20 1.48 28.53
ING Nl ¤ 10.01 -0.21 10.93 7.60 1653.76
Intesa Sanpaolo It ¤ 2.30 -0.04 2.61 1.39 1.81
Linde G ¤ 152.85 -1.75 157.30 144.60 21.36
Lloyds Bkg Gp UK p 74.81 +0.86 86.30 67.65
L'Oreal Fr ¤ 126.90 -2.20 129.60 115.20 1.91 24.81
LVMH Fr ¤ 131.65 -9.60 149.25 122.50 2.40 18.34
Munich Re G ¤ 163.00 -1.40 166.45 155.30 3.27 8.58
Natl Grid UK p 871.00 -1.50 896.00 730.50 4.69 13.18
Nestle S SF 69.25 -0.60 71.50 60.60 1.99 21.41
Nordea Sw Kr 94.85 +0.25 4.20 13.34
Novartis S SF 79.95 -0.45 81.50 66.20 2.00 24.06
Novo Nordisk B Dn Kr 253.90 +2.40 256.20 230.50 1.33 25.36
Orange 11.64 -0.11 12.81 7.28 4.52 15.52
Pernod Ricard NV Fr ¤ 84.93 -1.30 94.28 79.36 2.03 18.36
Philips Elect Nl ¤ 23.60 -0.23 28.10 22.22 20.46
Prudential UK p 1397.00 +7.00 1412.00 1078.00 2.18 26.49
Reckitt Benckiser UK p 5113.98 -21.02 5270.00 4269.00 2.72 21.26
Repsol SA 18.96 +0.15 20.88 17.11 2.03 19.80
Richemont S SF 88.20 -2.05 95.55 81.50 0.75 19.34
Rio Tinto UK p 3410.59 -30.91 3627.50 2913.00 3.10 28.70
Roche Hldgs S SF 261.25 -1.75 273.00 228.00 1.89 19.50
Rolls-Royce UK p 1052.85 +6.85 1289.00 961.50 1.95 14.54
Royal Bank Scot UK p 365.98 +37.18 384.90 295.50
Royal Dutch Shell A UK p 2418.50 -16.50 2435.00 1987.00 4.42 19.95
Royal Dutch Shell B UK p 2535.50 -22.00 2592.00 2077.50 4.22 20.92
SABMiller UK p 3346.72 +6.72 3460.00 2661.00 1.85 26.61
Sanofi-Aventis Fr ¤ 75.98 -1.34 80.30 69.40 3.81 25.54
SAP G ¤ 59.90 -0.80 61.12 54.41 1.23 22.60
Schneider Electric Fr ¤ 67.54 -1.39 71.37 57.89 2.91 18.90
Siemens G ¤ 93.03 -1.42 100.25 91.53 3.32 17.17
Societe Generale SA 38.65 -0.46 48.38 30.22 1.22 13.32
Standard Chartered UK p 1218.50 +6.50 1612.50 1184.50 4.13 12.07
StatoilHydro No Kr 184.00 -4.70 194.80 178.60 2.91 9.70
Swatch Gp BR S SF 493.90 -10.10 107.90 91.95 0.91 13.66
Swatch Gp Reg S SF 93.00 -1.10 600.50 493.90 0.97 2.55
Swiss Re AG S SF 78.85 -0.50 83.70 71.05 2.82 7.92
Syngenta S SF 322.10 -6.40 374.80 306.20 1.86 19.93
Telefonica Es ¤ 12.25 -0.03 13.11 10.28 2.36 12.12
Telenor No Kr 148.50 -0.40 148.90 138.40 4.74 28.14
TeliaSonera Sw Kr 52.10 +0.10 52.10 47.16 4.08 15.55
Tenaris SA It ¤ 16.66 -0.21 1.09 16.75
Tesco UK p 270.35 -4.45 378.30 270.35 5.46 11.40
Total Fr ¤ 51.10 -0.82 54.52 39.86 4.73 11.75
UBS AG S SF 16.60 -0.07 19.43 16.17 0.94 18.99
UniCredit It ¤ 6.01 -0.09 6.85 4.01 1.25
Unilever UK p 2620.00 -43.00 2726.00 2306.00 3.32 18.20
Unilever NV Nl ¤ 31.46 -0.48 32.59 27.16 3.25 17.29
Vinci Fr ¤ 52.94 -0.97 56.85 39.07 3.51 14.22
Vivendi Fr ¤ 18.43 -0.09 21.25 15.35 5.67
Vodafone Group UK p 202.05 +4.20 252.30 188.95 9.48 4.84
Volkswagen G ¤ 179.45 -1.90 194.95 179.45 1.48 8.73
Volkswagen Prf G ¤ 180.00 -3.35 197.55 180.00 1.47 8.83
Volvo B Sw Kr 87.05 +0.40 102.50 86.00 3.69 33.18
Zurich Fin S SF 273.20 -1.50 275.30 228.80 3.95 10.42

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.970 1.710
Canada $ 1.990 1.730
Denmark Kr 10.110 8.860
Egypt 13.390 10.650
Euro ¤ 1.380 1.200
Hong Kong $ 14.150 12.440
Hungary 426.680 351.040
Indonesia 22607.100 18032.600
Israel Shk 6.360 5.430
Japan Yen 187.010 161.960
New Zealand $ 2.210 1.870
Norway Kr 11.470 9.920
Poland 5.770 4.720
Russia 64.150 53.420
S Africa Rd 19.800 16.770
Sweden Kr 12.410 11.030
Switzerland Fr 1.690 1.450
Turkey Lira 3.860 0.000
USA $ 1.850 1.630

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 97.36 133.51 179.37
(+/-) -21.59 +8.18 +4.04

Eng/Wales 97.36 unq 175.78
(+/-) -21.59 +3.95

Scotland unq unq 196.72
(+/-) +5.44

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7183.0-7183.5 7180.0-7180.5 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2264.0-2265.0 2272.0-2274.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2419.5-2420.0 2409.0-2410.0 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22400.0-22405.0 22450.0-22475.0 22400.0-22450.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2008.0-2008.5 2028.5-2029.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
19150.0-19160.0 19220.0-19230.0 18770.0-18870.0

(000s)

Currency
1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar
0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling
0.50 0.56 0.72 1.07

Euro
0.00 0.05 0.16 0.35

Bullion: Open $1292.78
Close $1297.47-1297.95 High $1298.65
Low $1290.81
AM $1292.50 PM $1294.75
Krugerrand $1284.00-1363.00 (£756.66-803.22)
Platinum $1478.00 (£870.98)
Silver $20.51 (£12.08)
Palladium $884.00 (£520.94)
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Shijuro Ogata
Anglophile Japanese economist and banker who shone a light on the closed business practices of his country, organising
Shijuro Ogata helped to open up the
complexities of Japanese business to
bemused English-speaking financiers
and journalists, organising weekly tea-
briefings that became something of a
fixture for foreigners.
The Japanese preferred to make

policy announcements through the
Kisha club system (press briefings from
which foreigners were strictly exclud-
ed); American journalists once found

out about the opening of aToyota plant
in California through the Japanese
papers. Ogata — who became deputy
governor of the Bank of Japan — was
determined to usher in a new era of co-
operation. With his understated sense
of humour and a ready wit, he did his
best to keep his door open to British
journalists and also acted as interpreter
and record keeper for governors of the
Bank of Japan on their foreign trips.

Ogata was never pompous or
arrogant. His wife, Sadako, was
theUNhighcommissioner for re-
fugees and he was always happy
to introduce himself as “Sadako’s
husband”, recognising that she
was more famous. They travelled
so much that they managed to see

each other only once a
month. Their son, Atsushi,
is a video artist, and their
daughter, Akiko, worked
for the Bank of Tokyo.
Ogatahada life-longaf-

fection for England. As a
boy his father introduced

him to André
Maurois’s
History of

England. In London he was an active
member of the Wakatakekai (young
bamboos) society, a group of young
British and Japanese business people.
Shijuro Ogata was born in Tokyo in

1927, the third son of Taketora Ogata, a
journalist who was later Japan’s deputy
prime minister in the 1950s.
The family was wealthy and visited

themountains and seaside whereOga-
ta learnt to ride.Heattendedastrictday

Anthony Smith
Fearless explorer and science writer who at the age of 85 sailed the Atlantic on a homemade raft

Smith, left, with fellow balloonists

Sir David Attenborough once said that
if he were asked who wasmost likely to
try to sail across the Atlantic on a
home-made raft, with a crew of
complete strangers, aged 85, he would
unhesitatingly reply: “Anthony Smith”.
Whether it was that last, epic, lunatic

voyage,orridingamotorcyclethelength
of Africa, Smith epitomised the single-
minded, often bloody-minded, British
spirit of adventure.Hewas the first to fly
a hot air balloon over the Serengeti, the
first Briton to take one over the Alps; he
travelled in more than 70 countries and
published some 30 books. None of this
slaked his wanderlust.
His chief legacy was to have revived,

almost single-handed, ballooning in
Britain. Any appetite for lighter-than-
air travel had been eradicated by the
airship disasters of the 1930s, but
Smith’s interest in it was inspired by a
vision of drifting off over Fleet Street
from his desk at The Daily Telegraph,
where in the early 1960s hewas science
correspondent.
His first obstacle was qualifying as a

pilot, having been informed that he
could not do so in Britain since there
were no other pilots— and no examin-
ers left alive. Undaunted, he had
a few rudimentary lessons
in the Netherlands and
gained his licence de-
spite crash-landing
on a dyke and put-
ting his examiner
in hospital.
Having had a

hydrogen balloon
made for him by a
Belgian, he set out
in 1962 to fly from
Zanzibar acrossEast
Africa. The journey,
on which he was ac-
companied by fellow ex-
plorer Douglas Botting
and the film-maker Alan
Root, was a homage to Jules
Verne’s FiveWeeks in a Balloon,
although Smith’s safari lasted
three months.
The party was lucky to escape

being immolated when blown
dangerously close to a thunderstorm
and landing heavily in the Ngorongoro
crater. Smith published his account of
their expedition as Throw Out Two
Hands.
With Sheila Scott, he founded the

British Balloon and Airship Club,
which now has a membership of more

than 1,000 pilots.Much of this renewed
enthusiasm for the sport was sparked
by demonstration flights that he gave
with the African balloon, Jambo,

although the craft met a fi-
ery end in 1968.

It was entirely
characteristic of
Smith that it
should then be
revealed that
the balloon was
uninsured, he
having
distracted the
inspectors with
a good story
when asked to
produce his docu-

ments. Nonethe-
less, in 1973 he built

the first gas-filled air-
ship to be awarded a

certificate of airworthi-
ness since R101. He also

helped to fly the airship
made for the filmChitty Chit-

ty Bang Bang.
Since teenage years, Smith

had been haunted by a wartime
story of survival. In 1940 twomer-
chant seamen, Roy Widdicombe
and Robert Tapscott, had drifted
for 70 days across the Atlantic in
an open boat after their vessel
was sunk off the coast of Africa.

Driven half-mad by thirst and hunger,

they had finally reached land when
washed ashore on Eleuthera, in the Ba-
hamas.
In the late 1990s, Smith trackeddown

the lifeboat and arranged for it to be
presented to the Imperial War
Museum. Then in 2011, when he was
already in his mid-eighties, he finally
set about fulfilling his ambition of rec-
reating the voyage. He fashioned from
plastic gas pipes a raftmeasuring 40ft x
18ft, surmounted by a small cabin and a
telegraphpole for amast.Henamed the
raft Antiki, in a nod to his age and to
Thor Heyerdahl’s similar vessel
Kon-Tiki—althoughone friend of long
standingwho called it a “daft” was ban-
ished from sight.
Having recruited a crew of three,

Smith set sail fromtheCanaries in Janu-
ary2011.Afterdrifting2,700milesacross
the ocean at an average of 2 knots, the
raft arrived twomonths later in the Lee-
ward Islands, safe but 700miles from its
intended destination of Eleuthera.
Accordingly, a year later Smith em-

barked on the final stretch with four
new companions. After three weeks at
sea, they were blown ashore at night by
a ferocious gale, to find that they had
landed on the very same beach as had
the two seamen 72 years earlier. Smith’s
record of the adventure, The Old Man
and the Sea, will be published next year.
Anthony John Francis Smith was

born in 1926 at Taplow, Buckingham-
shire, and grew up for a time at Clive-

den, the stately home of the Astor
family. His father was their estateman-
ager. Anthony was educated at Blun-
dell’s school and then at Balliol College,
Oxford, where he read zoology. His
studies were interrupted after two
terms, however, when he was called up
into the RAFVR towards the end of the
war.Heonly returned touniversity four
years later, having qualified as a pilot.
In 1950 he took part in a search for

sightless cave loach (a relative of the
carp) believed to inhabit underground
irrigation tunnels in rural Iran.
Although none were found, Smith’s
account of the trip, Blind White Fish in
Persia, waswell received and set himon
his way as an author.
A quarter of a century later, he

returned to the area around Kerman.
This time,much to the ireof the Iranian
authorities, he smuggled out of the
country in a polythene bag what he
hoped were specimens of the fish.
These were sustained on cornflakes

and taken to the icthyologist at theNat-
uralHistoryMuseumfor identification.
Pronouncing this the second most
exciting day of his life, he ajudged that
it was indeed anunknown species, later
named Nemacheilus smithi.
After leavingOxford,Smith tooka job

on the Manchester Guardian, leaving
after a year to work on an edition of the
African magazine Drum in Nigeria.
When this finished in 1956, rather than
comehome by steamer he cashed in the
ticket and bought a Triumph Tiger Cub
motorcycle. This he rode in fivemonths
fromCapeTowntoCairo,writingup the
journey as High Street Africa (1961).
Some two decades later, he did it again,
this timewithhis 19-year-oldson,Adam.
While themajority of his books were

devoted to exploration, his greatest
successasanauthorwasanother sortof
adventure — that of the human form
on its passage through life. The Body
detailed the workings of the organs as
well as the function of such properties
as sleep and imagination and displayed
Smith’s skill at making the complex
comprehensible. It sold more than
800,000 copies in 14 languages, was
made into a documentary film, and
then in 1998 formed the basis for the
television series The Human Body
presented by Professor Lord Winston.
Smith always had an idea on the go.

He had a brief stint in the mid-1960s as
a presenter of Tomorrow’s World, made
TV series about zoos and the natural
world, and for Radio 4 wrote more than

200 episodes of Sideways Look. By his
firstmarriage, in 1956 (dissolved 1983) to
BarbaraNewman,hehad threechildren
— Adam, now chief scientific officer of
the Nobel Foundation, Vanessa, and
Laura,who lives in theUS.Byhis second
marriage, in 1984 (dissolved 2007), to

Smith chronicled his travels in a series of lively books, which sold well

As a boy Ogata suffered the
dire wartime food shortages
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regular briefings for journalists from Britain and the US
school in Tokyo where the pockets of
the pupils’ trousers were sewn up so
that however cold it was they could not
put their hands in them. In the war
years the boys, including Ogata, were
sent to farms as manual labourers and
he was forced to scavenge for food
during dire shortages. His home was
destroyed by Allied bombing but he
managed to finish his studies—includ-
ing a spell in the USwhere he became

fluent inEnglish—and took the exams
for the Bank of Japan.
Ogata’s career in the Bank of Japan

included stints in London in the 1960s
and New York. He was appointed
director for international affairs (depu-
ty governor) at the endof 1984and took
part in the landmark Plaza accord the
nextyear,whichhelped tobringgreater
stability to the volatile foreign
exchange market. He was then trans-

ferred to the JapanDevelopment Bank.
In retirement his advice was sought by
Barclays Bank and Swire Group and he
wrote amemoir and a book Yen and the
Bank of Japan. He was always frank in
his criticisms of his countrymen, often
declaring that Japan produced good
foot soldiers but poor commanders.

Shijuro Ogata, banker, was born in in
1927. He died on April 14, 2014, aged 86

Salman Rushdie’s son
proposes in Santorini
Marriages &Engagements
thetimes.co.uk/life

Margaret Ann Holloway, he had a son,
Quintin, who writes about video and
board games. He also had a daughter,
Isabelle, by another relationship.
A friend described him as being like a

12-year old boy, never satisfied with an
answer until he had checked it himself.

He was no snob nor did he travel in
style. Indeed, he was more likely to be
found in tatty plimsolls and a ragged
pullover, eating tinned spaghetti to save
funds.
As a result, small children in parti-

cular adored him, although he could be

less good at reciprocating the admira-
tion of adults and was always happiest
when the centre of attention.

Anthony Smith, adventurer and author,
was born on March 30, 1926. He died on
July 7, 2014, aged 88
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Root and Botting in 1962 on their African journey, which was a homage to Jules Verne and lasted for three months

Marguerite Ogilvie
Châtelaine of one of Scotland’s finest gardens

moment, rising in long ranks over 2m
high and well above the hedges of pur-
ple-leaved plum behind them. The old
strain was kept going from seed, raised
regularly to replace tired older plants.
“The advantage to having the garden

so close to the house is that you can’t
avoid thinking about it,” she once said.
“It is not tucked away during thewinter
months. I’ve learnt that if something
does well and I like it then Ihave lots of
it.” Her planting was trial and
error: “Sometimes you are defeated by
the wind, rain and shade.”
Ogilvie threw herself into good

works, much of it for her great love
Scotland, and much of it dedicated to
gardens and architecture. She sat on
the council and executive committee of
the National Trust for Scotland and
raised funds to help to acquire the 18th-
century House of Dun.
She travelled —Chile, Antarctica,

the Gulf States, Kenya, Rwanda, Zaire,
Uganda,Pakistan,Madagascar— right
through her seventies, and never let
herself become bound to her garden. It
was a sourceof learning forher,making
up for the education she never had, as
experts and enthusiasts came to visit
and talk about what she was doing.
She toured the world with the Inter-

national Dendrological Society to see
gardens and to collect seed, the results
of which she planted in the garden at
Pitmuies, maples especially.
With her family she travelled just as

widely on long and arduous trips, as
happy on a Greyhound bus or back-
packing on theMountains of theMoon
as in a good hotel, and somehow man-
aging always to look her usual elegant
self, whatever she wore.
Illness doggedher final fewyears and

to her dismay she had to garden from a
wheelchair or buggy, but still she kept
going. If the garden was latterly not as
crisp as it had been, it attracted the cog-
noscenti of the gardening world for
whom atmosphere and personality
were as important as polish. She would
be happy to know that her garden is
thriving and in splendid heart again.

Marguerite Ogilvie, gardener, was born
on December 21, 1929. She died on May
11, 2014, aged 84

Marguerite Ogilvie’s garden at
Pitmuies is known throughout the hor-
ticultural world and, in its heyday, was
widely considered to be the best private
garden in Scotland. It was a glorious
riot of colour and green parkland over-
looked by an elegant country house
nearForfar.However, likemanyprivate
owners, Ogilvie remained little known
beyond a close circle of botanists,
curators and amateur collectors.
Her love of plants began at an early

age and by the age of five she knew the
names of trees. Gardening was in her
blood: shewas granddaughter of a great
collector of plants and of trees, Hugh
Annesley, the 5th Earl Annesley, who
keptagardenatCastlewellanCastle,Co
Down. Itwas famous forgiving itsname
to “Castlewellan”, a golden form of the
infamous Leyland cypress (x Cupresso-
cyparis leylandii), raised fromseed there
in 1962 and now to be found in gardens
throughout the temperate world.
Margaret Elizabeth Annersley was

born there in 1929. She admitted she
had “ahead start to gardening”. Shewas
educated at home for which she felt at
adisadvantageallher life.However,her
grandmother, Mabel Annesley, was a
skilled engraver and encouraged her to
go to art school. Jobs followed as an ad-
vertising manager and then as a book
designer/typographer under JohnGur-
ney at the Medici Press, until, while
working for the publisher Nelsons in
Edinburgh, she met and, in 1958, mar-
ried Farquhar Ogilvie. Since there was
already a Margaret Ogilvie in the
family — Farquhar’s grandmother —
she took up the name Marguerite and
stuck with it for the rest of her life.

The couple were able to move into
the family home at Pitmuies after the
death of Ogilvie’s father-in-law in the
mid-1960s. They began a vast restora-
tion programme of the old buildings
while Farquhar farmed. A son and two
daughters followed: Ruaraidh, an es-
tate agent and farmer, Grania, who
lives in New Zealand, and Carey.
Ogilvie was soon channelling her

energies and flair for colour and design
into the garden. Shortly after their 25th
weddinganniversaryherhusbanddied,
but for the next 31 years she continued
to develop the garden which was
already becoming well known and
periodically open to the public.
At Pitmuies she inherited a good

house with an already large garden, in-
cludingwoodsplantedwith largehardy
rhododendrons and ornamental trees
dating from the late-19th century, but it
was in the 1.4 acres of walled flower
gardens adjoining the house and
around the splendid outbuildings that
her energies found best effect.Here she
could play with her brilliant sense of
colour, make small vistas, and grow
plants to fill the house with flowers
One of Ogilvie’s passions was del-

phiniums. There had been delphiniums
thriving at Pitmuies since the 1920s
and, finding they did well, she began to
use themtospectaculareffect, especial-
ly in two huge parallel borders where
they formed a spectacular summer

Delphiniums had been
thriving in the garden
since the 1920s

Ogilvie in the garden at Pitmuies — its
development became her life’s work

LUCINDA DOUGLAS-MENZIES
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Senior army appointments and retirements

Buckingham Palace
25th July, 2014
The Duke of Edinburgh, Colonel,
Grenadier Guards, this evening held a
Dinner at SandringhamHouse for the
Grenadier Guards Norfolk Dining
Club and was received by Her Majes-
ty’s Lord-Lieutenant of Norfolk (Mr
Richard Jewson).

Clarence House
25th July, 2014
The Prince Charles, Duke of Rothesay,
this morning received the Rt Hon Ali-
stair Carmichael MP (Secretary of
State for Scotland) at the Palace of
Holyroodhouse.

His Royal Highness this afternoon
visited Morton, Young and Borland
Textiles Limited, 14 Stoneygate Road,
Newmilns, Ayrshire.

Buckingham Palace
25th July, 2014
TheEarl ofWessex, Vice Patron, Com-
monwealth Games Federation, and
The Countess ofWessex today attend-

ed the XX Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow.
Buckingham Palace
25th July, 2014
The Princess Royal this morning
visited Highland Stoneware Limited,
Baddidarroch, to mark the company’s
FortiethAnniversary andwas received
by Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of
Sutherland (Dr Monica Main).

Her Royal Highness this afternoon
opened Ardnamurchan Distillery,
GlenBeag,Ardnamurchan, Inverness-
shire, and was received by Her Majes-
ty’s Lord-Lieutenant of Inverness (Do-
nald Cameron of Lochiel).

The Princess Royal, Patron,
Tenovus Scotland, later launched The
Princess Royal Tenovus
Scotland Medical Research Scholar-
ship at Glasgow Science Centre, 50
Pacific Quay, Glasgow, and was re-
ceived by Sir Kenneth Calman (Depu-
ty Lieutenant of the City of Glasgow).
Kensington Palace
25th July, 2014
The Duke and Duchess of Gloucester
this morning attended the XX Com-
monwealth Games in Glasgow.

His Royal Highness and Her
Royal Highness, Patron, Scottish
Opera, this afternoon attended a
performance of Anamchara at the
Theatre Royal, 282 Hope Street, Glas-
gow.

Court Circular

Brigadiers’ appointments
CRJWeir LateR Irish to beCommander,
16AirAssault Brigade, from Jun 15;WSC
Wright late Rifles, to be Commander, 1st
Armoured InfantryBrigade fromAug 14;
ISMortimer, lateQRH, tobeCommand-
er, 20th Armoured Infantry Brigade
from Jul 14; GM Strickland, late RGR, to
be Commander, 4th Infantry Brigade
andHeadquartersNorthEast, fromMay
15; AJP Bourne, late RGR, to be Com-
mander, 7th Infantry Brigade and Head-
quarters East, from Dec 14; ATG Cash,
late AAC, to be Deputy Commander,
Joint Helicopter Command, from Jun 15;
SPMNesmith, late R Signals, to beCom-
mander, 1st Signal Brigade/Chief G6,
Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps from Aug 14; SP Hamilton, late
REME, to be Commander, 101 Logistic
Brigade, from Dec 15; DJ Eastman, late
REME, to be Commander, 102 Logistic
Brigade, fromSep 15; BJHughes, lateRE,
to be Chief Engineer, Headquarters Al-
lied Rapid Reaction Corps, from Sept 14;
JSACarr-Smith, late RDG, to beDeputy
Commander, 1st (UnitedKingdom)Divi-
sion, from Sept 14; GHFSNickerson, late
SG, to be Commander, Joint Air Land
Organisation from Jun 15; AP Williams,
late Staffords, to be Commandant,
School of Infantry, fromJun 15; JNNOrr,
lateKRH, to beChief of Staff,Headquar-
ters British Forces Cyprus, from Apr 15;
CJ Claydon, Late AAC, to be Chief G2,
Headquarters Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps fromMay 15; IGHarrison, lateRA,
to be Director Force Development,
Headquarters Land Warfare Centre,
fromJun 15;NOFitzgerald, lateRA, tobe
Director Operations, Army Recruiting
and Training Division, from Mar 15; SJ
Shirley Late RLC; Commandant, De-
fence College of Logistics and Personnel
Administration, from Jul 15; P Dennis,
lateWF, tobeDeputyMilitarySecretary,
Army Personnel Centre, Jun 15; FH
Gardner, lateRLC, tobeHeadofStrategy
and Programme Management, Chief of
DefencePersonnel, fromMay 15; JJCole,
late R Signals, to be Head Information
Superiority, Director General Logistics
Support and Equipment, from Sept 14;
FE Hargreaves, late R Signals, to be As-
sistant Chief of Staff J6, Permanent Joint
Headquarters, fromOct 14; ABMcLeod,
late RLC, to be Deputy Chief of Staff
Support, Headquarters Allied Rapid Re-
actionCorps, fromJul 15; JPMooney, late
Londons, to be Assistant Chief of Staff
Reserves and Cadets, Army Headquar-
ters, from Jan 15; AABRBruce of Criona-
ich, late Gen List, to be Assistant Com-
mander, 3rd (UnitedKingdom)Division,
fromJan15;CJHarvey,LateREME, tobe
Assistant Commander, Force Troops
Command, from Jan 15; CA Coull, late
Scots to be Assistant Commander, 1st
(United Kingdom) Division, from Jan 15;
FM Lawrence, late Lancs, to be Deputy
Commanding General, 1st (United
States) Infantry Division, fromOct 15; JJ
Learmont, late RA, to be Deputy Com-
manding General – Interoperability,
82nd Airborne Division, fromAug 15; IG
McKend, late RLC, to be Head of Infra-
structureProgrammeManagement,De-
fence Infrastructure Organisation, from
Aug 14.

Colonels’ appointments
MRWaymouth, late RA, to be Assistant

Commandant, Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst, fromSept 14;DACraft, lateR
Signals, to be Commander, 7th Signal
Group, 11th Signal Brigade and Head-
quartersWestMidlands, from Sept 14; A
Long, R Signals, to be AssistantDirector
Command Support, Capability
Directorate Information, Director Gen-
eralCapability, fromAug 14; SAnderson,
late AGC (ETS), to be Assistant Head of
Resettlement, Training, Education,
Skills, Recruiting and Resettlement,
Chief of Defence Personnel, from Sept
14; MC Proctor, Int Corps, to be Deputy
Assistant Chief of Staff J2, Permanent
Joint Headquarters, from Jul 14; NJ
Lock, late R Welsh to be Assistant Mili-
tary Attaché Washington, from Aug 14;
N Ilic, Rifles; to beAssistantDirector In-
formation, Information ServicesDirect-
orate, Army Headquarters, from Jul 14;
DNCorrie, RLC, to beRegimental Colo-
nel, Headquarters Royal Logistic Corps,
fromAug 14; JACook, lateQARANC, to
be Assistant Head Department of
Higher Education and Training, Joint
Medical Command, from Aug 14; RF
Neilson, late RAMC, to be Assistant Di-
rector Reserves Management, Head-
quarters 2ndMedical Brigade, fromAug
14;KDavies, lateQARANC, tobeAssist-
ant Commander (South), Headquarters
2nd Medical Brigade, from Jan 15; IA
Rolland, late REME, to be Assistant
Commander, 11th Infantry Brigade and
Headquarters South East, from Sept 14;
CMLankester, R Signals, to be Assistant
Commander, 11th Signal Brigade and
HeadquartersWestMidlands, fromAug
14; AV Carwardine, RA, to be Assistant
Commander, 1st Intelligence, Surveil-
lance andReconnaissanceBrigade, from
Sept 14;GELangley, lateRE, tobeAssist-
ant Commander, 8 Engineer Brigade,
fromJul 14; SGDixon, lateRLC, tobeAs-
sistant Commander, 104 Logistic
Support Brigade, from Aug 14; NRW
Astbury,RY, tobeAssistantDirectorRe-
servesRoyalArmouredCorps, Capabili-
tyDirectorate Combat, Director Gener-
al Capability, from Oct 14; TP Jenkins,
PWRR, to beVice President, ArmyOffi-
cer Selection Board, from Dec 14; SLEL
Jackman, RLC, to be Colonel Military
Secretary Reserves, Army Personnel
Centre, fromDec 14; JJDeQuincey-Ad-
ams to be Special Adviser to the Chair-
man of the Military Committee, Head-
quarters North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
sation, from Aug 14.

Brigadiers’ retirements (May - Jun 14)
CJ Thackray, late R SIGNALS, May 8,
2014; SP Wolsey, late RA; 15/05/14

Colonels’ retirements (May - Jun 14)
T Haugh, late Staffords, 01/05/14; IE
Prosser, late AGC (RMP), 01/05/14;
MAD Newman, late PWRR, 01/05/14;
HR Lawford, late RA, 19/05/14; CEH
Ackroyd, late Para, 21/05/14; RJ Davie,
late AGC (RMP), 22/05/14; C Johnstone,
late AGC (ETS), 26/05/14; AL Reid, late
R Irish, 27/05/14; PA Robson, late R
Welsh, 31/05/14; CJM Williams, late
KRH, 31/05/14; PWMerriman, lateRRF,
01/06/14; GR Pearce, late RLC, 01/06/14;
RDWilliams, late REME, 01/06/14;WG
Ashton, RAChD, 08/06/14; DJ Scouller,
late RA, 12/06/14; JC Sims, late RA,
18/06/14; GA James, late R Signals,
30/06/14.
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Television & Radio

Today’s television Tomorrow’s television

Today’s radio Tomorrow’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. Featuring
the latest swimming heats and
netball 12.00 BBC News; Weather
12.15pm Live Commonwealth
Games. Coverage of the mixed
team triathlon relay 3.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. Continued
coverage from Glasgow 5.25
BBC News; Regional News;
Weather 5.45 Live Commonwealth
Games. Further coverage 7.00
Live Commonwealth Games.
Including coverage of this evening’s
swimming finals 10.10 BBC News;
Weather 10.30 The National Lottery
Live 10.40 Tonight at the Games
11.40 Commonwealth Games
Sportsday 12.00-6.00am BBC News

BBC TWO
6.00am FILM: The Saint’s Vacation
(1941) 7.00 FILM: The Saint Meets
the Tiger (1943) 8.05 The Living
Planet 9.00 Fred Dibnah’s Industrial
Age 9.30 Great British Railway
Journeys 10.00 Saturday Kitchen
Best Bites 11.30 Food & Drink 12.00
Rick Stein’s India 1.00pm Bette
Davis: Talking Pictures 1.45 FILM:
Now, Voyager (1942) 3.40 Flog It!
4.40 Hive Alive 5.40 Formula 1:
Hungarian Grand Prix Qualifying
Highlights 6.55 Antiques Road Trip
7.55 Dad’s Army 8.25 Proms Extra
9.10 The Men Who Made Us Spend
10.10 Live Commonwealth Games.
Concluding coverage of day three
of the Games 10.30 FILM: Up in
the Air (2009) Comedy drama
starring George Clooney 12.15am-
2.05 FILM: Klute (1971) Thriller

ITV London
6.00am CITV 8.25 ITV News 8.30
Weekend 9.25 The Hungry Sailors
10.25 Murder, She Wrote 11.20 ITV
News; Weather 11.30 Storage
Hoarders 12.30pm All Star Mr & Mrs
1.30 Dinner Date 2.30 FILM: The
Mirror Crack’d (1980) 4.30 FILM:
Twister (1996) 6.35 Regional News
6.45 ITV News; Weather 7.00
You’ve Been Framed! 7.30 Tipping
Point: Lucky Stars 8.30 FILM: Star
Wars: Episode II — Attack of the
Clones (2002) Sci-fi adventure
prequel starring Ewan McGregor
11.10 ITV News; Weather 11.30
Goodwood Festival of Speed 2014
12.30am Jackpot247 3.00
The Jeremy Kyle Show USA
3.40-6.00 ITV Nightscreen

Channel 4
6.10am The Hoobs 7.00 Trans
World Sport 8.00 The Morning Line
9.00 Everybody Loves Raymond
9.55 Frasier 10.50 The Big Bang
Theory 12.05pm The Simpsons
12.35 Speed with Guy Martin
1.40 Live Channel 4 Racing.
Coverage from Ascot and York

4.15 Come Dine with Me 6.50
Channel 4 News 7.05 Amazing
Spaces Shed of the Year 8.00 Grand
Designs 9.00 FILM: Paul (2011)
Sci-fi comedy 11.05 Alan Carr:
Chatty Man Summer Special
12.05am FILM: Dreamgirls (2006)
2.20 Utopia 3.15 Hollyoaks 5.20
How to Cook Like Heston 5.50-6.15
River Cottage Veg Heroes

Sky1
6.00am Glee 8.00 Harrow: A Very
British School 9.00 The F1 Show
10.00 Ashley Banjo’s Secret Street
Crew 11.00 John Bishop’s Only
Joking 11.30 Dawn of the Planet of
the Apes Special 12.00 WWE
Superstars 1.00pm Futurama 3.00
Modern Family 5.30 Believe Special
6.00 The Simpsons 7.00 Futurama
7.30 The Simpsons 8.00 A League
of Their Own 9.00 FILM: AVP —
Alien vs Predator (2004) 11.00
Hawaii Five-0 12.00 Cop Squad
1.00am Road Wars 4.00-6.00
Brainiac: Science Abuse

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
Middle East Business Report 7.00
BBC World News 7.30 Click 8.00
BBC World News 8.10 Reporters
8.30 Queen’s Baton Relay 9.00 BBC
World News 9.10 UK Reporters 9.30
World’s Most Dangerous Roads
10.00 BBC World News 10.10
Business Boomers 11.00 BBC World
News 11.10 Africa Business Report
11.30 Newsnight 12.00 BBC World
News 12.30pm The Culture Show
1.00 BBC World News 1.10
Reporters 1.30 Talking Movies 2.00
BBC World News 2.15 Sport Today
2.30 The Travel Show 3.00 BBC
World News 3.30 Dateline London
4.00 BBC World News 4.10
Scotland’s Maverick Generation
5.00 BBC World News 5.30 The
Culture Show 6.00 BBC World
News 6.10 Our World 7.00 BBC
World News 7.15 Sport Today 7.30
The Travel Show 8.00 BBC World
News 8.30 Click 9.00 BBC World
News 9.10 Africa Business Report
9.30 Dateline London 10.00 BBC
World News 10.10 Business
Boomers 11.00 BBC World News
11.10 Our World 12.00 BBC World
News 12.10am UK Reporters
12.30 Middle East Business
Report 1.00 BBC World News
1.10 Africa Business Report 1.30
Talking Movies 2.00 BBC World
News 2.30 Dateline London 3.00
BBC World News 3.10 Business
Boomers 4.00 BBC World News
4.30 Click 5.00 BBC World
News 5.30-6.00 Newsnight

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football League Gold
6.15 Football Gold. Three editions
7.00 Football’s Greatest Teams

7.30 International Champions Cup
Football 8.25 Live Super Rugby:
Crusaders v Sharks (Kick-off 8.35)
10.30 Live Super Rugby: Waratahs v
Brumbies (Kick-off 10.30) 12.45pm
Football Gold 1.00 Believe Special
1.30 Premier League Years 3.30
Believe Special 4.00 International
Champions Cup Football 5.00
Premier League Years 7.00 Live
Darts: The World Matchplay
semi-finals 10.00 Darts Gold 10.30
Ronaldo: A Golden Year 11.00 Live
International Champions Cup
Football: Inter Milan v Real Madrid
(Kick-off 11.00). Action from
Berkeley, California 1.15am Spanish
Football Gold 1.30 Live Fight Night:
Gennady Golovkin v Daniel Geale
4.30 Football League Gold
4.45-6.00 Football Gold

Sky Sports 2
6.00am England’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 Super League 8.00 Ringside
9.00 Cricket Fever 10.00 Ricky
Ponting Masterclass 10.30 Sporting
Greats 11.00 Max Power 12.00
Cricket Fever 1.00pm Ricky
Ponting Masterclass 1.30 Live Royal
London One-Day Cup Cricket:
Lancashire Lightning v Yorkshire
Vikings 9.30 Ashes Modern Classics
10.00 Best of ICC World T20
11.00 Ricky Ponting Masterclass
11.30 Royal London One-Day Cup
Cricket 12.30am Australia’s Best
Ashes Days 2.00 Royal London
One-Day Cup Cricket 3.00-6.00
Australia’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Red Bull Air Race
7.00 Tight Lines 8.00 GAA
Championship Review 9.00 WWE:
Smackdown 11.00 WWE: Bottom
Line 12.00 WWE Slam City 12.30pm
Sporting Rivalries 1.00 Darts 4.30
Live GAA: Cork v Sligo (Throw-in
5.00) 6.45 Live GAA: Galway v
Tipperary (Throw-in 7.00) 9.00
Football Gold 10.00 WWE: Late
Night — Superstars 11.00 WWE:
NXT 12.00 WWE: Late Night
— Smackdown 2.00am WWE:
Late Night — Bottom Line
3.00-6.00 Red Bull Air Race

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling: Tour de France
8.30 Cycling 9.00 Commonwealth
Games 10.00 Athletics 11.30
Cycling: Tour de France 12.45
Cycling: LeMond on Tour Live 1.15
Live Cycling: Tour de France. The
20th and penultimate stage of the
world’s most famous cycle race, a
54km time-trial from Bergerac to
Perigueux 5.45 Cycling: Tour de
France 7.00 Live Blancpain
Endurance Series: The 24 Hours of
Spa 8.00 Show Jumping 9.30
Cycling: Tour de France 11.05
Speedway 12.35am-1.05 Cycling

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 8.00 The
Andrew Marr Show 8.55 Live
Commonwealth Games. Coverage
of the men’s and women’s
marathons in Glasgow 12.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. Continued
coverage 1.00pm BBC News 1.15
Live Commonwealth Games. The
opening track events at Hampden
Park 4.50 BBC News; Regional
News; Weather 5.10 Formula 1:
Hungarian Grand Prix Highlights
6.30 Live Commonwealth Games.
Featuring track cycling at the Sir
Chris Hoy Velodrome 7.10 Live
Commonwealth Games. Featuring
the latest night in the pool at
Tollcross International Swimming
Centre 10.05 BBC News;
Regional News; Weather 10.30
Tonight at the Games 11.40
Commonwealth Games Sportsday
12.00-6.00am BBC News

BBC TWO
6.15am FILM: The Gay Falcon
(1941) 7.20 Monty Don’s French
Gardens 8.20 Countryfile 9.05
Gardeners’ World 9.35 The
Beechgrove Garden 10.05 Saturday
Kitchen Best Bites 11.35 Paul
Hollywood’s Pies & Puds 12.05pm
Rick Stein’s India 1.05 FILM:
Cimarron (1960) 3.30 Escape to
the Country 4.15 Songs of Praise
4.50 Live Commonwealth Games.
Featuring the men’s 5,000m final
6.30 Flog It! Trade Secrets 7.00
Antiques Road Trip 8.00 Dragons’
Den 9.00 Red Arrows: Inside the
Bubble 10.05 Live Commonwealth
Games. The concluding coverage on
day four of the Games 10.30 QI XL
11.15 FILM: Casanova (2005)
1.00am Sign Zone: Countryfile
1.55-2.55 Holby City 5.45-6.45
Homes Under the Hammer

ITV London
6.00am CITV 8.25 ITV News 8.30
Weekend 9.25 May the Best House
Win 10.25 Murder, She Wrote 11.20
ITV News; Weather 11.35 River
Monsters 12.05pm Love Your
Garden 1.05 Long Lost Family 2.05
FILM: Columbo — Lady in Waiting
(1971) 3.50 Midsomer Murders 5.50
Tipping Point 6.45 Regional News
7.00 ITV News; Weather 7.15
Catchphrase 8.00 Foyle’s War
10.00 ITV News; Weather 10.15
FILM: Ocean’s Twelve (2004)
Crime caper sequel starring
George Clooney 12.30am The
Store 2.35 Motorsport UK 3.25
British Superbike Championship
Highlights 4.15 Britain’s Best Bakery
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.15am The Hoobs 7.05 VW Racing
Cup 7.35 How I Met Your Mother
8.00 Everybody Loves Raymond

9.00 Frasier 9.30 Sunday Brunch
12.30pm George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces 1.30 The Big Bang Theory
2.25 The Simpsons 3.30 FILM: Step
Up (2006) 5.35 Deal or No Deal
6.30 Channel 4 News 7.00 Tom’s
Fantastic Floating Home 8.00 The
Mill 9.00 Child Genius 10.00 FILM:
The Negotiator (1998) Thriller
starring Samuel L. Jackson
12.40am FILM: The Insider (1999)
Fact-based drama starring Al
Pacino 3.15 The Million Pound Drop
4.10 Phil Spencer: Secret Agent
5.05-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am Hour of Power 7.00 Glee
9.00 Believe Special 9.30 Dawn of
the Planet of the Apes Special
10.00 WWE Superstars 11.00 WWE:
Experience 12.00 Ashley Banjo’s
Secret Street Crew 1.00pm Isle of
Wight Festival 2014 3.00 Modern
Family 5.30 The Simpsons 8.00 Got
to Dance 9.00 Hawaii Five-0 10.00
NCIS: Los Angeles 11.00 Cop Squad
12.00 Brit Cops: Zero Tolerance.
Double bill 2.00 Road Wars
4.00-6.00 Brainiac: Science Abuse

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
India Business Report 7.00 BBC
World News 7.30 The Travel Show
8.00 BBC World News 8.10 UK
Reporters 8.30 Talking Movies 9.00
BBC World News 9.10 Reporters
9.30 Dateline London 10.00 BBC
World News 10.10 Scotland’s
Maverick Generation 11.00 BBC
World News 11.10 Our World 12.00
BBC World News 12.30pm
Newsnight 1.00 BBC World News
1.10 UK Reporters 1.30 Talking
Business with Linda Yueh 2.00 BBC
World News 2.15 Sport Today 2.30
Click 3.00 BBC World News 3.30
World’s Most Dangerous Roads
4.00 BBC World News 4.10
Business Boomers 5.00 BBC World
News 5.30 India Business Report
6.00 BBC World News 6.30 The
Culture Show 7.00 BBC World News
7.15 Sport Today 7.30 Talking
Business with Linda Yueh 8.00 BBC
World News 8.30 Talking Movies
9.00 BBC World News 9.10
Reporters 9.30 World’s Most
Dangerous Roads 10.00 BBC World
News 10.10 Scotland’s Maverick
Generation 11.00 Newsday 11.30
The Culture Show 12.00 Newsday
12.30am Asia Business Report 12.45
Sport Today 1.00 Newsday 1.30
Asia Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 BBC World News 2.30
Asia Business Report 2.45 Sport
Today 3.00 BBC World News 3.30
Asia Business Report 3.45 Sport
Today 4.00 BBC World News 4.30
HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 7.00
Football’s Greatest Teams 7.30
International Champions Cup
Football 8.30 Believe Special 9.00
Fight Night 11.00 Premier League
Years 1.00pm International
Champions Cup Football 2.00 Fight
Night 4.00 International Champions
Cup Football 5.00 Premier League
Legends 6.00 Believe Special 6.30
Darts Gold 6.45 Live Darts. The
World Matchplay final 9.00 Live
International Champions Cup
Football: Manchester City v AC
Milan (Kick-off 9.00) 11.00 Live
International Champions Cup
Football: Liverpool v Olympiakos
(Kick-off 11.00) 1.30am Darts
3.45 Premier League Years
5.45-6.00 Football Gold

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Seamaster Sailing 6.30
Inside Sailing 7.00 Fleet Racing
Tour 7.30 Royal London One-Day
Cup Cricket 8.30 Cricket Writers
on TV 10.00 Live Test Cricket:
England v India 7.00pm Best of
ICC World T20 7.30 Sporting
Rivalries 8.00 Test Cricket 9.00
Test Cricket: The Verdict 10.00
Sporting Heroes: Gary Newbon
Interviews Sir Ben Ainslie 11.00 Test
Cricket 12.00 Test Cricket: The
Verdict 1.00am Seamaster Sailing
1.30 Inside Sailing 2.00 Fleet
Racing Tour 2.30 Test Cricket 3.30
Test Cricket: The Verdict 4.30-6.00
Australia’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Uefa Champions League
Highlights 6.30 This Week in WWE
7.00 WWE Vintage 8.00 WWE:
Afterburn 9.00 GAA 1.30pm Darts
4.30 This Week in WWE 5.00
WWE: Experience 6.00 Super
Rugby Try Time 6.30 Red Bull Air
Race 8.00 Fight Night 10.00 WWE:
Late Night — Afterburn 11.00 This
Week in WWE 11.30 WWE: Late
Night Vintage 12.30am GAA
5.00-6.00 Sporting Heroes: Gary
Newbon Interviews Sir Ben Ainslie

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling 8.00 Cycling: Tour
de France 9.00 Live Blancpain
Endurance Series: The 24 Hours of
Spa 10.45 Live Porsche Super Cup.
The Hungarian Grand Prix 11.30
Watts 11.45 Cycling: Tour de France
12.45pm Live Cycling: The La
Course by Le Tour de France 2.00
Cycling: LeMond on Tour Live 2.15
Live Cycling: Tour de France.
Coverage of the final stage of the
race, from Evry to the Champs-
Elysees in Paris 7.15 Commonwealth
Games 8.15 Athletics 9.15 Cycling:
Tour de France 10.15 Cycling 11.15
ATP Tennis 12.15am-12.30
Motorsports Weekend

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 iPM 6.07 Open Country
(r) 6.30 Farming Today This Week
7.00 Today 9.00 Saturday Live
10.30 Punt PI 11.00 The Week in
Westminster 11.30 From Our Own
Correspondent 12.00 News 12.01pm
(LW) Shipping 12.04 Money Box
12.30 The News Quiz (r) 1.00 News
1.10 Any Questions? (r) 2.00 Any
Answers? 2.30 (LW) Saturday
Drama: Queens of Noise: Shout to
the Top 2.30 Saturday Drama:
Queens of Noise — Shout to the Top
3.30 Roots, Reggae and Rebellion
(r) 4.00 Weekend Woman’s Hour
4.55 1914: Day by Day 5.00
Saturday PM 5.30 The Bottom Line
(r) 5.54 Shipping 6.00 News 6.15
Loose Ends 7.00 Profile 7.15
Saturday Review 8.00 Archive on 4
9.00 Classic Serial: By a Young
Officer — Churchill on the North
West Frontier (r) 10.15 Inside the
Ethics Committee (r) 11.00 Round
Britain Quiz (r) 11.30 Verse that
Stings (r) 12.30am Food of Love (r)
12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsroom 5.30 Elements
6.00 Weekend 8.30 In the Balance
9.00 News 9.06 The Documentary:
I Don’t Remember the War 10.00
Sports Hour 11.00 News 11.06
Newsroom 11.30 Trending 11.50
Over to You 12.00 News 12.06pm
From Our Own Correspondent
12.30 The Documentary 1.00
Newshour 2.00 Newsroom 2.30 The
Why Factor 2.50 Sporting Witness
3.00 News 3.06 Sportsworld 4.00
News 4.06 Sportsworld 5.00 News
5.06 Sportsworld 6.00 Newsroom
6.30 In the Balance 7.00 News 7.06
The Documentary 8.00 News 8.06
The History Hour 9.00 Newshour
10.00 News 10.06 The Forum 10.50
Sporting Witness 11.00 Newsroom
11.20 Sports News 11.30 The Why
Factor 11.50 Over to You 12.00
News 12.06am Newsroom 12.30 In
the Balance 1.00 News 1.06 From
Our Own Correspondent 1.30
Elements 2.00 News 2.06 History
Hour 3.00 News 3.06 Newsroom
3.30 In the Balance 4.00 Newsroom
4.20 Sports News 4.30 Trending
4.50-5.00 Sporting Witness

Radio 3
7.00am Breakfast 9.00 News 9.03
Summer CD Review. Andrew
McGregor recommends recordings
by Sally Beamish 12.15pm The
Practice of Practising. The pianist
Stephen Hough reflects on a life
spent honing his talent (r) 1.00
News 1.02 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. Chamber music by
Couperin 2.00 Saturday Classics.
The Radio 4 reporter Shari Vahl
chooses music connected with her
passion for sailing 4.00 Sound of
Cinema. Film music inspired by alien
visitors 5.00 Jazz Record Requests.
Listeners’ suggestions in memory of
the pianist Horace Silver, who died
last month 6.00 Jazz Line-Up.
Concert music by the guitarist John
Scofield’s Überjam Band and a
profile of the saxophonist Chico
Freeman’s album Tradition in
Transition 7.40 Live BBC Proms
2014. Bach’s St John Passion, with
a cast led by the tenor James
Gilchrist 10.20 World on 3: Womad
Live 2014. Featuring live music by
Clinton Fearon and Elemotho
1.00am-7.00 Through the Night

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Bells 5.45 Profile
(r) 6.00 News 6.05 Understood
6.35 Living World 7.00 News 7.07
Papers 7.10 Sunday 7.55 Appeal
8.00 News 8.07 Papers 8.10 Sunday
Worship 8.48 Point of View (r) 8.58
Tweet (r) 9.00 Broadcasting 10.00
(LW) Archers 10.00 Archers
10.25-7.00pm (LW) Live TMS 11.15
Desert Island 12.00 News 12.01pm
(LW) Shipping 12.04 Sorry I Haven’t
a Clue (r) 12.30 Food 1.00 This
Weekend 1.30 Bombay Symphony
2.00 Gardeners’ Question Time (r)
2.45 Listening Project 3.00 Classic
Serial 4.00 Open Book 4.30 Banana
Blush 4.55 1914: Day by Day 5.00
Kurdistan: A State of Uncertainty (r)
5.40 Profile (r) 5.54 Shipping 6.00
News 6.15 Pick 7.00 Archers 7.15
Lounge Music 7.45 Empire Cafe
8.00 Feedback (r) 8.30 Last Word
(r) 9.00 Face the Facts (r) 9.26
Appeal (r) 9.30 Analysis (r) 10.00
Westminster 11.00 1914: Day by Day
11.30 Understood (r) 12.15am
Thinking (r) 12.45 Bells (r) 12.48
(LW) Shipping 1.00 As World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am The Newsroom 5.30
Healthcheck 6.00 Weekend 8.30
Outlook 9.00 News 9.06 From Our
Own Correspondent 9.30 Heart and
Soul 10.00 News 10.06 The Forum
10.50 Witness 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 Elements 12.06pm
The Documentary 1.00 Newshour
2.00 News 2.06 The Science Hour
3.00 News 3.06 The Newsroom
3.30 Boston Calling 4.00 News
4.06 Sportsworld 5.00 News 5.06
Sportsworld 6.00 News 6.06
Sportsworld 7.00 News 7.06 The
Newsroom 7.30 Outlook 8.00 News
8.06 The Documentary: I Don’t
Remember the War 9.00 Newshour
The stories behind the latest
headlines 10.00 News 10.06 The
Arts Hour 11.00 The Newsroom
11.20 Sports News 11.30 Trending
11.50 More or Less 12.00 The
Newsroom 12.30am Discovery 1.00
News 1.06 World Business Report
1.30 Outlook 2.00 The Newsroom
2.30 The Why Factor 2.50 More or
Less 3.00 News 3.06 The Forum
3.50 Over to You 4.00 Newsday
4.30-5.00 Science in Action

Radio 3
7.00am Breakfast. With Victoria
Meakin 9.00 News 9.03 Sunday
Morning with Rob Cowan. Elgar,
Falla and music with a devilish twist
11.00 Live BBC Proms 2014. The
first-ever CBeebies Prom, with the
BBC Philharmonic 12.00 Private
Passions. The actress Phyllida Law
shares her musical passions with
Michael Berkeley 1.00pm News 1.02
BBC Proms Chamber Music. Paolo
Zanzu directs Les Arts Florissants in
Rameau (r) 2.00 World on 3:
Womad Live 2014. Featuring the
folk singer Maz O’Connor and the
Cajun band the Magnolia Sisters
3.00 Choral Evensong (r) 4.00 BBC
Proms 2014. The BBC Philharmonic
in Walton, Elgar, Moeran and David
Horne 6.15 Words and Music.
Poetry, prose and music on the
theme of mermaids (r) 7.30 Live
BBC Proms 2014. The BBC NOW
performs Duruflé’s Requiem and
music by Ravel and Simon Holt
10.00 World on 3: Womad Live
2014. Featuring performances by
Oliver Mtukudzi and Cigdem Aslan
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night
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Sport

Baseball
MLB
American League
Kansas City 2 Cleveland 1; Los Angeles Angels
4 Detroit 6; Minnesota 2 Chicago White Sox 5;
New York Yankees 4 Texas 2; Oakland 13
Houston 1; Seattle 0 Baltimore 4; Toronto 8
Boston 0.

National League
Atlanta 2 Miami 3; Chicago Cubs 3 San Diego
13;Milwaukee 9NewYorkMets 1; Philadelphia
2 San Francisco 1.

Cricket
Second Test match
Sri Lanka v South Africa
Colombo:SouthAfrica,withsevenfirst-innings
wickets in hand, are 323 runs behind Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka: First Innings (overnight 305-5)
*D P M D Jayawardena run out 165
†D P D N Dickwella run out 72
M D K Perera c Amla b Tahir 12
H M R K B Herath not out 7
B A W Mendis c De Kock b Philander 2
R A S Lakmal c De Kock b Philander 4
Extras (b 11, lb 14, nb 3) 28
Total (121.4 overs) 421

Fall of wickets: 1-16, 2-16, 3-115, 4-246, 5-285,
6-385, 7-404, 8-409, 9-415.
Bowling: Steyn 22-5-69-2; Philander 21.4-7-
52-2; Morkel 26-6-69-1; Tahir 33-4-121-1;
Duminy 18-1-80-2; Elgar 1-0-5-0.
South Africa: First Innings
A N Petersen c and b Herath 2
D Elgar c Silva b Perera 1
F du Plessis c Dickwella b Lakmal 36
*H M Amla not out 46
A B de Villiers not out 11
Extras (lb 1nb 1) 2
Total (3 wkts, 52 overs) 98
†Q de Kock, J P Duminy, V D Philander, D W
Steyn, M Morkel and Imran Tahir to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-3, 2-13, 3-71.
Bowling: Lakmal 11-4-13-1; Herath 13-5-16-1;
Perera 15-6-24-1; Mendis 9-0-27-0; Vithanage
4-0-17-0.
Umpires: R A Kettleborough (England)
and N J Llong (England.

Golf
European Tour Russian Open
Tseleevo: Leading after two rounds (Great
Britain and Ireland unless stated): 133: D
Horsey 65, 68. 135: T Pieters (Bel) 67, 68. 137:
G Boyd 69, 68; P Whiteford 66, 71. 138: M
Kieffer (Ger) 67, 71; G Bhullar (India) 67, 71; N
Elvira (Sp) 69, 69; S Jamieson 66, 72. 139: S
Hutsby 72, 67; K Phelan (US) 69, 70; F

Andersson Hed (Swe) 70, 69. 140: SWalker 69,
71; D McGrane 69, 71; J McLeary 68, 72; J
Colomo (Sp) 72, 68; J Doherty 67, 73; E Dubois
(Fr) 72, 68;MGronberg (Swe)70, 70;KEriksson
(Swe) 72, 68.

USPGA Tour Canadian Open
Île Bizard, Quebec: Leading second-round
scorers (United States unless stated): 130: J
Furyk 67, 63. 132: G DeLaet (Can) 69, 63. 133: G
McDowell (N Ire) 68, 65. 134:M Kuchar 69, 65;
M Putnam 64, 70. 135:J Durant 69, 66. 136: R
Castro 69, 67; J J Henry 67, 69. 137: M Laird
(Scot) 71, 66; B Curtis 67, 70; D Hearn (Can) 67,
70; D Pride 66, 71. 138: R Knox (Scot) 72, 66; S
Marino 69, 69.

Tennis
ATP Crédit Agricole Suisse Open
Gstaad: Quarter-finals:R Haase (Neth) bt M
Youzhny (Russ) 3-6, 6-1, 6-4; JMonaco (Arg) bt
T Bellucci (Br) 7-6, 6-1; P Andújar (Sp) bt M
Granollers (Sp) 7-5, 6-3. Doubles:Quarter-
finals: R Junaid (Aus) and M Mertinak
(Slovakia) bt J Brunstrom (Swe) and NMonroe
(US) 7-6, 3-6, 14-12; A Begemann (Ger) and R
Haase (Neth) bt P Marx (Ger) and B Rola
(Slovenia) 6-1, 6-4.

ATP Vegeta Croatia Open
Umag: Quarter-finals:M Cilic (Cro) bt L Rosol
(Cz) 6-0, 6-2; P Cuevas (Uru) bt T Gabashvili
(Russ) 6-3, 4-6, 6-2.

WTA Baku Cup
Azerbaijan: Quarter-finals: B Jovanovski
(Serbia) bt M Eguchi (Japan) 4-6, 7-5, 6-3; F
Schiavone (It) bt K Mladenovic (Fr) 6-3, 4-6,
6-0; S Voegele (Switz) bt S Peer (Isr) 6-2, 2-6,
6-4; E Svitolina (Ukraine) bt P Parmentier (Fr)
6-4, 6-4.

Aegon Summer County Cup
Doubles: Eastbourne: Men: Kent bt South
Wales 5-0; Surrey bt Hertfordshire 5-1;
Lancashire bt Hampshire and Isle ofWight 5-3.
Women: Buckinghamshire bt Hertfordshire
5-1; Warwickshire bt Chesire 5-1; East of
Scotland bt Kent 5-2. Frinton: Men:
Cambridgeshire bt Essex 6-3; North Oxford:
Men: Somerset bt Lincolnshire 7-2;
Warwickshire bt Nottinghamshire 6-0;
Middlesex bt NorthWales 5-4.WestWorthing:
Men: Sussex bt Dorset 5-1; Durham and
Cleveland bt Herefordshire andWorcestershire
6-0; Oxfordshire bt Buckinghamshire 4-2.
Felixstowe: Men: Cornwall bt Bedfordshire
5-1; Gloucestershire bt Isle of Man 7-2.
Hunstanton: Men: Northamptonshire bt
Staffordshire 5-0; Cumbria bt Shropshire 5-4;
Avon bt South of Scotland 9-0. Cheltenham:
Women: Dorset bt Staffordshire 6-3;
Lincolnshire bt Devon 9-0; Northumberland bt
Durham and Cleveland 6-3. Bowdon: Women:
Wiltshire 5 Isle of Man 4; Bedfordshire bt
Cumbria 5-4.

Results

Today
Football
Kick-off 3.0
Petrofac Training Cup: First round: Airdrie v
Albion; Arbroath v Alloa; Brora v
Stenhousemuir; Clyde v Ayr United;
Cowdenbeath v Brechin; Dunfermline v Raith;
East Fife v Forfar; East Stirlingshire v Falkirk;
Elgin City v Stirling; Hearts v Annan; Montrose
v Peterhead; Morton v Spartans; Queen of the
South v Livingston; Stranraer v Dumbarton.

Cricket
RoyalLondonone-daycup (10.30unlessstated):
Derby: Derbyshire v Hampshire. SWALEC
Stadium:Glamorgan vMiddlesex. Emirates Old
Trafford: Lancashire v Yorkshire (2.0).

Rugby league
First Utility Super League: London v Hull K R
(3.0).

Other sport
Boxing: Phones 4 U Arena, Manchester: Vacant
European Middleweight Championship: BJ
Saunders (Hatfield) v E Blandamura (It).
British Light-middleweight Championship: L
Smith (Liverpool, holder) v J Welborn
(Tividale). Vacant British Lightweight

Championship: T Flanagan (Manchester) v M
Gethin (Walsall). Heavyweight: T Fury
(Manchester) v A Ustinov (Bela).

Tomorrow
Football
Kick-off 2.0
FA Women’s Super League: Arsenal v Notts
County; Chelsea v Bristol Academy; Everton v
Birmingham; Man City v Liverpool.

Cricket
Third Investec Test match: First day of five
(11.0, 90oversminimum):AgeasBowl:England
v India.
Royal London one-day cup (10.30 unless
stated): Cheltenham: Gloucestershire v
Northamptonshire. Leicester: Leicestershire v
Derbyshire. Lord’s: Middlesex v Warwickshire.
Taunton: Somerset v Durham. Horsham:
Sussex v Nottinghamshire. Worcester:
Worcestershire v Essex. Guildford: Surrey v
Glamorgan (11.0). Emirates Old Trafford:
Lancashire v Hampshire (2.0).

Rugby league
Kick-off 3.0
First Utility Super League: Bradford v Wigan;
Huddersfield v Catalans; Warrington v
Wakefield.

Fixtures

South Africa
show ruthless
side to keep
hosts in check

SouthAfrica fought backon the second
dayof the secondTestagainstSriLanka
in Colombo yesterday after the hosts
had threatened to take control of the
match. Having reached 385 for five in
their first innings, Sri Lanka struggled
after the dismissal of Mahela Jayawar-
dena, their captain, for 165, losing their
last five wickets for only 36 runs to
finish on 421 all out.
Jayawardena gave Rangana Herath,

the off spinner, the new ball, and was
rewardedwhenAlviroPetersenoffered
a return catch in the second over. Dean
Elgar, Petersen’s openingpartner,made
one from 22 balls before he was caught
byKaushal Silva offDilruwanPerera to
leave South Africa on 13 for two.
However, Hashim Amla, the South

Africa captain, made an unbeaten 46,
sharinga third-wicketpartnershipof 58
with Faf du Plessis, as the touring team
reached 98 for three at the close. Du
Plessis fell to Suranga Lakmal for 36,
but AB de Villiers is unbeaten on 11.
An attritional morning session had

been dominated by the home side, who
had started thedayon303 for five. Jaya-
wardena and Niroshan Dickwella took
their sixth-wicket alliance to exactly
100 before the former was run out by a
direct hit from a throw by Petersen.
Dickwella, the eighth man out, was

dismissed in the same fashion, failing to
beata throwfromQuintondeKock, the
SouthAfricawicketkeeper. In his debut
Test, Dickwella had made a promising
72, with eight fours and a six.
DuPlessis believes that SouthAfrica,

who lead the series 1-0, can cope with
the demands of the home team’s spin
bowlers. He said: “The pitch is still nice
to bat on even if it’s tough to score
against them.
“Their spinners all offer something

different. Herath doesn’t give you a bad
ball. Ajantha Mendis has a lot of varia-
tion and Perera bowled really well. He
doesn’t look dangerous but he keeps
getting wickets.We need to get as close
as we can and then see howmuch time
there is left in the game.”

Cricket
Scott Rutherford

Tyson Fury’s misfortune this week has
become an opportunity for Billy Joe
Saunders. When Dereck Chisora
pulled out of his long-awaited heavy-
weight rematch with Fury, Saunders
got his chance to top the biggest bill of
his career. Saunders and Fury are
friends, but that has not stopped him
being excited about the chance he has.
Saunders, the British and Common-

wealth middleweight champion, aims
to add the vacant European title to his
collection at the Phones 4u Arena in
Manchester, tonight when he faces
Emanuele Blandamura, of Italy. The
bout had been due to be the chief
support until Chisora fractured a hand
sparring; now it tops the bill, with Fury
in support against Alexander Ustinov,
of Belarus.
“I spoke to Tyson and he is a bit

gutted,” Saunders said. “Hehas put a lot
of work in, but he has a job to do. It is
tough on him, because it happened
before with David Haye. But he has to
make surehewins this fight thenhecan
get it on with Chisora later.
“If anything, it has put me in a better

position because I am now topping the
bill. I’ve been out for a few months and
what a thrill to come back for the Euro-
pean title and topping the bill.”
Saunders is best remembered as the

youngest member of the Great Britain
boxing team at the 2008Olympics, but
his career as a professional has brought
steadyprogression.He isunbeaten in 19
bouts and ranked No1 by the WBO.
Victory over Blandamura, who is also
unbeaten, would put Saunders on
target to challenge Peter Quillin, the

WBO champion from the United
States, some time in thenext 12months.
It means that he has joined Britain’s

middleweight elite. While Darren
Barker, the former IBF champion, has
retired, Matthew Macklin and Martin
Murray are both closing in onworld-ti-
tle shots, having come up short in the
past. Saunders, who has overcome a
hand injury that kept him sidelined in
recent months, says that he is now
ready for either.
“I am ready for them tomorrow,”

Saunders said. “I promiseyou,nowIam
a man, I’m 24, Macklin or Murray
would not beat me. The experience I
amgetting, the confidence I amgetting,
while they are just going past their
peak.
“They have had their chances and

they blew them. Let me get my chance
and Iwill 100per centbringaworld title
back, whether I have to go and get it or
I fight on home soil.
“I am rankedNo1with theWBOso it

is only a matter of time until I get my
chance with Quillin. I’m not thinking
about him, I have my own fight to
attend to and I might even defend the
European title after this, so if I have to
wait eight or nine months until I am
mandatory, I will, because then he will
have to fight me.”
Saunders is promising that topping

the bill will bring out the best in him.
“He has got fast hands and he has won
inGermany, so I knowIhavegot to step
up to the plate,” he said. “But the bigger
the event, the better I perform. Itwill be
an interesting fight, but I have been at

eyes on middleweight prize

Matthew Macklin, 32
Faces Jorge Sebastian Heiland, of
Argentina, in a WBC eliminator in
Dublin on August 30

Martin Murray, 31
Boxes Domenico Spada, the
highly-rated Italian, in Monte Carlo
on October 25

Billy Joe Saunders, 24
Ranked No1 by the WBO and likely
to challenge for the title in next year

Saunders aiming to produce the
performance to match his billing
Middleweight replaces Fury as main attraction in Manchester
Boxing
Ron Lewis Boxing Correspondent

European level for a year now, so I am
ready for this.”
In Ustinov, Fury faces a completely

different task from the one he was
preparing for. While Chisora is about
6ft 1in and 18st, the Belarussian is
nearly 6ft 8in and more than 22st.
WhileUstinov lacks speed, he certainly
haspower andgains success bywearing
down his opponents, often by leaning
on them.
Fury’s biggest problemagainstUstin-

ov could come from himself. An emo-
tional character, Fury can also be wild
in the ring and if he lacks discipline he
could leave openings. If he can remain
calm, he should win inside the distance
and while that does not necessarily
push him closer to the world-title shot
he craves, at least it makes it possible.

On the way up: Saunders, left, and Blandamura replace Fury as the principal event tonight after the withdrawal of Chisora

JASON CAIRNDUFF/ACTION IMAGES

Amla set the tone
in only his second
Test as captain
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Sport

Ascot
Going: good to firm

2.10 (7f) 1, Malabar (William Twiston-Davies,
8-15 fav); 2, Mistrusting (11-2); 3, Sister Of
Mercy (33-1). 10 ran. 1Ol, 1l. M Channon.

2.45 (6f) 1, Bronze Maquette (J Fortune, 3-1);
2, Anastazia (8-1); 3, Alpine Affair (15-8 fav).
6 ran. Nk, 2Ol. G L Moore.

3.20 (2m) 1,Maid In Rio (S De Sousa, 5-2 fav);
2, Hassle (7-2); 3, Kashgar (12-1). 10 ran.
9l, 3Kl. M Johnston.

3.55 (1m) 1, Euro Charline (Andrea Atzeni,
Evens fav); 2, Kiyoshi (5-1); 3, Zurigha (14-1).
7 ran. 1Kl, 1Ol. M Botti.

4.30 (1m 2f) 1, Forgotten Hero (J P Spencer,
6-1); 2, Hit The Jackpot (11-2); 3, Presburg
(5-1). ZainEagle (5th)5-2 fav. 7 ran.NR:Double
Discount, Elhaame, Salutation. 1Ol, 1l.
C Hills.

5.00 (5f) 1, Iffranesia (Adam Beschizza, 13-2);
2, Secret Missile (16-1); 3, Atlantis Crossing
(11-2). Gabbiano (4th) 9-4 fav. 9 ran. NR:
Breccbennach, Diamond Charlie, Perfect Muse,
Stone Of Folca. 1l, 1l. R Cowell.

Placepot: £225.40.

Quadpot: £91.70.

Uttoxeter
Going: good (good to firm in places)

1.50 (2m 4f 110yd hdle) 1, Take A Bow (D Bass,
8-11 fav); 2, Spa Hill (7-4); 3, Cherry Lodge
(12-1). 7 ran. 4Kl, 9l. Mrs L Hill.
2.20 (2m hdle) 1, Money Money Money (A P
McCoy, 5-1); 2, Jawahal Du Mathan (9-4 fav);
3, Operateur (9-2). 15 ran. 1Nl, 11l. Jim Best.
2.55 (2m 6f 110yd ch) 1, Watered Silk (Jack
Quinlan, 6-1); 2, Wake Your Dreams (5-4 fav);
3, Kalamill (9-1). 6 ran. 4l, 7l. Mrs L Wadham.
3.30 (3mhdle)1,CashForSteel (DanielHiskett,
4-1); 2, Keen Eye (11-2); 3, Finish The Story
(25-1). TheKingsAssassin (6th)7-2 fav. 11 ran.
Nk, 14l. R Phillips.
4.05 (2mch)1,GotAttitude (LeeEdwards, 7-2);
2, City Line (5-1); 3, Twentypoundluck (8-1).
Temple Lord (5th) 3-1 fav. 6 ran. NR: Nikos
Extra. 6l, hd. A Carroll.
4.40 (2m4f 110yd hdle) 1,Get It On (PaulMolo-
ney, 7-1); 2, Schelm (25-1); 3, Mr Shantu (3-1
jt-fav). Mr Maynard (6th) 3-1 jt-fav. 7 ran. NR:
Parc Des Princes. 2Nl, hd. Evan Williams.
5.10 (2m flat) 1,Going For Gold (GSheehan, 1-2
fav); 2, Raise A Spark (11-4); 3, Katcha Kopek
(14-1). 5 ran. 3Nl, 1Ol. W Greatrex.
Placepot: £394.30.
Quadpot: £222.30.

Thirsk
Going: good to firm
2.00 (5f) 1, Grey Zeb (T Eaves, 4-1); 2, Wiseton
(33-1); 3, Flicka’s Boy (10-1). Mighty Zip (6th)
5-6 fav. 11 ran.NR:AlfieBond,BelleNellie, Caes-
er The Gaeser, Ted Larkin. 5l, 1Kl. K Dalgleish.
2.30 (6f) 1, Vimy Ridge (Jack Garritty, 11-2);
2, Johnny B Goode (12-1); 3, Perardua (15-2).
Denzille Lane (4th) 7-4 fav. 6 ran. NR: Atreus.
2l, 2Nl. R Fahey.
3.05 (7f) 1,SupremeOccasion (DTudhope, 7-1);
2, Abbey Angel (9-2); 3, Hollie Point (14-1). En-
core L’amour 2-1 fav. 13 ran.Kl, hd. D O’Meara.
3.40 (7f) 1, Street Boss (G Gibbons, 7-2 jt-fav);
2, Marlismamma (7-1); 3, Jenny Sparks (33-1).
Henke (6th) 7-2 jt-fav. 11 ran. NR: Coiste
Bodhar. 1Kl, hd. T Easterby.
4.15 (7f) 1, Mr McLaren (D Tudhope, 100-30);
2, King Of Macedon (5-1); 3, Heroique (13-2).
Zain Zone (6th) 9-4 fav. 6 ran. NR: Incredible
Fresh. Ol, 3l. D O’Meara.
4.50 (6f) 1, Burren View Lady (D Allan, 5-1);
2, Verus Delicia (5-2 fav); 3, Foreign Rhythm
(25-1). 9 ran. Ol, 4l. T Easterby.
5.20 (5f) 1, Captain Dunne (Rachel Richardson,
7-2); 2, Jofranka (3-1); 3, First InCommand (6-1).
Dusty Storm (5th) 9-4 fav. 5 ran. NR: Greek
Spirit, Perfect Blossom. Kl, 2Ol. T Easterby.
Placepot: £782.60. Quadpot: £19.40.

Lingfield Park
5.15 (6f 1yd) 1, Prize Exhibit (D Sweeney, 8-13
fav); 2, Its Lady Mary (4-1); 3, Artfilly (5-1).
8 ran. 9l, 4l. J Osborne.
5.50 (7f 1yd) 1, Medam (R Winston, 8-1);
2, Invoke (4-1); 3, Marydale (3-1 fav). 10 ran.
Sh hd, Ol. S Harris.

Newmarket
Going: good to firm
5.35 (1m2f) 1,DubaiHadeia (Martin Lane, 4-1);
2, Thatchereen (11-4 fav); 3, Russian Royale
(6-1). 9 ran. 1Kl, nk. C Appleby.

York
Going: good to firm
6.00 (1m)1,JoysOfSpring (GianlucaSanna,5-2
fav); 2, Top Of The Glas (11-4); 3, Spiceupyour-
life (12-1). 7 ran. NR: Plucky Dip. 1Nl, 1Nl.
L Cumani.

Thursday’s
late details
Doncaster
Going: good (good to firm in places)

5.45 (7f) 1, Synergise (Andrea Atzeni, 5-1);

2, Inflection (5-2 fav); 3, Bold Spirit (7-2).
10 ran. NR: Man Of Music. 2Kl, 3Nl.
R Varian.

6.15 (7f) 1, Basateen (P Hanagan, 5-6 fav);
2, Mulzamm (13-2); 3, Best Dressed (40-1).
12 ran. 8l, 1l. R Hannon.

6.45 (6f) 1, Ace Master (Ashley Morgan, 25-1);
2, Clubland (7-1); 3, Layla’s Hero (2-1 fav).
12 ran. NR: Captain Kendall, First Rebellion,
Gabrial’s Bounty, Koala Bear, Point North, Two
Pancakes. Hd, 1Nl. S Bowring.

7.20 (6f) 1, Elusive George (P Makin, 6-1);
2, Syrian Pearl (6-1); 3, Khatiba (3-1).Maraayill
(6th) 5-2 fav. 8 ran. NR: Grecian, Pull The Plug.
Ns, nk. J J Quinn.

7.55 (7f)1,Etaab (PHanagan,8-13 fav); 2,Tight
Fit (5-1); 3, Dusky Queen (11-4). 4 ran. NR: Our
Queenie. 1l, Kl. W Haggas.

8.30 (1m 2f 60yd) 1, Tower Power (M Harley,
7-4 fav); 2, Artistic Muse (6-1); 3,
Kantara Castle (11-1). 8 ran. 1Nl, 2l. I Moham-
med.

9.00 (1m 6f 132yd) 1, Nanton (D Tudhope, 7-2
fav); 2, Deepsand (9-2); 3, Merchant Of
Dubai (8-1). 10 ran. NR: Mr Snoozy. 1Ol, 1l.
J Goldie.

Placepot: £11.60.
Quadpot: £7.40.

Lingfield Park
Going: standard

5.30 (5f 6yd) 1, Somedaysrdiamonds (Liam
Jones, 25-1); 2, Lyfka (6-1); 3, Loumarin (2-1
fav). 8 ran. Nk, sh hd. J S Moore.
6.00 (5f6yd)1,MagicFlorence (GLee,3-10 fav);
2, Candlelight (4-1); 3, Prince Rofan (25-1).
6 ran. NR: Disprove. 1Nl, 10l. J Given.
6.30 (7f 1yd)1,ForShiaAndLula (JFMcDonald,
5-1); 2, Darnathean (8-1); 3, Parisian Pyramid
(20-1). Perfect Pastime (5th) 4-1 fav. 13 ran.
NR: Dimitar. 1l, Ol. D Loughnane.
7.05 (1m 1yd) 1, Fruit Pastille (R Hughes, 5-1);
2, Celestial Ray (4-1 fav); 3, Harwoods Star
(8-1). 12 ran. Nk, 8l. H Morrison.
7.40 (1m 1yd) 1,Maverick Wave (W Buick, 5-4
fav); 2,My Target (6-1); 3,MisterMusicmaster
(20-1). 8 ran. 4l, nk. J Gosden.
8.10 (6f 1yd) 1, Langley Vale (S Sanders, 7-1);
2, Brother Tiger (9-2); 3, Seek The Fair Land
(16-1). Dissent (6th) 3-1 fav. 8 ran. NR: Smart
Salute. 1l, 1l. R Teal.
8.45 (1m 5f) 1, Honourable Knight (L P Keniry,
16-1); 2, Glennten (4-5 fav); 3, Bennelong (7-1).
5 ran. NR: Just Duchess, Litmus. Ol, 1Kl.
M Usher.
Placepot: £70.90.
Quadpot: £46.20.

Yesterday’s racing results

Darren Sammy, who ledWest Indies to
the World Twenty20 title in Sri Lanka
two years ago, believes the revamped
domestic competition in England, with
its focus on regular Friday-night
matches, will struggle to attract more
international players under its new
format.
One of the emerging band earning

much of his fortune in domestic
20-over tournaments, Sammy left
Glamorgan last month to return to his
home island of St Lucia, to captain the
Zouks franchise in the Caribbean
Premier League (CPL).
He has also played for Hyderabad

Sunrisers in the IndianPremier League
(IPL) this year and retired from Test
cricket to focus on the shorter formats.
Depending on limited-overs commit-
ments withWest Indies, he may aim to
add events in Australia and South
Africa to his CV in the winter.
“Englandhas thepotential for a great

league because it started T20,” Sammy
said. “But some overseas players will
not commit themselves for as long as
three months. That will be a challenge
with the structure as it is, unlike the Big
Bash or the IPL, which will always be
the mecca, or the CPL. The kind of
competition I would rather play would
have two or three games in a week, not
four or five in a month.”
Sammy, one of the most powerful

straight hitters in the world, appeared
six times for Glamorgan in all. He
enjoyed the cricket, but said that it “felt
like for ever waiting for the next game”
and was not always easy to fill time in
between. “Fortunately I have no
trouble sleeping,” he said.
Someof those sparehourswere spent

planning for the CPL with Matthew

Maynard, the Zouks coach who is also
at Glamorgan. The event features
teams from six islands during a
self-contained slot that started on July
11 and runs until August 16. Players
involved include Kevin Pietersen, who
will join Sammy at Zouks now Surrey’s
groupphaseof theNatWestT20Blast is
over.
“It’s the biggest party in sport,”

Sammy said. “Watching cricket in the
Caribbean is like watching cricket
nowhere else in the world with the
music, the drums, the DJs, the whole
atmosphere. Getting a marquee player
like Kevin is massive for the event.
“People love to watch him, he was a

class act for England, and what an
opportunity for our youngsters to see
how he plays and prepares. When you
hear a player of that stature and flair is
coming it lifts the whole tournament.”
One challenge for Pietersen, Sammy

and the rest is to foster a true allegiance
for each of their clubs, especially as the
franchises have little history them-
selves. “Once you step on the cricket

field it is your duty to do the best you
can,” he said. “Nobody is forcing you to
play. It is the same with different
conditions.Onedayyou canbe in India
where it is 48 degrees, the next in
Cardiffwhere let’s just say the sun is not
blazing.You try to copebecause youare
a professional cricketer.”
Sammy makes no bones about the

impact that 20-over money is having
on cricket. “A decade ago you could
onlyplay forWest Indies, butnowthere
are opportunities to make a career
without that,” he said. As an example,
Sunil Narine opted to play for Kolkata
Knight Riders in the IPL final rather
than return for a West Indies training
camp. Consequently he was dropped
for theTest series againstNewZealand.
“People should not be judgmental,”

Sammy said. “How could you look at a
cricketer and tell him to turn down
$800,000 (about £470,000) when he
will not be missing an international?
We have to understand the world of
cricket has evolved and it will be a

challenge for the lesser boards, if you
like, such as West Indies, New Zealand
and Bangladesh when players get
opportunities to be seriously
financially remunerated.
“T20 ismassive and there are serious

leagues around the world. We have to
get to grips with it because it is here to
stay and players want to play it, it is not
going anywhere. It is the biggest crowd
puller, except perhaps when you have
an Ashes Test.”

Sammy warns
that T20 Blast
is not a big hit
with star turns

‘Some overseas players
will not commit for as
long as three months’

West Indies Twenty20
captain says format of
domestic competition
needs to be rethought,
Richard Hobsonwrites

Sammy says the length of time between matches in the domestic T20 competition is off-putting to short-form specialists

GETTY IMAGES
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Fading Ferrari face decision over Raikkonen’s future

Blood, sweat
and tiers on
cards for Bulls
and Broncos
Rugby league
Christopher Irvine

There has been no shortage of transfer
activity at LondonBroncos or Bradford
Bulls since their relegation from the
First Utility Super League into the
revamped 12-team Kingstone Press
Championship for next season.
The new leagues structure for 2015

leaves the door ajar for an immediate
return to the top flight and both clubs
arebusy rebuilding for life in the second
tier and an escape route back to the
Super League in 2016.
Bradford added Dan Fleming, the

Wales forward who started out on the
Bulls’ scholarship programme but later
signed for Castleford Tigers, to their
playing roster yesterday. The signing of
Fleming, 22, on a two-year contract
follows new deals for Lee Gaskell and
Dale Ferguson as Bradford desperately
seek to retain some of their best assets.
Amid a clearout at London, the club

have signed up 14 players so far for next
season, the latest being JoshCordoba, a
30-year-old Australian of Spanish
decent who has made more than 100
appearances in theNRL and played for
Hull in the Super League in 2009.
Both clubs will retain their full-time

status and have the advantage next
year of £750,000 central funding —
£300,000more than the top two finish-
ers in this season’s Championship. The
new leagues system restores the princi-
pleofpromotionandrelegation,but the
best chance of reclaiming elite status
probably rests onwhat is being referred
to as the “million-pound game”.
After 23 rounds of matches, the two

leagues of 12 will split into the Super 8s

— three groups of eight clubs based on
league positions, known as Super
League, the qualifiers and Champion-
ship Shield — that will be played on a
seven-match mini-league basis.
The top four in the Super Leaguewill

contest a play-off series, in which first
plays fourth and second meets third,
with the winners going through to the
title-decidingGrandFinal. In theeight-
teamqualifiers, the top threewill play in
the Super League in 2016, with the final
promotion place determined by a tie
between the clubs in fourth and fifth,
worth an extra £1million in funding.
London’s one remaining ambition

this season is to avoid becoming the
first SuperLeague side to go throughan
entire season without a win. They
entertain Hull Kingston Rovers at The
Hive today, opponents who cannot
afford to lose if they are to make the
top-eight play-offs.
Atelea Vea, who is bound for St

Helens, returns fromsuspension for the
Broncos against a much-changed
Rovers side after heavy losses to Leeds
Rhinos and Salford Red Devils. Kris
Keating has been dropped and Connor
Robinson, 19, comes in for his debut at
scrum half in place of the experienced
Australian.MacauleyHallett, 18, is also
set for a first appearance at centre.
“Things had to change and there will

be a couple of people that miss out and
a couple of young players who can
come in and bring us some energy,”
Chris Chester, the acting head coach at
the KCLightstream Stadium, said.

Vea returns from
suspension for
London today

Kimi Raikkonen is Formula One’s
money machine, the man who could
get paid as much for sitting at home as
driving at 200mph.
As speculation swirls on the annual

silly season merry-go-round, the Finn
is a favourite choice to spin off into re-
tirement for a second time in his career
after a lacklustre return to Ferrari.
FiringRaikkonen for the second time

in his double career with the Scuderia
would be a £24million embarrassment,
although, Luca diMontezemolo, Ferra-
ri’s president, personally ordered him
off the premises at the end of a disap-
pointing2008, even thoughhehadwon

the World Championship the year
before. Ferrari were eventually forced
to pay off Raikkonen’s contract at a cost
of €20 million (about
15.8million). He then
walked into a £4mil-
lion deal with Red
Bull to enter the
World Rally
Champion-
ship.
The one

hiccup in
Raikkon-
en’s
money-
spinning
career

came at Lotus after his enforced two-
year retirement. He returned in ex-
traordinary form, culminating in two
victories. Raikkonen was a revelation
but so were Lotus’s finances and he left
moaning that he had not been paid his
full £20million deal.
Ferrari rescued him and hewas part-

nered with Fernando Alonso for what
looked like the most mouth-watering

driver combination in F1. It has not
proved that way, for Raikkon-
en has not been able to finish
better than seventh, leading
to speculation that Ferrari

would show him the exit for a second
time.
No surprise, then, that Marco Mat-

tiacci, the new team principal, has in-
sisted he has faith in his driver. Sacking
him would mean another £8million
pay-off to add to the redundancy pot.
If Raikkonen stays put, that is one

seat closed off in a drivermarket, which
appears to be calming down. The doors
are also shut at Mercedes where Nico
Rosberg has signed for an extra three
years and Lewis Hamilton will do the
same at the end of the season.
McLaren still want a big-name sign-

ingwithAlonso and SebastianVettel as
targets but they seem unlikely at this
stage to come off.

Kevin Eason

Raikkonen has struggled
since his return to Ferrari

Hamilton seeking the end of an
error on happy hunting ground
Briton recognises chance to overcome qualifying mishaps
Formula One
Kevin Eason
Motor Racing Correspondent, Budapest

practice times

Leading positions from second session
1, L Hamilton (GB, Mercedes) 1min 24.482sec;
2, N Rosberg (Ger, Mercedes) 1:24.720; 3, S Vettel
(Ger, Red Bull) 1:25.111; 4, F Alonso (Sp, Ferrari)
1:25.437; 5, K Magnussen (Den, McLaren) 1:25.580;
6, K Raikkonen (Fin, Ferrari) 1:25.730;
7, D Ricciardo (Aus, Red Bull) 1:25.983; 8, V Bottas
(Fin, Williams) 1:25.999; 9, J Button (GB, McLaren)
1:26.234; 10, F Massa (Br, Williams) 1:26.402;
11, D Kvyat (Russ, Toro Rosso) 1:26.689;
12, J-E Vergne (Fr, Toro Rosso) 1:26.703;
13, N Hülkenberg (Ger, Force India) 1:26.789;
14, A Sutil (Ger, Sauber) 1:26.919; 15m S Pérez
(Mex, Force India) 1:27.013; 16, P Maldonado (Ven,
Lotus) 1:27.019; 17, R Grosjean (Fr, Lotus)
1:27.021; 18, E Gutierrez (Mex, Sauber) 1:27.480;
19, K Kobayashi (Japan, Caterham) 1:28.370; 20,
J Bianchi (Fr, Marussia) 1:28.469; 21, M Chilton
(GB, Marussia) 1:28.586; 22, M Ericsson (Swe,
Caterham) 1:29.036.

Lewis Hamilton only needed a bunch
of flowers to look like a visitor to Emer-
gencyWard 10. TotoWolff, hismanager,
is nursing a broken shoulder and wrist,
while Jock Clear, his performance
engineer, has three cracked ribs after a
Mercedes team-building exercise
turned into an F1 equivalent of a Tour
de France smash-up.
Paddy Lowe, the technical director,

was showing off his cuts and bruises
and even Bradley Lord, the team’s
urbane press spokesman, was nursing a
shiner worthy of Carl Froch on a bad
night, after a kindly tree prevented him
and his bike sliding to a watery fate in
the Danube.
Hamilton was the shiny, bouncy one

in the Mercedes hospitality centre last
night, inglowinggoodhealthand ready
to show how it is done on one of his
favourite tracks. He has won four times
in seven visits to the Hungaroring and
demonstrated yesterday why by domi-
nating practice for the Hungarian
Grand Prix. If only every day was
Friday, this championship would be
over. Hamilton is peerless in practice
and then sensational on Sunday but
qualifying on Saturday has rebounded
from error to mishap.
You have to admire Hamilton,

though. He is the Sir Bradley Wiggins
of F1; every time he falls off his
metaphorical bike, he is back up and
pedalling for glory— unlike the rest of
his Mercedes team, who should think
seriously about abandoning bikes for
something less dangerous.
That drive from 20th on the grid to

third in Germany last weekend is
burnished in the memory, a glorious
example of his extraordinary talent.
But while he swashed and buckled his
eye-catchingwayaroundHockenheim,
almost no one noticed Nico Rosberg,
his team-mate, cruising to an uncon-
tested victory to extend his lead in the
drivers’ World Championship.
This is Rosberg, Germany’s Mr

Steady, up against Hamilton, England’s
erratic, wonderfully flawed genius.
There is no middle way with Hamilton
and he acknowledged that as he sat in
the cool air-conditioning while the sun
beat down on the Hungaroring. He
considered a string of lost qualifying
opportunities. from Canada to Austria
and thenSilverstonebefore abrakedisc
shattered last weekend in Germany.
“Austria, I had the opportunity and

didn’t take it; I was quick enough at
Silverstone and I didn’t utilise it and, at

the last race, I thought thingswould get
back to how they used to be,” Hamilton
said. “I am hoping that this weekend
things do change but, if things keep

happening, then it will get more and
more tense as the year goes. I am just
hoping that the worst is over.”
IfHamilton is toput together theper-

fect weekend, then where better than
this quirky little track embedded in the
hills outside Budapest? Hamilton has
no one to fear but himself on a track
that demands acute braking and the
ability to trickacar fromshortburstsup
to 190mphdown into the tightest turns.
“I just love this track,”Hamilton said.

“There is a lot of braking and that is
where I gain my time and you do have
to throw the car around more.”
It must be something in the water

because British drivers have won here
six times in the past eight seasons.
Jenson Button accounts for the other
two but that maiden victory in 2006 is
adistantmemory. In fact,winning isbe-
coming a fadingmemory for four of the
world champions — not counting Ha-
milton— on the grid. They must wake

up in the middle of the night sweating
as they visualise careers crushed by the
domination of Mercedes.
Button, the 2009 champion, has not

won since Brazil, the final race of 2012;
Kimi Raikkonen last lifted the winner’s
trophy in March last year; Fernando
Alonso, a double champion, has not
won since May, 2013, and Sebastian
Vettel, the four-times champion who
reeled off nine consecutive victories
last season, is not even the No1 in his
ownteamany longer since thearrivalof
Daniel Ricciardo.
There is one hope for them at the

Hungaroring: rain. Button was a no-
hoper in a duff Honda in 2006, starting
14th on the grid. It rained and he mas-
tered the conditions to win. Thunder
andrain is forecast for tomorrow,giving
hope to the champions.OnlyHamilton
will be hoping that his beloved Hunga-
roring does not rain on his champion-
ship parade.

Peak practice: Hamilton will be hoping to gain ground on Rosberg in Hungary during this year’s Mercedes procession

PETR DAVID JOSEK/AP
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M
y preparation for the
2008 Olympics, while
not perfect, was back on
track; I was racing and
training and had a good

win under my belt. A lot is now noted
about the techniques of “marginal
gains” used by the British Cycling
team and their efficient use of public
money to support their riders in the
build-up to competition.
British Cycling, and Team Sky, are

very keen to promote the story that it
was Chris Froome who exorcised the
ghost of Tom Simpson on Mont
Ventoux, riding in yellow past his
memorial to win at the summit of
that fateful mountain last year. In
2006, two years before the Beijing
Games, I had already done it, riding
alone at the summit in yellow in that
year’s women’s Tour de France.
No doubt there are many

individuals who would prefer the
efficacy of “marginal gains” and the
“Froome did it first” account to hold
firm. From early on in the winter, it
had been planned by Team Halfords,
my team, that the women’s Tour de
France would be my last major race
ahead of the Olympics.
After the team finished the Tour de

l’Aude, I went back to my base in
Lugano to prepare. Five days later, a
short email arrived from Julian Winn,
the coach, informing me that the
team was now not going to the Tour.
I went straight to the decision-

maker, Shane Sutton. Apparently
Shane had decided that I was not
going to race the women’s Tour and
that Team Halfords were being
withdrawn. He did not consult me
before changing the team plan on
something I viewed as vital to my
preparation.
He simply didn’t seem to care about

what I thought. Shane suggested that
I join Julian, Emma Pooley and
Sharon Laws, who were now going
to do some club races at
Abergavenny, where perhaps I
could ride an evening club time-
trial. While I had been
recovering from surgery and had
no form, Shane had not appeared
interested in where I raced. But
now, when I had form and might
win the women’s Tour for a third
time, was the time that he decided
to take an interest.
I had won the two previous

editions and had a yellow jersey
to defend. I protested against the
decision. The management were men,
the cycling reporters were men who
wrote about men. I was a girl. I could
scream, but the scream would not be
heard. The management could ignore
me and they knew nobody would
know.
Later, Shane called a team meeting

in Manchester to discuss tactics for
the Olympic road race. Once again, I

felt that my views were irrelevant.
Before I had arrived, Shane, who had
not been to a single women’s race all
year, had decided that Emma was to
look for an opportunity to sneak away
to a solo victory. I was to remain in
the bunch, the false decoy for the
others to watch. If this did not happen
and it was a sprint, I could compete.
I felt an anger building inside me.

I had come all this way without a
national team and constantly had to
take on the might of the cycling world
single-handedly, and had delivered in
virtually every race. Now, when there
was finally some support on hand, it
was being denied and my role
relegated to that of a lure.
Not only that, but this tactic was

doomed to failure. Emma had won
continental races and always in the

same way: a long solo attack. Her use
of this tactic was now known and
there was no way the strong teams
would simply let Emma ride away to
the win the biggest prize in cycling.
I was enormously frustrated with

this plan, and felt that my views were
being ignored. The culture within
British Cycling was always that the
coaches knew best. I could challenge
them, and repeatedly did, because I
knew that my place on the team was
secure. The other girls knew that the
gatekeeper to their place on the team
was the coach, and you did not need a
degree in psychology to work out that
an alliance with me was not a ticket
to a long-term future on the team.
I spoke out against Shane’s plans

but I was irrelevant. Great Britain’s
first serious Olympic women’s road

race team would ride as individuals
wearing the same jersey.
The evening before the race, Shane

took us through the tactics, as he saw
them, again. “Sharon, cover the
moves on the flat . . . Emma, attack
on the main climb on the last lap . . .
Nicole, be ready for the finish.” This
meeting, led by a coach who had not
seen a single international women’s
race all year, was far removed from a
proper professional team meeting
before a critical race, where the talk
would be as much about competitors’
likely moves as our own plans.

As the Olympic race began, the rain
started to pour. Pooley made a break
and, when she was caught by the
peloton, Cooke waited for her moment
in the final sprint . . .

I was through on the right-hand side
and leading out the sprint. There was
still 200 metres to go; Emma
Johansson had got on my wheel.
My legs were already burning, but I
wasn’t going to let the pain stop me.
This was the moment I’d been
dreaming of since I was 12, fighting it
out for the Olympic gold. I had taken
a risk in leading out so early, but I was
ready to push myself to new levels of
physical pain to win.
I focused on a point just after the

finish line and gave it everything I
had. I sensed that Emma and Tatiana
Guderzo were just behind me, getting
ready to sprint past me. With 150
metres to go, I made an extra effort. I
kept going, going, going, my eyes
locked on to that point just after the
line. They were still behind me, but I
was focused on giving everything to
get to that line, my own personal

battle to get every ounce of energy
out of my body as I concentrated on
each pedal stroke.
I crossed the line. I looked right and

I looked left, double checking with my
eyes what my senses were telling me.
I had won! I was Olympic champion! I
screamed with delight, my hands still
clenched on the bars. This moment
meant everything to me. My whole
body was exploding with emotions:
the joy of winning, the burning in my
legs, the tingling in my teeth, my rib
cage searing with pain, and the
wonder of a dream coming true.

cycling needs to consider
women and men as equals
Women’s cycling will not be fixed
until those in charge at the UCI
and British Cycling treat female
competitors and women’s race
organisers in exactly the same way
as they do on the men’s side. If,
instead of allowing the women’s
versions of the great classics to be
abandoned, the UCI had insisted
that its World Cup organisers
needed both a men’s and a women’s
event, then the whole cycling scene
would be completely different.
This lever remains available today,

but for that to happen we need
leaders with vision. Certainly, a
minimum wage is a necessary step
before a “satisfactory” can be
contemplated for the report card.
Close to home, the executive

management of British Cycling
needs to take a very serious look at

itself. The fundamental
question is why, in 2008 and
2009, post-Beijing, as they

drafted the plans for the
great success they have
achieved with Team
Sky, did they consider it
acceptable to ignore
the British women
riders?

When organising
the London Olympic
trial events in 2011,
they could not be
bothered to put on
anything for the
defending Olympic
champion or Emma
Pooley, who was
then the world
time-trial champion.
We were ignored.
Resources
unmatched
anywhere else in
the world were
made available for

the men, but virtually
nothing for the women.

Team orders nearly
wrecked my dream
of Olympic glory
In this exclusive book extract, the Welsh former cyclist Nicole Cooke tells
the extraordinary story behind her gold medal in the road race in Beijing

© Nicole Cooke
2014. Extracted
from The
Breakaway, to be
published by
Simon &
Schuster on July
31 at £20. To buy
a copy at the
special price of
£16, P&P free,
call The Times
Bookshop on
0845 2712134.

Raining champion: Cook strikes gold in the women’s road race at the Olympics in

Our system

T
he only people I can name
as being users of
Performance Enhancing
Drugs (PEDs) are those who
have both tested positive

and had the decision confirmed by
the authorities and any appeal
rejected. If I come into my shared
room and see a team-mate hooked up
to a drip, as I have, I might have a
very strong opinion that it is PEDs
they are infusing, but if they state that
it is just saline solution and they are
“hydrating”, and the evidence is
disposed of very quickly, it becomes
just my word against theirs. I can’t
manhandle them, complete with drip
in arm, down to the local police
station.
I shared this experience soon after

it occurred with the relevant agency
in the UK and was told very clearly
that there was nothing they would do
with the information. So from that
point on, I made it very clear to my
managers and team-mates that I

made
the
nothing

Now, where there
was finally some

support on hand, it was
being denied and
my role relegated“
”

Pooley: critical of cycling’s organisers
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has failed honest riders it was supposed to protect
Beijing, but the passage to victory was far from straightforward, with the Great Britain team offering her little support

would not tolerate any activity like
that. Thereafter, I never had another
problem like that again.
Let’s put this completely in context.

There would be a bunch of men
working very closely with young
women and the men would hold
positions of power. Dad and Mum
researched the problems and shared
with me studies from Sweden and
Canada, showing endemic abuse of
position by male coaches with female
athletes. I didn’t think for a moment
that such basic motives would
recognise international boundaries.
PED abuse was just going to be one of
several factors I would have to deal
with.
In my first year, I was exposed to

pressures by the team. I said “no”,
didn’t get my wages and didn’t last the
season. What to do when there was
one of those jaw-dropping moments?
I remember once during the drive
after a stage when I was in a car with
one of the male helpers; I was in great

form, but I had just been made to
look very ordinary in a hilly stage by
the winner and was questioning quite
what the nature of her training could
be. What was she doing to make
her so much better than me?
“‘It’s not the training, it’s the

preparation,” came the reply.
“What do you mean?”
“It’s what she uses to prepare

for the event.”
“How do you know how she

prepares for the event?”
“Well, I have

supplied it to her in
the past.”
A furious argument

broke out. What did
this guy think he was
doing? But I knew
that I could scream
all I wanted and he
would deny it and
possibly smear in

some sexual story of how he had
rejected the advances of a crazy,
mad woman. It would go nowhere.
At that time there were no hotlines.

Later, I informed British Cycling,
but I knew there would be
nothing they could do about it.

If ever anyone excuses Lance
[Armstrong], Tyler [Hamilton],
[Jan] Ullrich, [Bjarne] Riis,
[David] Millar, [George]

Hincapie, [Michael] Barry
or any of the other
dopers by saying they
only did what they
had to do to level the
playing field, then
they need look no
further than Fany
Lecourtois, my
team-mate.

She had ridden as
a professional for
ten years, plus all
the years before she
had put into

preparing for that career. She lived
the life of a professional athlete
every day, watching what she ate
and how she rested, sacrificing so
much.
Her team managers didn’t pay her

and she turned the other cheek. Our
sport came up with meaningless
out-of-season penalties for that tiny
minority who actually tested positive.
She, like me, would never resort to
taking drugs. She stood rock solid, her
personal integrity intact. Nature had
blessed me with physical
characteristics which, in an
injury-free season, allowed me to
take on all comers.
Fany didn’t have that level of

natural ability and simply strived as
hard as she could, but was now
realising that the system, which
should have been designed to protect
those of us who would never take
drugs, did not; and those at the top
of the sport who should have acted,
failed to do so.

[J

Armitstead outburst can be
put down to inexperience
In the build-up to the 2011 Road
World Championships, Cooke and
Lizzie Armitstead were riding together
for Great Britain . . .

In the meeting to discuss tactics on
the Wednesday, the agreed plan was
that Lizzie would have the team set
her up for the finish and I would be a
free agent. On Thursday, the last day
of practice on the course, I asked
Lizzie if she wanted me to help in a
leadout for the sprint. The response
was that I could “tag along” if I
wanted. I followed the threesome of
Emma Pooley, Sharon Laws and
Lizzie as they weaved in and out of
obstacles and cyclists on their way to
the finish line. They did it once.
The full team meeting that night

confirmed the plan from Wednesday
night. However, on Friday evening,
the night before our race, Shane
Sutton, who had not attended any of
the earlier meetings or spoken to me
during the week, called us for another
impromptu meeting. Here I was told
that Lizzie insisted I led her out.
This was quite some change of

heart from the “tag along” attitude of
the previous morning, which
suggested that the initiative had not
come from Lizzie herself. I pointed
out the
flaw in
this
plan
was
that
we had
never

practised doing this, either as a drill
or at the end of a race, or even
together the day before, and it was
doomed to failure. I don’t know what
the others thought of my criticism,
but the outcome was immensely
vague. I agreed that I would lead
Lizzie out, while the rest of the team
would “look after her”.
The race was incredibly boring. All

the main teams were busy closing
down attacks during the race to
ensure a bunch finish. The contenders
for the win were all in the first 20
places. I couldn’t see Lizzie and it was
too late to go back to find her. She
needed to be up near the front and
there were still her strong trade team-
mates all there with nothing else to
do and capable of getting her up to
the front section of the race.
We swept round the bend into the

finishing straight with 800m to go.
Now as a lone sprinter, my aim was to
get on someone else’s leadout train. I
was on Marianne Vos’s wheel in the
Dutch leadout. The other two teams
already prepared were the Germans
and Italians. The Italians waited until
the last 200m when Marianne was
left alone, then they accelerated up
the right-hand side. The result was
the same as the previous year: Giorgia
Bronzini gold, Marianne silver, but
this time Ina-Yoko Teutenberg, of
Germany, was third and I was fourth.
Lizzie had come up from a long way
back, on her own, and was seventh.
After the race, Simon Cope, the

coach, told me Shane had instructed
that they were going to have a post-
race meeting and it was going to take
place in my room, right then. Shane’s
understanding of the race failed to
take into account several key
elements, but he was in no mood to
be corrected as he singled me out as
being at fault. As Shane gave us the
benefit of his wisdom, none of the
other girls was going to admit they
could have done more to help move
Lizzie up to me, while she was not in
a mood to accept that she had been
in the wrong half of the race at the
critical time. With experience she
would understand that positioning at
this stage of the race is vital.
Maybe with hindsight, the other

girls will look back and recognise that
scapegoating me was not the high
point of their careers. Sadly, it was not
the end of the issue. When Lizzie
Armitstead was interviewed later, an
issue that was best kept behind closed
doors was suddenly a public spat. I
was in Perth when the story hit the
papers, and even though I was on the
other side of the world, it didn’t lessen
the blow. Lizzie’s harshest comment
was that I was a selfish rider who
never did anything for team-mates.
It was an unfounded claim, for which
Lizzie did apologise when we next
met. I have made many mistakes of
my own over the years, so I put it
down to her inexperience. We both
had bigger things to think about, with
London 2012 just a few months away.
6Nicole Cooke will be talking
about her book and signing copies
at Waterstones, Deansgate, Manchester
at 6.30pm on Thursday.

Exclusive to members

Put your questions
to Nicole Cooke
on Tuesday at 1pm
in our live webchat

thetimes.co.uk/sportArmstrong: drugs cheat

Armitstead
finished
seventh in
the road
race
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Boyle’s rendition free from demolition

I
t’s interesting to reflect on that
extraordinary — perhaps even
unparalleled — opening ceremony for
the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow
this week and to wonder: where,

exactly, would the demolition sequence
have gone?
The plan was to drop five condemned

tower blocks on Red Road, beaming pictures
of the resulting controlled explosion live to
the big screen at Celtic Park in a piece of
Scottish cabaret that was set to be hardcore
even by the standards of Glasgow.
But where could they possibly have fitted

it? Between the dancing tea cakes and the
entrance of the Loch Ness Monster?
Between John Barrowman’s clinch with a
dancer and the fly-past by the Red Arrows?
When the Scottie dogs were safely out of
the arena? Directly after Susan Boyle’s
rendition of Mull of Kintyre? During Susan
Boyle’s rendition ofMull of Kintyre?
Throughout Susan Boyle’s rendition ofMull
of Kintyre?
Of course, these are entirely academic

considerations now. After a petition in
protest attracted 17,000 signatures, the Red
Road feature was cancelled in April on the
grounds (slightly piffling we felt at the time)
of a perceived lack of dignity, a decision that
Liz Smith, the Conservative sports
spokesperson, heralded as “a victory for
common sense” — although anyone
planning to get into an argument about
“common sense” in the context of the
opening ceremony for a sports event had
better have a few months set aside.

The point is, though, one can think of no
greater tribute to the pure, eye-popping,
just-kept-coming-at-you carnival that was
the Glasgow curtain-raiser than the fact
that you didn’t remotely miss the demolition
of 150 storeys of surplus Brutalist
architecture or even spot a quiet moment
where it could have gone.
The night’s only letdown was the Queen’s

Commonwealth Baton, the task of freeing
the all-important message from which
looked for a long time embarrassingly set to
defeat the combined efforts of the president

of the Commonwealth Games Federation
and the greatest ever Olympic cyclist. Easy
to say this with the benefit of hindsight, of
course, but the decision to go with a screw
top was always asking for a jam jar-style
pass-around. (And we sincerely hope the
frustrated Prince Imran of Malaysia told the
eventually triumphant Sir Chris Hoy, “Yeah,
but I must have loosened it”.)
Next time: go Tetra Pak, maybe, for

a simpler pinch-and-pour solution.
Although, thinking about it, those can be
tricky, too.

Is Iago Aspas, of Liverpool (and at present
on loan to Seville), right to claim that Fifa
is treating Luis Suárez “like a murderer”?

“There are murderers who pay less,” Aspas
insisted, in an interview with a Spanish
radio station this week. “Not to let him be
presented [as a Barcelona player], to train or
to enter the stadium is too much.”
Is that the case, though? Just to consider

the surprisingly tender question of Suárez’s
thwarted presentation by his new club:
precedents are hard to find, but in the event
that Barcelona did sign a murderer who was
still, at the time, serving his custodial
sentence, it seems relatively unlikely that he
would be allowed out for some light
ball-juggling and a walkaround in front of
the fans. Certainly any ball-juggling would
be restricted by the handcuffs.
Beyond that, it’s true that murderers are

potentially able to train. But not in a
particularly nice gym. And not with
Barcelona.
Also, leaving aside the four-month ban

from football-related premises, Suárez
remains, essentially, at large — free to live
at home, see friends, go to restaurants, drive
a car, shop etc., as murderers, once caught,
tend not to be. All things considered, then,
and without disrespect to Aspas, we
probably ought to be cutting Fifa some
slack, for once, and admitting that Suárez
isn’t, on balance, being treated worse than a
murderer. We may even need to reach the
conclusion that he is merely being treated
like somebody who, for the third recorded
time in his career, bit somebody on a
football pitch. And if we’re looking to be
scandalised, we perhaps ought to be
conceding that the crime still, even now,
almost a whole month on, edges it over the
punishment.

Banned on the
run: Suárez still
has his freedom

Giles Smith

S ir Bradley Wiggins saw the problem
coming a mile off. Almost as soon as he
arrived, the great Tour de France

winner was noting the disappointingly
understated signage at the Sir Chris Hoy
velodrome in Glasgow. “It doesn’t hit you
straightaway that it’s his velodrome,” Sir
Bradfield said.
Lo and behold, just two days later, thickly

underscoring Sir Wigford’s point, Hoy was
being asked to produce identification in
order to get into his own velodrome — as if
the velodrome itself wasn’t one gigantic,
purpose-built Sir Chris Hoy ID tag.
Lord Bradwig had already proposed a

solution, maintaining, “I think there should
be a whopping great statue outside.” There’s
a lot to be said for that — except, of course,
that people very rarely look like their
statues, especially, for some reason,
sportspeople, so an enormous bronze Hoy
could end up fogging the issue still further,
recognition-wise. Better, perhaps, if a
painted picture of Hoy’s head appeared on
all the doors to the velodrome — perhaps
strikingly open-mouthed, as on the entrance
to ghost trains. You would always know
whose velodrome you were in, in those
circumstances.
Alternatively one adopts the tactic

favoured by discount tyre stores and tethers
a dirigible Hoy above the building. Or one
spends a bit more money and generates a
vast Hoy hologram as a permanent
presence overhead — a bit like the Ray
Winstone one in those betting ads, although
hopefully less irritating and imparting an
ultimately more savoury message. And just
to get that message home, perhaps the huge
head could be going round and round the
roof on a bike.
Something clearly needs to be done. The

legacy of our greatest living Olympian
demands it. Our Campaign For A Bigger
Hoy starts here.

Peddling a few solutions to Hoy identity crisis

The new Nike Ordem 2 appears to
lack a port for an MP3 player, but
otherwise the official ball of the

2014-15 Barclays Premier League football
season seems set to meet the requirements
of the most demanding of customers,
featuring, as it does, “12 fuse-welded panels
in a three-layer casing system, and a
poly-blend wrapped, free-floating carbon
latex bladder”, not to mention “Aerow Trac
grooves engineered to grip and channel the
air to produce the truest trajectory and
ensure stability in mid-air”.
Excellent news. But how will it compare

with some of the great “ball systems” of
yore?
1 The Staffordshire Sowmeister
(introduced, 1421-22 season)
High quality, knot-bonded, organically
farmed pig’s innards, coated with
grapple-ready GREASE-EX and featuring
structural ruction-proofing for maximum
stability when under the village blacksmith.
2 The Dubbintec Pro (1946-47)
Classically weighty, boot-proof, post-war
orb boasting innovative LACE-MAX
tie-binding and a 24-panel, triple-cured
bull-hide outer-casing stuffed with
granulated bomb debris. “Like heading a
house”, according to impressed user
testimonies from the time.
3 The Boomerama (1997-98)
Era-defining, poly-layered, foam-moulded,
namby foreigner-placating cuddly toy with
patented Balloon-o-lene surface-coating to
ensure that it went straight up in the air
when kicked. Entirely hopeless and pretty
much responsible for the career of Steve
McManaman.

Short history
of spheres
for souvenirs

6Are the Sri Lanka cycling team in the
clear after being stopped for that training
ride on the hard shoulder of the M74 the
other day? If they’re not, could we gently
point them in the direction of Sir Alex
Ferguson? He seems to know a good
lawyer in this area.Cake crusader: was this the moment when the demolition sequence could have been shown?

JEFF J MITCHELL/GETTY IMAGES
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Nibali avoids crash as Navardauskas seizes honours

Stages 20 and 21

20

S Bergerac Périgueux
54km

F

The only "race of truth" in this year's
event, the time-trial is unlikely to make
any difference to Nibali's probable victory
but may be decisive for second place.
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S Champs-Élysées, ParisÉvry
137.5km

F

Expect to see Nibali drinking champagne,
riders on police motorbikes and a
pell-mell sprint to the line, with Marcel
Kittel taking the stage.
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Leading positions: Nineteenth stage (Maubourguet
Pays du Val d’Adour to Bergerac, 208.5km): 1, R
Navardauskas (Lithuania, Garmin) 4hr 43min41sec; 2,
J Degenkolb 7sec behind (Ger, Giant-Shimano); 3, A
Kristoff (Nor, Katusha); 4, M Renshaw (Aus, Omega-
Pharma); 5, D Bennati (It, Tinkoff-Saxo) same time.

Overall classification: 1, V Nibail (It, Astana)
85:29:26; 2, T Pinot (Fr, FDJ) 7min 10sec
behind; 3, J-C Péraud (Fr, AG2R) 7:23; 4, A
Valverde (Sp, Movistar) 7:25; 5, R Bardet (Fr,
AG2R) 9:27.

Point classification: 1, P Sagan (Slovakia,
Cannondale) 417pts; 2, B Coquard (Fr,
Europcar) 253; 3, Kristoff 247; 4, Renshaw
189; 5, M Kittel (Ger, Giant-Shimano) 177.

King of the Mountains classification:1, 1, R
Majka (Pol, Tinkoff-Saxo) 181pts; 2, Nibali
168; 3, J Rodríguez (Sp, Katusha) 112; 4, Pinot
89; 5, Péraud 85.

Young Riders classification: 1, Pinot 85:36:43;
2, Bardet 2min 17sec behind; 3, M
Kwiatkowski (Pol, Omega-Pharma) 1:09:35; 4,
T Dumoulin (Neth, Giant-Shimano) 1:41:18; 5,
J Izaguirre (Sp, Movistar) 1:51:38.

Team: 1, Omega-Pharma 14:11:24; 2,
Movistar; 3, Cofidis, Solutions Credits; 4, FDJ;
5, Tinkoff-Saxo all same time.

Team classification: 1, AG2R 256:52:21; 2,
Belkin 28min 33sec behind; 3, Movistar
1:05:47; 4, BMC 1:12:25; 5, Europcar 1:27:49.

results

stage 19 verdict

Rider of the day
Jack Bauer. After disappointment in
Nîmes, Navardauskas was indebted
to his team-mate.

Day to forget for
Peter Sagan. Another flat stage,
another chance to win, another
disappointment.

Finish lines
“The crash was my fault. I’m sorry
for the others riders.” Sagan takes
the blame for the Bergerac pile-up.

Sky watch
“It’s no fun when you’re not
winning.” Paris can’t come quickly
enough for Sir Dave Brailsford.

Peace breaks out after allegation
that Reza suffered racial abuse

While all around him lost their heads,
Vincenzo Nibali, the Tour de France
leader, kept his yesterday as thunder
and lightning raged above the peloton
and the race for second place in Paris
became even more finely balanced.
As Ramunas Navardauskas, of

Garmin-Sharp — drafted in as David
Millar’s last-minute replacement —
rode clear in torrential rain to become
the first Lithuanian towin aTour stage,
a crash in the closing stages left Jean-
Christophe Péraud, the Frenchman in
third place overall, andRomain Bardet,
his Ag2r-La Mondiale team-mate in
fifth place, sprawled on the tarmac.
Both riders eventually got to their

feet and, savedby the ruledictating that
victims of crashes inside the final three
kilometres do not lose time overall, the
French pair crossed the line, seemingly
without ill effects.
But today’s crucial individual time-

trial, fromBergerac toPérigueux, at the
endof a gruelling threeweeks is not the
day to be recovering from the after-
effects of such a crash.
“I don’t really knowwhat happened,”

Bardet said. “Some riders fell in front of
me and I couldn’t avoid them, and lots
of us hit the ground. But it’sOK. I’mnot
in much pain.”
Nibali threaded his way to the finish

among the bunch and with victory on
theChampsÉlyséesall butassured,was
able to remain composed again. In fact,
CharlyWegelius, the stage winner’s di-
recteur sportif, believes that despite his
seven-minuteadvantage the Italianhas
been able to ride a conservative Tour.
“After Froome and Contador were

out, he was able to adopt a more con-
servative approach to taking time,
managing things, taking a minute here
and a minute there,” Wegelius said.
“You could see on Hautacam, when

he and his team really laid down the

power, that theywere a lotmorewilling
to expend energy than they had been
earlier in the race. Until then, they’d
raced quite conservatively.”
But Wegelius also believes that

Nibali’s supremacyhasbeenaccentuat-
ed by the lack of challengers.
“With all respect for Nibali’s rivals, if

you look at Thibaut Pinot [lying in
second place], for example, if all the
other contenders had been here, he
would have now been about sixth or
seventh,” Wegelius said. “He’s riding
great, but the real fact of the matter is
that there are two major favourites
missing.
“I thinkFroomeandContadorwould

have had their hands full if they’d still
been in the race.”

Jeremy Whittle Bergerac

After the Tour left Carcassonne on
Tuesday morning, a significant thing
happened in the break on the way up
into the Pyrenees. The disagreement
has already been told, from different
perspectives. Michael Rogers, the
Australian who would go on to win the
stage, said that the Kévin Reza, the
Team Europcar, rider would not
contribute to the group. Europcar
acknowledge that their man would not
pull, because he was waiting for more
team reinforcements. This was
standard aggro: who is working, who is
freeloading — and why?
What was not standard was the

furore at the Europcar bus at the end of
the stage, when Jean-René Bernau-
deau, the team general manager, was
incensed, and pretty vocal, in alleging
that Michael Albasini, of the Orica
GreenEdge team, who was also in that
break, had called Reza a “sale nègre”.
Reza is theonlyblack rideron thisTour.
Momentarily, it seemed, a fuse had

been lit on a racism row, even though
Albasini later denied his comments
were racist. The Tour has had its issues,
to put it mildly, in recent years, but this
has never been one of them.
Yet, being a massive sporting event,

and one with considerable experience
of news management, the volume of
Bernaudeau’s complaint was swiftly
turned to zero. By the next morning at
the start in Saint-Gaudens, when
journalists were swarming to the
Europcar bus, peace had apparently
been declared, Bernaudeau repeatedly
saying it was “case closed”.
He did not say whether Albasini had

said or not said what had incensed him
and Reza the day before. We simply
know that Albasini had visited Reza’s
hotel that morning and that ASO, the
Tour organiser, was looking into it.
In the melting pot of the Tour, you

are sometimes reminded of the compli-
cated nature of the event. Last Sunday,
so soon after the tragedy of theMalay-
sian flight MH17, L’Equipe carried a
moving interviewwith Astana’s Andriy
Grivko , the sole Ukrainian in the race.
Grivko, who is from the Crimea, said

that he hoped to represent his people
with pride, but that his heart and mind

were back home with them. “While
I ride the Tour,” he said, “a Russian
dictatorship is moving into my home.”
What really drew the eye, though, was
when he said that the Russian riders
(there are three with Team Katusha)
had been asking him when he was
going to get his Russian passport.
“I prefer not to answer them,” he said.
There are 33differentnationalities in

this race. The large majority are Euro-
pean. Clearly the ethnic mix is limited,
though there are pockets trying to
broaden it. Bernaudeau is proud of the

breadth of ethnic range he has pushed
for in Europcar. Last summer, when
Daryl Impey became the first South
African to wear the yellow jersey, he
talked ardently about broadening the
sport’s appeal at home (although he
failed a drugs test before this Tour so is
unlikely, now, to be doing much of the
broadening himself).
Probably the most notable aspect of

the alleged Reza incident was that it
was so unusual. What it did also prove,
though, is that respect is earnedbyhard
work and suffering on the road. That is
the real currency of the sport. Intoler-
ance tends to flare when riders won’t
work, not when they have a different
background.
One of the many curiosities of this

TourhasbeenChengJi,who isnowtwo
days away from being the first Chinese
cyclist to finish the Tour. He has, here,
the dubious honour of being the
lanterne rouge — the rider in last
position — though this is a reflection
not remotely on his ability but on how
muchhehas sacrificedhimselfworking
for his Giant-Shimano team leaders.
When he became a professional cy-

clist, Cheng says, he used to attract
comment, particularly when there
were crashes.Other riderswould swear
at him. “Theywould apologise later,” he
said. “It’s fine.” Here at the Tour,
though, he says, “I have made a lot of
friends.” Being the lanterne rouge may
be one reason, but farmore sowould be
respect for the way he has ridden.
When they have seen him struggling

in the Pyrenees, he said, “other teams
try to helpme. Teams like Cannondale,
Sky, if they see me stop pedalling, they
try to motivate me, they say ‘C’mon,
push.’ They almost pushme to the top.”
When the Tour finishes tomorrow,

this will be just one of many reasons to
celebrate this event.

Europcar rider’s refusal
to contribute to group
effort sparks further
controversy,
saysOwen Slot

Exclusive to members

Chart the riders’ route
to the Champs Élysées
on the final two stages

timesonline.co.uk/cycling

Waiting game: Reza refused to contribute to a breakaway effort on Tuesday’s stage before support from his team arrived

LIONELBONAVENTURE/AFP

Navardauskas
won the 19th stage
in wet conditions
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Regeneration game
aims to ensure that
the Olympic flame
never dies for Britain

I
t would be a calamity if the
successful transformation of the
2012 Olympic venues was inter-
preted as the end of the post-
Games journey, the outgoing chief

executive of the London Legacy
Development Corporation (LLDC) has
told The Times.
With a general election looming,

Dennis Hone is concerned that
politicians may begin to question the
size of the continuing investment in
east London.
“We have high levels of deprivation

in the host boroughs,”Hone said. “I just
want to guard against people thinking
the job is done. These areas are taking
moneyout of theExchequer and I don’t
want people thinking regeneration is
complete. It would be terrible if the tap
was turned off at this moment.”
Hone argues that the overhaul of the

region is only halfway through a
60-year cycle.
“The regeneration started 30 years

ago with the London Docklands
Development Corporation, Canary
Wharf, the Jubilee Line extension,
London City airport, the Excel and the
O2 arena,” Hone said. “It will carry on
for another 30 years. We need to re-
balance London, bring people to Tower
Hamlets and Hackney.”
The LLDC was established in 2009

and marked the first time that a host
nation had set up a legacy structure
before the Olympics had begun.
“The planning for the whole of the

Games was based upon the legacy,”
Hone said. “It’s made a huge change to
people’s lives in the area. Aspirations
have been raised and there is invest-
ment people would have not imagined
would have been coming to Stratford.
“What set us apart from other

countries in termsof legacywas thatwe
had a plan for it.We’re not complacent,
this is a long-term project.”
Indeed Hone, who is leaving to join

Mace, the construction company, in
October, puts the regeneration
promptedby theOlympicGames into a
grand historical context. He says that it
is, essentially, the start of another
internationally renowned Londonhub,
following on from the 1851 Great Exhi-
bition that led to the creation of the fa-
mous museums in South Kensington,
and the 1951 Festival of Britain that led
to the creation of the South Bank.
By 2020, Stratford should have a

1.25million square-foot campus for
University College London, a new divi-
sion of the Victoria & Albert Museum
and a new Sadler’s Wells dance theatre
— all under the umbrella term
“Olympicopolis”.
“We decided we didn’t have to fill

every available space with houses,”
Hone said. “We could make Stratford
more like the capital for this area of east
London in the way Canary Wharf
never achieved with its focus on finan-
cial business.”
Perhaps the best indicator of the

effectiveness of regeneration is the
demand for living space and the num-
bers of visitors. When, last month,
Chobham Manor, the first new post-
Olympics housing development, situ-
ated between the Olympic village and
the velodrome, was completed, people
were camping overnight outside the
site office to secure their place in the
queue to buy one of the 828 properties.
Eventually, there will be 30,000 new
homes in the Stratford area and
40million people are visiting the
Westfield shopping centre in Stratford
every year.
The main headache and the least

positive publicity has surrounded the
future of the Olympic stadium, which
has been resolved, at a cost, but other-
wise the main obstacle to converting
the 2012 venues into viable sporting
and community sites was the nesting
crow in the basketball arena, which
delayed its dismantling. The workmen
had to wait six weeks until the crow’s
offspring had hatched and flown, and
the delay threatened the Olympic
Park’s Bruce Springsteen concert last
year.
So, the baby crow was a legacy

winner, but what else has boomed in
the wake of the Games?

Two years on from
the London Games,
Alyson Rudd assesses
the winners and losers
in the legacy stakes

cycling
Great Britain winning 12 medals in
cycling was bound to be inspirational.
Therewas glory for thehomenationon
the track and road, and now we are a
nation of bike lovers. Swathes of British
roads can be closed without a murmur
if it is in the name of a cycle race.
IainEdmondsonwaspartof the team

who secured the Olympic Games for
London and is now head of significant
events at London & Partners, the
official promotional company for the
capital, and he doubts that cycling
would have flourished in Britain
without its success at 2012. Ride
London, on August 9 and 10, is the
obvious direct legacy event.
“Ifwe’d saidbefore theOlympics that

we would close 100 miles of road, I’m
not sure it would have happened,” he
says. “You could say there would be no
Ride London if we had not hosted the
Games. When we closed the roads for
theTourdeFrance, people embraced it.
“The Games showed off the UK as a

nation of sporting fans and that has
helped pave the way for attracting
other major events. That’s London’s
role; to lead the way, it’s our gateway to
the rest of the world.”
TheOlympic velodromehas become

part of the £100million Lee Valley
VeloPark and its first event, the grand
finale of the Revolution Series in

March, was a sell-out. Britain can now
boast world-class velodromes in
Manchester, Glasgow and London. All
three are co-operative but competitive,
which should result in a conveyor belt
of talent in themould of Sir Chris
Hoy or Laura Trott.
The BMX track had to be

modified for public use —
in its 2012 state it was
close to lethal—but the
venue can now cater
for any
cycling demand.

volunteers
The surprise stars of
the London Games
were not really the
athletes but the
Games Makers. The
ovation at the closing
ceremonies for the
Olympic Games and the
Paralympics was most
heartfelt for the volunteers,
who are so proud of their
contribution that in London
you can still spot some in uniform
two years on. British sport had always
leantheavily onunpaidhelp buthere it
was being fêted.
The beauty of the volunteer

programme was that it was
oversubscribed, so only the best
applicants were chosen. The
blueprint is being heartily cop-
ied. TheGames had 70,000 high-

quality volunteers working free. With-
out them the event might have strug-

gled.
Their legacy can be seen

at the Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow, which
started this week. The
15,000 “Clydesiders”
have been plucked from
more than 50,000
applicants.

At Formula One’s
British Grand Prix this

month, specta-
tors at

Silver-
stone were
guided by 400

“Race Makers”.
The year before, there had
been 105 in a more tentative
reaction to the Olympics.
Withmany of the executives

involved in the London Games
now fine-tuning the Rugby
World Cup, it is significant that
the big lesson learnt has been
how crucial the volunteer
programmewill be to a successful
tournament. Joanna Manning-
Cooper was the Locog public rela-
tions chief and is now at England
Rugby 2015. “For the Rugby World
Cup, we need 6,000 volunteers,” she
says. “We launched the process to find

The winners

Synch or swim: some 250,000 people have followed Tom Daley into the pool
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Going swimmingly: the Olympic Park in Stratford attracted criticism for its costs in the build-up
TONY MARSHALL/PA
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them in February and had 20,000
applications.Wecreatedaname—The
Pack — with obvious rugby connota-
tions. We are making sure we select
brilliant people at assessment centres
called TryOuts all around the country.
So far we have been delighted with the
people who have come along.”
The Pack’s uniform will be revealed

next year to a fanfare that would have
seemed fanciful three years ago, but
sport understands that giving its volun-
teers a strong identity improves
efficiency. With the World Cup taking
place across 11 towns and cities —
400,000 fans will arrive over the
six-week programme— the organisers
are appointing city ambassadors also
inspired by the volunteers who helped
tourists to find Tube stations and
restaurants during the LondonGames.

disabled sport
“I don’t think people will ever see sport
the same way again,” Lord Coe said
after the Paralympics. “I don’t think
they will ever see disability in the same
way again.”
Surveys after the Games backed up

his optimism. Those who watched the
Paralympics said that they felt that
their perception of disability had been
favourably altered. Sport for the dis-
abled blossomed,with, for example, 145
wheelchair basketball clubs opening in
the year after the Paralympics.
Scope, the disability charity, has,

however, warned that the effect of 2012

is wearing thin. In February this year, it
spoke to 550 parents of disabled child-
ren. More than half (52 per cent) of
those parents said that their disabled
child had been turned away from a
sports club because of their disability.

honourable mentions
swimming
The adapted London Aquatic Centre,
with its two 50-metre pools, is available
for elite swimmers and those needing
armbands. It attracted9,000visitors on
its first weekend and 250,000 in its first
three months.

tourism
London is now the world’s favourite
city. The latest MasterCard Global
Cities Index report places the capital
ahead of Bangkok and Paris and is
projected to attract 18.7 million inter-
national visitors in 2014.
“You don’t get a better TV advert

than theOlympicGames,”Edmondson
says. “People don’t just think of
Buckingham Palace and the pigeons in
Trafalgar Square any more— they see
a vibrant, culturally diverse city.”

participation
A further 1.7 million people are partici-
pating in sport than in 2005, when
London won the bid to host the 2012
Games. There are 15.6 million over-16s
playing sport, with football, netball and
rugby union recovering from a dip in
popularity last year.

Basketball, synchronised swimming,
water polo and weightlifting had their
Olympic funding withdrawn in Febru-
ary this year. Weightlifting earned a
£894,000 funding reprieve a month
later, but otherwise UK Sport, which
invests £125million annually in elite
sport, has remained resolute that
investment should be put into those
sports that will yield medals for Britain
at theRiode Janeiro andTokyoGames.
The Paralympic sports of wheelchair

fencing, goalball and five-a-side foot-
ball were also deemed unworthy of
financial backing.
Last week the All-Party Parliament-

ary Group for Basketball published a
report demanding that UK Sport and
Sport England rethink their approach
andacknowledge the social valueof the
sport. A sum of £7million had been
allocated to basketball for the four
years to the Rio Olympics, in 2016, but
it was withdrawn as a consequence of
the new “no compromise” approach.
olympic stadium

The losers

“We knew the stadium was a high-risk
item,” Hone says, and so it proved.
While perfect for the Games, its post-
Olympic status was in limbo for too
long. The upshot is the double wham-
myof thecostofproducinga stadiumfit
forOlympicpurpose (£429million)and
the additional cost of producing a sta-
dium fit for its legacy (£154 million).
“When the decision had to be made

on construction in 2007, there were
Icelandic owners of West Ham United
and exploratory meetings, but there
was nothing of substance on the table,”
Hone says. “You were asking a football
club to make a financial commitment
seven years hence and for them to
contribute to the design process. The
Icelandic owners went bust, people
didn’t knowwhat theTVrevenueswere
going to be.”
The compromise is a stadium with

retractable seats that can host athletics
and football.
WestHamwill pay£2.5millionayear

to rent it and are contributing £15 mil-
lion to the conversion so that its struc-
ture meets rules laid down by Uefa,
European football’s governing body. It
will be functional, if not complete, for
use during the Rugby World Cup next
year.
There are still question marks over

the deal. “I don’t worry about it too
much,” Hone says. “ If West Ham were
in the Championship for a long run,
that would have some impact on gates,
but we have guaranteed West Ham a
minimum of capacity of 54,000 seats
and we will improve on that number. I
don’t think there will be any rattling
around.”

Undecided

legacy venues keeping busy

Olympic Stadium
IPC Athletics World Championships
2017, IAAF World Athletics
Championships 2017, IRB Rugby World
Cup 2015

Velopark
UCI Track Cycling World,
Championships 2016, UCI Track
Cycling World Cup December 2014
Revolution — Track cycle series 2014
and 2015

Copper Box
The home of the London Lions
basketball team, EuroBasket 2015
The first World Wheelchair Rugby
Challenge 2015

Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre
EHF EuroHockey Nations
Championships 2015, IHF Women’s
Hockey World Cup 2018, NEC
Wheelchair Tennis Masters
Championships 2014-16, FIH Women’s
Champions Trophy 2016
FIH Men’s World League 2017

London Aquatics Centre
Fina World Diving 2014 has taken
place and it is hoped to bring this
event back to London next year
LEN European Swimming
Championships 2016, LEN

European Masters Championships
2016

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Hosts the start of Prudential Ride
London event every year
Hosted the Tour de France this month
Will host the Rugby World Cup 2015
Fan Zone
Plus a series of summer concerts and
events in the park’s outdoor spaces

build-up to London 2012, but two years on from arguably the most successful Games in modern history, venues such as the Aquatics Centre offer encouraging signs of legacy

ANTHONYCHARLTON /PA
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Rooney seeks to win captaincy
James Ducker
Northern Football Correspondent
Denver, Colorado

Wayne Rooney is determined to prove
to Louis van Gaal that he should
become thenext captainofManchester
United.
The England striker also believes

that the manager’s move to a 3-4-1-2
formationwill play to his strengths and
enhance the club’s prospects of
reclaiming the Barclays Premier
League title in the wake of their worst
season for 23 years.
Van Gaal — who will meet up with

Sir Alex Ferguson when the former
United manager joins the club’s
pre-season tour to the United States in
WashingtonDC tomorrow has insisted
thathe is inno rush toappoint a captain
and would be prepared to wait until
mid-September before making a
decision as he assesses the credentials
of different candidates.
Darren Fletcher, the midfielder, was

given the captain’s armband over
Rooney inUnited’s 7-0 thrashing of the
Los Angeles Galaxy in Pasadena on
Thursday. It is possible that Van Gaal
could hand the armband around to
beginwith so there is no guarantee that
Fletcher will retain it for the game
against Roma at the Sports Authority
Field in Denver tonight, the second
match of the tour, which will be played
at altitude with the city one mile above
sea level.
Robin van Persie, who is expected to

miss thewhole tour after finishing third
at the World Cup finals with Holland,
remains the favourite for the leading
role, having been appointed as his
country’s captain by Van Gaal.
Yet Rooney — who was in pole

position to replace Nemanja Vidic as
captain before David Moyes’s sacking
—hopes to win over the newmanager.
“Of course I would like the captaincy
but it’s the manager’s decision who he
chooses,” he said. “I think he wants to
work with the players and then choose
a captain from there.
“I don’t think he was ever going to

just walk in and choose a player from
the off. I’m sure he will look at the
players now and make his decision in a
couple of weeks.”
If Van Gaal’s switch to a 3-4-1-2

system — which will ring-fence the
central playmaker’s role — is good
news for Juan Mata, who suffered on
the left under Moyes in the wake of his

£37.1million move from Chelsea in
January, Rooney is confident it will
benefit him, too.
The forward admitted that England’s

failure at the World Cup was “disap-
pointing”, but he insisted that he was
“not concerned” by the criticism and
was firmly focused on winning the
championship with United. “We can
win the title,”Rooney said. “Last season
was a bad one,we know that, butwe are
confidentwecanput it right.Wehave to
believe we can win it.

“The system is good for me. It’s great
to hear him [Van Gaal] say he wants to
play two strikers as we have a few. It’s a
good formation.
“It was always going to be interesting

to see how it worked in a game and it
worked well. He is bringing in a new
style of play andwants us all to adapt to
that.
“I watched the way Holland were

playing in Brazil and I carried on doing
that when I came home.
“You canwatch asmuch as youwant,

but it’s when you hear him getting his
point across in training that you start to
learn.”
Ferguson will watch United’s games

against Inter Milan in Washington DC
on Tuesday and Real Madrid in Ann
Arbor,Michigan, four days later, during
which time the Scot is expected to
spend some time with Van Gaal.
The Dutchman said last week that

the pair had already “spoken about
[sharing] a cup of coffee or a glass of
wine” together.

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN/GETTY IMAGES

Rooney wants to prove his leadership qualities to Van Gaal, but faces competition from the likes of Fletcher and Van Persie

Zarate’s arrival exposes
divisions at Upton Park
West Ham United’s board took
the decision to sign Mauro Zarate
this summer in a possible further
sign that the club appear to be at
odds with Sam Allardyce, the
manager, who has a difference of
opinion with the hierarchy over
the future of Ravel Morrison.
Allardyce was presented with

Zarate, the striker who joined
from Velez Sarsfield and played
under West Ham’s co-owners,
David Gold and David Sullivan,
when they ran Birmingham City.
West Ham signed him to address
the mistakes of last summer,
when they wanted a striker but let
Allardyce sign Stewart Downing.

Pardew targets top four
Alan Pardew admits Newcastle
United have to push for a top-four
place and the Champions League
to retain key players. After losing
Yohan Cabaye and Mathieu
Debuchy to Paris Saint-Germain
and Arsenal, both offering
European football, he said: “If
you don’t make the Champions
League, big teams come for your
players. We have signed players to
give us a chance to push for the
Champions League.”

Burnley reward Heaton
Tom Heaton will sign a new
three-year deal with Burnley.
The goalkeeper was outstanding
as the club earned promotion to
the Barclays Premier League last
season, keeping 19 clean sheets.
The 28-year-old, who started
every game in the Sky Bet
Championship, had two years left
on his contract at Turf Moor.
However, Sean Dyche, the
manager, is keen to extend his
contract until 2017.

Greece go for Ranieri
Claudio Ranieri has signed a
two-year deal to coach Greece.
The former Chelsea manager, 62,
was out of work after parting
company in May with Monaco,
last season’s runners-up to Paris
Saint-Germain. He replaces
Fernando Santos, the Portuguese,
who quit after taking Greece to
the last 16 at the World Cup. “I
had other offers but once I met
the president of the federation I
had a good feeling,” Ranieri said.
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Omoregie celebrates
place on the podium
Athletics David Omoregie claimed
a bronze medal in the 110 metres
hurdles final on the third day of
the World Junior Championships
in Oregon. The 18-year-old
Welshman, below, crossed the line
in a time of 13.35sec behind Tyler
Mason, of Jamaica and the winner,
Wilhem Belocian, of France, who
set a world junior record of
12.99sec. However, Jack Crosby,
the Middlesbrough athlete, missed
out on a medal in the 400metres
final, finishing fifth in a time of
46.63sec. Taylor Campbell and
Adam Hague reached finals in the
hammer and pole vault,
respectively, along with Amy
Eloise Neale in the women’s
3,000metres steeplechase.

Ainslie team put weight
behind America’s Cup
Sailing Ben Ainslie Racing are
among four teams who have
announced their full support for
the next America’s Cup after Team
Australia’s decision to withdraw
from the event. The Australians
had been the official challenger of
record but are not intending to be
involved in what will be the 35th
edition of the cup in 2017. A joint
statement was released yesterday
by Luna Rossa Challenge (Italy),
Artemis Racing (Sweden), Ben
Ainslie Racing and Team France.
Team Oracle USA are the holders.

Exeter cross the border
to begin defence of cup
Rugby union Exeter Chiefs will
open their defence of the LV= Cup
next season with a trip to Wales.
Exeter, who beat Northampton in
the final four months ago, face
Newport Gwent Dragons at
Rodney Parade before further
matches against Bath, Gloucester
and Saracens. Northampton, the
Aviva Premiership champions,
start their cup campaign at home
against Newcastle on the weekend
of October 31-November 2, while
newly promoted London Welsh
visit Bath.

Horsey shows liking for
course at Russian Open
Golf David Horsey recorded a
four-under-par 68 yesterday to
hold a two-stroke lead at the
halfway stage of the Russian
Open. The 29-year-old
Englishman, below, dropped two
shots in his first four holes of the
second round but then birdied
four of the last six to move to 11
under par. Horsey, who has two
European Tour victories, is one of
just three players in the world’s top
200 competing. Thomas Pieters, a
rookie from Belgium, is second on
nine under par after shooting 68.

teams and details

England (from): A N Cook (capt), S D Robson,
G S Ballance, I R Bell, J E Root, M A Ali, J C Buttler,
C J Jordan, S C J Broad, L E Plunkett,
J M Anderson, C R Woakes, B A Stokes.
India (from): M S Dhoni (capt), S Dhawan,
M Vijaj, C Pujara, V Kohli, A Rahane, R Jadeja,
R Ashwin, B Kumar, I Sharma, Mohammad Shami,
G Gambhir, R Sharma, S Binny, W Saha, V Aaron,
I Pandey, P Singh.
Umpires: R J Tucker (Australia)
and M Erasmus (South Africa).
Television: Sky Sports 2 (live coverage from 10am).

Bold Buttler promises to carry
on attacking in Test initiation
Wicketkeeper says he will not curb his natural instincts
Cricket
Richard Hobson
Deputy Cricket Correspondent

It takes a brave person to mention the
name Kevin Pietersen around the
England team these days, braver still to
highlight the batsman turned pariah
unprompted. JosButtler hadnoqualms
about that yesterday when he pledged
to bring his own fresh approach to
one-day cricket into the Test sphere.
Buttler cited Pietersen and David

Warner to illustrate that attacking
players can succeed in the longer
format, and Adam Gilchrist as the
template for wicketkeeper-batsmen to
follow. If his Test debut against India at
the Ageas Bowl falls flat tomorrow, he
cannot blame lack of ambition.
Although he will rein in some of his

more audacious Twenty20 shots, at
least until the time is right, Buttler will
avoid root-and-branch changes to a
style that has the potential to
re- enthuse grumbling supporters, help
England to reverse the 1-0 series deficit

and save theAlastairCookcaptaincy. “I
have to be a bit more selective, but
naturally I want to score runs and hit
the ball,” Buttler said, his soft, West
Country drawl a counterpoint to the
red-blooded tone of the words
themselves.
“If you look around the world there

are people who play in that aggressive
manner and do well. When Pietersen
played for England, people were
excited to watch him because he was
always looking to score runs. Warner
has obviously done that role forAustra-
lia very successfully. That is a plus for
me that people have taken similar
routes in international cricket. It would
be silly to go into
my shell complete-
ly and curb all my
natural instincts when
that has got me to where I
am.”
England are on a run of

ten games without a win;
one more draw or defeat
will stretch the sequence to
the worst for 26 years. Inevita-
bly, any newcomer, even one
whose game is more prosaic than
Buttler’s,will be viewedas apotent-
ial saviour out of hope if not
expectation.
“I am an England fan as well,” he

said. “I watch England play and I
am aware of what people are say-
ing, but I am not coming in ex-
pecting to be the onepersonwho
can fix English cricket,
unfortunately. It would be great
if I can, that would be brilliant,
but I am just determined to be
authentic, be myself, enjoy the
occasion and look forward to
helping England put in a per-
formance.
“I come in pretty fresh.Obvious-

ly I have not been involved in Test
cricket before, so I come in without

that baggage.At the same time, it is nice
to be familiarwith the international en-
vironment through Twenty20 and

one-day games. I know people, I
am not coming in with a first day
at school feeling.”
The pitch was exposed to the

sunshine until mid-afternoon
yesterday, withminor watering

on the edges when ground-
staff hosed the rest of
the square. It looked
browner than the
pea-green hue of
Lord’s, but Chris
Wood, the ECB
pitches consultant,
generated reason-
able bounce in his
routine pre-match
tests.

England are
likely to make at
least one altera-
tion to the pace-
bowling attack.

The nature
and
scale of

changes will be influenced by the
physical state of James Anderson,
Stuart Broad, Ben Stokes and Liam
Plunkett, aswell as their penetration, or
lack of it at times, over the first twoTest
matches.
The possibility of Anderson missing

the end of the series through suspen-
sion appeared to recede when the
counter-charge against Ravindra
Jadeja, levelled by England over the in-
cidentbetween thepair atTrentBridge,
was downgraded from Level Two to
One under the ICC Code of Conduct.
David Boon, thematch referee, fined

Jadeja half hismatch fee after a hearing
in Southampton on Thursday night.
Boon was “not comfortably satisfied”
that the spin bowler’s culpability was as
bad as England alleged in suggesting
that he “took steps towards Anderson
in an aggressive and threatening
manner”.
Anderson has been charged at Level

Threeand facesaminimumtwo-match
ban if found guilty. His case will be
heard byGordonLewis, an ICC judicial
commissioner, next Friday. India claim
that Anderson verbally abused and
touched Jadeja, but the burden of proof
will be as demanding as on their own
player.
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In the swing: Buttler believes his appearances in the England one-day team will help him to settle quickly at Test level

6The ECBhas begun its search for
a new permanent chief executive.
David Collier is to retire from his
post this summer after a ten-year
tenure and the ECB’s finance
director, Brian Havill, is fulfilling his
duties on an interim basis. The
permanent role was advertised for
the first time yesterday, seeking
applications from “ambitious,
inspirational leaders”.
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Sterling finds
time to reflect
after dejection
of World Cup
Tony Barrett

Raheem Sterling believes he needs to
prove himself all over again in the
Barclays Premier League as he bids to
put the disappointment of England’s
World Cup failure behind him.
Despite establishing himself as one

of Liverpool’s most potent attacking
players, Sterling’s impact in Brazil was
limited to a promising display against
Italy as England departed the tourna-
ment after the group stages.
Rather than return to England

afterwards, the teenager travelled tohis
native Jamaica to reflect on the highs
and lowsof his early career and came to
the conclusion that he needs to kick on
for both club and country if his obvious
potential is to be fulfilled.
“The results were disappointing,

obviously, particularly going out in the
group stages, but I havedefinitely taken
some positives from it and I will try to
build on my performances and the
team’s performances going forward,”
Sterling said.
“I thinkwe had a good enough squad

to go into the knockout stages. There
was a lot of pressure on the nation to do
well, not just me. I was just another
player trying to do well for my country.
We were disappointed not to meet the
country’s expectations.
“It was still a great experience for me

coming on the back of a decent league
season and another learning curve on a
world stage in front of millions of

people. Now I have to keep striving
from here and get better.
“It’s massive to be part of England’s

future and that is something I want to
work on through Liverpool. I want to
work hard for my club and then the
nation so that hopefully we will do
everyone proud.
“But I have definitely got to prove

myself again now and try to achieve
more than last season. I have personal
and team goals I have set myself again
and themain aim is to help this teamgo
one step further this year.”
Brendan Rodgers has confirmed his

intention to offer Steven Gerrard a
one-year contract extension after the
Liverpool captain’s retirement from
international football. Gerrard’s
present deal expires in June 2015 and
reaching a new agreement is expected
to be a formality.
“I am very happy that Steven is now

going to commit to Liverpool and I am
sure that [his contract] is something
that we will look at,” Rodgers said. “He
is in really good condition and I’m sure
it is something thatwill happenat some
point. You never want to leave players
with not too long to go on their
contract. A lot has gone on at the club
over the course of the summer. It is
something I am sure will get sorted.”
6Pepe Reina, the Liverpool goal-
keeper, has spoken of his desire to end
his career in his native Spain, although
themain interest in theplayer so farhas
come from Italy with Napoli, the team
that he served on loan last season,
refusing to meet the £3.95million re-
lease clause in his contract. “At the
moment all the big Spanish teams are
covered inmyrole, so I see it as verydif-
ficult to return to Spain,” Reina said.

Sterling visited his
native Jamaica
after England’s exit

Mourinho
confident
nearly men
are ready to
be champions
The Stamford Bridge manager says his summer
signings can spearhead a real challenge for the
title,Matt Hughes reports from Velden, Austria
AsJoséMourinho surveys the stunning
tranquillity of Lake Wörthersee, the
Chelseamanager’s pre-seasonmessage
is as crystal clear as the beautiful water
beneath him. The Portuguese will not
change as he gears up for another
campaign that is bound to be filledwith
as much feistiness and fury as flowing
football, but he believes that his team
already have.
Having spent a week training with

his players in the foothills of the
Austrian Alps, Mourinho is convinced
that Chelsea are ready to scale the
game’s greatest peaks. He is adamant
that the addition of Diego Costa, Cesc
Fàbregas and Filipe Luís, as well as the
impending returns of Didier Drogba
andThibautCourtois,will beenough to
transform a team of nearly men to
supermen. According to Mourinho, his
bronze-medal brigade — Chelsea fin-
ished third in the Barclays Premier
League last season and were
Champions League semi-finalists —
are ready to be recast in gold.
“We want to be champions, we’re

ready to be champions, and we’re not
looking at other teams,” Mourinho
says. “I have the squad I want to have,
and have the right profile of squad to
attack the title.
“This season we had different

objectives in the market. We made a
very early decision to go and attack
three points where we felt we needed a
real improvement.Wewill go towin the
title, but obviously we have to respect
the other guys because this is not a
league of two. This is not Germany or
Spain.”
Much of Mourinho’s conviction

springs from his three recruits from
Spain, particularly Costa, whom he
feels will finally fill the void left by
Drogba two years ago, even more so
than the returning Ivorian. Since
Drogba first joined Chelsea ten years
ago for £24million, a club record at the
time, all of his successors as supposed
star strikers have struggled, but Mouri-
nho believes that Costa will thrive, as
much owing to his psychological
strength as his physical power.
Costa has yet to play for Chelsea, has

only oneChampions League campaign
behind him and is returning from a
desperately disappointing World Cup
with Spain, but Mourinho is convinced
that he will make a significant impact
on the Premier League. After only five
days working with Costa on the train-
ing pitch, it seems as if Mourinho sees
something of himself in the burly
Brazilian-born striker, a streetfighter

who has made the most of his talents
and, after a circuitous journey, finally
reached the top through sheer force of
will.
“I would describe Diego as a mature

guy,” Mourinho says. “The way he has
lived his life makes the guy ready for
everything. He left Brazil at 16 to live in
Portugal.Heplayed for someverysmall
clubs, then went to Spain and didn’t
play for Atletico. He went on loan here,
and then one year later goes on loan
there.
“At Atletico he had to make people

forget [Sergio] Agüero and people
forget Falcao — without them they
won the Spanish title and reached the

Champions League final. He had Brazil
and Spain as national teams to choose
between and had to make a very tough
decision, but he made it on his own.
“He arrived at Chelsea, as he said to

me, thanks to his legs and to his heart.
He has been given nothing for free. He
didn’t go to a big club and get a big
chance. He had to fight for everything.”
Costa’s physical prowess is obvious,

butMourinho believes he is a far better
footballer thanhehas been given credit
for and continues to sing his praises,
almost to the point of evangelism.
“Diego does not needmentors at this

moment,” Mourinho says. “Diego is
made.Physically andmentally,Diego is
an end product. If you look at him on
TV, what jumps out immediately in
your eyes is his physical andpsycholog-
ical profile—abig, strong guy using his
body, attacking spaces, holding up the
ball andpressingpeople is easy to see—
but with proper football eyes the guy is
muchmore than that.Themovement is
incredible, the intelligence is amazing,
the choices hemakes in terms ofmove-
ment is fantastic.”
Mourinho has no need to bang the

drum for Fàbregas, not least because
the player’s reputation in England is
arguably greater than it is in his native
Spain, but it is clear that the former
Arsenal captain will have a vital role to
play at his new club. As Mourinho puts
it, Fàbregas’s passing ability and vision
from the deeper-lying midfield role he

occupied at Arsenal before moving
farther forward at Barcelona, will
provide Chelsea with an added
dimension, particularly against packed
defences away from home, where
defeats by Newcastle United, Stoke
City, Aston Villa and Crystal Palace
cost them the title last season.
“We clearly needed a player for the

midfield with a different footballistic
profile, and my club did fantastic the
way they killed the situation with
Fàbregas,” Mourinho says. “He is a
player of control. He’s a player that
wants the ball, a player that needs the
ball.He’snot theguy to runwith theball
in a transitional game, he’s the guywho
gives you other qualities. But in away
matches we will have much more
control of the game, and much more
initiative than we had before.”
Amid these changes, Mourinho will

remain the same man he has always
been, prepared to fight his ground by
protecting his club, as well as speaking
out on subjects he believes are impor-
tant for the game generally. There will
be rows involving referees and fights
about fixtures over the comingmonths
as surely as night follows day, but on
certain issues, such as the scheduling of
Premier League matches in
Champions League weeks, he voices
the grievances of others, and is not
always raging blindly against the
machine.
“It is my duty to try to do things for

portuguese man of war

Pep Guardiola
If anything, the Special One’s three
years at Real Madrid were a bit of a
disappointment: all he managed to
win was one league title and one
Copa del Rey. This was at least
partly because Mourinho’s main
focus appeared to be irritating Pep
Guardiola. Indeed, the Portuguese
provocateur will see the then
Barcelona manager’s rant in 2011 —
when he declared him “the f***ing
boss” — as better than any trophy.

Iker Casillas and Sergio Ramos
Mourinho tends to reserve his best
feuding for other managers, but
occasionally he likes to practice on
players. He accused the Spain
internationals of leaking secret
information to the press to try to
destabilise his regime, and then
dropped Casillas altogether.

Arsène Wenger
Mourinho has done some of his best
work with Wenger, labelling him a
“voyeur” during his first spell in
England and then — after both men
spent last summer loudly
proclaiming how matey they now
were — described him as a
“specialist in failure” last season.

Rafael Benítez
The Chelsea and Napoli managers
appear still to be feuding over Luis
Garcia’s “ghost goal” in the 2005
Champions League semi-final.
Mourinho was still sniping at the
Spaniard last season, criticising him
for winning the Europa League.
Words by Rory Smith

High ambition: Mourinho, the Chelsea manager, says that the new recruits can
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Everton may give
second chance to
injury-hit Traoré

Everton are exploring the possibility
of re-signing Lacina Traoré, the
forward, on loan from Monaco, while
hoping that Chelsea’s Romelu Lukaku
will also return for a second season at
Goodison Park.
Traoré scored on his debut for

Everton but made just one further
appearance for the team after
suffering a hamstring injury in
February.
Everton had hijacked his proposed

loan transfer to West Ham United in
January, soon after he had joined the
French club from Anzi Makhachkala,
of Russia.
The Ivorian would require a work

permit but the outlay would be
considerably less than meeting
Seville’s request to meet a £24million
release clause for Carlos Bacca, the
forward.
Didier Drogba has said Jóse

Mourinho, the Chelsea manager,
swayed his decision to sign a one-year
contract to rejoin the west London
club.
Drogba scored 157 goals for

Chelsea, including an equaliser and
winning penalty to help the club lift
the Champions League against
Bayern Munich in 2012.
The 36-year-old left Stamford

Bridge as a free agent and then went
on to play for Shanghai Greenland in
China and Galatasaray in Turkey last
season. “It was an easy decision — I
couldn’t turn down the opportunity to
work with José again,” Drogba said.
“Everyone knows the special

relationship I have with this club and
it has always felt like home to me.
“My desire to win is still the same

and I look forward to the opportunity

to help this team on and off the pitch.
“I am excited for this next chapter

of my career.”
Chelsea are also claimed to have

had an offer rejected for Jurgen
Damm, a 21-year-old winger, from
Pachuca, the Mexican club.
“He still has much to do at

Pachuca, to meet certain objectives,
we thought that [when Chelsea made
the offer] it was not the right moment
for him to leave,” Andres Fassi, the
vice-president of Pachuca, said.

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob
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José Mourinho claimed last night that
signing Luke Shaw this summer would
have “killed” Chelsea because of his
wage demands.
Chelsea had been tracking the

England left back for some time but
pulled out of the race to sign him after
ManchesterUnited offered Southamp-
ton £28million for the player’s signa-
ture and provided a wage package that
could rise to £160,000 a week over the
course of his five-year contract.
The London club were not prepared

to go to that level, despite their long-
term interest in Shaw, with Mourinho
arguing that paying such high wages
would have destabilised the dressing
room, as well as jeopardising their
chances of complyingwithUefa Finan-

cial Fair Play. Instead, Chelsea opted to
pay £15.8million to AtleticoMadrid for
Filipe Luís, who has signed a four-year
contract worth £80,000 a week.
“If we pay to a 19-year-old boy what

wewere being asked for, for Luke Shaw,
then we are dead,”Mourinho said. “We
kill our stability with Financial Fair
Play.Wekill the stability inourdressing
room. Because when you pay that
much to a 19-year-old kid — a good
player, a fantasticplayer—thenextday

we have players knocking on our door
and saying, ‘How is it possible I play for
this club 200 games and won this and
that; how come a 19-year-old comes
here and gets more money than I get?’
It would kill immediately our balance.”
Mourinho’s comments highlight the

premium that is added to promising
Englishplayers in anunbalanced trans-
fermarket, as well as the inflated prices
that United are being forced to pay as
Louis van Gaal rebuilds the squad.
“Filipe is much less expensive,”

Mourinho said. “A guy who played for
Brazil, won titles in Spain, won
European competitions, played in a
Champions League final, this guy is
much cheaper than an English young
lad. And he is good for our average
wages. Other clubs can pay what they
want, but for my club we can say it
would have been very negative for us.”

Matt Hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent

Inside today

Rooney determined to
prove he is captaincy
material at Old Trafford
Page 86

Shaw wages ruled out Chelsea move

help to transform the team from nearly men to supermen as he sets his sights on the Premier League title once again

this football country,” Mourinho says.
“If you tell me it would be better to shut
up and not make any comment about
the fixtures I would say ‘yes, that is a
probably a clever position in the
modernworld’. But I think it is my duty
to do it.
“Because I have a critical sense and

amalways ready togiveopinions I don’t
think it’s fair that the machine always

answers against me, or against my
people. Rui Faria has a much bigger
punishment than people who pushed
refereesandheadbuttedopponents.He
has amuch bigger punishment because
he’s my assistant? He’s a way to get into
me? If that’s the case I don’t think I
deserve that.
“I was away fromEnglish football for

fiveyearsandnobodydefendedEnglish

football like I did. The machine of
English football should respect that. I
cannot changemypersonality, but I am
one of them, I amnot against them. I’m
Chelsea first, but looking after English
football generally is also part of my job
and responsibility.”
The FA, the Premier League and

Chelsea’s rivals at home and abroad
cannot say they haven’t been warned.

West Ham bid for Almeida
West Ham United have held talks
about signing Hugo Almeida after
Andy Carroll was ruled out for four
months. The Besiktas striker, 30, has
been in talks with Eintracht Frankfurt
but could be a short-term solution for
the east London club. He previously
spent three years at Werder Bremen.
Carroll had an operation on his ankle
in the United States yesterday and is
set to be on crutches for three weeks.
Maxime Lestienne has been offered

to Everton, Sunderland and Swansea
City as Bruges seek to sell their gifted
left winger, who was once banned

from internationals by Belgium after
being accompanied by a woman back
to his hotel room while on

international duty. He has been
tracked by Everton, Aston Villa and
PSV Eindhoven in the past.

6Patrick van Aanholt has moved to
Sunderland for £2million from
Chelsea, just days after the
23-year-old left back voiced his
unhappiness at making just two
appearances and spending most of his
past five years on loan at other clubs.
He was in the final year of his present
contract and Sunderland turned their
attention to him after being unable to
seal a permanent deal for Marcos
Alonso, the Fiorentina defender.
Sunderland’s proposed £14million
deal to sign Fabio Borini, the striker,
from Liverpool is in the balance.

6Bebé has signed a four-year deal

with Benfica after having a medical at
the Portuguese club. The winger was
signed for £7million by Manchester
United in 2010, but never started a
league game for the club.

6Albert Rusnak has signed for Dutch
club Cambuur on loan from
Manchester City after the right
winger, 20, had short spells on loan at
Oldham Athletic and Birmingham
City last season.

6 Fraizer Campbell has signed a
three-year contract with Crystal
Palace after the striker moved from
Cardiff City for £900,000.

Drogba was keen to work with his
former manager at Chelsea again

Almeida is the
subject of interest
in east London
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England go high-tech to tackle All Blacks

sevens: the lowdown

Pool A
New Zealand, Scotland, Canada,
Barbados

Pool B
South Africa, Kenya, Cook Islands,
Trinidad & Tobago

Pool C
Samoa, Wales, Papua New Guinea,
Malaysia

Pool D
England, Australia, Sri Lanka,
Uganda

6 The pool stages are played today
and the top two from each progress
into the quarter-finals.
6When teams are knocked out of
the hunt for medals, they drop down
into lesser competitions (the plate,
bowl and shield, in descending
order) to decide the final placings
from 5-16.
6 If England win their pool, they
could face Wales in the last eight
and then New Zealand in the
semi-finals.
Words by Alex Lowe

England’s rugby sevens teamhavebeen
taking a high-tech approach to their
Commonwealth Games preparations,
exploring the use ofGoogle glasses and
GoPro cameras in training as they
attempt to break New Zealand’s
stranglehold on the competition.
The All Blacks sevens side won the

first Commonwealth gold medal at the
1998 Games in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, with a team that included
Jonah Lomu and Christian Cullen, two

of the greatest players in history. They
have not lost a match since and Simon
Amor, who is coming to the end of his
first season as England head coach, has
turned to technology in an attempt to
overthrowthathegemonyat Ibroxover
the weekend.
The England sevens team have long

been a breeding ground for innovation.
Ben Ryan, Amor’s predecessor, intro-
duced theuseofGPSunits that arenow
the standard training tools for all senior
international teams.
The England players have taken part

in sleep studies and Ryan put them
throughocclusion training, a technique
that involves restricting the flow of
blood to the veins and helps the devel-
opment of fast-twitch muscle fibres.
Amorhas gone for the gadgets, not to

replace the brutal, vomit-inducing
training sessions his full-time squad do
at the Lensbury Club, in Teddington,
Middlesex, but toensure thathecanget
the most out of them.
At the highest level of competition,

which the Commonwealth Games
would be if Fiji had been able to
compete , a sevens match can be decid-
ed by the slightest turn of a shoulder.
With sevenmen defending a full-size

pitch, the management of space is
critical. If a defender commits too early
in one direction, even slightly, it opens
the door for the ball-carrier, but he has
to be able to read that movement,
which is where England’s move to
introduce Google glasses and the
GoPro cameras come in.
“The technology does not take away

from the hard work and the sheer
mental strength you need to be the
athlete, because first and foremost you
are training the brain,” Amor said.
“We use technology to add things on

top. Sevens is about doing the basics
well when you are shattered; how to
recognise a three versus two [situa-
tion]? What communication will you
use with the man inside you?
“We are looking at technology —

microphones, Google glasses, GoPro
cameras — to pick up how people are
communicating, what cues they are
seeing and what options they are
taking.”
That level of training and perform-

ance goes to the heart of the debate
over sevens and whether the modern-
day Lomus or Cullens — the likes of
Dan Carter and Leigh Halfpenny —
will be drafted in for the Olympic
Games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016.
Scotland, who face New Zealand in

their opening game today, have includ-
ed three senior internationals —Stuart
Hogg, Sean Lamont andRichieVernon
— and view their experience in the
squad as invaluable. South Africa
wanted to include Bryan Habana and
Schalk Brits, while the Australia team

includes Liam Gill, the Wallabies
flanker.
New Zealand and England, in

contrast, have stuck with sevens
specialists. Sonny Bill Williams wants
to play at the Olympics but Gordon
Tietjens, the New Zealand coach, has
said he must be available for six World
Series tournaments to work on his tac-
tical awareness and fitness levels.
“I don’t think we want to [pick senior

internationals],” Amor said. “It doesn’t
fitwithourphilosophy.Tobe successful
you need full-time sevens guys. These
guys are the fittest rugby players in the
country.”
England will spend next season

trying to qualify for the Olympics on
behalf ofGreatBritain before the selec-
tion question needs to be answered. In
the meantime, it is every home nation
for itself in Glasgow.

Google glasses and GoPro cameras are added to sevens arsenal
Alex Lowe

Amor, the England coach, believes
innovation can make the difference

Tight spot: Tom Powell, of England, prepares to pass during a training session
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Greene seeks
fast pain relief
after months
of injury woe

Badminton
Mixed teams: Group A: Sri Lanka 5 Barbados 0.
Group B: Ghana 3 Uganda 2. Group D: Australia
5 Falkland Islands 0; Canada 4Wales 1.Group F:
England 5 Jersey 0.

Boxing
Men: Round of 32: 52kg:RMcfadden (Scot) btA
Selby (Wales) 3-0. 69kg:M Pathirage Don (SL)
bt A Aisaga (PnG) 3-0; T Mbenge (SA) bt
H Tyrell (Sam) 3-0. 56kg: M Martin (Nru) bt
M Conlan (N Ire) 3-0; B Gicharu Njangiru
(Kenya)bt IKhan (Guy)3-0.Roundof16: +91kg:
J Goodall (Aus) bt P Mailata (NZ) 3-0.

Cycling — track
Men: Sprint: Final: Gold-medal contest:
S Webster (NZ) bt J Kenny (Eng). Bronze:
E Dawkins (NZ) bt P Lewis (Aus). 4,000m
individual pursuit: Gold: J Bobridge (Aus) 4min
19.650sec bt A Edmondson (Aus) 4:24.620.
Bronze: M Ryan (NZ) 4min 23.559sec bt O Doull
(Wales)4:25.664.Women:3,000mindividual pur-
suit: Gold: J Rowsell (Eng) 3min 31.615sec bt A
Edmondson (Aus) 3:35.450.Bronze:ACure (Aus)
3min 35.384sec bt K Archibald (Scot) 3:37.078.

Gymnastics — rhythmic
Individual: All-around: Final: 1, P Bezzoubenko
(Can) 59.175pts; 2, F Jones (Wales) 57.350; 3, L
Halford (Wales) 56.225; 4, Wong Poh San (Ma-
laysia) 55.875; 5, P Theodoulou (Cyp) 55.100; 6,
AKwan (Malaysia) 53.475; 7, T Christodoulidou
(Cyp) 53.225; 8, M Kitkarska (Can) 53.050; 9, D
Prince (Aus) 51.725; 10, G Legote (SA) 51.400;
11, S Sherlock (Eng) 51.175; 12, L Hutchison
(Eng) 51.025; 13, Kah Mun Tong (Sing) 48.100;
14, J Cohen (Aus) 47.050; 15, A Van Rooyen
(SA) 45.825; 16, L Brash (Scot) 44.875.

Hockey
Men: Preliminary round: India 3Wales 1; South
Africa 2 Scotland 0; Australia 9 Wales 0;
Scotland 2 Malaysia 0.

Judo
Women: 63kg: Gold-medal contest: S Clark
(Scot) bt H Wezeu Dombeu (Cam). 63kg:
Bronze: Contest A: K J Yeats-Brown (Eng) bt B
Valois Fortier (Can). Contest B: F
Pitman (Eng) bt KHaecker (Aus). 70kg: Gold:M
Fletcher (Eng) bt M De Villiers (NZ).

Lawn bowls
Men: Pairs: Third round: Section A: Scotland (P
Foster and A Marshall) 21 Niue 7. Section B:
Australia 14 Norfolk Island 10; Jersey 24 Cook
Islands 12. Section C: Malta 20 Canada 6;
Northern Ireland (MMcHugh and I McClure) 19
Papua New Guinea 13. Section D: India 15 Fiji
11.Triples: Third round: SectionA:SouthAfrica
30 Zambia 9; Scotland (D Peacock, N Speirs, D
Burnett) 32Niue6;Namibia15 India12.Section
B:Malaysia 31 Falkland Islands 8; Australia 20
Papua New Guinea 10; England (J Mcguinness,
S Airey, J Chestney) 24 Pakistan 9. Section C:
Jersey 19 Norfolk Island 8; Guernsey 18 Canada
16;NewZealand26Zambia10.SectionD:South
Africa 18 Cook Islands 10; Fiji 22 Kenya 12.
Fourth round: Section D: Northern Ireland (P
Daly, N Mulholland, N Booth) 23 Fiji 8.Women:
Singles: Third round: Section A: C Brown (Scot)
bt M Like (Zam) 21-5; C Taylor (Wales) bt B
Mcgreal (IoM) 21-10; K Cottrell (Aus) bt L Kate
Beere (Ggy)21-12.SectionB: JEdwards (NZ)bt
H Rereiti (Niu) 21-8; C Anderson (Nfk) bt N
Saikia (Ind) 21-6. Section C: C McMillen (N Ire)
bt A Adam (Sam) 21-14; N Melmore (Eng) bt
MNyokabi Ndungu (Kenya) 21-14. Section D: C
Piketh (SA) bt CWimp (Png) 21-17; T Jim (Cok)

bt E Moceiwai (Fiji) 21-12. Fours: Section A:
Third round: Scotland (C Johnston, L Malloy, L
Baillie, M Letham) 27 Papua New Guinea 7;
Cook Islands12Jersey7.SectionB:Third round:
Malaysia 19 India 10; Northern Ireland (M
Cunningham, J Dowds, B Cameron, D McCloy)
31 Niue 9. Section C:Second round: New
Zealand22Zambia 13.SectionD: Second round:
England (S Tolchard, J Winch, E Falkner, S
Gordon) 22 Norfolk Island 7; South Africa 19
Canada 9. Section A: Fourth round: Jersey 15
Scotland (C Johnston, L Malloy, L Baillie, M
Letham) 7; Australia 19 Cook Islands 6

Netball
Women: Pool A: New Zealand 50 Malawi 47;
Scotland 58 St Lucia 30. Pool B: England 65
Wales 25; South Africa 56 Trinidad & Tobago
40.

Shooting
10m air pistol: Finals: Men: 1, A Bindra (India)
205.3pts; 2, A Baki (Bang) 202.1; 3, D Rivers
(Eng) 182.4. . Women: 1, Teo Shunxie (Sing)
198.6 (Games record); 2, M Goel (Ind) 197.1; 3,
D Ludwig (Can) 177.2; 4, L
Yauhleuskaya (Aus) 157.7; 5, L Kiejko (Can)

134.6; 6, C Kennerley (Wales) 115.3; 7, HSidhu
(Ind) 95.8; 8, A Asha (Ban) 75.9.

Squash
Men: Singles: Round of 16: C Simpson (Ggy) bt
R Cuskelly (Aus) 11-6, 9-11, 11-5, 11-7; S
Ghosal (India) bt S Finitsis (Aus) 11-2, 11-5,
4-11, 6-11, 11-8.Plate: Roundof 64:MKawooya
(Uga) btDMurphy (Cay) 11-2, 11-5, 11-2;OBai-
ley (Svg) bt S Maketu (Png) 11-4, 11-2, 11-5.
Round of 32: X Koenig (Mri) bt N Lechesa (Les)
11-0, 11-1, 11-0; M Craig (N Ire) bt K Hannaway
(Svg) 11-5, 11-6, 11-8; R Maycock (Ber) bt I
Rukunya (Uga) 11-2, 11-5, 11-5; KWilson (Tto)
btDZammit-Lewis (Mlt) 8-11, 11-7, 9-11, 11-6,
11-9; H Reel (Kenya) bt M Chilambwe (Zam)
11-6, 11-8, 5-11, 11-8; K Maina (Kenya) bt M
Wei (Png) 11-2, 11-0, 11-1; D Gunawardena
(Sri) bt CNavas (Gib) 11-8, 11-4, 11-2.Round of
16: X Koenig (Maur) bt M Craig (N Ire) 11-0,
11-0, 11-0; R Laksiri (Sri Lanka) bt K Maina
(Ken) 11-8, 11-9, 3-11, 11-9. Women: Singles:
Round of 16: J King (NZ) bt J Chinappa (Ind)
11-3, 11-8, 8-11, 11-5; N David (Malaysia) bt M
Craig (NZ) 11-7, 11-6, 11-5; Plate: Round of 16:
EWebb (PNG) bt V Luchendo (Ken) 11-5, 11-4,
11-1;VFlorens (Maur)btSMadhani (Ken)11-4,
11-2, 11-4.

Table tennis
Men: Team: Group one: Singapore 3 Seychelles
0.Group two: England (L Pitchford, A Baggaley,
P Drinkhall, D Reed, S Walker) 3 Barbados 0.
Group three: India 3 Guyana 0. Group four:
Nigeria 3 Kiribati 0.Women: Team: Group one:
Sri Lanka3Northern Ireland (AMogey,AGivan,
H Lynch-Dawson, E Ludlow) 1. Group three:
England (J Drinkhall, K Sibley, H Hicks, T Ho, K
Le Fevre) 3 Tanzania 0. Group three: Trinidad &
Tobago 3 Ghana 2. Group four: Nigeria 3
Barbados0; India3Kenya0.Groupsix:Malaysia
3 Jamaica 0; Canada 3 Papua New Guinea 0.
First round: Malaysia 3 Nigeria 0; Wales 3 Sri
Lanka.

Weightlifting
Men: 62kg: 1, G Evans (Wales) 268pts; 2, V Be
(Aus) 256; 3, C Ssekyaaya (Uga) 255; 4, J
Shergill (Eng) 250; 5,EBrechtefeld (Nru) 246; 6,
K Kalu (Nigeria) 245; 7, B Ramohaka (Sol) 235;
8, R Confiance (Sey) 231; 9, D Darko (Gha) 197.
Women: 53kg: 1, C Amalaha (Nigeria) 196pts
(Games record); 2, D Toua (PnG) 193 (Games
record); 3, S Matsa (India) 188; 4, S Singh
(India) 183; 5, E Ropati-Frost (Aus) 175.

Commonwealth Games results

It is no exaggeration to say that Dai
Greene is just pleased to be inGlasgow.
The former world 400metres hurdles
champion isoneof thebiggestnames in
aWales teamwhoseemto shrinkby the
day, but next week he will be happily
running at Hampden Park without the
burden of medal expectations.
It is all very different from four years

ago in Delhi, where he arrived as
European champion and duly won a
goldmedal on a run of success inwhich
he secured gold at the World
Championships in 2011.
That seems a long time ago now

because, for the past 18months,Greene
has faced one long battle with injury.
What started with a routine hernia
operation led to another, and then
more surgery to repair damage from a
botched operation, which led to blood
clots in his legs and, finally, a groin
injury.
“Realistically I am not going to be

competing for a gold medal like I was
four years ago, that ship has sailed
because I haven’t done enough work,”
Greene said. “Coming to terms with
that has made things a lot easier. I
normally start training in October, but
I started for real in May, so this is a bit
last-minute.”
Being able to compete again is a huge

boost for Greene. When he lines up in
the heats for the 400metres hurdles on
Tuesday, it will be only his second race
of the year. If gold is unrealistic, the first
target is to run the qualifying time for
the European Championships, for
which he has been selected pending
attaining that time of 49.80sec.
“I’m just really pleased that I am

going to make the start line,” Greene
said. “Three months ago I felt I had no
chance of being here, I had written off
the season. But I feel I have turned the
corner.”
He ran through injury last year, but

the lowest point came forGreene in the
autumn, when he returned to training
after a second hernia operation, only to
feel extreme pain.
“I was told it was just pain from the

operation, but I said it wasn’t me being
soft, it wasn’t getting better,” he said.
“When theydoaherniaoperation, they
insert somemeshandsewthemuscle to
it. The mesh had frayed and become
entangled in the nerves in my groin.
“So they had to repair the hernia and

clean up themess and then I developed
blood clots, so that was another eight
weeks of not doing much and taking
blood thinners to get rid of it. It has just
been terribly frustrating. You just want
to train, because not trainingmakesme
feel fat anddown, so I justwanted to get
out there doing what I love. It can be
very depressing.”
Once one of the stars of British

athletics, Greene has become a for-
gotten man, although he believes he
can once again top the world.
“I look at someone like Christine

Ohuruogu, who was world champion
[in the 400metres] in 2007 and then
again in2013, and therewasquite a long
time in the middle that she was not
competing much because of injury,” he

said. “I don’t worry about people
forgetting me.
“What I missed when I was off was

the joy you get froma really good train-
ing session. I want to get back to com-
peting well on the track and being

among the best in the world and
challenging for medals.
“I love doing that and all the hard

work that goes towards that. Everyone
has peaks and troughs in their careers
and I am just going through that right
now. I do believe I can get back to my
best and compete against the top guys
again.”
So, if Greene believes gold is beyond

him, what can he achieve in Glasgow?
“My target is to make the final and if I

Defending hurdles champion targets final
Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent three to watch

Rugby sevens
England play Sri Lanka, Uganda and
Australia today in the group stages,
but New Zealand are the team to beat.

Weightlifting
Zoe Smith, the European bronze
medal-winner, competes for England
in the 58kg event against Michaela
Breeze, of Wales. Breeze is a two-time
Commonwealth Games champion,
having won gold in 2002 and 2006.
Judo
Gemma Gibbons, the Olympic silver
medal-winner, competes in the -78kg
class for England on the same day as
her husband, Euan Burton, represents
Scotland in the -100kg category.

TV coverage
Live: BBC One: 9am-12pm, 12.15pm-
5.25pm, 5.45pm-10.10pm. BBC Two:
10.10pm-10.30pm. BBC Three: 9am-
10pm.

STU FORSTER/GETTY IMAGES

Back on track: Greene, of Wales, hopes to attain the qualifying time required to race at the European Championships

do that, anything could happen,” he
said. “If I get to the final, I could have a
genuine chance of getting a medal.
“Three rounds will certainly stretch

me, because I don’t have that huge level
of fitness. But I don’t think it will be of
the level of the Olympics or Worlds,
you just don’t knowwho is going to turn
up.
“I will come back from this a better

athlete and I will return to my best, if
not better.”

‘You just want to train;
not training makes me
feel fat and down’
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round before Selby took control in the
second. It was then that Selby began to
have problems with his gumshield,
which he struggled to keep in his
mouth.
When it fell out four times,YasarCin-

ar, the Turkish referee, deducted two

Selby suffers teething problems in damaging defeat

Andrew Selby, the world No1 from
Wales, suffered another nightmare
Commonwealth Games as he lost his
opening flyweight bout to Reece
McFadden, a Scottish teenager, not
helped by an ill-fitting gumshield.
It is hard to imagine that things could

have got much worse for Wales, after
Fred Evans, the Olympic silver medal-
winner, was refused accreditation for
the Games, but they did as Selby, seen
by many as a banker for gold, lost.
Selby, 25, a two-time European gold

medal-winner and a two-time World
Championship medal-winner, had
been expected to easily get past the
19-year-old.
Cheered on by his home crowd,

McFaddenhad some success in the first

points.Thuswas revealedahuge flaw in
the points system introduced last year.
At the same time as AIBA, the amateur
sport’s governing body, decided to do
away with headguards, it changed its
system from scoring for individual
landed punches to a professional-type
style, with most rounds scored 10-9.
Thismeant that thepoints deduction

gave McFadden the equivalent of two
rounds, in a three-round bout, giving
Selby next to no chance. It is an offence
to spit out a gumshield, but Selby was
on top and attacking, so had no reason
to do so. As it was, the judges gave the
final round to the Scot.
“Itwasa specially fittedgumshield, so

I have no ideawhy that happened,” Sel-
by said. “I tried to catch it once when it
came out and the referee still took
points off me.”

McFadden was understandably de-
lighted. “The goldmedal ismine, I don’t
care who I face next,” McFadden said.
Joe Joyce, of England, andRossHen-

derson, of Scotland, will meet in the
super-heavyweight quarter-finals on
Tuesday, with the winner guaranteed
at least a bronze medal. Joyce was a
pointswinner overKeddyAgnes, of the
Seychelles, yesterday; Henderson, who
at 6ft 6in is the same height as Joyce,
took time to get warmed up before out-
pointing Parveen Kumar, of India.
Scott Fitzgerald, the welterweight

from Manchester, produced the first
knockdown and first stoppage of the
tournament, producing a solid right
and a left hook to floor Ron Bastien, of
St Lucia, midway through the third
round, which prompted the referee’s
stoppage.

Ron Lewis Boxing Correspondent

Host city’s
Games are
warm and
wonderful
From bowls to women’s weightlifting,
this festival exudes a niceness that is
just intoxicating, writes Simon Barnes

I
write these words from the
epicentre of the Commonwealth
Games. Very soon the bowls will
start. Here at Kelvingrove Lawn
Bowls Centre, the grass is freshly

shaved, the air is filled — but not to
capacity — with expectation and the
officials are moving gently into
position. It’s a fine sight, and there’s
even a faint breath of a breeze at the
top of the stand to temper this
unGlaswegian heatwave.
The city is en fête. People keep being

nice to me and I keep being nice back.
The other night, passing a security
check, I smiled and bade goodnight to a
policewoman. My greeting was cheeri-
ly returned. These are not normal
times, butwhenagreat sporting festival
lands on a city it is as if the whole place
is infected by a terrible niceness dust
distributed from flying saucers.
No one is immune, apart from the

womanon thedoorat thenetball arena.
And so, in the course of a brutal
epidemic of smiles, I went fromplace to
place and sport to sport and found my-
self beginning tobelieve in it all.Austra-
lia are about to play theCook Islands in
the women’s fours and Papua New
Guinea take on the Falkland Islands in
the men’s triples. How could anything
be amiss with the world?
No, these are not the poor man’s

Olympic Games, nor were they meant
to be. These games are uniquely and
eccentrically themselves and the bowls
proves it. Here, 71 nations linked by one
nation’s historical rapacity are playing a
series of silly games together with
very little malice, and if that’s not a
weird quadrennial triumph I don’t
know what is.
Thus it was that I was astounded for

the millionth time by the glorious
pointlessness of sport. There was the
not inaptly named Grace Legote, of
SouthAfrica, awomanwhocanbend in
the middle like a one-stringed fiddle,
doing quite astonishing things with a
hoop. This was rhythmic gymnastics
and it matters.
PoorRebeccaBee,ofScotland,had to

bite back the tears after dropping her
ball. Gabby Logan, television presenter
and former rhythmic gymnast, once
confessed in these pages about a silent
promise toGod that if her routine came
out all right she would devote a year of
her life to the poor in Africa.
So I moved on to the netball, a real

heartland Commonwealth Games
sport. Northern Ireland were playing
Malawi, andMalawi strode awayafter a
tight first quarter. The art of intercep-
tion — quick mind, hard eyes, soft
hands — is at the heart of it and the
Malawians didn’t miss a single shot
from 39 in the first half. I was cheering
for Malawi because I saw my only
palmnut vulture there.
They gave us a miniature of Famous

Grouse in the press goody bag, and
there have been sightings of the Glas-
gow 2014mascot, an anthropomorphic
thistle called Clyde. It’s Scotland, it’s
Glasgow, but it’s also everywhere:
Barcelona, Beijing, Auckland, every
city that has ever held a big sporting
festival and failed to mess it up like
Atlanta; streets full of people in sports
kitwith big plastic rectangles of accred-
itation around their necks and enough
good vibes to cause an earthquake.
Judo next: pleased for Mathews

Punza, fromZambia, where I have seen
things more wonderful even than
palmnutvultures anddone sowithdear

friends. He won by ippon in his repe-
chage in the under-66 kilos. Perhaps I
should have been looking out for Colin
Oates, of England, or James Millar, of
Scotland, but right now my partisan-
ship is global and I am cheering every-
where for the nation of sport.
TheCook Island ladies werewearing

wreaths of flowers on their heads as

they rolled their woods the length of
the sward, so naturally I was biased in
their favour. (A bowls joke!)
OnThursday Iwent to theweightlift-

ing. At theOlympicGames it’s beenmy
practice to make time for the men’s
super-heavyweight lifting, so naturally
at the Commonwealth Games I was
drawn irresistibly to the women’s
ultra-lightweights: the under-48 kilos
competition.
The first weight was 50 kilos: every

one of these delicate little things lifted
more than her own body weight. Mira-
bai SaikhomChanu, of India, lifted last,

‘There are no sporting
super-powers here: no
Russia, USA or China’

Selby lost his gumshield four times

Allen shoots her way
to silver for Wales
Elena Allen, below, won a silver
medal for Wales in the women’s
skeet shooting at the Barry
Buddon shooting centre. Allen, the
former world record-holder,
missed with her final shot to go
down 14-13 to Laura Coles, of
Australia.
Sarah Gray, of England, lost to

Allen in a sudden-death shoot-off
in the semi-finals and was beaten
in the bronze-medal match. There
was disappointment for Amber
Hill, 16, who was knocked out in a
qualifying round shoot-off. Daniel
Rivers, also of England, won a
bronze medal in the ten-metres air
rifle competition.

Matthew triumphs in
battle of birthday boys
Nick Matthew, below, the world
squash champion, celebrated
turning 34 by securing his place in
the quarter-finals of the men’s
singles with an 11-4, 11-4, 11-8
victory over Alan Clyne, from
Scotland, who was also marking
his birthday yesterday. Matthew
will face Chris Simpson, from
Guernsey, in the last eight, while
Peter Barker, the No3 seed from
England, plays Cameron Pilley
after defeating Mohd Nafiizwan
Mod Adnan, from Malaysia, 11-7,
11-6, 11-3. Jenny Duncalf faces
Nicol David, the No1 seed, in the
last eight of the women’s singles.

Malawi cyclists loaned
bikes by shop owner
Malawi’s cyclists have been loaned
new bikes for the Commonwealth
Games by a Glasgow shop owner.
Malawi had intended to use the
bikes they brought with them for
the road events and the mountain
bike cross-country race, but Neil
Bilsland was concerned that they
were in a poor state of repair.
Bilsland tried to fix them, but then
offered the Malawi team use of
bikes from his shop, which was
opened by his father, Billy, who
rode at the 1966 Commonwealth
Games and the 1968 Olympics.

England power into last
eight with clean sweep
England effectively secured their
place in the quarter-finals of the
mixed team badminton event with
a 5-0 victory over Jersey, whose
team contained three former
England players but proved no
match for their former colleagues,
who did not drop a game. Only an
unlikely set of results in the final
round of games in their group,
including a landslide defeat by
rank outsiders Mauritius, can
deprive England, the No 2 seeds,
of a place in the last eight at the
Emirates Arena.
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Williams rises to occasion after alarm

DannyWilliams took full advantage of
an unexpected opportunity to compete
at the Commonwealth Games by
winning judo gold for England in the
under-73kg category. The 25-year-old
from Camberley competed at the 2012
Olympic Games but was only called
into the England team last Saturday
after an injury to Ben Fletcher.
Williams recorded an earlyWaza-ari

score against Adrian Leat, from New
Zealand, and came through a thrilling
contest to claim the first title of his
career. Megan Fletcher then secured
England’s fifth judo gold medal of the
Games with a victory by Ippon over
Moira de Villiers, from New Zealand.
Sarah Clark continued Scotland’s

success on the judo mat by winning

gold in the under-63kg division inwhat
was her final tournament before she
retires. Clark defeated Helene Wezeu
Dombey, from Cameroon, with an
armlock submission to seal Scotland’s
third judo gold.
“To add to what happened yesterday

and to keep the momentum going for
judo and for Scottish sport is fantastic,”
she said. “This will be my last competi-
tive tournament, for sure. There were
moments when I thoughtmy body was

not going to make it, even though you
want to, and bits are falling off. It is nice
to go out on a high and to go out with a
gold medal.”
Like Williams, Katie-Jemima Yeats-

Brown also received a late call to the
England team. The teenager had to
borrow some kit but she finished a
whirlwind few days with a place on the
podium alongside Faith Pitman after
both judokas won bronze for England
in the under-63kg division.
“Iwasmeant to be doingLaserQuest

today,” Yeats-Brown said. “I’d choose a
Commonwealth medal over Laser
Quest. I got the call on Tuesday morn-
ing at seven. I was actually quite an-
noyed because my mum said I could
have a lie in, then shookme awake and
asked if Iwould like to fight at theCom-
monwealth Games.”

Alex Lowe

Proud heralds his
arrival as sprint
star of the future
Teenager beats Olympic and world champions
Craig Lord

Ben Proud, of England, crashed
through the 23-second mark for a
British and Commonwealth Games
record to takeEngland’s first gold of the
event in the 50-metres butterfly last
night.
The 19-year-old who was born in

London, raised in Malaysia and honed
in the pool in Plymouthwith JonRudd,
the England head coach, rose toNo1 in
the world rankings by beating two
South Africans in the medal placings
after registering a time of 22.93sec.
Roland Schoeman, the world

champion and record-holder, had to be
content with silver with Chad le Clos,
the Olympic champion who defeated
Michael Phelps at London 2012 in the
200metres butterfly, claiming the
bronze medal.
Proud’s timewas the fifth fastest from

anyone competing in the event in a
textile suit anddidmuch to suggest that
Britain and world swimming are
witnessing the emergence of a young
sprint star ready to challenge for global
honours in the near future.
Rudd described Proud as “most

definitely world class” adding: “He was
the fastest 18-year-oldof all timeworld-
wide. Now that’s not a bad start. Today
takes him up a peg.”
Proud, who joined the Plymouth

Leander club as a 16-year-old, had not
grown up in the usual ranks of junior
swimming and racing. His progress,
though, has been stellar.
“It’s quite hard forme to get my head

around how much I’ve improved,”
Proud said this season. “I could only
haveeverdreamedabout racingamong
people like Cesar Cielo [the world
50metres freestyle andbutterfly cham-
pion and 2008 Olympic champion,
from Brazil] until this season. Now I
know I’m getting there.”
Britain hadmoremedals to celebrate

when Calum Jarvis, of Wales, claimed
an unexpected bronze in the men’s
200metres freestyle final. Australia
claimed gold and silver, Thomas
Fraser-Holmes in 1:45.88, Cameron
McEvoy on 1:45.56, ahead of a national
record of 1:46.53 for Jarvis.
Fraser-Holmes had a second gold to

aim for later in the evening in the
400metres medley, while McEvoy left
the pool to prepare for the 4x100 me-
tres freestyle relay in which Australia
were expected to dominate.
The second sprint final of the even-

ing, the women’s 50 metres breast-
stroke, sawLeistonPickett, ofAustralia,

keep the crown that she won in Delhi
four years ago.Her timeof 30.59 pipped
the 30.67 set by Alia Atkinson, of
Jamaica, with Corrie Taylor, of Scot-
land, taking bronze in 30.75.
Silver for Atkinson made her a

pathfinder not only for Jamaica but for
black women as the most successful
woman for her nation and colour in the
pool .
Atkinson’s presence transcends her

athletic excellence. The 25-year-old
will feature in a documentary being
made by the International Swimming
Hall of Fame in Florida, where she
works as a special projects director. The
work is aimed at promoting swimming
to parents and children. Atkinson is the
poster girl for a colouring book, Water
Safety for Kids, by artist Kimberly
Peterson.
“Drowning accidents occur too fre-

quently,” Atkinson said. “They are al-
ways tragic and the grief we experience
through the loss of a loved one is barely
diminished by the passing of time.
Whether the victim happens to be a
young child or an adult, the impact on
family and relatives is devastating.
“Growing up on the island of

Jamaica, surrounded by some of the

Inside today

Sevens go high-tech to
tackle the All Blacks
Page 90

Greene seeking relief
from injury troubles
Page 91

mostbeautiful beaches in theworld,my
parents felt that not only was learning
to swim important for keeping me safe
from drowning, but that the ability to
swim would also provide me a lifelong
passport to a world of recreational
pleasures andemploymentpossibilities
on a planet that is mostly made of
water.”
Atkinson tied with her namesake,

Janelle Atkinson (no relation), as the
best-placed Jamaica swimmer by fin-
ishing fourth, just beyond themedals at
London 2012 in the 100 metres breast-
stroke.
Four years ago inDelhi, her ambition

was “just to make the final”. Now she
has overtaken Atkinson, who claimed
two freestylebronzemedals in the2002
Commonwealth Games.

Proud day: the champion celebrates last night’s gold in the 50metres butterfly

Williams had been
hoping for a lie-in
before his call-up

held the winning weight triumphantly
above her head and then leapt about in
joy—but sport is cruelwhen itwants to
be. No lift: she was never in full control
of her 98— 98! — kilos. She had to ac-
cept silverwhileher compatriot, Sanjita
Chanu Khumukcham, took gold.
There are no sporting super-powers

here: no Russia, no United States, no
China, and without them, the despera-
tion for success becomes a mellower
thing, and there is less than the usual
overflowing of entitlement. The Com-
monwealthGamesmay not be as unre-
mittingly friendly as legend requires,

but it’s all much simpler without global
power politics getting into everything
in the manner of rats in a stable feed-
room.
There are a few stars about. There

will be a decent athletics meet and the
swimming is also high-quality. But
most events are contested by athletes,
who, if they achieve any recognition it’s
of the most feeling kind and if they
make any money, it’s best reckoned in
pennies.
People are here not for glory and

riches but for sport: for the love of
winning, for the loveof the team, for the

loneliness of the individual, for the
beauty of doing something well and
perhaps above all for what Albert
Camuscalled the stupiddesire to cryon
evenings after we had lost.
Outon the rinks the clackofwoodon

wood, the sharp cries to encourage the
bowl on its course, the shouts of glee
and the groans of dismay. Oh no,
Zambia are getting hammered by
Norfolk Islands. The sun is losing its
edge.Glasgowmoves towards evening-
lands. Goodnight, sweet police-lady:
sweet dreams, sweet Games, sweet
sport to all.

Sport in harmony:bowlers perform in
perfect conditions with netball, judo
and weightlifting also underway

GLYNKIRK/AFP

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, JAMES GLOSSOP
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Rowsell makes point

Williams, the former Wales rugby
union wing, is the most high-profile
drugs-test failure in British athletics in
the past decade.
The highlight of Williams’s career

came in 2012, when he won gold at the
European Championships in Gothen-
burg, but he had not been selected for
the Great Britain team to defend his
title in Zurich next month. Williams
won a bronze medal at the last Com-
monwealth Games, in Delhi in 2010,
behind Dai Greene, his fellow Welsh-
man, and also won a silvermedal at the
European Championships in 2010 and
a bronze, as well as silver in the 4x400
metres relay, in 2006.
“Rhys Williams has been handed a

mandatory provisional suspension
from all competition by UK
Anti-Doping, after being charged with
committing an anti-doping rule viola-
tion under the IAAF anti-doping rules
following an in-competition test,” a
Team Wales statement said.
“The athlete has the opportunity to

respond to thechargesagainsthim, and
to have those charges determined at a
full hearing before the National
Anti-Doping Panel.
“Team Wales has worked with

athletes to ensure they understand
their anti-doping responsibilities. All
athletes and athlete support personnel
have had access to anti-doping educa-
tion through their national governing
body, which has been facilitated by
SportWales and approved byUKAnti-
Doping.”
MattNewman, the chief executive of

WelshAthletics, said itwas a surprise to
have two cases so close together.
“GarethWarburton had been identi-

fied a week and a half ago and we have
been through the process with that and
his initial hearing is the middle of next
week,” Newman said. “We will conduct
a full investigation within Welsh

Athletics.
“All of the athletes have

been through a comprehen-
sive education programme
aspartof their selection from
the long list back in Novem-

ber. Both of these ath-
letes are Olympians,
who have been
through a strict
education process
ahead of the
London Olympics
as well. Clearly
something has
happened that
broke the code of

conduct set out in that
education.

“Wewillmakesure that
we are speaking to every-
one involved in perform-
ance athletics in Wales
and understanding what
risks are out there.
If there are lessons to be

learnt from these two
episodes, they will be
learnt.”

Welsh Athletics officials are investi-
gating the possibility that there could
be a link between the drug-test failures
of Rhys Williams, the European
400 metres hurdles champion from
Wales, and Gareth Warburton, his
team-mate.
Itwas confirmedyesterday thatWill-

iams, 30, will miss the Commonwealth
Games after failing a test at the Sains-
bury’s Glasgow Grand Prix on July 11.
Williams, who had been one of

Wales’s leading medal hopes and was
co-captain of the team, was informed
onTuesday that his ‘A’ sample had test-
ed positivewhile hewas training for the
Games at their camp in the Algarve.
The previous evening he had given his
captain’s speech to his team-mates.
He flew back to Wales to get legal

representation before his ‘B’ sample
was tested on Thursday. That also
proved to be positive and he has been
suspended pending a hearing with UK
Anti-Doping that is likely to be held in
the autumn.
“I am utterly devastated about the

news of this anti-doping violation,
whichhas comeas a great shock tome,”
Williams said. “From the outset, I
would strongly like to state that I have
not knowingly taken any banned
substance.
“As a professional athlete, I have

always supported and have been an
advocate of clean sport. However, I
recognise that the responsibility for this
situation lies with me and I’m
committed to working with UK
Anti-Doping and will fully
co-operate in the legal process.”
Welsh Athletics have linked

the failure to the positive test
of Warburton, the 800
metres runner, who was
ruled out of the Games
after failing a test this
month.
Themakerof a sports

supplement called
Mountain Fuel has
launched an investi-
gation to see if its
product could have led to the
positive result. The product is
believed to have been used by
Williams and Warburton. The
results of the company’s investi-
gation are expected next week
with a source close to the
company confident that the firm
will be exonerated.
Williams, the son of JJ

the

br

lear
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Failed drug test
for Williams
may have link
to team-mate
Wales investigate double setback for team
Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

wales, wails

Rhys Williams Athletics, banned
after failed drug test
Gareth Warburton Athletics,
banned after failed drugs test
Fred Evans Boxing, refused
accreditation
Helen Jenkins Triathlon, injured
Becky James Cycling, injured
Non Stanford Triathlon, injured

Williams said that
he was devastated

medal table

G S B Total
England 10 8 7 25
Australia 8 7 9 24
Scotland 6 3 4 13
India 3 4 3 10
Canada 3 1 3 7
New Zealand 2 2 4 8
Nigeria 1 0 1 2
Singapore 1 0 0 1
Wales 0 3 3 6
South Africa 0 1 4 5
Cyprus 0 1 1 2
Malaysia 0 1 1 2
Bangladesh 0 1 0 1
Cameroon 0 1 0 1
Pap N Guinea 0 1 0 1

I
t continues to be a women’s world
in cycling. Joanna Rowsell won a
gold medal for England, but Jason
Kennywas three feet short of ush-
ering in a revival that might have

silenced those pessimists condemning
half the team to No Man’s Land.
A silver medal is not to be taken

lightly and, given Kenny’s recent form,
it constitutes an encouraging step. He
said he was “shattered”, threw up and
had a bit of cramp after losing the third
race in the sprint duel with Sam
Webster, of New Zealand, but he has
two Olympic gold medals and is not
used to doing second.
Hence he had not balked at adding

fourkilos of bulk tobridge thegap tohis
rivals after a torrid World Champion-
ships inColombia inMarch, but “abit of
chub” and the stomach for the fight
were not enough. To add insult to
injury, the BBC missed his last race.
Rowsell did make the TV and was a

fitting top-tableguest atGlasgow’s con-
tinuing party. She is routinely made to
answer questions about her alopecia
but stands out from the crowd because

of her abilities. Five world titles, an
Olympic medal and now a Common-
wealth Games title in the 3,000metres
individual pursuit, the event that
started it all for her, are the stuff of
national treasures.
“Ever since theOlympics I have been

thinking about this event,” the Lon-
doner said. “This has been my moti-
vation and I’m pretty pleased to pull it
off. When I started, a lot of people
doubted me and I’ve always wanted to
prove them wrong.”
Bizarrely, the corporate guests were

drinking in the middle of the track as
she beat Annette Edmondson, of Aus-
tralia, but she was in a race of her own.
She arrived as the world champion, set
aGames record in themorning and left
as the Commonwealth title-holder.
That alchemy was achieved via a huge
3.8sec margin over Edmondson.
With all the kilts, crowds and quaff-

ing, it was akin to a medieval stag-do
down at the Sir Chris Hoy velodrome.
There was a sing-a-long to The Pro-
claimers, Billy Connolly and Co chant-
ing “When I get drunk”, and a gurning

ape, courtesy of Neil Fachie’s custom-
ised helmet. Nicknamed the Power
Monkey, the visually impaired Scot
added the para-sport 1,000 metres
time-trial title tohisworldandOlympic
ones. Partnered by Craig MacLean, he
set a Games record, saluted the Big Yin
and sparked a bigger din.
Shortly after came Katie Archibald’s

moment in the l pursuit bronze ride-off.
The local heroine hasmade a rapid rise
through the ranks, shaking things up
with her talent and penchant for doing
her hair with a £2.50 spray can, but she
lost out to Amy Cue, of Australia.

Women rule the roost despite riding in
an atmosphere that owed much to a
medieval stag-do, says Rick Broadbent

Flying the flag:Rowsell celebrates her emphatic victory in the women’s individual pursuit, but it was not all joy for England
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in perfect pursuit

Stefani Sherlock, of England but
who was born in Moscow, finished
11th and Lynne Hutchison, who
competed for Great Britain in the
team event in 2012, finished 12th.
Hutchison is the only member of
that group still competing. Funding
difficulties ended the dream, but
Hutchison kept going in spite of
foot and back injuries.

Lauren Brash, 15, was the sole
Scotland finalist yesterday. She
was exuberant and her routine
with the ribbon was one of the
highlights of the event, but she

lacked precision and needs to
make her routines more
difficult to impress judges
who really do not care
about who the crowd
likes and who
entertains the crowd.
She finished in last
place, but this is a
sport where losers
can look like world
beaters and stir the
soul even more than
those who are

technically more
proficient.

The crowd might not have been
on the same wavelength as the
judges, but they were a vital
component. As the scores were
docked for various mistakes, the
spectators cheered all the louder for
any competitor who stumbled.
Sherlock threw her clubs into the air
and failed to catch one of them, but
the fans made it plain that they were
impressed that she was prepared to
throw them again and to keep
smiling.

Smile, please — it’s
the never-ending
quest for perfection

Exclusive to members

Glasgow 2014 live
Rolling coverage,
including highlights
from the pool and
the velodrome

On tablet and online
thetimes.co.uk/tto/sport/
commonwealth-games
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Welcome to the warm
and wonderful Games
Simon Barnes, pages 92-93

Proud claims first gold
for England in the pool
Page 93

F
or those who sneer at the
lack of blood, guts, mud and
sweat, and laugh at the
preponderance of glitter,
lipstick and forced smiles,

rhythmic gymnastics is not simply
prancing about for medals. It is
about exhausting poise and intense
concentration.
Yes, there is a touch of Swan Lake

and a smidgin of Britain’s Got Talent
to it all, but when you see the 16
finest exponents from the
Commonwealth in one arena
performing with a hoop, then a ball,
then a pair of clubs and then the
ribbon, it is hard to not feel awe at
the sheer self-discipline of it.
Rhythmic gymnastics can be

serene, quirky, mesmeric or
surprising, but the routines are
always precise and meticulous.
There were some tiny and some
obvious errors in the SSE Hydro, but
the greatest joy for the spectator is
the search for perfection: the idea
that having thrown a hoop high into
the air and caught it with her toes, a
competitor will then seek to add an
elegant backflip in between the
throw and the catch. The quest,
which is never-ending, is to keep
adding layers of difficulty and to
suffuse them with grace.
And it is competitive. This is

worth stating because the girls try
to appear unperturbed by their
scores. The expressions range from
delighted smile all the way through
to sad smile. Frowns have no place
in rhythmic gymnastics. The format,
too, lulls the spectator into a
heady daze of tricks and
acrobatics.
It is relentless — this was

a non-stop four-hour session
— and, as a consequence, it
becomes intensely personal, and
is all played out to music that
ranges from Pussycat Dolls to
George Gershwin. It is girl
versus hoop, girl versus
her own demons, but the
sense that it is girl versus
girl is highly understated.
There were two medals

for Wales as Frankie Jones
and Laura Halford
took silver and bronze,
respectively, in the all-around.
Jones had won a silver in Delhi
in the hoop and was flag-
bearer for the Wales team at
the Glasgow opening
ceremony and had already
announced that she would
retire from the sport.
Halford is far less

experienced and was not
expecting to get anywhere
near the podium as an
individual. Together with
Nikara Jenkins, they took
silver on Thursday in the team
all-around final and, given that
Canada had pipped them to
gold, it was entirely predictable
that they would have to wait on
the final performance of the
afternoon from Patricia

Bezzoubenko, of Canada, to learn
their fate.
Bezzoubenko has a captivating

style and the sort of smile that is, for
this kind of arena, dangerously close
to a cheeky grin. She possesses the
poised arrogance of a champion,
however, and there is always the
sneaking suspicion that to look
elite-class before the music even
starts is half the battle when there
are judges involved.
Jones was highly emotional on the

podium — “seeing two Welsh flags
was a dream”, she said — which
does not bode well in the dry-eye
stakes for today, when she takes part
in four individual apparatus finals.
“I’ll be a complete mess on the

floor probably,” she said. That is
when she will celebrate 17 years of
gymnastics, although her love of the
sport is such that she will, in all
likelihood, stay on as a coach. At 23,
she is an old-timer, a woman with a
wealth of experience to pass on to
the likes of the 18-year- old Halford.

Then came the final and Rowsell’s
dominant ride. Laura Trott, one of her
team-mates when winning gold at the
WorldChampionships, had gone out in
the morning. Come the evening, Trott
was struggling to watch as her partner,
Kenny tried to revive the British men’s
flagging fortunes, this time under the
English flag. Kenny should go easy on
himself.He rodewell in the quarter and
semi-finals, but looked a slightly spent
force by the last leg of the final.
However, it does make you wonder

what has happened to the men’s team.
In those days before he was a knight
and wasmerely a PaulWeller wannabe
with dead-ferret sideburns, Bradley
Wiggins poured paraffin on Britain’s
slow-burning love affair with cycling.
He won the Tour de France and ush-
ered in a generation of Lycra-clad
middle-aged men.
After decades ofwar-weary cynicism

about drugs, cycling was suddenly fla-
vour of the month after month. Great
Britain won eight gold medals at the
2012 Olympics, but things have started
to turna little sour. Therewas still Chris
Froome succeedingWiggins at LeTour
and Ilkley Moore doffed its hat during
Le Grand Départ, but the men’s track
team have turned back the tide of
success. In Colombia, as Britain, they
won nothing. The women took five
medals, with Rowsell winning the

individual pursuit and joining Trott,
Katie Archibald and Elinor Baker to
take the team gold.
After that disappointment for the

men, Sir Dave Brailsford stepped down
as British Cycling guru to focus on
Team Sky and the long road. Shane
Sutton took over as performance man-
ager. The Olympics in Rio de Janeiro
areclearlySutton’s endgame,highlight-
ed when Kenny caused a stir in the
build-up to Glasgow by stating the ob-
vious, saying the Commonwealth
Games were fine and dandy but would
not “actually pay the bills”.
That sparked a modicum of pious

outrage, but lottery funding is based on

Alyson Rudd

four-year cycles.Kenny is anOlympian
who won gold in Beijing and London
and became half a golden couple by
kissing Trott at the beach volleyball.
Thisyearhasbeen tougher.Hewas fifth
in all his events at the World Champi-
onships, a chastening experience that
ledhimtoaddsomemuscleafternoting
that those in front of him were all
around ten kilos heavier.
Meanwhile, the weight ofWiggins in

British cycling remains obvious.He has
been the trailblazer with a bark to
match the soundbites, with remarks
criticising both Trott and Chris Froo-
me, and remarks about the “cut-throat”
nature of road racing with its lack of
loyalty went still deeper.
After his silver-medal turn onThurs-

day, Wiggins said he had bled the road
dry and wanted to focus on the Olym-
pics, promptingBrailsford to sayyester-
day that therewas still a TeamSky con-
tract for him that help him to meet
those ambitions. “Ideally,” Brailsford
said when asked if Wiggins would sign.
“It’s do-able.” As for the “cut-throat”
comments, he said a tad frostily:
“Everyone is entitled to an opinion.”
Rowsell’s opinions are also worth

heeding and she said Thursday’s silver
in the men’s team sprint was “a real
positive”on the road toequality. For the
time being, though, the men are cheer-
leaders for Team England’s true star.

wa
with
highlights
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Halford won an unexpected
bronze medal in the all-around

in the Sir Chris Hoy velodrome yesterday, with Kenny producing another disappointing performance in the men’s sprint

ROBERTCIANFLONE/GETTY IMAGES
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Queen of
the track
Joanna Rowsell outshines her England
team-mates in the Glasgow velodrome
to take gold in the individual pursuit
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28 Don’t see it right, sadly, with such
a view? (4-6)

29 Mock appeal for peace by dream-
ers in the centre (4)

1 What does racing driver want?
Answer: the short, purpose-built
track (6-4)

2 Put out volume about Irish dance
company of old (5)

4 Bucks town mostly welcoming
busy old traveller (5,4)

5 Turn up some spare police work
for the Met? (5)

6 Squatter raised objection - the
last stand? (7)

7 Island resort a genuine source of
wonderment (3,6)

8 Very embarrassed after upsetting
contents of tank? (4)

9 School perhaps or hospital in
part of UK (6)

14 In church defiant smoker getting
a piece of one’s mind (10)

16 Dramatist showing wishful
remark from UKIP on fateful
day (9)

17 On the house over the road, out-
side key’s unattached (9)

19 Having difficulty at home repre-
senting corporation (2,1,4)

20 Shell from gunner that hurts,
making us moan (6)

22 Without prospect of success, just
returned home? (2-3)

24 Singular story told of forger (5)
25 Do tea and toast far too much?

(4)

Across
1 Name missing from sign is a
drag (4)

3 Acted as solicitor to MP under
one’s arrangement (10)

10 Pan and tube each filled with a
drop of rum punch for one (9)

11 Being on the fiddle, maybe, one’s
shady (5)

12 New watch that’s for songwriter
(7)

13 Friction a problem in wheels (6)
15 Hacks, presumably, at this pear,

after attempt to get juice from it?
(5,10)

18 Supposedly disapprove as a body,
giving rise to underground
movement? (4,2,4,5)

21 Betting fall can cause injury (6)
23 “Mislay” tablet bottles to pass

inspection (4-3)
26 Summoned to court, poor

Republican’s deserted (3,2)
27 Turn cape and rise for cool effect

(4,5)
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